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"The R352's are real winners, an excellent loudspeaker that offers very
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"Thoroughly recommended"
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USIC ON THE MOVE, in
the guise of the remarkably successful series of
'Walkman' cassette players, has
been with us for a couple of
years. Now, with the arrival of the
first truly portable Compact Disc
player, the Sony 050, shown lifesize on our cover, the idea of
fully-fledged high-fidelity on the
move has become a reality. The
050 is one of eight CD players
reviewed by Martin Colloms on
p57.
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The Sony 050 'Walkman' Compact Disc player (p63)
and Robertson Forty Ten power amplifier (p54)
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Loudspeakers head our April lineup of equipment reviews, with
Martin Colloms' in-depth reviews
of the new Wharfedale 708, 508
and 506 models, the Marantz
DMS 150, and Monitor Audio's
R352.
Complementing
these,
John Atkinson looks at the new
Celestion DL4, DL6 and DL8
range. Thorens' latest mid- priced
TD321
suspended-subchassis
turntable makes its debut, while
'Starting Point' discusses the
various options for those setting
out on the hi-fi trail with abudget
of £700. Back from the States
once again, our resident Anacrophile, Ken Kessler, gives us his
impressions of the Las Vegas
Show.
On the music side, our main
feature is a profile of the enterprising Hyperion record label.
'Notes' includes an interview
with the young conductor Jesus
Lopez-Cobos, while
in ' Back
Door', Steve Harris writes about
Billie Holliday. Copious LP record
reviews, more Compact Disc
Monitor, and another offer in the
HFN/RR Accessories Club series,
all go towards making up a total
package that it's hard to conceive
of being without...
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New NAD 3020B
The world's most acclaimed
amplifier has been improved!
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At every stage in its
development the NAD
3020 series has been far
ahead of all other budget
amplifiers — in sound
quality and in features.
And with the new 3020B,
NAD continue to leave
the competition standing.
In line with NAD

philosophy, mere cosmetic
changes have been
rejected. Only when truly
important features were
ready for incorporation
did NAD produce the
3020B. In their published
specifications, NAD have
rated the 3020B very
conservatively at 20 watts

Heavy-duty binding posts ensure
optimum power transfer to the
speaker cables.
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per channel. In fact, our
own laboratory tests show
the power output to be 40
watts per channel! And
new features such as
binding posts, separable
pre amplifier and power
amplifier, ard impedance
selector are all of real
value to the true

Impedance selector increases the
amplifiers output by approximately
one-third for 8-ohm speakers.
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NAD 3120

audiophile. Come to
Hi Fi Markets ana
audition the NAD 3020B.
It continues the NAD
tradition of unbeatable
price/performance
value.

£129.00

Separable pre amplifier and power
amplifier

Many audiophiles prefer
not to have tone controls
on their amplifier and
indeed several reviewers
have suggested that a
version of the NAD 3020
without tone controls

would provide an excellent
alternative. NAD have
responded by producing
the NAD 3120 which is the
same as the 3020B but without
tone controls. At jLst £ 109 it's
another world beater.

£109.00

III•11 MARKETS
The.

ewhere people care about hi-fi

NAD 4020A Tuner

This superb AM/FM ti,ner
incorporates the finest in analogue
tuner circuitry including a
dual- gate MOSFET front end
system for an excellent
combination of sensitivity and
resistance to overload. The NAD
4020A is the best sounding tuner in
its class and its at Hi -Fi Markets
now!

£125.00

price which is an all round be
NAD 3150 Amplifier

CI

,

The 3150 is twice as powerful as the
3020A when operated in stereo,
and six times as powerful when
switched to the bridged mode and
used with acompanion power
amplifier for stereo_ In addiron the
3150 contains avariety of circuit
features that contribute to its
outstanding operating flexibility
and highly musical sound quality.

£225.00

4155

Through numerous refinements in
front-end and I.F circuits, and
NAD's new Dynamic Separation
circuit, the NAD 4
,55 is nearly
twice as sensitive as other FM
stereo tuners. High AM rejection
and low capture ' ado suppress
multipath interference in both
strong and weak signals and there's
exceptional immurity to
strong- signal over oad. Other
features include convenient
high- precision dig.tal tuning with
5FM and SAM presets.

£219.00

"This combination costs about half that of its
nearest riv .11
• )•ti"s ance is superior"
NAD 2150 Power
Amplifier

NAD 1020A Pre Amplifier
The 1020A offers NAD's unique
combination of modest price,
uncomplicated controls, advanced
engineering and state-of-the-art sonic
performance. The wide- range phono
pre amplifier section is anewly
designed discrete- transistor circuit
whose performance matches that of
far more expensive units. There's
infrasonic filtering, musically useful
tone controls, digital- ready dynamic
range and hign current output buffer.

Power output conse-vatively rated at
50 watts per channel into 8, 4, or 2
ohms. + 3dB IHF Dynamic Headroom
for peaks. 100 watts per channel at
8ohms, over 100 wets per channel at
4and 2ohms. Bridging circuit yields
125 Watts continuous, 225 Watts IHF
dynamic output. High- current output
stage ensures accurate control of voice
coil motion regardless of speaker
impedance.

£89.00

£179.00

111+1 MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

"Easily the most outstanding
• receiver Iknow.."
H Fl NOW Apr 1984

NAD 7125 AM/F
Receiver

«Mee

A compact receiver with
low- profile design which is elegant
and modern yet highlrfunctional.
Its advanced engineering and
sophisticated circuitry mark it as a
no- compromise product, one
whose sonic performance is audibly
identical to that of separate tuners
and amplifiers costing much more.

•••••
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£229.00
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NAD 6125 Cassette Deck

The NAD 6125 cassette deck has a
slimline, low wow and flutter
transport mechanism. There's an
MX head for wider frequency
response, superior wear
characteristics and excellent
headroom.
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£49.00

New NAD Digital AM/FM Receivers
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NAD 7140 Receiver
Features exclusive NAD impedance
selector which delivers maximum
power into any speaker impedance.
Bass EQ circuit augments the
deep- bass response of speakers
while infrasonic filter preserves
maximum power for music. The

NAD 7140 is nearly twice as
sensitive in FM stereo as other
receivers. Power output
conservatively rated at 40W/ch.
with + 3dB IHF Dynamic Head room
(80 W/ch) for peaks.

£339.00

"Best Buy"

NAD 7155 Receiver
Offers all the features of the 7140
plus independent input selectors
for recording and listening. 50dB
stereo quieting sensitivity is
typically only 220 and maximum
stereo quieting 80dB. A dynamic
separation circuit maintains full

is

HI-FI CHOICE Autumn 1983

subjective stereo separation while
improving the quieting of weak
stereo signals. Power output
conservatively rated at 55 W/ch.
with + 3dB IHF Dynamic Headroom
(110 W/Ch) for peaks.

£389.00
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NAD 6050C Cassette
Deck

Complementary cassette deck to
the 3020A amplifier and 4020A
tuner, the 6050C incorporates a
host of advanced features including

Dobly C. Dolby B, direct loading
with click- locked soft touch
buttons and review/cue. Your local
Hi -Fi Markets will be pleased to
give you ademonstration.

f159.00

NAD 5120
The NAD 5120 combines unique
styling, superb record- playing
performance and exceptional
freedom from resonant colouration
and feedback at an amazingly

111•111 MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

modest price. Complete with
tubular tonearm and cartridge.

£109.00
Also available with ' fine tune' flat
tonearm at £109 excluding
cartridge.

Recommended NAD-KEF Systeins
for the ultimate in Hi Fi reproduction
mom
•

KFF

At the heart of this system is the NAD 3120
which has just added to NAD's laurels by
gaining a"Best Buy" in the latest issue of Hi -Fi
Choice. The turntable is the NAD 5120
("Sonically the 5120 is in aclass of its own"
Popular Hi -Fi September 1983) and the
speakers are KEF Chorale Ill's — very compact
two-way bookshelf loudspeakers which,
despite being unobtrusive, nevertheless
produce the full-bodied detailed sound quality
associated with larger KEF loudspeakers.

£07.00

Comprises the NAD 3020B — the
improved version of the world's most
acclaimed amplifier — and the NAD 5120
turntable. A pair of KEF Coda Ill
speakers complete the system. They
incorporate important new technical
features and are capable of reproducing
all kinds of music with outstanding
sound quality from asmall enclosure.

£347.00

This system features the NAD 7125
AM/FM receiver — aunit which is
elegant and modern yet highly
functional. The turntable is the NAD
5120 and the system is completed by a
pair of KEF Cantor Ill's — two-way three
unit system speakers which are fitted
with apassive radiator to extend bass
response. The fresh approach to
loudspeaker design, allied to the latest
computer techniques used in its
construction, has given the Cantor Ill
the ability to handle the most dynamic
programme material with natural ease.

£467.00

The place where people care about hi-fi

New from Yamaha true audiophile units
for an incredible £89.50
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Yamaha A-320 Amplifier

narmonic distortion, anc the
A-320 boasts an impressive list of
features. Low noise phono
equalizer, pure current servo amp,
built-in subsonic filter, gold
plated phono terminals.
At Hi -Fi Markets we anticipate
that the Yamaha A-320 will be one
of the success stories of 1985.
Come along and hear for yourself.

Realising that the high current
amplifier has been recognised by
UK reviewers as being the most
musical, Yamaha not only used
the concept to produce : he A-320
but did so at aprice which ,s
absolutely unbeatable.
Power output is apowerful 30
watts per channel ( 8ohms,
20-20,000Hz) with 0.05% total

£89.50

New Yamaha T-320,
AM/FM Tuner

knob. Yamaha's Pilot Tone
Multiplex tuning system provides
extrer-ely high broadcast
reception quality, and tuning is
aided with a3- segment signal
quality meter. No automated
functions, just high quality with
pure ard simple operation.

Matching tuner to the A-320, the
Yamaha T-320 ensures extremely
high broadcast reception quality
with the use of exclusive Yamana
tuning technologies. It offers an
attractive cho.ce to those tuner
enthusiasts who prefer the manual
control and " feel" of analogue
tuning with alarge, heavy tuning

£89.50

New Yamaha sophistication at unheard of prices
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Yamaha A-420 Amplifier
Low impedance drive capability
enables the A-420 to drive two
sets of speakers simultaneously
or use low impedance speaker
systems without the worry of
amplifier shut-off or system
damage. And the A-420 features
very high dynamic power,
enabling it to deliver large
volumes of power in response to

,elut

SieSta TUN., T5

transient peaks and to reproduce
the full dynamic range of high
quality music sources such as
digital audio discs. The Yamaha
A-420 delivers levels of
performance that can only be
found on much more expensive
units. Without doubt another
Yamaha winner.

£139.50

New Yamaha T-520
AM/FM Tuner
Matching tuner to the A-420, the
T-520 offers new front panel
design giving greater readability
of frequency and signal quality
displays. A total of 8AM and
8FM stations can be preset for
nstant, one- touch tuning. The
FM stereo/mono mode is also
memorized along with the

HI•FI MARKETS
The place where

care about hi-ti

station's frequency. And the new
IF count PLL synthesizer tuning
system used ir the T-520 ensures
easy, one touch tuning with a
highly accurate stop detection
circuit that minimizes error in the
reception process and provides
consistently precise tuning.

£139.50

More new world beaters
trim Yamaha

New Ariston RD20 aBritish
turntable with all these
atures for under

•

• Yamaha CD- 3

Compact Disc Player
The CD- 3continues the Yamaha
tradition of excellence in compact
disc player performance, with
refinements in ci
rcuit design and
functions that offer simple,
straightforward operation. And it
comes with aremarkably low price
tag, making the h.gh reproduction
quality of atop- grade CD player
more affordable than ever before.
A 12- mode remote control unit is
supplied with the CD- 3, for total
control over all player functions.
Up to 9selections on adisc can
be randomly programmed for a
playback in that order. Entering a
programme is fast and simple, with
easy to use front panel controls,
or with the remote control unit
controls. Movement forwards and
backwards between individual

selectio -is on adisc is aone- touch
process with the control keys. This
eliminates " manual" searching for
the beginning of each selection.
Repeat playback is available in
three different ways: repeat play
of an entire disc, repeat play of
amemory programme, and repeat
play of arandomly determined
"A- B" section on the disc.
A front panel phone jack enables
headphone listen ng, and a
level control regulates
headphone volume. The CD- 3car
be set for automatic playback with
the use of an external audio
timer, for wake-up playback of
compacz disc sources. Other
features include track no. display,
elapsed time display, total disc
playback time display and
space play.

£429.00

The Ariston philosophy has always
been to produce turntables that
retrieve the maximum amount of
information from the vinyl disc
without adding any colouration or
distortion to the sound. Now, with
the RD20, this remarkable British
company has notched up ahuge
success by incorporating their
unique isolation techniques in a
turntable at only £99.50. The RD20
is abelt drive, semi automatic
turntable with an extremely quiet
electronic governor motor. It has a
heavyweight die cast aluminium,

suspension isolated, concave patter
with integral record clamp —
features unheard of at this price!
But Ariston haven't stopped
there.They've added astatic
balanced straight tone arm with a
fixed headshell of only 10 grams
effective mass ( approx). And the
RD20 comes complete with superb
Gold ring Astron Cartridge. The
RD20 has broken the price barrier
by offering superior Ariston quality
at abudget price.

£99.50

"With the RD40 they have
beaten all records"
AUDIO REVTEW Sîîlt
eember 1983

Ariston RD40

New Yamaha CD- X2
Compact Disc Player
The CD- X2 is the updated version
of the critically acclaimed CD-X1
which is itself a ' Best Buy' in the
latest issue of Hi -Fi Choice. This
new model features MJsic search
(track, index and normal), repeat

(full track, programme), random
memory and play (9selection),
and headphone output ( variable).
The Yamaha CD- X2 is areal
thoroughbred with enough
advanced technologies to satisfy
the most advanced audiophile.

£329.00

Basically
the RD40 system
consists of three
substantial aluminium
castings. These castings
make up the base, the chassis
and the platter which is'dished'
slightly concave. A record clamp, in
conjunction with the concave platter,
laminates the disc mat and platter
interface, reducing the vinyl resonance
and creating one impedance for the

10.

entire assembly as opposed to the more
common two from disc and platter.

£139.95
£189.95

Without Arm
With Opus Arm

"I would not hesitate
to recommend this latest
Ariston RD80"
r1983

New Yamaha K-320
Cassette Deck
Outstanding sound reproduction
quality and sophisticated features
make the K-320 the highest
performing cassette deck in its
class. There's anigh sensitivity
hard permalloy head and Yamaha's

Ariston

original 2motor transport with
micro computer cortrols. The
K-320 also offers Dolby Band C,
7segment LED peak meter, intro
scan forward and reverse, music
search facility, record return,
auto record mute ard auto source
change.

The RD80 is atwo speed
manual turntable with AC
Synchronous Motor. There's a
two piece fully machined
concave platter with record
clamp, and precision made
single- point bearing.

£239.95

with Opus Arm

£155.00

MCI MARKETS
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NAD 830
NAD has become abyword for all that's
best in sound reproduction and the NAD
830 certainly upholds this reputation.
These headphones are extremely
compact and lightweight without
sacrificing frequency response. In fact
they reach at least one octave below
standard lightweight headphones.

£21.00
Sennheiser HD410

The HD410 is aprime example of why
Sennheiser headphones are so popular
with HiFi Markets customers. They offer
high quality and balanced, natural sound
and are also very light and comfortable.
Like all Sennheiser heacphones the

Monster Cable

lower tip mass for accurate high
frequency tracking.

You can significantly improve the
performance of your sound system
simply by switching from conventional
wire to Monster table. With Monster
Cable the problems associated with
conventional wires are eliminated by
using more copper, finer strands, higher
purity materials, and aunique winding
configuration that directly couples your
amplifier to your speakers without loss.
Without distortion.

£16.50

From

Goldring
EPIC

A new magnetic
cartridge of advanced
design which delivers the
performance and quality of much more
expensive models. The diamond tip
bonded to asapphire shank yields a

'GoMang G920

Goldring ELECTRO ll

Employs abonded elliptical stylus
moulted in ahard aluminium, low
compliance cantilever assembly making
it suitable for the widest possible range
of pick up arms.

A superb moving coil cartridge which
features the famous Van den Hul ,. tylus
geometry with high- definition tip set in
ashort light cantilever.

£39.00

£135.00

"ahead of any of
the cartridges
discussed so far"
WHAT HI-FI October 1983

60p

per foot.

NAD Mat

The NAD Mat is afull 5millimetres
thick, has asmooth lower surface which
makes uniform contact with the entire
platter area, and is made of carefully
selected soft- rubber compound with
optimum density and pliancy for
efficient absorption of most
audio- frequency vibrations.

£9.95
EXstatic Disc Cleaner

A highly effective record cleaning brush
consisting of one millior carbon fibre
filaments. These fine conductive
filaments not only reduce the static
charge on the disc but can penetrate
deep into the groove. dislodging dirt and
dust particles trapped there.

£6.00
Hi -Fi Light

Shure ME7011

A high trackability cartridge based on
the famous Shure M7OB — now at a
greatly reduced price thanks to new
production techniques.

£10.95

NAD 9200 •
Tus highly acclaimed cartridge has
taken its place amongst our foremost
budget cartridges due to its excellent
performance and value for money.

£25.00

Beautifully styled in man black plastic,
the Hi -Fi Light is fitted with alow
intensity lamp, which can be angled onto
the record and is easily attached to most
turntable covers. It lights üp
automatically when the cover is raised,
providing adequate light to change
recnrds without accidentally damaging

£4.00

HMI MARKETS

HD410 is fitted with well- proven,
extremely durable steel connecting cable.

£17.99

Yamaha YHL-006 Headphones

Available in black, red or grey. the
YHL-006 offer arew dimension in
headphone performance — and fashion.
Designed by Porsche, they feature
unique wrap- around styling that's
contemporary, yet functional. Extremely
lightweight and compact, their formfitting headband and earpiece design
provides optimum pressure for maximum
listening comfort. And they roll up
tightly to fit easily into pocket or purse.

£27.00

HiFi Markets-the largest specialist
hi-fi retailer in the country
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33 Cattle Market Tel 0509 230465

LINCOLNSHIRE

Colchester
GoldIng & Co
14-16 Culver Street West.
Tel, 0206 48101
Harlow
Essex Discount
57 Harvey Centre. Tel: 0279 26155
Hornchurch
Waters & Stanton Electronics
12 North Street. Tel, 04024 44765
Ilford
A.T. Laboratories
442-444 Cranbrook Road. Gents Hill.
Tel: 01-5180915
Loughton
Essex Discount
152 High Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
Romford
Essex Discount
8/9 Swan Walk. Tel: 0708 46600
Southend
Soundtrack Hi- Fm Video Market
149 Leigh Road. LeIgh-on-Sea.
Tel. 0702 79150

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham
Absolute Sound & Video
42 Alben Street. Te/: 0242 583960
Gloucester
Robbs of Gloucester
13-15 Worcester Street.
Tel 0452 23051/20518

HAMPSHIRE
Alden's«
Bryan ts Hi Fi
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Andover
Andover Audio
105 High Street. Tel 0264 58251
Farnborough
Aerco
Queensmead. Tel: 0252 520146
Portsmouth
Hopkins Hi Fi Centre
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
Southampton
Sextons
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434

HERTFORDSHIRE

Berkharnsted
-..,harnsted Photographic
48 Lower Kings Road. Tel: 04427 5943
Harpenden
Studio 99
82 High Street. Tel: 05827 64246
Hitchin
The Record Shop
Hermitage Road. Tel:0462 34537
Watford
HiFi Markets
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169

HUMBERSIDE
Grimsby
SuperFi Grimsby
71 Carter Gate. Tel 0472-43539
Hull
Simply
48 Springbank. Tel: 0482 29240

KENT
Bromley
Halcyon Electronns
38 Widrnore Road. Tel: 01-464 2260
Canterbury
Canterbury HiFi Centre
21 The Burgate. Tel: 0227 65315
Chatham
Sevenoaks Hi Fi & Video
4Railway Street. Tel:0634 46859
Sevenoaks
Sevenoaes HiFi & Video
111 London Road. Tel:0732 459555
Tunbridge Wells
Sevenoaes
& Video
34 Mount Ephraim Tel, 0892 31543

Lincoln
Super- F. L., In
271a High Street. Tel:0522 20265
Stamford
Rodger & Green Hi Fi
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 621B

LONDON

Manor Park E12
Kimberley
698 Romford Road. Tel:01-478 5131
London E17
Myers Audio
7Central Parade. Hoe Street.
Tel: 01-520 7277
London N7
Bartlett's Hi -Fi
175-177 Holloway Road.
Tel:01-607 2148
London Nil
Analog Audio
849 High Road. Tel: 01-445 1443
London NW6
Studio 99
79-81 Ferfax Road. tel 01-328 6666
Audio T
190 West End Lane. Tel: 01-794 7848
London WI
KJ. Leisuresound
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-486 8263
London W1
Kimberley Hi Fi
376 Edgware Road. Tel:01-724 0454
London W3
Acton Camera & Hi Fi Centre
86 High Street, Acton.
Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
London W14
Hi Fi Markets
204 North End Road.
Tel 01-381 5174
London SEI3
Bill Vee Sound Systems
248 Lee High Road, Lewisham.
Tel: 01-3183755
London 5E18
Sevenoaks Hi Fi & Video
162 Pown Street, Woolwich.
Tel 01-855 8016
London SW?
Uniiet
14 Bute Street. Tel: 01-589 2586
London SW11
Sound Information
13 St. Johns Hill. Tel: 01-223 5532
London SW19
M. O'Brien HiFi Ltd
95 High Street, Wimbledon Village.
Tel: 01-946 1528

Uxbridge
Uxbridge Audio
278 High Street. Tel 0895 33474

NORFOLK
Norwich
Stark Audio Visual
161 Unthank Road. Tel: 0603 22833

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Kettering
Kettering Hi Fi
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Northampton
Listen Inn
32A Gold Street Tel 0604 37871

NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
Aude Times
85 Royal Avenue. Tel: 0232 229907
Audio Times
Unit 12, Fountain Centre,
College Street. Tel: 0232 241331
Coleraine
Best Hi Fi
24 Klngsgate Street Tel: 0265 52843

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham
Nottin am Hi- Fi
120-122 Alfreton Rd. Tel:0602 786919

OXFORDSHIRE
Oxford
Absolute Sound & Video
19 Old High Street, Headington.
Tel: 0865 65961
Absolute Sound & Video
256 Banbury Road, Summertown.
Tel: 0865 53072

SALOP
Shrewsbury
Avon Hi Fi
12 Barker Street. Tel, 0743 55166

SCOTLAND

Aberdeen
Holburn Hi -Fi
441-445 Holburn Street.
Tel:0224 585713
Dundee
The HiFi Shop
53 Overgate. Tel: 0382 28900
Edinburgh
Hi Fi Corner
1Haddington Place. Tel: 031-556 7901
Russ Andrews Hi Fi
34 Northumberland Street,
Tel: 031-557 1672
The Gramophone
Rose Street, Pedestrian Precinct.
Tel: 031-225 9535
Glasgow
Maeto Muslk
14 The Toll, Busby Road, Clarkston.
Tel: 041-638 8252
Stereo Showcase
98 Bath Street. Tel: 041-332 5012
Hamilton
Tom Dickson Cameras
8/10 Cadtow Street. Tel: 0698 283193
Inverness
Nairn Music
1Greg Street. Tel: 0463 220440
MreTilVni regin.". Stirling
Corner
Bolton
13-75 Murray Place. Tel: 0786 5053
Cleartone Hi-fi& Video
156/158 Blackburn Rd.
Tel:0204 31423
Stoke-on-Trent
Manchester
Purklss Hi Fi Systems
Sha-mons Sound & Video
51/53 Piccadilly, Hanley.
25-29 Station Road. Urmston.
Tel. 0782 265010
Tel: 061-747 5181
Cleartone Hi Fi & Video
62 King Street. Tel: 061-835 1156
psw
Rochdale
Eastern Audio
Cleartone Hi Fi & Video
41 Bramford Road. Tel: 0473 217217
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Stockport
SURREY
Falrbotham & Co
Croydon
58-62 Lower Fhllgate. Tel: 061-480 4872
Spaldings
352-354 Lower Addlscombe Road.
MERSEYSIDE
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Birkenhead
Visen Store
Peters Hi-Fi of Chester
96-98 North Erd. Tel: 01-681 7539
11 St. Werburgh Square,
Woking
Grange Precinct. Tel: 051-647 5626
Aerco
Liverpool
11 The Broadway. Tel: 04862 4926
WA. Brady 6 Son
New Malden
401 Smnhdown Road. Tel: 051-733 6859
Unilet
Beaver Radio
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567
20-22 Whltechapel Tel: 051-709 9898

STAFFORDSHIRE

SUFFOLK

MIDDLESEX
Enfield
A.T. Laboratori.
159a Chase Side. Tel: 01-367 3132
Harrow
Harrow Audio
27 Springfield Road. Tel: 01-863 0938

SUSSEX
Brighton
Sevenoaks HiFi
55 Preston Street. Tel: 0273 733338
Chichester
Malcolm Audio a TV
12 South Street. Tel: 0243 787562

lea MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

East Grinstead
John Rees Hi Fi
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787
Hastings
Hastings Hi Fi
32 Western Road. Tel: 0424 442975
Hayward. Heath
Hi Fi & Video Markets
13 South Road. Tel: 0444 450333

TYNE & WEAR
Gateshead
Lintone Audio
7-11 Park Lane Tel:0632 774167
Sunderland
Saxons
20-22 Waterloo Place, Tel 0783 657578

WALES
Cardiff
Audio Excellence
134 Cnerys Road. Tel: 0222 28565
Swansea
Audio Excellence
9High Street. Tel: 0792 474608

WARWICKSHIRE
Warwick
JCV HiFi & Video
Wharf Street. Tel 0926 493796

WEST MIDLAN e

Birmingham
Norman H. Field
35-37 Hurst Street. TeL 021-622 2323
Perfect Audio
504/516 Alum Rock Road,
Alum Rock. Tel: 021-328 2103
Coventry
Frank Harvey
8Marlborough Road, Ball H111.
Tel: 0203 450946
Walsall
Bridge HiFi
Tudor House, Bridge Street.
Tel: 0922 640456
Wednesbury
Woods Audio Visual
1Upper High Street. Tel: 021-556 0473

WILTSHIRE
Devizes
Louts J. Rutter
17 The Britt.. Tel: 0380 2268
Salisbury
Blacknere Vale TV & Audio
17 Butcher Row. Te.: 0722 22746
Swindon
Absolute Sound & %fide°
60 Fleet Street. Tel:0793 38222

WORCESTERSHIRE
Worcester
Johnsons Sound Service
43 Friar Street. Tel. 0905 25740

leford
Eric Wiley
64 & 85 Beancroft Road.
Tel: 0977 553066
Huddersfield
Huddersfmeld Hm Fi Centre
2-4 Cross Church Street,
Tel: 0484 44668
Leeds
Super- Fs
34-36 Queen Victoria Street.
Tel:0532 449075
Image Hi -Fi
8Sr. Anne's Road, HeadIngley.
Tel: 0532 789374
Sheffield
Micron Audio
172 Baslow Rd,Totley. Tel: 0742 360295
York
Sound Organisation
36 GIllygate Tel: 0904 27108

VISA
Head Office Cousteau House,
Greycame Road, Watford, WD2 4SB.
Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted mn the HiFi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of
going to press ( 25/1/85) but may be
subject to change without notice due to
fluctuations mn Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices Include VAT 81 15%
Not all the products featured M Hi Fm
Markets advertisements are available
at all branches.
Please check before travelling.
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Turntables

Hitachi TRK5380 RAD/CASS £29.95
Ingersol XK606 Personal £32.95
Hitachi CP2OOR Stereo £39.95
Sony M80 Stereo £39.95
Hitachi TRK7011 RAD/CASS £59.95
Dual PCP1 Personal Stereo £59.95
Toshiba KTUS2 Personal Stereo
£69.95
Sanyo M-S200F RAD/CASS £79.95
Sanyo M7880 RAD/CASS £79.95
Sharp GF7450 RAD/CASS £ 110.95

. -,
' J0]

SANSUI TSOSL SLIMLINE
ANALOGUE TUNER WITH FM
STEREO
LW/MW

£44.95

Cassette Decks
B: Dolby B / BC. Dolby B & C M:
Metal Tape / ST: Soft Touch / SS:
Search System / 3: 3 Heads / AR:
Auto Reverse

HITACHI DE33
SUPERB DECK
WITH DOLBY

Be.c £ 69.95

Technics RSMO7 B, S
£ 109.95
Teac V400X B, M, ST, DBX £ 109.95
Teac V66C B, C, M, ST £ 109.95
Trio KX41 B, C, M, ST £ 109.95
Sony TCF66 B. C, M, ST, SS
£119.95
Technics M229X B, M, ST, SS
£119.95
Yamaha K300 B, C, M, ST £ 119.95
Marantz SD340 B, C, M, ST, AR
£119.95
JVC KDD55 B, C. M. ST, 3 £ 129.95
Sony TCFX77 B. C. M, ST, SS
£129.95
Teac U80 B, C, M. ST, SS £129.95
Trio KX71R B, C, M, ST, SS £ 149.95
Marantz SD430 B, C, M, ST, SS
£159.95
JVC KDW5 B, C, M, ST, Double
£159.95

710

110

SANYO PLUS T3S ANALOGUE
& DIGITAL TUNER WITH FM
STEREO
LW/MW

£69.95

Tuners

A: Analogue Tuning /
Tuning / PR: Pre Sets
Sony STJX22 A, 3
Fisher FM100 A, 3
Trio KT33L A, 3
Sansui T505L A, 3
Fisher FM350 A, 3
Sanyo JT400 D, PR
Teleton 1850 D, PR
Pioneer P56, D, PR
Sanyo Plus T35 A, D, 3
Trio KT31L A, 3
Hitachi FTM70D, PR
Onkyo 725L D PR
Sanyo Plus T55 D, PR
" " . Technics ST5L 0, PR
t
a\ „„' Akai ATS61L D, PR
Yamaha 1760 D, PR
Marantz ST430, D, PR

D:

SHARP RT1 50
SOFT TOUCH DE r
WITH 001 BY
'

lit

MARANTZ PM310
A RENOWNED AMPLIFIER AMONG
ENTHUSIASTS THANKS TO ITS
SUPER SOUND QUALITY
25 WRMS
X2
ALSO AVAILABLE: MARANTZ
PM350
38 WPC

£69.95

Speakers

£59,95

(Z)

£75.95

TEAC VISO AN EXCELLENT 3
HEAD DECK WITH DOLBY BANDA
UNIQUE ELECTRONIC COUNTER
THAT INDICATES TAPE RUN IN
S
MEI
C
NS NAD
NSD
O

F
--1 an

£129.95

N.

JVCKDDS5
DECK WITH
DOI BY B & C

CIIEt1

TRIOKA31

-

1

30 WPC, minimum RMS. both
channels driven at 8 ohms from
20Hz to 20.000Hz with no more
than 0.09% total harmonic distor.
lion Bass, Treble. Loudness
control Two £
Speaker System arw

95

5

I

SHARP RT1010 DOUBLE C. DECK WITH
DOLBY B. METAL TAPE, HIGH
SPEED DUBBING, AUTO
PROGRAMME SEARCH

£119.95
,

YAMAHA K300
DOLBY B. C. DECK

£119.95
JVC DM3 B, M. Mini, ST £49.95
NEC K-315 B, M
£49.95
Teleton C820 B, M, ST £54.95
Sharp RT100 B, M
£54.95
NEC K335 B, M
£59.95
NEC K450 B. M. ST
£59.95
Hitachi DE33 B. C, M, ST £69.95
Toshiba PCG2 B, M, ST £69.95
Sanyo RD400 B, C, M. ST £69.95
Sharp RT150 B, C, M ST £69.95
JVC KDV100 B, M, ST £69.95
Pioneer CT301 B, M, ST £79.95
Marantz S0320 8, C, M, ST £79.95
Akai HX3 B, C, M, ST
£79.95
Fisher CR78 B, C, M, ST £79.95
Technics R55 B, M. ST £79.95
Dual C802 B, M, ST
£79.95
Sansui D59M B, M, ST £79.95
Teac V300 B, M, ST
£89.95
Trio KX77 B, M, ST
£89.95
Sony TCFX45 B, C, M. ST £99.95
Technics RSM216 B, M. ST £99.95
Dual C808 B, C, M. ST
£99.95
JVC KDV33 B. C. M. ST. AR £99.95
Technics RS55 B. M. ST £ 109 95

Amplifiers
Pioneer SA130 20W
Onkyo A05 20W
£49.95
Marantz PM310 30W £59.95
Toshiba SBM20 30W £59.95
Hitachi HA1 30W
£ 59.95
Onkyo A06 30W
£59.95
Sanyo JA300 30W
£59.95
NEC A230 25W
£59.95
Sanyo JA400 40W
£69.95
Pioneer SA330 30W
£69.95
NEC AS20 30W
£69.95
Marantz PM350 38W £74.95
Trio KA71 30W
£79.95
Pioneer SA620 45W
£79.95
Onkyo A08 40W
£79.95
Sony TA-AX35 35W
£99.95
Fisher CA350 50W
£99.95
Sanyo A35 55W
£99.95
Trio KA70 50W
£99.95
Rotel RA820B 30W
£99.95
Trio KA51 50W
f99.95
NAD 3020A 20W
PHONE
Marantz PM330 40W £ 109.95
Rotel FIA840
£ 109.95
Trio KA71 65W
£ 124.95
Pioneer SA940 65W £ 129.95

Compact Disc
Hitachi DA 1000
Hitachi DA 800
Marantz CD73
Marantz CD63B

Ep

£ 199.95
£279.95
£299.95
£289.95

Tuners

HITACHI HS-G2 3WAT
SPEAKERS
40 WRMS

£59.95

Speakers (per pair)
Rotel RL820 30W
£29.95
Sanyo HF220 30W
£29.95
Teleton LS820
£39.95
Rotai RPM20 40W
£49.95
Videotone DM1312 40W £49.95
Wharfedale Spectrum 50W £49.95
Marantz HD250 40W £49.95
Pioneer SX10 40W
£49.95
Toshiba SS20 40W
£59.95
Hitachi HSG2 40W
£59.95
Wharfedale Spectrum 200 75W
£69.95
Wharfedale W20 75W £69.95
Wharfedale Monitor 100 75W £69.95
KEF Chorale 40W
PHONE
Videotone DG201 60W £69.95
Hitachi SW500 40W
£69.95
Marantz HD300 50W £69.95
Marantz LD20 60W
£79.95
Onkyo S15 60W
£79.95
Videotone Minimax 50W £79.95
Marantz HD400 60W £79.95
KEF Coda 350W
PHONE
Mordaunt Short MS20 80W PHONE
Tannoy Titan
Sony£55 55W
£89.95
Onkyo S25 45W
£89.95
Marantz LD30 100W
AR 18LS 100W
PHONE
Mordaunt Short MS30 80W PHONE
Hitachi SW1000 60W £99.95
Hitachi SS8500 100W £99.95
KEF Cantor 60W
PHONE
Mordaunt Short MS40 90W PHONE
Mordaunt Short Carnival Ill 80W
PHONE
NEC 5527 100W
£ 119.95
KEF Caprice 80W
PHONE
Fisher ST275 100W £ 119.95
Pioneer C5767 100W £ 129.95
Hitachi HS530 120W £ 139.95
NEC 5637 120W
£ 149.95

Graphic
Equalisers

R. I 0

eT Fisher E0100
£31.95
Fisher E0275
£39-95
Yamaha GE3
£89.95
KT33L THREE BAND ANALOGUE
ADC 55115
£99.95
TUNER - MW/LW, lM
Akai EA-AG
£99.95
& FM
£179.95
SURF()
£ 39.95
ADC 55215
ADC 55315
£239 95
«in• •C11
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STORE

62 Weymouth St WI. 01-486 9981
Access. Visa welcome MF 930-6pm: Sots 9.30-5pm -
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SONY PSLX 22
DIRECT DRIVE £
TURNTABLE
AL SO AVAILAK
SONY
PSLX33
CARTRIDGE £.`,

PIONEER PK3
AUTO REVERSE, METAL, CROz
NORMAL TAPE SELECT, ANTI
ROLLING MECHANISM £59.95

69.95

£79•95

ft

Digital
£39.95
£39.95
£39.95
£44.95
£49.95
£59.95
£59.95
£69.95
£69.95
£69.95
£79.95
£79.95
£79.95
£89.95
£99.95
£99.95
£99.95

Amplifiers
eem.q ,, ..............
•

DUG

DUAL CS505-IMP ONE Of LAM
BEST SELLING BELT DRIVE TURN
TABLES PHONE FOR PRICE

Turntables

PIONEER PK5
WATER RESISTANT
AUTO REVERSE
DOLBY, MUSIC
SEARCH.

B: Belt Drive / D: Direct Drive / 0:
Quartz Lock
Rotel RP-820 B
£29.95
Sanyo TPB2 B
£29.95
Teleton TRP390 B
£29.95
Toshiba SRB2 B
£39.95
Hitachi HT1 B
£39.95
Pioneer PL130 B
£39.95
Onkyo CP1000A B
£49.95
Akai APM3 B
£49.95
Onkyo CP1015 D
£59.95
Pioneer PL320 D
£59.95
NEC P635 D
£59.95
ADC TD885L Lin (inc cart) £64.95
Sanyo Plus 025 D. 0
£69.95
Marantz TT21D
£69.95
TRIO KD4OR D
£69.95
Teac PC707 0,0
£69.95
Sony PLX22 D
£69.95
ADC IOLT Lin (inc can) £71.96
Dual CS505-MK2 B
PHONE
Akai APM7 D
£79.95
Sony PLX33 0
£79.95
Sanyo OEM CI, 0
£79.95
Sony PS07 D, 0
£89.95
Marantz TT525 Lin (inc cart) £99.95
Marantz TT320D £99.95
Marantz TT530 Lin ( inc cart)£129.95

.MNOETRAMLAL

È

CROz TAPE.
ANTI
ROLLING
MECHANISM i

£69.95

PIONEER PK7
WATER
RESISTANT,
RECiPLAY,
PAUSE
BUTTON

In Car Speakers
Pioneer TS- 1620X £ 17.99 PR
Pioneer TS- 167
£30.95 PR
Sanyo SP2
£4.95 PR
Sanyo SP3
........ £7-95 PR

se

PIONEER
SYSTEM

SANYO FT222
3BAND AUTO REVERSE

£49.95
)

MARANTZ CAR411
CAR STEREO WITH EXTERNAL
SA2020 POWER AMPLIFIER. LW,
MW & FM STEREO. DOLBY,
DIGITAL CLOCK, PRESETS

£119.95
Personal Stereo
& Portable
Ingersol XK601 Personal
£29.95
Sony WM22
£29.95
Hitachi TRK5351 RAD/CASSE29.95

PIONEER XA3 32W PER CHANNEL
COMPLETE SYSTEM INCLUDING
SPEAKERS & RACK

£269.95
ALSO AVAILABLE PIONEER
X2000 SYSTEM 50W PER
CHANNEL COMPLETE SYSTEM
INCLUDING SPEAKERS & RACK

£299.95
ea am ma ma amt,

ALL GOODS

Holiday voucher worth
£5 with any purchase

BRAND NEW
BOXED AND
GUARANTEED
FOR ONE YEAR
UNLESS STATED
M.O.R = MAIL
ORDER
RETURN FULL
GUARANTEED
ONE YEAR

111

1

over £20.
Vouchers redeemable
any ABTA tour operator
when you book your
flight or holiday.
Collect vouchers and save
up to £ 10 per person for
holidays in
Europe, outside
£20 per
rholidays
by
person fo
Europe.
Vouchers valid till
31st December 198 5
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Now Bristol's main dealer too!
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Oxford only

A&R, Aiwa, A.R., Ariston, Audiolab, B&W. Celestion, Denon, Dual, Elite, Goldring, JVC, Kef, Linn, Maxell, Meridian, Michell,
Mission, Monitor Audio, NAD, Nairn, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Panasonic, Philips, Pink Triangle, Pioneer ICE, Quad,
Revox, Rogers, Rote!. Sennheiser, Sony, Tannoy, TDK, Technics, Walker, Wharfedale, Yamaha.

absolute sound

& video
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Albion Street

256, Banbury Road, Summertown
Tel 086553072

BRISTOL 25, Queens Road, Clifton
Tel: 0272 24975

SWINDON:
60, Fleet Street, Swindon
Tel 0793 38222

All shops except Summertown
shut on Wednesdays

2YEAR GUARANTEE
ON ALL Hl- FI (
excluding styliil

NOTE Not all products are carried
so please check for avallabdity

in all branches

Anew concept in human engineering.
This is the hi-fi system that does absolutely
everything in the way of making music. Including
things you have never even imagined, let alone seen
or heard before.
And it does them all superbly. Automatically. At
the touch of abutton. By remote control. From
anywhere in the house if you like.
With the Beosystem 5000, 'user-friendly' is an
understatement.
The only time you need go near the system is to
load the tapes and discs. Then sit down in comfort
with the miraculous Master Control Panel at your
side and program the receiver's microcomputer for
awhole evening's leisured listening.
Play arecord, acassette and up to 9pre-set radio
programmes — in any sequence — without further
instructions. Scan the tape for the tracks you like
best. Repeat the record up to 7times. Set the timer
to play any source at any time on any or every day.
Automatically.
The controls are all there at your fingertips.

At the receiving end of the Master Control
Panel's infra-red signals is the 2x55 watts
Beomaster 5000 tuner-amplifier. And connected to
the Beomaster by electronic data link is the
Beogram 5000 record deck and the Beocord 5000
cassette recorder. All this human engineering
is yours to command for around £1115.
Explaining all its features, functions and extraordinary benefits would take up almost as much
space as the Beosystem 5000 itself. But we have
compiled the main facts into a32 page Design
Story which you are invited to send for.
See, hear and try the new Beosystem 5000 at
your nearest Bang & Olufsen dealer. He can also
demonstrate our unique Master Control Link that
lets you enjoy and control your hi-fi from other
rooms in the house. Or contact us for full details at
Bang & Olufsen UK Limited, Dept HFN5.,
Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE.
Telephone (0452) 21591.

Bang elufsen
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COMMENT
I

N LAST MONTH'S ' Comment', Itouched
upon the fact that the time response of
hi-fi equipment, and its behaviour on
transients, gives abetter correlation with the
subjective experience than the more usual
set of measurements. Take two examples
with which you will probably be familiar:
One: aloudspeaker with an underdamped
bass alignment may have asteady-state
frequency response which features aslight
1dB rise at 80Hz. That speaker gains a
reputation for boomy bass totally out of
proportion to the magnitude of the
apparently ' objective' measurement.
Two: an m-ccartridge with ahighish-Q tip
mass/vinyl compliance resonance around
60kHz is steady-state flat to 16kHz, where
most people's hearing cuts off, and 2dB or so
up at 20kHz — afrequency only bats and
infants can hear. Ask anyone about the
'sound' of that cartridge, however, and the
word is that it's too bright.
The traditional, steady-state
measurements — frequency response, total
harmonic distortion, etc — in these instances
don't indicate the dominant subjective
character. They didn't become traditional,
however, without good cause, so why has
this state of affairs come about?
The answer is two-fold. Obviously if THD is
above a ( surprisingly high) threshold level,
or has aspectrum of predominantly highorder, odd- numbered, harmonics, or if
frequency aberrations are gross, then the
audible effects will be predictable. Until the
1970s, hi-fi equipment was sufficiently badly
behaved in these areas for the standard
measurements to be asufficient indicator of
'goodness' ( asituation which led to the hi-fi
industry's preoccupation with numbers,
particularly in Japan). However, as Ralph
West points out in his letter on p17, things
might get better in one area, but you then
notice smaller problems in another. Modern
hi-fi equipment tends not to be badly
behaved in traditional areas, yet still
manages to be audibly distinguishable,
suggesting that different aspects of
performance now need to be examined.
Second, from my experience of equipment
reviews, there are two factors which govern
the choice of test. One is that the test must
be possible; the second is that the
measurements must be capable of
interpretation. ( Don't forget that the
subjective nature of ' interpretation' can
render an ' objective' test somewhat less so.)
In the past, before the existence of digital
test equipment, bath requirements all too
easily led to aregimen of steady-state
frequency domain measurements, based on
the assumption that the waveform is apure
sinewave, infinitely extended in time.
Classical electrical theory, if you have been
following the writings of Ivor Catt in Wireless
World, also appears to involve asimilar
co Ivenient simplification.
Aha!' you might cry, ' Fourier proved that

any repetitive signal can be shown to be
equivalent to asinewave and its harmonics —
themselves sinewaves— thus you can't get
away from the fact that the performance of
hi-fi equipment on sinewaves is
fundamental!' so to speak.
Consider the matter in adifferent light,
however. Many experiments have been
performed to show that if the starting
transients are stripped from the sounds of
musical instruments, it becomes very hard to
identify the instruments from the sound of
their continuous waveforms. These
waveforms should really be regarded as the
scaffolding which supports the sound's
leading edges and it is the envelope of all
those one-off transients that conveys the
essence of the music. A good case can be
made, therefore, for music being
fundamentally atime domain phenomenon,
which would undermine the strict validity of
frequency domain measurements.
The cassette deck reviews in this issue
(P77), for example, inadvertently reveal
supporting evidence for this. If the record/
replay response is measured using aspot
sinewave technique, then the response with
noise reduction appears lumpy and uneven,
the degree of the departure from flatness
being in proportion to the severity of the
compansion involved, which appears to
magnify the intrinsic errors: dbx produces a
'worse' result than Dolby- C, which in turn is
'worse' than Dolby- B. Yet repeat this test
with pink noise and aspectrum analyser, and
the difference between the effects on the
frequency response of the noise reduction
systems is much less marked.
The only difference between the two
techniques would seem to indicate that
timing, indeed, is of the essence: in the first
method only one frequency is present at any
one time; in the second, all frequencies are
present all the time. Probably neither
represents the true effect of the noise
reduction on music, where all frequencies
are present only some of the time.
Beating ahasty retreat from the world of
tape — as befits aself-confessed vinyl junkie
—when music is transformed into its
electrical analogue in ahi-fi system, the time
information content of that electrical signal —
the music— is actually represented by a
succession of ' shockwaves' in the medium of
the randomly moving conduction electrons.
(Those ' shockwaves' actually travel through
the electrical field in the insulation, as an
electrical field cannot be sustained in a
conductor.) They cannot exist independently
from the current flow in the conductor,
which is what is measured by the old
'objective tests', but that is not the same as
saying that they are one and the same.
(To draw an analogy with alive concert,
measurements can be made of the
properties of the air, and the effect of the hall
acoustics, to indicate the efficacy of the
medium in conveying the sounds to your
ear. They don't, however, provide an
indicator to the quality of the message,
whether the musical content sustained by
those sounds is ' good' or ' bad'.)
Only in the limiting case, when the signal
reduces either to an infinitely repeating
wave, made up of sinewaves, or to a
sinewave, can the information represented
by the signal be said to be identical to the
gross electrical signal, and can there be a
direct correlation with the results of
traditional test measurements.
But acontinuous sinewave, of course, has
an information content of zero!
So, if you are trying to decide whether to
invest in an HFN/RR '
Flux Dumper' or not,
(p19), don't let the present lack of ' objective'
measurements influence you either way. It is
its effect on the music which is important!
John Atkinson

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical matters will be answered,
resources permitting, at our discretion but we regret that we are uneble to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi equipment. MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche
copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially fr
University Microfilms International. North American applications to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7FA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in Hi-fi News & Record Review aro detailed in the Current
Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from Modern Bookbinders Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. 1971 to 1982 are covered by two
binders Wan-June/July-Dec); subsequent years require one binder each. Price f3.50 each ( post paidl. For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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Connecting your amplifier and speakers with one of the many special cables can
dramatically improve the sound quality of your system. More and more reviewers are
emphasising the benefits of fitting special cables and terminations.
But getting hold of exactly the right cable, in the right length is always aproblem.
And then you have to find the right terminations and accurately mount them.
Well now you can have cables tailormade to your requirements with the connections
of your choice already fixed and individually tested.
And what do you have to pay for this service? No more than you'd pay for the
separate items from your local hi-fi store ( if only he has the stock). And for an extra
£1.50 we'll pack them and post them to your door.
Send today for our free booklet and fully detailed order form.
MILES OF CABLE IN STOCK. ABSOLUTE: AUDIO TECHNICA: CORAL: HITACHI: MISSION: MONITOR AUDIO:
MONSTER: MIT: NAIM: Q.E.D.: RANDALL: R.S.: SUPRA: ULTRA: VAN DEN HUL.
ALL THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS INCLUDING BANANA PLUGS FROM MICHELL ENGINEERING
Na me
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Custom Cable Service, UNILE1 HI 11, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey. 01-942 9567.
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. . . about what digital has
done for audio
From: Bruce Sams, Center for Astrophysics,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA
Dear Sir, In your November issue Martin
Colloms states '... improvements in
conductor crystallography could prove far
more beneficial to the cause of sound quality
than the developments of digital audio'. I
couldn't agree more. Unfortunately, this
claim places no particular distinction on
crystallography, since digital audio has done
for sound quality what freeze-drying did for
coffee.
Yours faithfully
. . . about a lack of knobFrom: Bob Auger, Bob Auger Associates,
Henley-on-Thames, Oxfordshire
Dear Sir, Iam disturbed by your reviewer's
assumption that Ihave been guilty of some
kind of chicanery, or at least knob-twiddling,
during the recording of the three Oriana
piano albums— Weber, Chabrier, Benjamin,
etc— reviewed last November.
Isuggest Mr Breunig should take the
trouble to stand in front of amodern concert
grand piano, either Biisendorfer or Steinway
(both were used for these recordings) and
listen carefully with his eyes closed. He
might be very surprised to observe that the
various notes from the instrument 'fly-out'
towards the listener from many different
directions within the general piano image. If
other recordings do not contain enough
stereo information to show this
phenomenon, this is no concern of mine.
Iassure your readers that no hand, other
than the artists' concerned, made any
movement during these recordings, neither
was any ' console' used. Only the simplest of
microphone techniques were utilised and all
of us involved in the creative process find the
recordings quite ' coherent'.
Finally I
would suggest in all humility that
should Mr Breunig want to make any specific
comment on aperson's skill — artist,
engineer, tape-editor et al— he would be
advised to preface his criticism with a
qualifying remark such as ' it sounds as if'.
Yes, Iam well prepared to teach anybody
to suck eggs.
Yours faithfully
Christopher Breunig comments: Ihave
listened to most of the three Oriana
recordings again, using abrand new Garrott
modified Decca Gold. My comments are: the
rating A/B reflects some pre-echoes in the
transfers and, in any case, is aqualified 'very
good' assessment. On the Weber coupling,
both scherzi start with what sounds like a
right channel bias, the image swinging to the
centre and as the levels increase, in Sonata 1
alternate UR. This effect is present to alesser
degree on the Chabrier, which Isaid was the
best of the three discs; however, Ifind the
ear distracted by the channel separation. I
am prepared to accept that the very
considerable crescendo in Benjamin's
Caribbean Dance, which brings the image
very forward, is not the result of 'chicanery';
even so, it is difficult to relate the distant
perspectives of the ' raps' in San Dominico
(as from the back of the hall?) to the
presence of louder passages. No doubt,
then, these are the reflections picked up in a
lively hall, but Istill feel the multiple imaging
is unhelpful to the listener. Mr Auger infers
that his recordings are superior in the degree
of stereo information they contain: these
productions clearly reflect his engineering
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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tastes, and carry aconsistent ' stamp'. A
similar kind of UR division occurs in the
Pinnock Scarlatti recital on CRD1068, which
he also balanced. Perhaps my reference to a
'console' was ill chosen, in the 2- piano
review.
.about replacing speaker
leads
From: Ralph West, Villereal, France
Dear Sir, Over the last year or so Ihave
become more and more amazed and
perplexed with what Ihave read concerning
the sound of amplifiers and connecting
leads. Ihad even begun to wonder if the laws
of nature had changed since Iwas a
university student in the early 1930s. In fact,
it was somewhat reassuring to be
surrounded by down-to-earth electrics,
motors, transformers and amains supply
that still obeyed what Ihave always
understood. It was also reassuring to read
about long crystal copper wire. That Icould
just stomach. Action was called for.
When we came here to South West France
about nine years ago, ordinary lighting flex
connections were hastily made to the
loudspeakers. Domestic harmony required
they be hidden, mostly behind the plaster,
so were consequently forgotten.
As it became generally accepted that a
small change in the frequency response can
sometimes make quite an audible difference,
Idecided to investigate our system. The
measured 1.5ohms with the Spendor BC1
speakers' 8ohm resistance, represents aloss
of about 1dB, and it might be thought that
this is not important until one considers that
the impedance will vary with frequency.
So, asignal of constant voltage was fed
into the amplifier end of the lead and the
actual voltage reaching the loudspeaker
terminals was plotted on the B&K curve
tracer using the 10dB potentiometer. The
input voltage was also plotted.
Indeed, it appeared that Iwas not hearing
exactly what the late Spencer Hughes had
designed, so action was called for. ( It is
interesting to compare the measured curve
with the impedance curve for the same
loudspeakers, see fig.) To hand Ihad some
heavy power cable and as the shortest
distance between two points is astraight line
joining them, the carpet was rolled back and
ashallow groove routed across the
floorboards. The two cables were laid side
by side with their earthy wires adjacent, and
the earthing wires connected in parallel with
the earthy wires. The resistance was anice
low 0.1ohms and the speaker terminal

response curve repeated. It now shows a
deviation less than 0.1dB.
For interest, white noise and pink noise
signals were fed to the amplifier and the
actual sound measured in the room with the
old and new cables. White noise showed an
increase of 1.0dBA and 0.8dB ( flat) and pink
noise increases of 0.5dBA and 1.0dB ( flat).
Positions of speakers, sound level meter
and the observer were the same in each case.
There was no opportunity to do abefore
and after AB test, so only impressions can be
stated. The sound was slightly clearer, more
alive and Ilike it. The difference is alittle less
than the improvement many of us noticed
when we changed from Quad 405 to 405-2.
Thus far, the writer feels on secure ground.
Beyond this Iwas worried, but it set my mind
searching for possible explanations for the
phenomena reported.
Most good modern amplifiers have so
little distortion and flat curves that they
should all sound the same. Moreover, they
usually have an output impedance that is
low enough not to complicate matters. It also
assumes smallish signals so that no large
transients are involved. Spurious signals
outside the audio band should be inaudible
unless they are large enough to overload, or
at lower levels upset some bias level
somewhere. Though transistors and solidstate devices have upper frequency limits
beyond which their gain rapidly falls, they do
have internal physical dimensions small
enough not to be quite inert at very, very
high frequencies and be active in modes as
yet undiscovered. Iremember one problem
that dogged one early railway electrification
scheme — rectifiers blowing for no visible
reason. It wasn't until the US Tektronix
scope with its very wide bandwidth arrived
that the offending voltage spikes were
found.
Another idea that has set me wondering:
most modern audio circuits have
somewhere or other atransistor or
integrated circuit operating at avery low
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current value. This current consists of
minute discrete clicks as each electron jumps
(and there is no cushioning as in the space
charge round avalve's cathode — which
might explain something else!) (This, in
essence, is the thinking behind Malcolm
Hawksford's ' Fuzzy Distortion'. See HFN/RR
September '84 — Ed]
Whilst we know, and our measurements
demonstrate that, the noise from arandom
quantity rises and falls with the value of the
current, its acoustic quality will also change.
Think of sheltering in an iron- roofed shed
when athunderstorm occurs. As the sound
of the first few big spots of rain — which one
can hear individually, gradually changes to a
sustained roar, it does undoubtedly get very
much louder. The sound, however, is totally
17

THEY LISTENED. THEY SAW.
Recently we launched two new digital
monitors, the DMI10/DM220.
It was our first venture into the
medium price range, so, not surprisingly,
the specialist press were both keen and
quick to review these two new units.
Here then, for those of you who have
yet to hear our monitors for yourself
(you are, we add, in for asplendid treat)
is adistillation of the reviews.
All were heavily technical as you
would expect. Many were lengthy All
we give you here is ataste; their
conclusions.
This, then, is what
'they' said:
Geoffrey Horn of
Gramophone ( Dec.83)
"As Ihave hinted,
listening to these two
loudspeakers is a
revealing and
thoroughly enjoyable
experience
both too are admirable
examples of the
advances in
performance which
modern technology
allied to skilled brains
can bring to modestly
priced products. Sol
say to B&W ( or anyone
else) ' How do you follow that?"
Alvin Gold of Hi Fi Answers
(Dec.83) "Summing up these speakers
is not easy, since they can surprise so
easily...The sense of vividness and the
expressive nature of the 220 is further
proof that B&W have got most of the
right answers."
Hi Fi News ( Nov.83)
"...it must be said that B&W's
designers have wrought atransformation
both in sound quality and driver
engineering...This new B&W speaker
(the DM110) offers agreat deal for the
money...A front-rank performer among

this remarkable new generation of
£100 models, the B&W 110 is warmly
recommended."
11-evor Attewell of Hi Fi News ( Dec.
83) "
To summarise, the DM220 is avery
neutral uncoloured loudspeaker giving
excellent imaging . some of the best
sound 1have yet heard from moving coil
systems at the price — and from some
far more expensive ones — which makes
this avery uccessful design that can
confidently be recommended."
Stan Curtis of Hi Fi for
Pleasure ( Feb.84)
"With the DMII0, B&W
have surprised us all
and probably their
competitors as well At
its price it offers good
value and achieves a
balanced performance
Strongly
recommended"
Simon Davies of
New Hi Fi Sound
(Dec.83) "
All in all,
then, asignificant
improvement over
their predecessors
They are an immensely
listenable, punchy,
clean and uncoloured
loudspeaker which are capable of
excellent results .. From around £ 100 you
could do alot worse than the cheerful
looking DMI10."
Stereo ( Jan.84)"The DM110's are
dynamic and immediately impressive.
They have arange.of valuable
properties...1 like them."
But, please don't take the reviewers'
words for it. Our advertising for the
DMI10/DM220 has urged you to ' listen
and yoiïll see.
Listening is the proof. So seek out
your nearest dealer and hear the new
B&W's for yourself.
Then yotill see.
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different as one is no longer aware of
individual spots. Attenuated, that roar
becomes asoft hiss. Iwonder if this might
explain some of these observations we've
been reading about, and I've seen the woid
'grainy' in print more than once.
The reported improvement in multi- strand
speaker leads may now have an explanation.
In general, both thick and thin copper wi-e
start the same way from abillet of copper.
This wire has merely been through more
drawing dies. Assuming the crystal size is
decided when the billet is cast, then thin wire
should contain fewer longer crystals per
given length and alot of these in parallel
should show areduction of this ' rectifier
effect.' Ishall be fully convinced when
someone is able to demonstrate and
measure this nonlinear effect, presumably at
very low voltage and current levels. In the
old days we usually had 16ohm
loudspeakers so, as they needed twice the
voltage ( and half the current), this effect
would have been less noticeable.
The direction of drawing Ifind more
difficult to accept. Admittedly, it could make
this rectifier effect asymmetrical, but Ithink
one would have to choose aparticular type
of music, se, with apreponderance of a
certain type of waveform, to show this
so-called directional preference. Icall tu
mind an old TV design trick where a
symmetrical non-linear resistor behaved as a
rectifier when fed with asaw-tooth signal.
Litz wire Idon't see at all. It was adesign to

lower RF resistance ( loss) in long wave coils.
Alternating currents tend tu be pushed
towards the outer surface of acoitcluctur
(hence ' skin effect') by its own magnetic
field. The effect increases with frequency
and with current. At 50Hz Iunderstand it can
just be detected when handling really
gigantic currents but at radio frequencies it
becomes amajor design factor, hence the
use of copper tubing for tuning coils in
transmitters - nu point in wasting coppei
inside the tube. Silver plating helps, as dues
silver wire. For lower frequencies needing
more turns, amore compact solution was
Litz wire, using the surface area of a
multiplicity of thin wires all insulated from
each other except at their ends. It only works
properly if aweaving pattern is used
whereby all the wires cover similar distances
on the inside dnd on the outside of the
weave. Ican't think it can perform noticeably
better than an ordinary rnultistrand having
the same number of conductors and total
cross-section area at audio frequencies.
The idea of impedance matching is a
device to avoid signal reflection at joints
between cables and other components. It is
only necessary when conductor lengths
become an appreciable fraction of the signal
wavelength. As 20kHz has awavelength of
about 15km, we don't need tu worry,
although Post Office engineers must, with
their long telephone lines. In fact, in most
audio design me idea of giving agene' atui PU, tape head, microphone, RF unit

matched load, ie, equal to its output
impedance, is foolish as it automatically
halves ( - 6dB) the available voltage signal.
For domestic types of gear,what matters is a
really good screen - no gaps in the braiding
and avoiding asystem design where the
screening is carrying the signal return
current plus enough hum and other currents
tu generate anoticeable PD between its
ends. Of course, where digital audio signals
go via acable the strict matching rules must
be observed or reflections will generate
extra pulses ( and lose some, too). A
domestic TV has to obey the rules, hence the
special cables, plugs and sockets. A
mismatch - say, awrong cable or connecting
two sets to the same feeder without the
special junction box - generally leads to a
loss of signal as some energy has been
reflected back to the aerial. If the cable is
long enough, some of this signal may return
to the TV set and produce aghost picture.
Well, we don't have these worries but
when one talks of matching cables it is a
good idea to know just what that implies.
Thinking back to early motoring days, before
we called them ' bangers', when the most
offensive rattle had been cured we then for
the first time became aware of another
smaller one. Over the years our
development of audio and radio has
followed asimilar course. As man is
incapable of perfection there will always be
more to find, so keep up the good work!
Yours faithfully

HFN/RR ACCESSORIES CLUB
John Atkinson describes the HFN/RR Flux Dumper, which we are offering for £ 19.95 plus p&p
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be usefully lowered.
' Do Iuse a valve amplifier?'
(2) Mains transformers do not, unfortu- ' Do I use a preamp or an integrated
nately, focus all their magnetic field through
amplifier with a mains transformer in the
vicinity of the signal wiring?'
the coil windings. Depending upon make,
design, etc, there will be a degree of stray 'Am Isatisfied that there are no major
50Hz AC flux cutting signal-carrying conduccomponents of my system that need replacetors in the transformer's vicinity. Vibrate
ment/improvement?'
those conductors in that stray field and you ' Have Ifound that aMission lsoplat under
.will generate noise, or even grunge. Placing
the preamplifier or CD player improved the
apermeable brick on top of the transformer sound quality?'
will short-circuit that extraneous field, soak- ' Do Ilisten at high, ie, realistic, levels
ing up the flux ( as well as damping vibrarather than at background levels?'
tion).
If the answer to all those questions is ' yes',
One thing is certain. Putting steel bricks then the Flux Dumper could serve a useful
over the output transformers of a valve
purpose. ( In order of effectiveness, when
amplifier will degrade the sound. Unlike a placed within an inch of the mains
mains transformer, which is a relatively transformer, we found it worked with valve
crude device, a good output transformer is
preamp, CO player, valve power amp,
sophisticated in the extreme, with hardly a integrated amp, solid-state power amp, s/s
line of force not accounted for by the desigpreamp.) If the answer to only some of the
ner. To interfere with the intended coupling
questions is ' yes', then the effect of the Flux
by adding a brick is not a good thing.
Dumper will be unpredictable, and may well
With the current state of the pound against
be masked by other aspects of the system's
the dollar, offering you the original American
performance. If the answer is ' no' to all, then
brick is not viable. What we have done,
Idon't think the Flux Dumper will bring
therefore, is to manufacture our own brick,
about a noticeable improvement.
keeping the price as low as possible. There is
Ihope it works as well in your system as it
no magic about our HFN/RR '
Flux Dumper':
did in KK's or mine. If not, however, it does
it is 3kg of laminated steel, encased in atasty
make a nice paperweight. And it
'black ash' wooden box, and it costs just
certainly will affect the sound
e°
£19.95 plus £2.05 p&p. ( European readers
quality if used to add a little
ee
should send a total of £25.50.1
mass damping to a
da y %
Should you buy one? If Iwere a reader,
cartridge headshell!
doe
then the answer would be ' Yes' because the
Accessories Club was brought into being in
.0
0.
le) 00
p,
the first ptace to make more widely available
eó sj
components that we already own or would
.•••••
like to own. The audible effect of the Flux ,• °lire n e e°'n ec.
Dumper in your own system, though, is ..-

ACCESSORIES CLUB

I

THINK YOU HAVE to blame Ross Walker
of Quad for this month's offering. It was
Ross, freshly returned from the Las
Vegas CES three years ago, who informed
me of the latest craze to hit the US. A
company called VPI were marketing an audio
accessory which you didn't actually connect
to your system. It was said to improve the
sound just by sitting it on an amplifier - it
was just a steel brick in a wooden case!
Laugh! With images of magic pyramids
and bottles of snake-oil floating in front of
my eyes, Ialmost couldn't stop. ( You must
appreciate that Ithought Iknew more about
sound reproduction than Ido now. As Bob
Dylan wrote: ' Iwas so much older then, I'm
younger than that now'.)
My come-uppance was soon to be at hand.
Iwitnessed the improvement by the ' magic'
brick to first one system, then another and
then another, and my laughter was replaced
by a worried frown. Iheard it; but did I
believe it? The influence of the steel brick is
unpredictable, varying from system to system, but basically it seems to reduce the
'grunge' level when it is sitting within an inch
or so of amains transformer. Sounds speak
from a clearer, deeper, background; stereo
imagery becomes slightly less confused;
instantaneous dynamics seem a little more,
er, dynamic; levels of HF ' hash' or graininess
are reduced. We're talking subtleties here,
but having tried it in my system, Idon't want
to give up the benefits. KK, for example,
noted a reduction in background noise on
the disc input of his Counterpoint SA-7.
Contrary to what you may think, Idc l't
believe in magic and there are two possible
reasons why a heavy lump of permeable
material could affect sound quality:
(1) Capacitors - ceramic, tantalum and some
plastic film types in particular - can be
microphonic, as can valves and cab)'
A
heavy lump of anything sitting on the cnassis will cut down the amplitude of any
microphony effects. If the unit is sitting on a
compliant base, such as an lsoplat, then .,. e
resonant frequency of the suspension may
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(
0634) 46859

55 Preston Sheet

LONDON SE18
ue (
01) 855 8016

If you can buy
cheaper elsewhere,
tell us- we want
to know!

34 Mount Ephraim

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
e(
0892) 31543 Kent

51 Beckenham Road

BECKENHAM Kent

ALL BRANCHES CLOSED
WEDNESDAY

le

(
01)658 3450

SUGGESTED SYSTEMS
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual

CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Yamaha A320
Rotel RA820
Nad 3120
Nad 302013
Rotel RA820BX
Proton 520
A 8, R Alpha
CYRUS ONE
Yamaha A420
Rotel RA840
Rotel RA840BX

turntable," are avarlabie

lhe

+
+
•
+
+
+
+
+
+

AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda

X IRA COSI OPIION

Tuners

A I. R Alpha
£ 129 95
A 8( R A60
£ 199.95
AR THE AMP
£ 199 95
Cyrus One
£ 129.95
Cyrus Two
£ 229.95
Nad 1020 preamp £ 79.95
Nad 3120
£ 109.95
Nad 30208
£ 129.95
Nad 2150 power amp £ 159.95
Nad 3150
.
£ 209.95
Pink Triangle Pip £ 359.95
Proton P520
£ 129.95
Quad 34/44/405 2/520 . P.O.A.
QED
£ 99.95
Rotel RA820
£ 99.95
Rotel RA820BX
£ 129.95
Rotel RA840
£ 149.95
Rotel RA8408%
£ 159.95
Rotel RA870
£ 269.95
Sansui AUGII X
£ 109.95
Sonso, AUG33%
£ 169.95
Yamaha A320
£ 89.95
Yamaha A420
£ 139.95

A 8 R 121
Hitachi FT5500
Lux T210L
Nad 4155
Nad 40208
Pioneer F90
Proton P420
Proton P440
Quad FM4
Rotel RT820 .
Rotel RT840
Yamaha T320
Yamaha 1520

Cassette Decks
Anida ADF250
£ 99.95
Aiwa ADF350
( 129.95
Arma ADR450
£ 159.95
Arma ADR550
£ 199.95
Arma ADF660
£ 249.95
Arma ADR650
£ 269.95
Arma ADF770
£ 299.95
Aiwa ADF990
£ 349.95
Hitachi DE3
£ 119.95
JVC KDV200
£ 99.95
Nad 6125
£ 149.95
Nad 6050C
£ 159 95
Nakarniclu
special prices
this month
£ 169.95
£ 109.95
£ 109.95
£ 119.95
£ 119.95
£ 149.95

£199.95
£149.95
£99.95
£219.95
£124.95
£199.95
£119.95
£189.95
P.O A.
£84.95
£129.95
£89.95
£139.95

CS5(b 2 in

Nad 7125
Nad 7140
Nad 7155

£ 209.95
£ 339.95
£ 389.95

Turntables
Acoustic Research .
Acoustic Research/LVX
Ariston RD20
Ariston RD40
Anston RD80
Dual CS505/2 .
Dual CS505/2 deluxe
Dual CS5I4 .
Mission 775LCT
Nad 5120
Pink Triangle
Rotel RP830
Rotel RP850
Systemdek 11 .
Systemdek 11X
Systemdek IIS
The Elite Rock
Thorens 10166 .
Thorens TDI60 Super

£179.95
£259.95
£99.95
£139.95
f189.95
£94.95
£119.95
£59.95
£168.95
£109.95
£442.95
£114.95
£179.95
£115.49
£115.95
£219.95
£279.95
£109.95
£139.95

Video HiFi
Hitachi VISSE

P.O.A.

aiM
IIMM
ail order to Sevenoaks Hi-FL109/113 London Rc
ii
Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555
Please Send me
Ienclose cheque/cash/card no. including p. 8 p.

I

Name

the aboye

( R252v or DM110 or Mercury extra £ 20)
( R252v or DM110 or Mercury extra £ 20)
( R252v or DM110 or Mercury extra £ 20)
( R252v or DM110 or Mercury extra £ 20)
( R252v or DM110 or Mercury extra £ 20)
( R252v or DM110 or Mercury extra £ 20)
( R252v or DM110 or Mercury extra £ 20)
( R252v or DM110 or Mercury extra £ 20)
( R252v or DM110 or Mercury extra £ 20)
( R252v or DM110 or Mercury extra £ 20)
( R252v or DM110 or Mercury extra £ 20)

JVC HR725
£ 719.95
Panasonic NV830
£ 499.95
Panasonic NV850
£ 599.95
Sony SLHF100 £ 549.95

Arms
Audio Tech All 120
Linn LVX
.
Mission 774LC
SME Ills
.
Syrinx LEI
Syrinx LE2
Synnx PU3

£ 99.95
£ 84.95
£ 69.95
P.O.A.
£ 107.95
£ 148.95
£ 295.95

Present thIs advt, to ciaron tree
stands and 6metres OED Cable
vuth all Loudspeakers hsted below
vand unta end March 85
AR8LS
£ 79.95
AR18LS
£ 99.95
AR28LS
£ 129.95
AR38LS
£ 179.95
AR48LS
£ 219.95
AR58LS
£ 319.95
AR19B
£ 119.95
AR2OB
£ 149.95
AR308
£ 199.95
Boston A40
£ 99.95
B 8 W DM90
£ 99.95
B & W DM110
£ 119.95
B 8 W D81220 £ 219.95
Celestion 10011 £ 79.95
Celestion DL4
£ 99.95
Celestion DL6
£ 129.95
Celesbon DL8
£ 179.95
Celestion SL6
£ 279.95
JPW PI
£ 89.95
JPW AP2
£ 119.95
Kef Chorale 111
£ 89.95
Kef Coda 111 .
£ 99.95
Kef Cantor 111
£ 124.95
Kef Cama
..
£ 139.95
(el Caprice
£ 149.95
Kef Carlton III
£ 199.95
Kef R101
£ 229.95

£ 415.00

• Cartridge supplied with above systems.
• Leads provided with aboye systems.
• Carriage for mail order customers on
above systems.

Kef RI03.2
£ 299.95
Kef R104 2
£ 599.95
Kef R105.2
£ 999.95
Mission 7011. . £ 99.95
Mission 700-2
£ 119.95
Mission 707
£ 149.95
Mission 737 R
£ 199.95
Mission 770 F
.
£ 379.95
Mission 780 A
£ 599.95
Monitor Audio R252v £ 119.95
Monitor Audio R352 £ 189.95
Monitor Audio R152 £ 199.95
Monitor Audio R552 . £ 299.95
Mordaunt Short MS20 ... £ 99.95
Mordaunt Short MS30 £ 129.95
Mordaunt Short MS40 £ 169.95
Quad ELS63 .
P.O.A.
Rogers LS1
£ 161.95
Rogers LS3/5A £ 227.95
Rogers LS5
£ 218.95
Rogers LS7
.
£ 299.95
Rogers Studio 1
£ 396.95
Rotel RL850
£ 89.95
Spendor Prelude £ 245.95
Spendor SP 1
£ 540.95
Tannoy Titan
£ 99.95
Tannoy Mercury £ 134.95
Tannoy Venus
£ 249.95
Wharfedale Diamond £ 69.95
Wharfedale 506 . . £ 119.95
Wharfedale 508
£ 159.95
Wharledale 708
£ 299.95

Compact Discs
Ferguson CD01
Marantz CD638
Marantz CD54
Marantz CD74
Marantz CD84
Mission DAD7000
Philips CD304
Philips CD104
Sony CDP101
Technics SLP3K
Technics SLP2K
Technics SLP1 K
Yamaha CDX2
Yamaha CD2

To celebrate the opening of our
new headquarters and showroom
in Sevenoaks, we are offering this
complete stereo system, inclusive
of cartridge and all leads for only

£264.95
£274.95
£284.95
£299.95
£299.95
£299.95
£309.95
£309.95
£309.95
£319.95
£329.95

FREE

syttln,

Pink Triangle/LE1

£269.95
£264.95
£299.95
£349.95
£399.95
£399.95
£349.95
£289.95
£369.95
£449.95
£399.95
£349.95
£329.95
£399.95

Systems
Sony
P.O.A.
Rotel
P.O.A.
Pioneer
P.O.A.
Mission Cyrus One £ 399.95
Technics
P.O.A.
Speakers included unless
stated.

Midi Systems
Aiwa V250 ex spks £ 449.95
£ 379.95
Anva V200 ex spks
Aiwa V890 ex spks
£ 579.95
Aima V900LW ex spks
£ 579.95
Ama V350 ex spks £ 479.95
Ama V900L ex spks £ 499.95
Ama V900 ex spks £ 629.95
Aiwa V1100 ex spks £ 749.95
Akai System 66
£ 499.95
JVC E22
£ 419.95
JVC E50
£ 749.95
Technics 315/15 £ 269.95
Technics 3I5/25A £ 399.95
Technics 3I5/25W ( 449.95
Technics 315/35A £ 539.95
Technics 315/45A £ 649.95
Technics 315/55A
£ 799.95
Sony Compact 35
£ 349.95
Sony Compact 44 . £ 439.95
Sony Compact 55
£ 629.95
Sony Compact 77 . . £ 839.95
Speakers included unless stated

Clearance Specials
SInclaIr Spectrum £ 109.95
•Sinclair Spectrum £ 149.95
•BBC Micro B
£ 359.95
•inc free software
Quad 405.2 S/H
£ 209.95
Quad 44 S/H
£ 209.95
Yamaha CDXI
£ 299.95
Prices include VAT and were
correct at time of preparation
(approximately 5 weeks before
publication) but are sublect to change
without notice E
OE

Dual CS505-2
TURNTABLE

£249.95

Address

Hf-N

IMMI lila

Mission 7011 or
Mission 7011 or
Mission 7011 or
Mission 7011 or
Mission 7011 or
Mission 7011 or
Mission 7011 or
Mission 7011 or
Mission 7011 or
Mission 7011 or
Mission 7011 or

Speakers

Tuner Amps

r

I.

A40 or
A40 or
A40 or
A40 or
A40 or
A40 or
A40 or
A40 or
A40 or
A40 or
A40 or

£200.00 Mission 775LCT
£ 80.00
£65.00 Acoustic Re/LVX
£ 165.00
£90.00 Ariston RD80/Basik LVVE135.00

£ 10.00 Rotel RP850
£ 20.00 Ariston RD40/opus .
£ 30.00 Systenidek II/774LC . £100.00

Amplifiers

Proton P720
Rotel R0820
Rotel R0830
Rotel R0840
Yamaha K220
Yamaha K320

MS20 or
MS20 or
MS20 or
MS20 or
MS20 or
MS20 or
MS20 or
MS20 or
MS20 or
MS20 or
MS20 or

th t,

Dual CS505/2 deluxe £ 20.00 The Rock
Nad 5120
Hotel RP830
Thorens TD166

111 or
Ill or
111 or
111 or
III or
111 or
111 or
Olor
Ill or
111 or
111 or

IBMII 11111111

inc. VAT.

3,a

An goods km, ,nsured agarnsl loss or dantage r tranatt Please
allow up lo 10 days in, del.yery although r should norma% be
rnuch less Camage and rnsurance ( 6 00 par ' leer
rytarnlancl
N B - Mar. Order Sevenoaks branch only

Rotel RA820
Kef Coda 111
SPEAKERS

Carnage and ensurance Cit 00 per system UK
N B - Marl Order Sevenoaks branch only

maryland

AMPLIFIER

4RailwayStreet

118 London Road

SEVENOAKS
lie

CHATHAM Kent

Kent

(
0732) 459555

ee

5.5 Preston Street

162 Powis Street Woolwich

LONDON SEIB
e. (
01) 855 8016

If you can buy
cheaper elsewhere,
tell us- we want
to know!

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
s% (
08 92) 315 43 Kent
£99.95
/0W • / OW
Compact speaker
system
3/4" ferrofluid dome
tweeter, 61
/ "
2
pfastiflexed woofer

BRIGHTON Sussex

SEVENOAAS leF/ " VIDEO

34 Mount Ephraim

7011

(
0634) 46859

£149.95

51 Beckenham Road

BECKENHAM Kent

ALL BRANCHES CLOSED
WEDNESDAY

£379.95
iSOWo 150W
Broadcast monitor
system
1" ferrofluid dome
tweeter,
reinforced 8"
Homopolymer
woofer

100W + 100W
High performance
speaker system
/ "ferrofluid dome
4
3
tweeter, 8"
plastiflexed woofer

e

(
01) 658 3450

737R

770F

707

(0273) 733338

780A

£199.95 £ 599.95
200W 200W
3- unit, 2way
.eference speaker
system. Unique
Impedance Transformer HF, 2x
reinforced
Homopolynier 8"
woofer

125W • 125W
Speaker system
4 "fer rofluid dome
/
3
tweeter, 8"
polypropylene
woofer

CNee

tte

A4 (Zee

6E, edece \te/.9

'eecesle.ee
eep, .>6eeee
eke
,
exP4
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cfree sleeecc1:::(11:1,40`..t4;6‘W
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e

LOOK and
LISTEN-

Mission
7011

Save over £60 on this great hi-ft
system.
To celebrate the opening of our
new headquarters and showroom
in Sevenoaks, we are offering this
complete stereo system, inclusive
of cartridge and all leads for only

Salta

L

(Carriage and insurance £ 6 per system).

Ma MI IIM MI MIR la
Mail
Ii order to Sevenoaks Hi-Fi,109/113 London Rd,
Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555
Please Send me
enclose cheque/cash/card no, including p. & p.

Dual CS505-2
TURNTABLE
Each component has been acclaimed " Best
Buy" in the UK Hi Fi Press, and as a system
offers unbeatable value for money.
This is an unrepeatable chance to purchase an
excellent quality hi-fi at a bargain price. We
also have a wide range of competitively
priced Cassette Decks, Tuners and Compact
Disc Players, should you wish to add to the
system . . . but hurry as stocks are strictly
limited.

Name

Nod 3020B

£284 .95

inc. VAT.
(This represents
a saving of over £60 off the individual selling prices.)

Address

HFN 3/85

.1.11

Au goods eully . nsured aga.nst 1ost

damage

Pans',

1
Pleasa

l•e•l^seder

allow up to 10 dayS to, tielovety although t s1,01.
110
00
Carnage and onsurance ( 6 00 pe. dent UK rnannland
68 - Mad Order Serenoalts Panel, only

m.cr, less

THE

ULTIMATE ROOM
The Audio Specialist division of Cosmic

REVOLVER

GALE 402

MISSION CYRUS 1

HEYBROOK HB I

250 STATION ROAD, ADDLESTONE, SURREY - PHONE
TERRY LEESE FOR ADVICE ON WEYBRIDGE (0932) 57960
* Demonstrations by appointment * Home Installations
* Open 7Days aweek
* Access/B arclaycard Welcome

Agencies include: AR, Audio Technica, B&W, Celestion, Dual, Elite, Gale, Grace, Hafler, Helius, Heybrook, I.A.S.,
KEF, Logic, Magnum, Mission, Monitor Audio, Quad, QED, Pink Triangle, Revolver, Rotel, Spendor, Syrinx,
Supex, Systemdek, Wharfedale.

s
tot%
s
et .

Why do Dis, record shops and
libraries use Arjay's storage
system?

ST2
Holds 480 records
price £ 101.43
513
Holds 360 records
price £82.43

A

For less than 25p arecord you'll
have storage safety for your
collection — no warps, crash-outs,
mislaid records. Good looking, but
rugged racks, that have been tested to
full capacity weights. Your record shop
can't afford damaged discs — nor can
you. You'll be able to put your hand on a
record in seconds.
Contact Karen, 01-390 2101 or send coupon to

Arjay Interiors
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

r
Tick , Please send me your LP storage units brochure
1
-7

EPlease quote me for delivery to address below of:

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £ 31.71

Name
Address

ST1 ( not illustrated) Holds 600 records price £ 12049

Now available to the public at ex-works prices.

Tel. no.
riFN 1
3
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PHILIPS FACE
REALITY
There have been times in the past
decade or two when one has
despaired that Philips, Europe's
largest electronics company, had
become a dinosaur, doomed to
steady decline in the face of Far
Eastern competition. In the last
10 years sales have doubled but
profits remained static.
Consumer electronics activities
have slipped into the red in the
last couple of years, and it is
particularly sobering to hear the
board, actually questioning
recently whether it was viable to
remain in this sector, which still
accounts for a quarter of turnover.
When one considers the
strength of their research — the
third largest company R&D
budget in the world after IBM and
AT&T — and their pioneering of
video and laser optic technologies, it is sad that so much of the
marketing initiative has passed to
the Japanese.
Historically the Philips conglomerate has been far less
closely knit than the rival
Japanese majors. Much of its
expansion has occurred through
overseas acquisition, with subsidiaries retaining considerable
autonomy, so marketing and
manufacturing strategies have
lacked a global perspective —

DANISH DATALINK
WALLHANGING
Bang & Olufsen have introduced
a new system based around the
£300 Beomaster 3000 receiver,
which may be used with a wall
bracket or conventionally on
shelving. Though modest in
power output ( 25W/ch), the
receiver is fitted with full infra- red
remote control and additionally

brz.
NEW REGA
CARTRIDGE
The long awaited all- new, allRega cartridge is just appearing
in the shops. It shares the same
price ( c.£40) and modus operandum ( moving- magnet) of its
popular predecessor, but the
latter was merely an OEM model,
sourced and specified with care
NLWS

leCORD REVIEN

seven separate European plants
manufacture televisions!
During the ' 80s there are happy
signs that the company has
woken up to its predicament. The
1982 appointment of Wisse
Dekker to the chairmanship is but
the tip of an iceberg of internationally- oriented experience
which has moved into the eche!
Ions of top management.
Rationalisation and broadening
of the international base has proceeded apace, with plant closures
and sales taking the European
workforce down 15% alongside
American and Far Eastern expansion.
Philips look well on the way
towards rejuvenation. Thus far,
their Compact Disc involvement
has been much more positive
than their VCR disaster, even
though they have damaged both
markets by hiding behind European tariff barriers. Furthermore,
they should be well placed to
capitalise on the home/office products which are tipped to be the
next consumer electronics
'thing'. The Gloeilampenfrabrikien emblazoned across the Eindhoven skyline reminds visitors of
the origins of Philips' business
nearly a century ago, so it is
mildly ironic that bulbs and batteries are currently one of their
most profitable and successful
areas of trading!

equipped with the ' datalink' system, which allows it to control
other connected components.
The Beocord 2000 cassette
deck matches cosmetically and
can also be incorporated in the
wall- mount. The brand new £ 190
Beogram 3000 turntable for the
system needs a conventional
shelf, and is an advanced design
with linear tracking arm and
MMC4 cartridge.

from a single Japanese supplier.
The new model is entirely Rega in
design, the cantilever fabricated
in the US, the stylus fitted in
Switzerland, and the main
assembly work carried out by
Goldring in the UK, under close
supervision. Particularly careful
attention paid to stylus orientation is reported to have resulted
in very low apparent surface
noise.

MAR( II 1
, ••5

onToroN

PLUG GAPS
Two new Ortofon models fill
minor gaps in their comprehensive range of cartridges. The MCP
100 Super takes the new ' higher
output' moving- coil generator
(which needs a normal 20dB of
m- c step-up) from their highly
successful MC10 Super, and uses
it with the T4P cartridge P- mount
adaptor system popular on many
Japanese integrated turntables. It
is gratifying to note that the 10
and the 100 have each been specifically designed for their
intended application, with none
of the compromises of brackets
which plague many other T4Padaptable cartridges.
The new moving- magnet

VIDEO WARS
The UK ( and European) market
for videorecorders has turned
down sharply in 1984, and March
'85 should see the first Korean
VHS machines appearing, so the
major Japanese manufacturers
are innovating frantically to
retain the market share.
A year ago the arrival of Hi Fi
machines, in both VHS and Beta
formats, reawakened the interest
of those with a taste for sound
quality. Though VHS were the
first to launch the hardware, Beta
followed swiftly and have been
much more successful in creating
consumer awareness and ensuring an early supp y of prerecorded material. Indeed, Sanyo
recently joined Sony with Beta
Hi Fi hardware, and are simultaneously conducting a marketing campaign based on a rack of
popular prerecorded hi-fi titles.
Just as VHS is edging towards an
80% market share, it looks as
though the hi-fi enthusiast might
find himself drawn towards Beta
(whose higher tape- writing speed
has always offered potentially
better picture quality in any case).
Choice of format still remains
vital for the VCR purchaser, and is
often dictated by secondary factors. The latest innovation to
reach the market is the 'camcorder' — aportable camera/recorder
whose pricing, weight and lowlight performance is sufficient to
appeal to those interested in
home movie- making. Betamovie
was first on the scene, but with a
machine lacking replay facilities,
which means that you can only
find out what you have got when

SPEAKER STANDS
FROM
PARTINGTON
The Partington speaker stands, to
which KK had locked his LS3/5As,
have been joined by a shorter,
wider model suitable for larger
speakers. The new stand, which
sells for around £35 per pair
including VAT, is 16in. high, and

model is the OM PRO, alow mass
(optional 2.5/5gm) conventional
fitting model to replace the LM
PRO. An integrated headshell
Concorde PRO alternative is also
available. Both are fitted with a
spherical stylus, so highish ( 34gm) tracking weights can be
used in difficult environments
without significantly compromising record wear.

you get home to the mains
machine, and need yet another
machine to dub edit. For convenience and compactness the new
autofocus Betamovie is an attractive proposition.
However, JVC have responded
swiftly with aVHS variant known
as VHS-C, which uses non-standard small cassettes which are
then mounted in a special adaptor cassette for replay from a
conventional mains VHS
machine. C- type cassettes are
expensive in running time terms
(but who wants to shoot, let
alone watch, a three-hour home
movie), and periaps a bit fiddly,
so Panasonic have now stepped
in to cover all bases with a fully
portable, fully VHS machine,
known ( predictably) as VHS
Movie. ( Meanwhile, in Japan.
Sony are taking out some insurance by being the first Japanese
company to launch — albeit with
modest plans — a camcorder for
the new 8mm format which
Kodak are pioneering; this is very
compact, but incompatible with
all the others.)
The choice between Beta and
VHS remains as difficult for the
hi-fi user as it was for the earliest
users of domestic VCRs, though it
is difficult to see how anything
can reverse the trend towards
VHS standardisation. Ultimately
price is likely to be as good a
reason as any for going one or
other way: the EEC quota system
ensured that prices were quite
steep on early hi-fi machines, so
1985's depressed marketplace
could well see some relative bargains appearing.

— as with the £ 50 per pair 20in.
version — comes with adjustable
spikes. The Partingtons have
removable end caps to enable the
user to fill the stands with sand
and/or lead shot. Partington is
also offering kits to fit either
clamps or spikes to the top of the
stands to guarantee that final bit
of security. Write for details to
Partington, 1 Beechcroft Road,
Orpington, Kent.
,3

THE NEW G1000 SERIES
FROM GOLDRING
Mil MIMI MIMI MI 111111111 MIMI 11111.11 MIR SIM NM IBM OM IMO Mal

1•1111

FOR THOSE WHO'D LIKE TO HEAR MORE
Ifs not every day we launch a
brand new range of cartridges.
So when we do, audiophiles
take note.
When we pioneered
the van den Hut
stylus, which
simply gets
more music
out of the
groove, we advanced the frontiers of
disc information
retrieval.
Then we set
new standards for
cartridge construction
with the ultra rigid body
of our Epic model.
Now we have applied
these principles to arange of
three new cartridges, to provide
aGoldring for virtually every pocket
and system. Naturally enough we've
fitted the top two models - the 1040
and 1020 - with different profiles
of the van den Hut tip, while the
IINIM

MI Ma NMI RBI

/
/love

budget priced 1010 has anude
elliptical stylus.
All three models have extra
rigid body construction, firmly locating stylus assemblies
and are precision
built to eliminate
resonance and
losses.
So they extract more
detail tf-an you have ever
heard from your records.
If you would like to
hear more, complete
the coupon for
further details, or
better still, listen
to your favourite
music on aG1000 I
series cartridge,
at your local dealer.
NAME I
ADDRESS I

Ma

BIM

RIM Mal

Goldring
#te audible improves/let

®

Goldring Products Limited, 8Greyfriars Road, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP32 7DX Tel: 0284 701101

1

VEGAS
IMPRESSIONS

On a more serious hi-fi note,
AR showed abeautiful new turntable and avery radical new multiThough a relative upstart on the channel loudspeaker system ( see
Show calendar, Las Vegas' Janu- p27). The design co-operation
ary counterpart to Chicago's between Nelson Pass of
main June Consumer Electronic Threshold and Nakamichi has
Show ( CES) has grown rapidly in
borne rapid fruit, with the introduction of avery elegant range of
importance. A number of well
known hi-fi names still give it a electronics.
The predeliction in the Amerwide berth, but others are
ican ' high end' for full- range
increasingly using it to introduce
new products rather than wait for panel speakers was reflected in
two brand new models, an electhe 12- month interval between
trostatic from Spectral and a ribChicago shows.
bon from Audire.
A trade show in midwinter is
Compact Disc is still settling
ideal for products with summer
sales potential. The ' hit' of the down in the US, with increasing
show was a baby portable colour interest taken in combined CD/
LaserVision players. The converTV, the size of acouple of packets
gence of the formats clearly shows
of cigarettes, the Citizen Quartz.
Heavy audio activity centred the error in Philips' original deciaround in- car products including
sion to try to keep them separate.
Full report from Ken Kessler in
introductions from KEF, Hafler
next month's issue.
and Carver.

BRIEFING
KOSS, as part of a financial
restructuring, have decided to
pull out of their Irish manufacturing operation, consolidating
their manufacturing at their
Milwaukee base while coordinating the European sales
sales activities through Germany
(Luisenstrasse 49, 6200 Wiesbaden, W Germany. Tel: 06121
371793). UK marketing will continue through Ortofon UK.
RADIO JACKIE is still under
threat from litigation proposed
by ILR station Radio Mercury,
who have served a writ jointly
with the Attorney General.
MINISTERS are believed to have
accepted the principle of a LEVY
on blank audio and video tape. A
Green Paper on Copyright
Reform due to be published
shortly will clarify matters, and
may reflect a change in the 1981
anti- levy discussion paper
stance.
THE OFFICE OF FAIR TRADING
has concluded that the BBC and
ITV Publications are ' following a
course of conduct which constitutes an anti- competitive practice' in preventing other publications from giving detailed advance information on programme timings. Reference to the
Monopolies and Mergers Committee is imminent unless the
BBC and ITVP change policy
immediately.
RADIO FREQUENCIES may be
rented for commercial fees by the
government. The Department of
Trade and Industry ( DTI) is commissioning a feasibility study.
FERGUSON made no contribution to the ( substantially reduced)
profits reported by Thorn EMI for
the half year to September ' 84.
Some doubts have been raised
about the future viability of the
brand following the substantial
downturn in the market for large
screen TVs and VCRs in 1984.
PSEUDOTWEETERS — stylistic
devices fitted to raise the perceived value of cheap single unit
systems supplied with low cost
audio systems — have been
strongly criticised by aWest Midlands consumer group, who
named such well-known brands
as Philips and Binatone among
offenders.
BOSTON ACOUSTICS have been
III 11\1 \\`,..\ Ri
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NAME-THEM,
WIN THEM!

The editor is never wrong. But
he's not always right either. He
estimated we'd receive about 200
entries in the Audiostatic ES200
naming competition. The final
tally was almost 400, so thank
you for your excellent response.
Now for some statistics.
Entrants must have thought
that Ben Peters of Audiostatic
had a thing about ' M' and ' lith',
because 35% of the suggested
names began with the letter ' M'
and 30% ended with ' lith'. By far
the most frequent suggestion
was Obelisk ( 16 times), but other
very popular ones were Demilith,
Menhir, Mezzolith, Microlith,
Midilith, Mirrorlith, Neolith, Sentina) and Sonolith.
Despite the above, there are
certainly a variety of names to
suit all tastes ( including those of
Audiostatic's competition
identified as among the fastest perhaps?). How about EBGB
growing small US companies, (ghoulish?) EZY ( lazy?), Headhaving increased 871% over the stones ( morbid?), Legholith ( dopast five years, a compound rate it-yourself?), Millenium ( reliof 77% pa.
gious?), Mirage ( dreamers?),
JAPANESE STOCKBROKER Mona-litha ( lispers?), Phallus/
Nomura Securities has predicted Phallic ( sexy?), Proleek ( if you're
that CD player production will caught short?), Soundwalls
increase from 700,000 in 1984 to (architects?) and Vibracme ( for
2m units in 1985, and videodisc the spotty?).
players from 400,000-800,000,
A number of names were
helping to offset the downturn in obscure to say the least, but
VCR demand.
presumably meant something to
HITACHI have offered incentives the entrant rather than to Ben
for staff aged over 40 to leave
their Welsh TV factory. The fact
that the average age at the plant
is approaching 40 appears to YAMAHA BUDGET
have alarmed the Japanese CONTENDER
manufacturer.
PETER BAXANDALL will be Yamaha are set to make a major
addressing the AES on the topic bid in the important sector of
'A Critical Look at the Audio 'stripped down' audiophileScene — and Some Ideas', on oriented budget amplifiers. The
f90 A-320 uses straightforward
March 12th.
MONITOR AUDIO have expanded
and moved to 34 Clifton Road,
Cambridge CB1 4ZW. Tel: 0223
THE HI-FI NEWS
242898/246344.
AWARDS
LASKYS have opened three new
centrally situated ' superstores' in
... were presented at the 1984
HFN/RR dinner by star cellist
Plymouth, Guildford and AberJulian Lloyd Webber. Seen with
deen.
DENON claim top ranking ( equal
Julian and HFN/RR Editor John
with an. NEC machine) for the
Atkinson are ( clockwise from
DCD-1800, in a comparative
top): Peter Walker, Donald
review of 29 CD players carried
Aldous, Edgar Villchur, Stanley
out by Japan's Audio Accessory Kelly and David Hafler.
magazine.
DW LABS have announced substantial price reductions on the
range of PERREAUX amplification which they import from New
Zealand.
ACOUSTAT assets have been
purchased by the David Hafler
Company, which should ensure a
firm business foundation for
future activities.
TEAC have followed Pioneer in
marketing a combined CD/
LaserVision player in Japan.
GRIFFIN RADIO of Birmingham
will be holding three musical
evenings on Feb 26, 27 and 28, at
the Plough and Harrow hotel. The
Tuesday will be with Linn Products; Quad will concentrate on
classical music on the Wednesday; KEF will be playing jazz
on their R104/2 on the Thursday.
LAST (
Liquid Archival Sound
Treatment) products are now
being distributed in the UK by
Aston Audio, 4 West Street,
Alderley Edge, Cheshire.
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Peters. The last four, alphabetically, were Xstatoc, Yes, Zarathustra and Zats. And zat's enough!
Unfortunately, despite this proliferation of names, it was felt
that there wasn't one that was
right for the speaker in question —
the ES200. In relation to the larger Monolith model, the name
Demilith was perhaps logical —
but it wasn't chosen. So the
speaker will be known as the
ES200 or if you insist on a name,
Megalith, as in other countries.
However, before we are
deluged with screams of protest,
the free pair of ES200s will be
awarded. One of the names suggested will in fact be ideal for a
forthcoming top- of- the- range
Audiostatic ( yes even better than
the Monolith II). The name is
Monarch, the reader who suggested it is Mr B Lively of Warwickshire, and he will have been
presented with his speakers by
the time you read this. However,
Ben Peters says that we are likely
to have to wait until 1986 before
we can publish a picture of the
first Audiostatic Monarch.

PRIZE-WINNERS
A Mr M Kerr of Glasgow has won
the A&R Cambridge system in
their 'Tripos' competition (
HFN/
RR October/November ' 84), while
Dr Rodney Adams of the Isle of
Wight came first in the ' Missing
Link' competition (
HFN/RR April).
circuit design and high quality
components and eliminates tone
controls in an attempt to offer an
unusually high standard of sound
quality at an affordable price.
Rated at 30W/ch, generous
reserves of dynamic capability
are available into low impedances.

The Burmester 846 high level preamplifier has been especially designed to obtain the ‘ inest possible sound Ulàality from all high
level sources such as CD, tape and tuner. The design of the 846 allows ideal CD playback corditions. The input
parameters of the 846 can be adjusted to match optimally the output impedance and voltage
characteristics of any CD player. The 846 is atrue state-of-the-art preamplifier. Its
sonic achievement is stunning.

Acoustic Arts Ltd, 101 St Albans Road,
Watford ( 45250); Aston Audio Ltd, 4West Street,
Alderley Edge, Cheshire ( 0625 582704); Audio Excellence,
134 Crwys Road, Cardiff ( 28565); Aucho T, 190 West End Lane,
London NW6 ( 794 7848); Jeffries Hi Fi, 69 London Road, Brighton,
East Sussex ( 0273 609431); KJ Leisuresound, 48 Wigmore Street, London W1
(486 8262); Radlett Audio Consultants, 141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts. ( 09276 6497);
Reading -HiFi Centre, 6Harris Arcade, Friar Street, Reading ( 585463); Simply Hi Fi, 48 Springbank,
Hull ( 0482 29240); Subjective Audio Ltd, 2Camden High Street, London NW1 ( 387 8281)
Sole UK distributor: Automation Sciences Co.. 513 Eton Avenue. London NW3 ( 01) 435 8210

"the TORLYTE platform is
the clear first choice
offering the most relaxed
and encouraging listening".
HiFi NEWS, August 1984

MICHELL MICRO

It is now an undisputed
fact that turntables land amplifiers) work best
when mounted on light rigid surfaces isolated from the adverse effect
of heavy tables or cabinets.
TORLYTE is OED's solution to the problem as it is both incredibly light
and extremely rigid. It also has avery low CI so it will not alter the
frequency response of the turntable.
TORLYTE isolating platforms are available in three sizes, all fitted with
four adjustable point supports which act as an effective low frequenc‘i
filter and easy levelling method.
Price £35.00
There are three sizes available:
TP1 400 x340 x20mm finished in graphite grey
TP2 445 x350 x20mm finished in black ( LINN/ REGA size)
TP3 480 x370 x20mm finished in black ( P. T. size)
Made in England

Supex bsound, superb style as you vvuuld
expect from Michell Engineering.
READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,
FRIAR ST., READING, BERKS, RG1.1DN. TELE ( 0734) 585463
Tues Sat: 9.30am to 5.30am. ( LUNCH: 2to 3pm, EXCEPT SAT.
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED!

QED AUDIO PRODUCTS LTD
L/N11 12. ASHFORD INDUS iRIAL ESTATE. SHIELD ROAD ASHFORD, MIDDX TW1b IAU

Closed all day Monday

QED
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AR'S MAGIC BOX
Alvin Gold with s • eaker news from AR's Boston head uarters
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sound just sufficiently later for the ear not to
confuse the two. With typical rooms, reflections add something in the region of 8ms to
the indirect sound and the delay lines
increase this to around 20ms, though it's
variable to the heart's content.
The forward facing part of the speaker has
adeliberately restricted and controlled directivity, using suitable driver sizes, crossover
points and front baffle acoustic absorbent
material. ( Remember the speaker has been
designed to use this stuff from the outset:
adding it to an existing speaker is a sure
recipe for disaster.) The control of directivity
extends to limiting floor reflections as much
as possible.
JA had heard the earliest prototype last
summer; it used multiple drivers in a configuration shown in fig.l. By the time we
arrived in Boston the prototypes looked a
little more aerodynamic — fig.2 — and an
artist's impression of the finished product, to
be launched about now, is shown in fig.3.

[FIG I1he ,ony,odl

N

EW BROOMS sweeping the old away.
An end to ossified design criteria. A
revitalised atmosphere. Cars where
all the power from the engine is used for
compressing the springs. These are the
impressions I bring back from that most
civilised of American cities, Boston, Mass,
the home of Acoustic Research.
The story is that AR have had some
changes of manpower in their brains dept
and have gained anew face by the name of
Ken Kantor. His title is Director of Advanced
Development & Research and he joins a
team whose Chief Engineer, responsible for
day-to-day product development, is one
Steve Goldstein. Now Ken and Steve, they're
magic. They make electricity together. Well
sparks, anyway. They just sort of rub each
other up the wrong way and out of the
process have come astream of ideas which
are rapidly changing the face of AR.
Anyway, you're not concerned with the
internal politics of AR, I'm sure, but what you
might well be interested in is something
called the Alpha Project, or the Magic Box.
I've heard it called both these things, but it
will probably be called something else when
it goes on sale. The marketing geniuses will
want to call it AR LS-something-or-other-LX,
or something equally catchy. But the idea
behind what I'll call the Magic Box is simple.
Deceptively simple perhaps. Keith Howard
(Editor of HiFi Answers) and Ispent acouple
of days mucking around with the Magic Box,
time that was well spent. The idea is good
and Idon't know why it hasn't been thought
of before.
The primary objective of the Magic Box is
to combine the best characteristics of loudspeakers having narrow radiation patterns
with those of wide (
ie, less directional)
dispersion that energise the listening room
more or less completely. Roughly speaking,
the former tend to sound sharper and
clearer, offering better imagery at the
expense of a restricted ' sweet spot' for
listening and a limited sense of scale or, if
you will, image size.
Loudspeakers that correspond with the
flat-energy- response- in- a- room ideal, which
AR have adhered to until recently, tend to
111.11 \ I \\\
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have wide radiation patterns. Indeed, the
thinking behind this has suffused everything
that AR have done, from box design to
crossover points to driver design and the
control of resonances wherever they occur.
Speakers of this type, if aligned for flat
power response using, for example, an
integrating measurement like the sweeping
microphone AR have employed in the past,
tend to show a midrange prominence, both
anechoically and aurally.
This apart, such speakers do energise the
listening room well, providing sense of scale
and dynamics normally missing from more
directional speakers. But they also smear
detail, and do so because the reflected
components of the sound reaching the
listener are delayed insufficiently for the ear
to be able to distinguish them as aseparate,
secondary sounds. In other words, the ear
hears these sounds as part of the direct
radiation and not as a sort of echo. Unless
the listening room is very large, of course.
I've generalised and simplified the argument, but it still contains enough of what's
happening to make the relevance of the next
step obvious enough. But first, try thinking
about a few of the speakers you know.
Generally, directional speakers are made by
raising the crossover points of non-directional ones. Drivers become very directional
at the top end of their pass- bands. Dipoles
tend to be very directional indeed, though
the Quad ESL-63 is not ( it simulates the ideal
point source, radiating over a wide arc).
lsobariks, too, are relatively non-directional. I
should add that the frequencies we are
interested in in this respect, exclude the deep
bass and extreme treble, for fairly obvious
reasons.
The solution AR have come up with is
simple and ingenious, if expensive in hardware terms and amenable to endless tweekMg. ( Keith and Idid just this for two days and
there was still a lot we could have done.)
Basically, AR bounce atime-delayed ( using a
bucket brigade) and band- limited ( about
300Hz-5kHz at the moment) version of the
sound from the side walls, so that the
reflections arrive at the listening position
with asuitable time gap, following the direct

FIG 3

Ishan't go into too many specifics about a
project that had not been finalised when I
saw it; many of the problems we heard are
being cured as Iwrite. But what Ican say is
that the idea appears to do what's claimed of
it. The Magic Box had a sharp, clear sound
that was tonally neutral and spatially stable —
with the side speakers switched off. With the
reflected sound switched in ( and there will
be a delay line/control box/power amplifier
dedicated to the reflecting drivers by the
time the system goes on sale) the sound
gains in stature and scale but — remarkably —
does not appear to smear the image or cause
any other noticeable losses of information.
Even the perceived frequency response
stays more or less neutral.
Altering the time delays from the mathematically determined values led to anomalous imaging, but with the correct settings
the listening window was exceptionally
wide. The Magic Box appears to be an
acceptable version of what Bose have
attempted to achieve in their 901.+
27
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Sony CDP101 Compact
Disc Player. This stylish
to — '.'
front- loading model has
awhole host of features,
including repeat play,
music search, repeat
Novi
memory, and full
function remote control. £399.00
ae, cs

'AR System' A quality HiFi system,
comprising the AR amplifier
with afull 45 watts per channel
matched with the AR belt drive
turntable, with AR arm and
Goldring Epic Cartridge, and AR
19B loudspeakers with 15-75 watts
power handling. (Available
in black or walnut).
Now
Previously £565.60 . £ 499.00

I

AR 38LS Loudspeakers. Highly
acclaimed speakers with walnut
finish. 15-100 watts handling.
Height 559mm, Width
305mm, Depth 222mm.
Now
Previously £ 189.90 £ 169.90
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Wharfedale Laser 30 Loudspeakers.
A compact pair of speakers,
available in black or walnut. Power
handling 15-50 watts. Height
308mm, Width 214mm,
Depth 190mm.
NOW
Previously £49.90
£39.90
4

e.
Z.

B & W DM90 Loudspeakers.
Available in black or walnut finish.
Power handling 15-150 watts.
Height 680mm, Width
381mm. Depth 297mm.
Now
Previously £99.90
£89.90

r

mes

WC KDV300 Cassette Deck. This
auto- reverse cassette has alull
logic soft touch mechan:sm. Dolby
Band C, metal tape facilry _
and LED recording meters Now
Previously £ 179.90
£149.90
4

e CS/

Mission 700/2 Loudspeakers.
Available in black or walnut
finish. Power handling .-20-100
watts, Height 470mm, Wici tl 250mm, Depth 270mm
Now
Previously £119.90
£109.90

CENTRAL LONDON STORES: 13/15 BRENT CROSS SHOPPING CENTRE. 18/19 EALING BROADWAY CENTRE, 42 TOTTENHAM COURT RD.. 257 TOTTENHAM COURT RD OUTSIDE LONDON: ABERDEEN,
ENFIELD. EXETER, GLASGOW, GLOUCESTER, GUILDFORD, HARLOW, KINGSTON. LEEDS LEICESTER, LEWISHAM, LIVERPOOL, LUTON, MAIDSTONE, MANCHESTER, NEWCASTLE, NORTHAMPTON,

woofers and tweeters:
If you still believe that woofers bark and
tweeters fly, you should come to Laskys where
our helpful staff will be happy to explain afew
basics about hi-fi.
However, if you're ahi-fi expert we'd still be
pleased to see you especially if you're thinking
of updating your system. Because we can supply
the best in hi-fi components at bargain prices.
But our advice would always be to get the
one that suits your own particular needs.
Take speakers for example.
Your system could perhaps be improved
beyond recognition for around £70.00. Or you
may want to spend considerably more.
Either way, we would recommend that
you listen to as many speakers as possible from
our incredibly wide range. So you can choose
the ones that are best for you. And once you've
improved your listening pleasure by updating
your hi-fi you'll no doubt be
interested in our after sales
services.
Most of our products are

guaranteed* for at least ayear. And
often for two. We can also offer afive
year guarantee for those of you who
believe in taking no chances.
However, if something should go wrong
with your equipment and your guarantee's
expired what should you do?
Our advice is to bring it to Laskys
Servicepoint.

SERVICEPOINT
Our expert technicians provide an invaluable repair service at aprice that makes sense.
Even if the faulty item wasn't purchased at
Laskys. What's more, each repair is guaranteed
for three months.
So if something does go wrong you know
where to come. However, if we are unable to
repair your woofers or tweeters, we would be
happy to recommend
A word of advice:
someone who can.
Your nearest vet.
IMIMOW

All credit offers subject to acceptance by Laskys credit brokers. Ask br written details. Typ cal APR 33.7% subject to status. Prices correct at time of going to press and include VAT at 15% but may be subject to variation.
All offers subject to availability. -"
riivo year guarantee on parts end laDour, hi-fi and television. For VCR's, portable equipment, video cameras, computers and peripherals, one year. Hi-fi and micro sundries 6months.
Optional 5year guarantee. These are in adirition to your statery rights.
XLEYHERTH, BIRMINGHAM BRIGHTON, BRISTOL BROMLEY CAMBRIDGE CARDIFF CHATHAM, CHELTENHAM, CHESTER, COLCH
le, COVENTRY, CRAWLE?, CROYDON, EDINBURGH,
iTTINGHAM. OXFORD, PETERBOROUGH, PLYMOUTH, Ples-roN, READING. RICHMOND ROMFORD. SHEFFIELD, SLOUGH, SOUTHAMPTON. SOUTHEND. WATFORD, WOLVERHAMPTON, YORK.
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ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
42 PARKSIDE, LONDON, SW19
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

"I have the simplest of tastes . . .
Iam always satisfied with the best".

Oscar Wilde
Apogée, Audio Research, Counterpoint,
Goldmund, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, Oracle,
Randall Research, Robertson Audio, Sumiko,
Talisman, United Sounds of America.

Write or phone for perceptive
advice
dealer.

and

details
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Solavoces
Some months ago Ihad the apparently
innocuous task of examining aSolavox
speaker, the HP170, from the range exclusive
to the Comet chain of discount electrical
stores. Underwhelmed by the experience, I
sought to add alittle levity to my description.
But that which had appeared harmlessly
irreverent from aBrighton perspective was
clearly misunderstood at the other end of the
country. Rather incautiously, Iused the
expression ' uninspired mediocrity' to
describe abrand only two of whose products
Ihad ever examined. ( Though mildly
tautological, the phrase has such anice ring
that it has since passed into the jargon of the
HFN/RR office, Iunderstand.)
Even though one could defend its literal
meaning in relation to 90 per cent of
successful mass market consumer products
(the list starts with the Cortina), we live in an
age which has abbreviated hyperbole to
hype ( and turned it into averb). Superlatives
have become the norm, and ' average' is
taken as an insult, despite one's increasingly
desperate attempts to preserve the
astonishing subtlety of shading enshrined
within the English language. So maybe Iwas
abit unfair on the Solavox.
The review was further dogged by the fact
that Imade one stupid error of observation,
accompanied by afurther error of inference.
Then came the final straw. Despite the
review appearing scant weeks after the
magazine had received the loudspeakers, we
heard they were being replaced by new
models.
By way of contrition, and in the hopes of
restoring my previously good relationship
with Britain's largest hi-fi retailer, Ioffered to
have another go at something from the new
range. Atonement was clearly the order of
the day when, just in time for Christmas, not
one but three pairs arrived, the most obvious
difference being that they had been sourced
from Goodmans instead of Wharfedale.
Memories of Harsh Words still ringing in
my ears, Iadopted acareful three point
strategy. First, Iwould not look up the price
of any of them until Ihad done the listening.
Second, Iwould begin with the middle one
as apoint of reference for the other two.
Third, Iwould return to the ill-favoured ' 170
at the end, to confirm or deny my original

SUBJECTIVE

SOUNDS
Paul Messenger
view and see where the new range sat in
context.
Out came the Series VI 70, which was very
similar in appearance to its predecessor,
sharing the same cabinet carcase and
tweeter, with, to my eyes, attractively
improved styling and adecent quality of
external finish, albeit of the somewhat bland
nature inevitable with ' vinyl wood'.
Connected up, Isat back and started waiting
for the adjectives. With increasing
desperation, Irealised that Ididn't like them
much, if any, more than their predecessors,
and for similar reasons. Once again the bass
sounded sluggish, the lower mid coloured
and ' hollow', the presence recessed, and the
treble somewhat obvious. Omigawd, or
some such expression.
Moving on, Iunpacked the 40s, optimistic
that the smaller box model might well prove
superior, as it has done in other ranges. The
box is still areasonable size, though a
smaller bass/mid unit is accompanied here
by asmall cone tweeter. This type of tweeter
has become rather unfashionable in recent
years, and certainly has limitations in terms
of bandwidth and power handling. But it is
often the better solution for the more modest

loudspeaker.
This proved very much the case with the
40. No longer was the treble exposed or
obvious, and the smaller bass/mid unit
managed to fill in the ' hole' that seemed to
exist at the top end of the 70's 200mm unit
range. In fact, the 40 did everything that one
has any right to expect from acheap, simple,
budget model, giving anicely integrated
midband and limited but balanced extremes.
The other limitation is that sensitivity is quite
low, and the recommended power handling
is only 40W program, so the available
loudness is quite restricted. The speaker
does nothing dramatically well, but
assuming the price is modest ( say, under
£50), it does arespectable, if unspectacular,
job within inevitable constraints.
One success out of two, and the big ones
to come left my anxiety level pretty high.
Low cost, three- unit designs are rarely the
match of simpler two- unit counterparts, so
prejudice had me preparing for disaster.
Happily one can no more judge aspeaker
than abook by appearances. The Series VI 80
substantially counters most of my criticisms
of the 70, and also offers asignificant step up
from the 40.
The box is similar to the others, though
somewhat larger, while an extra midrange
driver is added to fill in between 200mm
bass/mid and the same SonAudax tweeter
used in the 70 ( and previous 170).
The 'filler' midrange driver and the cabinet
change seemed to counter most of the
problems Ihad found with the 70. The sound
was altogether livelier and better balanced,
and the tweeter obtrusiveness much
ameliorated. Furthermore, the sensitivity
and bandwidth are substantially improved
over the 40: the latter could still prove alittle
embarrassing with cheap ancillaries, but the
former will be much appreciated by most
users, Isuspect.
Next we come to the prices, and yet
another agreeable surprise. The three
models come in at £38, £48 and £58
respectively. At these prices, the 40 and 80
are clearly fine value. There's probably
nothing directly competing with the 40 in
any case, and it works fine as far as it goes.
The 80 certainly gives alot of perceived
value, and goes afair way towards
delivering the goods sonically, too. The

The new Solavox range; from
left to right T880, T840, T870
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AuNo Researcb — they bave done lot- years

audio research

". . . the D-70 is the
best power amplifier
I've ever used."
David Prakel HiFi Answers December 198

". . the D-70 simply
surpasses everything
solid state and every
transformer output tube
amp we've heard."
Class 1A International Audio Review
"Hotline" 28 December 1983.
Peter Moncrieff.

. . . . the Audio Research D-70 is the finest piece of
hi-fi equipment — regardless of type — that I've had the
privilege to use.
Ken Kessler Hi Fi News & Record Review
February 1984.

"here we have an
extraordinary product
Hi Fi News February 1983

"There are good preamps.
There are very good preamps.
And there is the Audio Research SP8.
Class lb International Audio Review Hotline
12 August 1981 Peter Moncrieff.

"I can't recommend the Audio
Research SP8 highly enough.
Iwonder howl could have
tolerated less."
't al

Fi June 1982 - David Wren

"If you ever considered spending
over £2000 on a system you owe
it to yourse'f to hear this preamp"
David Prakel

Fi Answers February 1983.

IRSOLUTE SOUNDS
-12 Parkside, London SW19.
Tel. 01-9475047
Telex: 894800 Absol G.
SOLE U.K DISTRIBUTOR FOR:
Apogée, Audio Research, Counter point, Koetsu,
Krell, Magneplanar, Oracle, Randall Research,
Robertson Audio, Sumiko, Talisman, United
Sounds of America.

A

AUDIO RESEARCH DEALERS:
AUDIO T. 190 West End Lane, London, NW6.
Tel: 01 794 7849
UNILET PRODUCTS, 14 Bute St, London SW7.
Tel: 589 2586
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, 2-4 Camden High St,
London, NW1. Tel: 01 387 8281
SIMPLY HIFI, 48 Springbank, Hull,
N. Humberside. Tel: 0482 29240
HOLBURN HI-FI, 441-445 Holburn St,
Aberdeen. Tel: 0224 585713

AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 134 Crwys Road, Cathays,
Cardiff. Tel: 0222 28565
MIDLAND HI- Fl STUDIO, Royal London Buildings,
Wulfruna St, Wolverhampton. Tel: 771774
W.A. BRADY & SON, 401 Smithdown Rd, Liverpool
15. Tel: 051 733 6859
RADLETT AUDIO, 36 Beech Avenue, Radlett, Herts.
Tel: 09276 6497
THE MUSIC ROOM, 221 St. Vincent St., Glasgow.
Tel: 041 221 2527
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sound may not be particularly refined or
subtle, but it's honest enough, well balanced
and goes pretty loud.
The accompanying instructions are brief
but usefully to the point. They make the
claim that the speakers can be used either
near or clear of walls, and this useful
attribute was borne out in the listening. All
the designs have well controlled low
frequencies ( admittedly of no great
extension or weight), and for this listener, at
least, this is amajor priority when playing
LPs.
Finally, we come back to the original
HP170s. Iconnected them up after the 80s,
and once again the results came as astrong
disappointment, so Isee no reason to
change my original judgement. The Series VI
70s were again checked, and showed some
improvement over the earlier model, though
Iregret the similarities were more obvious
nonetheless.
In conclusion Imust admit that Iwas rather
hasty in tarring the Solavox brand with a
brush based on the HP170 and memories of
an unpleasant Amstrad-sourced amplifier of
some years ago. The model 40 and model 80
both show inspiration, in terms of highly
competitive pricing, decent presentation and
respectable sound quality, and my respect
for Comet's capabilities, already
considerable, has been significantly
enhanced.

with cognoscenti. Much of the money goes
into the most elaborate power supply/drive
box Ihave yet seen for electrostatic ' phones,
approximately the same size as my ( old but
updated) Naim NAC12 preamp. The supply
box has its own volume control, taking
signal straight from afixed level preamp ( or
tape) output; unfortunately there is no
means of adjusting stereo balance.
Despite bulk and weight that is greater
than most, the Lambda headset is very
comfortable indeed, adjusting well to the
individual head. The very ' open'
construction keeps claustrophobia to a
minimum and the user in touch with his
environment, but conversely provides no
insulation from same, which is perhaps a
trifle perverse in a ' phone labelled ' Pro'.
The sound is delightfully transparent,
precise and detailed, with very low distortion
at moderate levels by any standards and
unusually good control and evenness for
headphones at the frequency extremes.
The lack of ' body' and ' room' effects
certainly left the bass subjectively somewhat
lacking in power, but enhanced clarity to a
remarkable degree nonetheless. Extension
seemed quite adequate, though the upper
bass did seem alittle lacking and the low
bass atrifle exposed. The treble showed
Jecklin Float

High Price Headsets
The headphone ( stereophone, earspeaker or
whathaveyou) sometimes seems like the
forgotten component in the hi-fi cosmos.
This is apity, because the quality available
from even modest ' phones can be very
good, while the really top models might be
considered on apar with — though
substantially different from — the best that
speakers can offer.
Idon't think Ihave ever heard a
loudspeaker which can offer quite the same
degree of analysis of arecording,
mercilessly revealing the manifold
subterfuges of the multitrack mixdown,
which may be fascinating or repellent
depending on taste. This is because the
headphone completely negates the effects of
the listening room acoustics — asituation
that is simultaneously unreal yet purist.
The presence of a30-300gm encumbrance
clamping the skull, and an acoustic barrier of
sorts between oneself and the outside world,
helps to concentrate the mind wonderfully,
but may also induce amild claustrophobia.
The result is fine for those who wish to bury
themselves entirely in the music, but is less
suited to more casual listening, for instance
when reading, eating or talking.
A substantial headphone limiting factor is
that only the ears are served, whereas the
'real thing' is frequently a 'whole body'
experience. In the ethereal vs. the visceral,
the headphone knows which side it's on.
Furthermore, in nearly all cases there are
problems of over- brightness and ' in the
head' stereo which arise from the sound
being squirted straight into the ears.
This problem of perpendicularity to the
pinna has been tackled with some ingenuity
by both the models discussed here, though
Stax' other ' super' Sigma model is the most
elaborate and successful attempt Ihave
encountered. However, it is some years
since Ihave had the pleasure of trying this
model, so Icannot meaningfully compare it
with the two at hand.
The Stax Lambda Pro is pretty
outrageously priced at £500-odd, yet it
seems to be becoming something of acult
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represents asubtle but significant advance
over the sort of quality one can obtain for
around £ 100, exemplified by the fine Beyer
01880 models.
The Jecklin Float is aquite different animal
to either Stax or Beyer. Availability in the UK
has been somewhat intermittent over the
years, and now this £265(rrp) model, along
with acouple of cheaper Jecklins, is being
handled by Presence Audio, alongside other
European electrostatic products. It is quite
unique in styling and appearance, and may
win or lose friends on these grounds alone.
The appearance of stepping off the set of an
SF B- movie affects people in different ways,
doubtless.
The name ' Float' is either aSwiss joke(!) or
an attempt to distract one from the
substantial weight of this creation, for the
Float does anything but. One dons it more
in the manner of astripped-down crash
helmet, and there is no adjustment provided
at all. Though heavy and alittle uncertainly
poised, Iwouldn't go so far as to describe the
Float as uncomfortable, and the lack of
adjustment was no handicap either.
It may even be asource of sonic benefit, I
suspect. The Float sound changed little with
its position on the head, and it is likely that
the ' helmet' construction is responsible for a
different kind of sound from more
conventional headsets, where the ear
capsules are referenced more specifically to
the side of the head.
Though the sound lacked the finesse and
extension of the Lambda Pro, loudness
capability was no longer any problem
whatever, the ' phones going louder than I
was prepared to risk my hearing! The sound
was not only loud, it conveyed ' punch' and
'power' to adegree that conventional
headsets — even of the quality of the Stax —
rarely manage.

Stax Lambda
Pro

none of the lack of control which plagues
many headphones, though the slightly
bright balance tended to emphasise
program distortions; ' ruthlessly analytical' is
an appropriate description.
My main reservation relates to aclassic
Catch 22. The bottom line is that the system
doesn't really go loud enough ( which again
would hardly suit the Pro engineer who is
used to sitting acouple of metres from
Tannoy Reds going at 120dB). But this
subjective observation needs careful
qualification. The sound stays extremely
clean up to adecent enough level, so one is
inclined to drive them quite hard anyway.
Furthermore, in my experience one is apt to
overdrive ' phones in order to try to replace
the missing 'visceral impact'. It is generally
believed that this last phenomenon carries a
real danger of ear damage, as users end up
with much higher levels at the ear than they
would need for asimilar ' satisfaction level'
from loudspeakers, so to some extent the
limitation of the Lambda Pro is asafety
feature.
Whether such ahigh price can be justified
will depend on the pocket, proclivities and
priorities of aprospective purchaser. The
Lambda Pro is simply the most refined
headphone system Ihave heard. It

This may have been partly due to rather
more output and coloration in the upper
bass than the Stax. Furthermore, the Float
did sound less controlled in the lower treble,
giving atouch of 'fierceness' which again
drew attention to program deficiencies,
yet without the analytical smoothness of the
Lambda.
At high levels there was afair amount of
vibration generated within the headband
moulding, and one wonders whether further
reinforcement might prove beneficial. In
extremis this would lead to the insertion of
electrostatic panels in afull face structural
crash helmet, which could prove an
interesting cross between speakers and
headphones ( not to mention the ultimate
parentally-approved transducer for those of
the headbanging fraternity!).
However, to return to the Float at hand,
drive is taken to the ' black box' from apower
amplifier output, which is apain for those
with active systems. Less acceptable than
the Stax arrangement from apurist
viewpoint, this may have contributed to the
reduced transparency and bandwidth.
Though the Jecklin did not quite match the
Stax overall, it did have some other surprises
up its sleeve.
Both models attempt to shift the
soundstage forward and out of the head to a
degree, and in this respect the Float was
significantly superior ( remembering, of
course, that Stax have the Sigma up their
sleeves). The Float also showed superior
integration and midrange focus: one was
less inclined to try to analyse the sound in
terms of different bits of the frequency
spectrum. In all, the Float was in some ways
the more involving experience, albeit less
analytical and subtle. le33

1985 BC?
Yeah! But does alittle back street hifi shop in
CAMBRIDGF
stock all the latest equipment?
Have they got full demonstration facilities?
Can you expect advice?
In fact
have they got

1985 AD? 1985 CD!

Now that CD players are available at reasonable prices and the Compact Disc
repertoire is growing at a remarkable rate, this surely is the time to take the
plunge and join those who are already enjoying the most significant leap forward
in gramophone history. At " Music in the Home", our commitment to CD is
unshakeable, and our unequalled experience in the field of recorded music
enables us to regard some of the nonsense which has been written on the subject
with the contempt it deserves, just as we did when LP discs and stereo were first
introduced. What does sadden us, however, is the readiness of some to believe
such claptrap, and among the misconceptions we frequently encounter one finds
the notion that CD calls for a completely new audio system as well as the
abandonment of one's existing library of mono or stereo LPs.
This is, of course, patently untrue, for any reasonable domestic system can be
adapted for CD by the simple addition of a CD player at a cost of between f300
and f400, while I, for one, have every intention of listening to my ' black discs' as
long as Ilive. The building-up of aCD collection will inevitably be gradual, but at
"Music in the Home" we make it a little easier for you by offering all those who
buy a CD player from us a generous 20% discount on all future purchases of
Compact Discs. Above all, we provide the kind of service from which all who
really love music stand to gain because we truly understand musical values,
while forty years' experience as audio specialists enables us to offer the sort of
advice which will genuinely benefit your future listening.
For us, Hi Fi is not a 'hobby' to be pursued for its own sake, but simply ameans to
a heightened awareness and enjoyment of beautiful music. Once you share this
approach, you will soon discover that fine equipment need not be all that costly,
though it must be chosen with care under expert guidance. At our studio you can
listen to CD via the magnificent QUAD ESL 63s but, if you cannot afford or
accommodate so ambitious a pair of speakers, you will find that the small
BBC-designed LS3/5A, with or without the addition of a sub-woofer, offers the
perfect solution to all your problems. Indeed, most of those who visit Moscow
Road for the first time only regret that they did not 'discover' us years ago, and
we can claim without false modesty that, once you have 'taken the plunge', you
will always return to us in the future.
Thomas Heinitz

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd
MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours; 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to I; Fri. 9.30 to 7)

41 VICTORIA ROAD CAMBRIDGE Tel ( 0223) 68305

TWO -THIRDS ADDED DISTANCE
IN RECORD TIME.
111 FI quality is improving all the time, with new technok
giving better re- production and higher standards all - round. * Ft)
maintain this quality however, your records and stylus must he
protected from the various contaminations sustained through
everyday use.
Discwasher * provide this protection with an effective cleaning
system consisting of stylus and record cleaning pmducts. The
Discwasher
The Record Care System erases dirt enough to allow
the D4 pad to literally sweep the surface of your records completely
clean, without leaving undesirable residues.
Discwasher also supply the complete SC-2TKAStylis Care System to
loosen and remove vinyl stabilisers and dirt. A neglected stylus can
effectively reduce the life of your records by up to two thirds, a
daunting prospect for owners of expensive record collections.
Make sure your collection goes the distance.
pr .
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JOHN.

ALKER LTD.
John A. Walker Ltd.,
(st Floor Suite. 55 North Street, Thame,

Oxfordshire.
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N THE EARLY days of digital audio, BCD
(Before Compact Disc), several Japanese
companies leg, Teac and Mitsubishi)
showed prototype videodisc players which
recorded digital sound instead of analogue
video and FM audio on a 12in. disc. Then in
May 1978 Philips announced the Compact
Disc concept, 14- bit linear coding on an
11cm disc.
The company argued that it made sense to
use quite different types of disc players for
video and audio.
In Japan, JVC kept to the concept of a
single player capable of handling videodiscs
(VHD) and audio discs ( AHD). When Philips
first demonstrated CD in Eindhoven in March
1979, it was still a 14- bit, 11cm system. Iwas
scorned then by several industry figures
(who would now, perhaps, prefer to forget
what they said) for suggesting that the
standard was inadequate.
In June 1980 Philips signed with Sony and
soon after upped the format standard to
16- bit and a 12cm disc. Matsushita Panasonic joined forces and afuture for CD
was assured. It seemed that the idea of a
single player for optical digital audio disc
and optical video disc was dead. Philips said
the technology was so different that it was
impractical to build asingle player capable
of handling both. This is exactly what has
happened now, though, with the Pioneer
CLD-9000, available in Japan for around
$1000 and in America at around $ 1250.
Don't underestimate the technical
difficulties of achieving this marriage. They
stem from the fact that Philips deliberately
designed the two technologies with the idea
of excluding amarriage! First there's the
laser. Videodisc players originally used agas
laser, with awavelength of 0.63pm. This
short wavelength is needed to focus
accurately on the analogue information pits
which are only 0.4pm wide and as little as
0.511m apart, end to end. The focus has to be
tight because the information is analogue. If
the laser spot reads adjacent pits there will
be asnowy image on screen.
The lens in the player focuses the spot
down to around 1mm. The final focusing,
down to aspot size of just 0.9pm, is done by
the transparent material of the disc itself;
this acts as an extra lens. Obviously, disc
thickness is avital part of the equation,
because it varies the optical characteristic of
the focusing system.
This raises problem number one for an
audio/video player. Compact Discs and
LaserVision videodiscs are of different
thickness. CD discs are single sided, and only
1.2mm thick. LaserVision videodiscs are
double sided with a 1.25mm transparent
plastic facing on each side of the central
information carrying area. So aLaserVision
disc is at least twice as thick as aCompact
Disc. The Pioneer player has to have an extra
servo motor system built-in to re- focus the
laser, depending on whether it is reading a
CD or avideodisc. This is, of course, in
addition to the relatively minor problem of
tracking different size discs from different
centre starting points.
To make matters more complicated,
there is the question of laser wavelength.
Although these original players, which used
helium- neon gas lasers, had the short
wavelength of 0.63pm, the latest generation
of solid-state laser videodisc players
(available in America and Japan) use
semiconductor chips ( to the best of my
knowledge made by Hitachi) with the
wavelength of 0.78pm. This longer
wavelength is more difficult to focus into the
anal
tion,
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TECHNOLOGY
Barry Fox
which explains why the pictures from solidstate LaserVision players are not always as
good as those from the original gas laser
machines. Compact Disc players, however,
routinely use solid-state lasers ( based on
gallium arsenide technology) with a
wavelength of 0.78pm. So the Pioneer
double purpose player has atough time
focusing accurately on either type of disc.
Then there's the question of rotational
speed. LaserVision discs run anti- clockwise
at either the fixed speed of 150Orpm or a
speed which changes continuously between
570 arid 150Orpm to give constant linear
velocity. ( Note, incidentally, that these are
the speeds for European video; in America
and Japan the basic speed is 180Orpm.) All
Compact Discs rotate at the same speed,
independent of country, which is what
makes CD aworld standard format. This
speed varies between around 20Orpm to
50Orpm, again to give aconstant linear
velocity. It is not easy to build amotor drive
whicf covers such awide range of speeds
with the accuracy needed for stable pictures.
The Pioneer player has two quite separate
motor systems, instead of asingle motor
and belt- drive or gears. Add all this to the
problem of coping with discs with an
inaccurate centre hole or aslight warp and
you begin to appreciate the technical
problems involved in marrying the
technologies which Philips put asunder.
As you will doubtless have heard, the
Pioneer player can also cope with anew kind
of LaserVision videodisc which has adigital
audio ,soundtrack as well as the conventional
FM analogue track. The idea is that
videodiscs in the future will have Compact
Disc quality audio there for the taking. It
brings home entertainment back full circle to
where it was in 1978, before Philips decreed
that Compact Discs and videodiscs should
go their own separate ways.
There is, however, ahidden snag with the
digital- audio- with- video concept. It is
obviously necessary to provide an FM
analogue audio track so that the new discs
are compatible with existing analogue
videodisc players. So far, Pioneer has been
able to cram 16- bit digital audio into the
waveform only on CLV ( constant linear
velocity) discs, with the sacrifice of around
5mins of every hour's playing time. This
means that adouble- sided videodisc, which
currently holds up to two hours of
programme material ( 90,000 video frames
on each side in CLV mode), has its capacity
cut beck to 1hr 50mins. This gives plenty of

playing time for amusical programme but is
inadequate for many feature films.
In practice this is unlikely to matter. Philips
is quietly opting out of the dead duck feature
film market for LaserVision. Instead, the
company is doing what it should have done
long ago, and is putting money into interactive videodisc, where the player is linked
up to acomputer for industry or education.
The company is also putting more effort into
selling the format as amusical carrier
medium. All this is something many
journalists have grown old and tired trying to
tell Philips to do for years. Even if this fails,
all is not lost. The Philips videodisc pressing
plant in Blackburn, which has been running
on short time because of the almost nonexistent demand for feature films on
videodisc, has now installed injection
moulding presses instead of the original
photo polymerization ( 2P) machines.
Contrary to rumour, these are not to press
Compact Discs. They are to mass-produce
videodiscs for the People's Republic of
China, which has now ordered alarge
quantity of LaserVision players and discs for
education. China, you see, uses the same
PAL TV system as Europe.
There is an interesting irony to all this. The
AHD idea foundered in January 1981, when
Matsushita- Panasonic- Technics signed to
use CD, even though AHD had been
developed by its own subsidiary company,
JVC. This left Thorn- EMI in Britain
committed to VHD/AHD and in an
embarrassing situation. The company
changed course only when EMI artists like
Paul McCartney and Cliff Richard saw they
were being left out in the cold on CD and told
the EMI bosses to pull their fingers out. Now
JVC is starting to sell AHD in Japan. Initially
this will be for the commercial and industrial
institutional markets, because AHD offers
high quality video still- pictures as well as
digital audio. AHD also has a2.54gigabyte
data memory for computer applications.
Compact Discs can of course store text,
graphics and digital data, along with stereo
sound. When the whole disc is given over to
data storage the disc becomes agiant ROM,
or read only memory, with acapacity of
600megabytes. This compares with less than
one megabyte for even the highest density
51
/ in. computer floppy disc. By restructuring
4
the data streams, the disc could hold still
video pictures, like AHD. The technical
obstacle is not in reading the data, but in
building abuffer store into the player which
can hold the several megabytes of digital
data needed to freeze avideo picture. As
computer buffs will know, even aone
megabyte RAM store is still very expensive.
In Japan, NEC plans soon to offer aRAM
chip set capable of storing acoarse quality
video picture for around $ 20, trade price. So
far the only low cost storage has used
CCDs, or charge- coupled devices, which
continually recycle packets of analogue
information. The snag is that they introduce
video snow into the signal, just as an audio
CCD delay line introduces background hiss. I
learned recently that the Philips Labs at
Eindhoven were developing adigital system,
which uses the recycling technique on digital
data. This overcomes the noise problem at
relatively low cost.
For three months Irepeatedly asked
Philips if they had any further information on
this — for instance, atechnical paper Icould
read. What Ifinally got back, through Philips'
new PR agents in London, was atechnical
paper about CD as adata store. Igive up.
When the PR people learn the difference
between aCCD and CD I'll try again.
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would like to apologise.

eyelip

What for and to whom?
Potential customers, who have been
impressed by the many favourable reviews, the
HiFi Choice Best Buys, the What HiFi
"Cassette Deck of the Year" Award ( Drm22)
and of course by the Denon products
themselves, have then experienced problems
actually buying the units.
Due to the success of the new Denon range,
sales have exceeded our highest expectations
and in the last six months we have sold out of
everything!
To try and cope with the demand the Denon
factories are running overtime shifts and we are
now shipping by air as well as sea.
The dealers listed below will all be receiving
stock soon and first priority will obviously go to
those customers with holding deposits.
If you are interested in buying abetter HiFi
product, from abetter HiFi dealer, go and talk
to one of the Denon stockists listed below.

Hayden Laboratories Ltd.
FREEPOST. ( No stamp required),
Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St. Peter,
Bucks. SL9 9BS.
Tel: Gerrards Cross ( 0753) 888447.

We'll continue bringing the equipment in as
fast as we can.
LONDON
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ANY TIMES over the years Ihave
had occasion both to praise and
condemn relays on BBC and
Capital Radio, but Ihad not had the
opportunity to hear LBC's balancing
techniques until the concert relayed, from
digital tape, on the evening of January 1st. It
was the third of aseries promoted by Laskys
and came from the Fairfield Hall in Croydon
—the RPO conducted by Arthur Davidson.
My attention was drawn to it by areader
who telephoned to say that it was the worst
sound he had ever heard in stereo, so I
thought Ihad better have alisten. Ituned in
at the beginning of Prokofiev's Peter and the
Wolfwhich had Johnny Morris as narrator.
The sound was indeed ghastly, and I
immediately started adigital tape recording
so that Icould record the evidence! Morris'
voice seemed to be coming from an acoustic
not unlike that of alarge toilet, and was so
forward in balance that it was almost absurd.
He was far too close to the mic and we were
subjected to continuous ' p' blasting on the
mic. The orchestra seemed to reproduce
largely in mono, and even 8dB of stereo
widening on my control desk did not help
that much. Even more distressing, however,
was the gross over- deviation, peaks
reaching 6dB above the maximum levels
normally transmitted by the BBC.
Checks after the broadcast indicated that
the deviation must have been peaking at
around 4dB above 75kHz, thus showing the
inadequacy of the limiters in use. One of
Johnny Morris' shouts must have been at
least 10dB over the top on the tape/studio
chain, for it clipped as badly as Ihave ever
heard on abroadcast. Both hiss and hum
were noticeable, and the applause sounded
muffled. There was no sense of life in the
orchestral sound.
Iwould urge LBC not to repeat this
experiment unless they can do very much
better next time. The relay was unfortunately
transmitted by 32 other ILR stations as well;
if the intention was to present classical
music to people who normally listen only to
pop, Isuspect its effect would be simply to
put them off it instead! It is difficult to see
how the IBA could have allowed such an
incompetent relay to be transmitted in the
first place. The last straw, for me, was a
continuous low-level, high-pitched whistle in
the background. LBC will, Ihope, take note of
this criticism, and Iawait their reaction.
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Angus McKenzie
published specification. Now that the £/$/
Yen crisis is upon us, generators made by
companies such as Hewlett Packard are
virtually out of reach for many potential
customers in the UK, so it is doubly good to
see aBritish company bringing out aproduct
which combines excellent performance with
asurprisingly modest cost. The days of
computerised testing are very much upon us
now, and readers in the retail or industrial
areas would be well advised to have alook at
this new Marconi unit. It could well become a

Beyond the limit

A signal development
Two years ago Ipraised the then new
Marconi 2019 signal generator. It covered
the range 80kHz to just over 1000MHz, and
had completely programmable output level
in µV, mV or dBm, modulation deviation or
depth on FM or AM, and frequency to 10Hz
resolution. The equipment is totally IEEE bus
compatible, and Ihave been delighted with
the performance of the two units Iregularly
use for review purposes.
Marconi have just introduced anew
version called the 2022 which is nearly half
the price at around £2800, and it includes
nearly all the facilities mentioned above,
with only avery slight relaxation in
performance. The new generator is about
half the size of the old, and all manual
controls are now pushbutton operated. This
allows shifting of RF frequency with any
required step size, with the option of
computer control.
Marconi loaned me one of these
instruments for three weeks over Christmas
and Iwas surprised to find how similar the
performance actually is to the 2019; on test,
it actually measures far better than its
hIFI
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be primarily concerned with the latter.
Test procedures and definitions are given
for checking mains- borne and direct radiated
interference from equipment. Typical field
strengths, quoted from 0.15MHz to 1000MHz
in several bands, give maxima of 30[IV/m at
distances from 10 to 30m. The requirements
are fairly stringent, and Iexpect that all too
many domestic desk-top computers and
microprocessor- controlled devices give
much worse interference levels than
specified. The pity is that this new standard
is not binding in law in the UK, and the DTI,
formerly the Home Office, is one of the most
lax organisations in Europe in this area.
Many brands of microcomputer available
in the UK come in plain plastic boxes, and
thus radiate extremely badly [ well?! Dep Ed),
but the same models sold in other European
countries have to be supplied in properly
screened boxes to meet various local
interference specifications.
The situation is more or less the same with
television sets. Models selling in Germany,
for example, have to be fitted with effective
filters in their aerial input circuits to filter out
local transmissions which would otherwise
disturb audio and visual quality— such
transmissions as citizens band, public
mobile radio, police, military and even local
amateur radio are thus properly rejected. In
the UK there is absolutely no legislation to
make the provision of such filters
mandatory, with the result that tens or
possibly hundreds of thousands of people
receive interference from local transmitters. I
cannot trace any mandatory requirements
for the suppression of thermostats, etc, in
central heating equipment, fish tanks and
other equipment found in domestic areas,
and Iwonder how many readers have been
disturbed over the Christmas period by the
interference caused by Christmas tree lights
flashing on and off. Ipicked up one of these
the other day, from 100 yards away; by now,
of course, it will have either blown up or
been put away ready to annoy me next year!

Angus McKenzie (foreground) monitoring adigital
recording session at Walthamstow Town Hall

standard piece of test gear. The internal
audio oscillator only generates 1kHz, and its
distortion is not really good enough for
audio measurements, but the external
modulation input seems excellent and I
cannot fault the performance in any
significant area.

Interfering with reception
Ihave just received avery important
document entitled ' Limits and
Measurements of Spurious Signals
Generated by Data Processing and Electronic
Office Equipment', BS 6527 1984, from The
British Standards Institution, Linford Wood,
Milton Keynes, MK14 6LE. Cost is £ 10.20.
The standard is in two categories, ( a) dealing
with RF radiation from office installations in
industrial environments, and ( b) with
radiation in or near domestic environments,
the limits here being far tighter. Readers will

Once again Ienjoyed the direct relay of the
Nine Lessons and Carols from King's College
on Christmas Eve, but slight distortion crept
in, as always, for some reason in the first
hymn. In the US this time, low-level
passages were initially quite satisfactory, but
the first high level peak must have crashed
every limiter in the US national radio
network, for several listeners complained
about peak distortion. Ihave not heard atape
of it from the States, but Isincerely hope it
wasn't as bad as LBC's worst in Peter and the
Wolf! Why is it that the US network
engineers seem utterly terrified of giving
their listening public more than 30dB of
dynamic range ( if that)?
In looking at the programmes of dozens of
recent concerts relayed by the BBC, Iam
struck by the absence of the overtures and
short suites which used to be a ' fun' feature
of so many concerts thirty years ago. Some
of these items may be considered somewhat
trite now, but Imiss hearing great orchestras
perform curtain raisers such as Herold's
Zampa, Auber's Crown Diamonds or the
Petite Suite by Roussel. Typically, these
days, concerts seem to include a ( very)
classical overture— if you are lucky — a
concerto and asymphony, possibly with
some piece of very modern music of,
inevitably, minority appeal. Whilst the BBC
must cater for minority audiences, and
please the musicologists, they should surely
bear in mind audience tastes for longestablished musical repertoire. .37
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From the earliest times, non metallic materials have always been used for cutting
sound waves into. Originally, wax with certain additives was employed, as were gelatinous substances. Finally, nitrocellulose was
found to offer the most suitable blend of
properties, and this substance is still used
today. Unfortunately, all non-metallic materials must undergo a series of delicate
processes after cutting to allow stampers for
disc manufacture to be produced.
First, the freshly-cut surface must be rendered electrically conductive by depositing a
fine layer of silver on to it. Then a harder
James Michael Hu shes
layer of nickel is applied. These are delicate
processes, and just as critical are the cleansing operations that must take place between
stages. These must not attack the lacquer
surface, and the initial sensitising must
ensure an even deposit of silver atoms.
Throughout, the surfaces are necessarily in a
vulnerable state, and defects can easily
occur which will result in audible clicks on
the finished pressing.
Time is afurther consideration. The procedures already outlined may easily take the
best part of a working day, or longer, and
naturally, the greater the time taken, the
more care can be lavished on each process.
Yet speed is of the essence, as the sensitive
lacquer is subject to time and temperaturerelated deterioration. For example, the
'springback', that results in an engraved
groove superimposing its shape on vinyl
immediately adjacent, is time and temperature-dependent. If acut lacquer is left for too
long before being processed, and/or stored
at too high atemperature ( even for just afew
hours) the end result will be worsening of
pre- and post-echo effects as well as a
possible loss of sound quality.
Add to these considerations the problem
of conventional lacquer cutting styli heating
up excessively during mastering ( causing
the lacquer to burn and adhere to the stylus,
and thus groove tearing), and the necessary
cutting stylus burnishing facets (which assist
in the formation of ' horns' at the upper part
of the groove wall, and can lead to audible
clicks), and you can begin to appreciate the
pitfalls that can so easily result in audible
distortion or surface defects on a vinyl
pressing. The whole process is a highly
skilled operation, and remember we're talking about aproduct that is mass-produced in
terms of tens of millions each year!
With potential difficulties like these it is
easy to see the attractiveness of a simpler
and more dependable method of disc
Neumann cutting lathe with DMM
mastering. Enter Direct Metal Mastering
citternead and amorphous copper
which, when correctly implemented, seems
blank
capable of reducing ( if not eliminating
altogether) the problems met in convenwhich permit a tighter packing of grooves
tional lacquer cutting. Inevitably, perhaps, it
F YOU'RE A REGULAR record buyer,
introduces one or two slight foibles of its
without the usual pitfalls. As abonus to disc
particularly of classical music, you'll
own, but executed properly it seems able to
manufacturers, DMM LPs are less labouralmost certainly have seen the letters
intensive to produce, resulting in a cost- offer more advantages than drawbacks.
DMM on some of your more recent purchAs the name implies, Direct Metal Mastersaving over conventional mastering. This
ases. DMM stands for Direct Metal Mastering differs from conventional disc mastering
economic aspect holds true particularly
ing, and refers to the disc cutting processing
when short pressing runs of less than, say,
in that the sound waves are cut on to ametal
system developed by Teldec in West Gerblank. The material chosen is an amorphous
many and introduced around 18 months ago
2000 discs are required.
copper some 0.1mm thick, deposited on a
Traditional disc cutting on to lacquer, and
on records from EMI, Teldec, Hyperion,
0.8mm thick stainless steel substrate. With
subsequent processing, calls for anumber of
Chandos and Orfeo, amongst others.
DMM the metal mother is produced directly,
highly critical operations. These need to be
The aims of DMM are straightforward:
carried out with the utmost care for a thereby eliminating the need for complex
better LP cutting and pressing quality by
silvering and nickel- plating processes. Apart
high-fidelity vinyl pressing to result, and
means of asimplified production technique.
from copper, cadmium was found to offer a
even slight deviations from optimum condiThe claimed end results are higher fidelity
suitable blend of properties for cutting into.
sound, lower surface noise and rumble,
tions can cause significant worsenings of
However, cadmium proved insufficiently
much reduced pre- and post-echo, and less
noise or sound quality. Since DMM neatly
resistant to the electrolytes used in the
distortion at side ends. Longer playing times,
side-steps many of these critical processes, it
ensuing plating process which is necessary
with less audible compromise of sound
offers a potentially better and more consisto prevent surface oxidisation of the cut
tent end-product. But before looking at DMM
quality, are also possible with DMM, due to
metal blank.
in detail, let's consider how conventional
the potential improvements in signal/noise
records are manufactured.
The sort of copper used for DMM work is
ratio and lower levels of pre- and post-echo,

MASTERING
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resistance would have led to the stylus
digging into the copper blank, with dire
consequences. For this reason, a suitable
VTA had to be achieved electrically by
introducing a phase shift of approximately
18°, which has the effect of tilting the signal
to give the desired result.
Leaving aside the important consideration
of sound quality for the moment, it can be
seen that DMM offers considerable advantages over conventional lacquer mastering.
Quite apart from the considerable benefits of
improved signal/noise performance, lower
pre- and post- echo, plus longer playing
times, the fact that LPs can be pressed within
an hour or two of being cut ( fig.1) is in itself a
major advantage.
There are now a great many records ( the
majority classical) manufactured using the
DMM process. Most carry an identifying
badge or trademark, although a few don't.
Much DMM product is produced by Teldec
themselves, of course ( who haven't used

New cutting stylus shape

Top: Europa film plating system for the DMM — copper
blank. Above: OMM direct stamper production; separation
of the stamper from the copper master.

critical, and a type with an amorphous
(rather than crystalline) structure is necessary to ensure proper ductility and elasticity.
However, once formed on the substrate the
copper was found to have a very short
lifespan before its structure became crystalline. Even if stored at — 200°C it may only last
for a few days. As soon as the copper
structure crystallises, the material tends to
crumble when cutting takes place, leading to
poor sound and high background noise.
Originally, Teldec employed an acid copper
which they had developed in conjunction
with Europafilm of Sweden. However, EMI
UK, who recently signed alicence agreement
to manufacture DMM discs worldwide, set
their chemists to work and came up with an
alternative copper that offers a pre-cutting
storage time of some three months if kept at
sub- zero temperatures. Incidentally, the
lifespan of acut copper mother, once treated
to prevent corrosion, is reckoned to be more
or less infinite.
Because a metal cutting blank provides a
significantly higher cutting resistance to the
stylus compared with conventional lacquer
materials, it was necessary to modify the
cutting parameters before Direct Metal
Mastering could become a practical reality.
Accordingly, a number of innovations were
introduced which are summarised below.
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For DMM work, a diamond ( rather than
sapphire) cutting stylus is employed, minus
the usual burnishing facets. The avoidance
of burnishing facets leads to a reduction of
the high frequency amplitude losses that can
occur at the innermost grooves, leading to
cleaner, sharper end- of- side reproduction. It
also avoids the problems of ' horn' formation
that can lead to audible clicks on the finished
pressing. Many record manufacturers
'dehorn' their metalwork in order to produce
a quieter finished pressing, but in extreme
cases this has the effect of polishing away
the highest frequencies required for immediate sound. Dehorning can also result in a
slurry of metal particles which can be awkward to clear from the groove, resulting in a
gritty surface.

Greater stylus face angle
The face angle of the cutting stylus is greater
than 90°, and the sum of the face angle is
so dimensioned that sufficient space between the groove walls and the back of the
stylus is always maintained, even at maximum excursions ( high cutting levels).

Superimposed ultrasonic
frequency
The entire mechanical system — cutting
stylus, stylus holder and the elasticity of the
copper coating — is dimensioned so that the
cutting stylus is excited at an ultrasonic
frequency — typically around 70kHz to 80kHz.
The amplitude of this increases with greater
groove depth ( increased cutting resistance),
leading to an extremely smooth groove wall
while keeping the loading of the cutter
head structure ( and the resulting electrical
power needed) within reasonable bounds.
One other important consideration with
DMM is the vertical tracking angle of the
cutting stylus ( VTA). Normally, an angle of
between 15° and 20° is chosen when conventional lacquer blanks are cut, and this is
achieved mechanically simply by tilting the
cutting stylus accordingly. However, cutting
into copper blanks is an entirely different
matter and it was found necessary to cut at
an angle of 0'. Had a greater VTA been
chosen, problems with increased cutting

acquer mastering since the start of 1984),
either for their own Telefunken and German
Decca labels or for the many large and small
independent outfits who use their custom pressing facilities. Among the better
known of these are BIS ( Sweden), Chandos
(UK), Claves ( Switzerland), Hyperion ( UK),
Orfeo ( W Germany), RCA ( W Germany) and
occasionally Unicorn-Kanchana ( UK).
In addition to Teldec, several other pressing plants and record companies have been
sufficiently impressed with DMM to take out
full licences for both cutting and pressing.
These include Toolex Alpha and Europafilm
(Sweden), Turicaphon ( Switzerland), lberofon ( Spain), Sonopress, Pallas and WEA ( W
Germany), and recently Melodiya ( USSR).
However, the biggest boost yet for DMM
could be EMI's potential decision to convert
their factories world-wide to the new
process. Initial trials began at the Cologne
Electrola plant, and the results were sufficiently impressive to make it conceivable
for EMI to decide on a possible total conversion. This could even include the Capitol
plant, thereby bringing OMM to America.
Meanwhile in London, Abbey Road studios
have a DMM lathe in operation and their
engineers and technicians appear to be very
satisfied with the results. Considering that
EMI's lacquer cutting is among the best in
the world, this is praise indeed.
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BUT THEN THERE'S NEVER
BEEN ATAPE LIKE IT.
Unique new tape formula: the
magnetic particles in
conventional ferric oxide
tapes contain pores — tiny
holes which reduce the
amount of magnetic energy
the particles can absorb.
Maxell's new tape is
completely non-porous, so
it soaks up more music, yields
higher output, lower noise,
and acleaner, more detailed
sound.

—

1.
Super-smooth guide-rollers
for smooth tape-run and
correct tape tension.

New exact pressure pad:
thicker, with astrong spring,
and twice as accurate as in
conventional cassettes. It keeps
the tape precisely perpendicular
to the tape head.

New TriArch slip sheet
precisely matches
characteristics of new magnetic
coating, and guarantees even
tape winding.

maxelL UDI

Break the sound barrier.
Maxd1(UK)Ltd., 3A High Street, Rkkmansworth, liens WD3 111k. Tel: 0923 777171

High precision cassette-shell:
all dimensions are five times
more accurate than specified
by the I.E.C. Every
component is built to
micron-tolerances to
minimise phase difference —
time lag — between channels.
The result: highly realistic
stereo sound.

dclamp
Unique hub and
assembly stops tape
deformation and ensures
smooth tape winding.
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Most of the DMM titles produced by EMI
have been imported from their Cologne
outpost, but a few UK pressed examples
(unlabelled as such) have been issued, and
things should be well under way by now. Not
only will virtually all classical product appear
in DMM format, but also pop LPs and 12in.
45 rpm singles. At the moment the latter are
being offered to artists and producers as an
option. Inevitably, there is some resistance
to the new medium, but those who have
tried DMM seem very pleased with its results
and now won't hear of going back to conventional lacquer mastering!
That Direct Metal Mastering will continue
to make in- roads into the pop market seems
certain now that Townhouse studios have
decided to install a lathe. Townhouse are
one of the UK's finest independent mastering outfits and undertake a wide range of
work for all sorts of clients. On aworld scale,
many of the top American cutting labs such
as Sterling, Masterdisk, and The Mastering
Lab, LA, have yet to become involved with
DMM. These people have conventional lacquer mastering down to such a fine art that
they may feel DMM offers no tangible
benefit, so it will be interesting to gauge their
response over the next few years — especially if Capitol ( who also undertake independent work) decide to convert. Clearly, with
such swift world-wide acceptance, at least in
classical music circles, DMM would appear
to be here to stay.
But what of the claims put forward for
DMM's superiority? Can DMM really produce the kind of improvements claimed, or is
it just another manufacturer's gimmick? The
very first titles to appear during the early part
of 1982 were rather disappointing, I felt.
Little, if any, real improvement was offered
over Teldec's ( admittedly excellent) conventional lacquer- mastered disc, and in a few
cases where comparison was possible, I
found myself preferring the standard issue.
Those early examples seemed to suffer
from a number of recurring problems,
among which were lowish cutting levels, a
subjective lack of deep bass and asomewhat
cold, hard- sounding treble quality. Some
seemed to suffer congestion during complex
passages, while others exhibited an edgy,
high frequency response. Even the promise
of super- quiet surfaces failed to materialise
fully, although in this context it should be
noted that Teldec's conventional discs are
outstandingly good in this respect. Given
this, DMM clearly had to be pretty hot to go
one better in every respect. Another slight
handicap was the fact that so many early
DMM issues were of new, previously
unrealeased recordings, many of them
digital. These were slightly less sympathetically recorded than they might have been,
and DMM exaggerated the problems.
As greater quantities of DMM titles
became available, including earlier, backcatalogue conventional pressings, it
became easier to build up a more reliable
picture of the genuine strengths and possible weaknesses of the system. It emerged
that DMM could be asomewhat hit and miss
affair, the best examples sounding superb, a
few proving disappointing. Yet as time went
on, the ratio of hits-to- misses began to tilt
heavily in favour of the former. You'd still get
the odd title that would fail to live up to
expectations, but for the most part DMM
issues began to meet the claims put forward.
Yet even if one accepts that teething
problems are bound to occur with any new
technology and that some of those early
transfers were mediocre, can all the blame
be laid at the door of Direct Metal Mastering?
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Now that I've had the chance to sample
several hundred DMM titles over two years,
and live with several of the earliest examples
that had initially been disappointing, I'm
inclined to moderate my views somewhat.
This is because it now seems clear that at
least some of the problems relate to the
playback equipment used at the time.
For example, the DMM system seems
potentially capable of cutting agroove with a
sharper transient response than many lacquer mastering lathes. This being so, the
music tends to have a sharper sound that is
far more faithful to the dynamics of the
original tape and is consequently harder to
play back. It also means that any flaws or
unpleasantness in the original master tape
will be heard that much more clearly. Ialso
believe that the unavoidable presence of a
supersonic tone cut on to the disc ( albeit at a
low level) at 70kHz or higher, can create all
sorts of difficulties for certain audiophilecalibre components. This applies to cartridges and preamps in particular.
Many high- calibre moving-coil cartridges
have a healthy tip- resonance at or above
50kHz which could easily be excited by the
presence of a supersonic tone cut on to the
disc; so even though this ultrasonic tone
could not be heard under any normal set of
circumstances, its presence could lead to
side effects like mistracking or audible intermodulation. These problems would be
exaggerated if the hi-fi system in question
was less well set up than it ought to be.
Because of this I'd say that the playback of
certain DMM titles on systems of audiophile
calibre could be somewhat unpredictable.
Nevertheless. Ibelieve that the greater part
of any problems will be found to exist in the
hi-fi system rather than the discs.
The claimed improvement in background
noise seems to be borne out with DMM discs
as, generally speaking, DMM titles seem to
offer audibly lower levels of background
mush ( steady low-level sizzle) and transient
clicks and pops. Like any vinyl disc, DMM
titles will deteriorate unless handled properly, but looked after the benefits are quite
apparent on almost any system. The other
claimed benefit — that of longer playing
times — needs more careful appraisal. Basically, long playing times are just as practical
with conventional mastering, but here the
problems of lacquer processing can cause
difficulties if carried out badly. Similarly,
low-level background sizzle can easily
become audible if cutting levels are lowered
a few dB to achieve an increase in playing
time. Thus the increased playing times of
DMM are possible without the risks inherent
with conventional lacquer mastering. Bear in
mind, also, that it is the van- pitch system of
the cutting lathe which decides on the absolute maximum playing time of an LP side.
Very few record companies seem to have
exploited the long side potential of DMM,

although this is changing. Chandos, for
example, cut their recordings of Sibelius'
First Symphony and Hamilton Harty's Piano
Concerto on a single side ( ABRD 1086 and
1084, 37m 10s and 37m 35s respectively)
with very little loss of quality. Hyperion
issued Brahms' Clarinet Quintet ( A 66107) on
a single side that runs for no less than 38m
23s! Again, the sound is very fine and
probably not much different to how it might
have been if spread over two sides.
Side lengths of this order are by no means
impossible with conventional lacquer
mastering, but increased care must be taken
if things like overall transfer levels, tonal
balance, bass performance, dynamic range
and stereo separation are to be maintained
to high-fidelity standards. Nimbus Records

FIG. 2. Relative frequency response: DMM mother against
normal mother (top); DMM pressing against normal
pressing (bottom)
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FIG.3 Background noise for DMM LP
compared with normal LP.
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accuracy, and means that every
With new UDII from Maxell
component is dedicated to keeping
you can enjoy all the advantages of
chrome position recording — but at
the left and right hand channels
of astereo recording precisely in
afar lower cost than you'd
time with one another.
expect.
Everything from the pressure
Using Maxell's exclusive
pad to the guide rollers and the slip
Epitaxial particle technology, UDII
sheet to the tape hub is designed
delivers more volume with less
noise, and superb reproduction Chrome with this end in mind.
Giving you not just abetter
of high frequencies.
sound, but aclearer
The result: aclear, crisp
stereo image — with all
and lifelike sound.
the spatial realism of
Backing up the tape is
the original
Maxell's latest PA cassette
—Normal
performance.
mechanism: one of the
'‘Ifi
e
All of which puts you
most accurate mechanin an excellent position to
isms ever built.
improve your recording.
PA stands for phase

rnaxell® UDII

Break the sound barrier.

Maxell ( UK) Ltd., 3A High Street, Riekmansworth, Hens WD3 I
HR. Tel: 0923 777171.

Wharfedale announce the best thing
since sliced bread.The sandwich box.
Polystyrene and melamine sandwiches
may not sound very appetising.

speaker. Not that the 708 story stops with
the cabinet.

But wait until you hear what happens
when they're used to make aloudspeaker
cabinet.

It also features anew aluminium dome
tweeter, which combines wide dispersion
and high efficiency with ultra- low distortion.

The new Wharfedale 708's 'sandwich
box' is far more rigid than any wooden
speaker cabinet, yet amazingly light. (Try
picking one up— ask the dealer first.)

The polymer- coned bass unit's massive
diecast chassis is locked solidly to the baffle,

As you might expect, the Wharfedale
engineers pursued the twin goals of rigidity
and lightness for agood reason.
A rigid box spells death
to resonance, which is the
speaker designer's Enemy
Number One.

bayonet-fashion (no. more loose screws).
And as awhole, the speaker looks as
beautiful as it sounds.
OK., so how does it sound? Our aim was
to improve on the performance of rival
speakers costing £500 and
more, an aim in which we
believe we've succeeded.
At around £300 apair,
this makes the 708 expensive

And because a light
cabinet stores less energy

for asandwich box.

than aheavy one, when the
music stops so does the

But very reasonable as
afeast for the ears.
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DMM, with its potential improvements when
once cut aside of 37m for Chandos when the
sides are long, is very useful here as it
latter issued their recording of Lydia
enables quality to be maintained without
Artymiw playing Schumann's Davidsexcessive compromises. This ability to give
bündlertanze for solo piano. The results
long sides can also help to provide LP
were excellent, although cutting levels were
layouts that make better musical sense
slightly lower than they would likely have
(record companies kindly note!). For exambeen had the work been broken across sides.
Before their sudden conversion to CD, I pie, operas can be laid out so that a side
concludes at the end of an act, rather than
seem to recall Nimbus talking about sides in
eight minutes before. Or, as in the cases
excess of 45 minutes for certain types of
mentioned earlier, works like Sibelius' First
program, but they've said little about this
Symphony or the Brahms Clarinet Quintet,
since then.
can be experienced in a single sitting, thus
Having briefly mentioned Compact Disc,
avoiding a break in concentration because
let us look at one or two fresh avenues to
the disc needs turning over. Idon't think the
explore. The silent background of CD is
record companies appreciate just how
going to make those who decide to run both
important an intelligent side layout is to
LP and CD systems less tolerant of noisy LP
many music lovers,
surfaces. Typical DMM pressings, handled
The fact that the DMM process can yield
with due respect and played on a decent,
significant cost savings over records maswell-adjusted turntable, can subjectively
tered by conventional means is not a virtue
match the low background noise levels of
to be passed over lightly. With today's
CD. Of course, in absolute terms a CD may
shrinking LP market, plus the need for a
well be some 10dB to 20dB quieter still, but
higher quality product, DMM would appear
judged subjectively at normal listening
to offer the right combination of attributes
levels this may count for little. Those who
needed to meet the demands of today's
agree that the LP on a good player offers
changing market. Teldec's publicity booklet
superior tonal balance and sheer presence of
cites asaving of 10p per disc with DMM over
sound over CD will find themselves enjoying
apressing run of 2000. This saving doubles if
excellent sound and negligible background
only 1000 discs are required, and the econonoise from typical DMM pressings — perhaps
mic advantages of DMM are neutralised if
even to the point where the higher retail
pressing runs of more than 30,000 discs are
price of CD will appear out of proportion.
needed.
CD titles currently cost approximately
The final plus point with DMM is the speed
60% more than their full- price vinyl equiva that discs can be pressed after cutting.
lents, and because of the premium prices
Whereas conventional lacquer techniques
charged many collectors feel unhappy
demand a minimum of five hours ( or more),
buying CDs that contain less than ( say) 40
DMM discs can be pressed within an hour or
minutes of music. Hence the steady increase
two of a mother being cut. This enables a
in typical playing times of many classical
record company to respond far more quickly
records. This is great for CD, but LP buyers
to sudden changes in demand. For example,
may have to put up with compromises if
a new pop title that takes off unexpectedly
sides run for much longer than 30 minutes.

can be re-cut in afraction of the time usually
taken, thus helping to maximise sales when
interest is at its peak. So far, very few 12in.
DMM singles have been produced, but this is
bound to change now that EMI and Townhouse are backing the system.

1

Conclusion
Speaking personally, Ilike DMM discs, parti cularly for classical music issues. The quiet
background noise levels and clean, crisp
sound prove highly beneficial, and certainly
better than most conventional lacquer
mastering efforts. For pop and rock issues
I'm less decided and have yet to hear a pop
DMM that has the kind of fullness, depth and
impact that the best conventional mastering
can produce. But the number of pop titles
I've heard is fractional compared with classical so I'm keeping an open mind. Certainly,
Iexpect to hear pop DMM issues that equal
(or surpass) the best lacquer mastered transfers in time.
Looked at objectively, Ifeel DMM is an
extremely worthwhile technique, offering
the record industry the kind of technical and
commercial parameters it needs to respond
to a changing market. There are many
people within the industry who wish we'd
had it five years earlier! That the vinyl disc
must one day be eclipsed seems an inevitable prospect, although doubtless its ' death'
(like that of Mark Twain) will be greatly
exaggerated. If the LP is doomed to extinction, then it is my belief that DMM will
ensure its ultimate demise is dignified, honourable, and ( hopefully) a long, way off! ,Acknowledgement
woyid lice to .thank sthose who assisted in the preparation
i
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Engineer; 'Werner Wahl, FWO Wench ( Neumann division).

Only 61 dealers stock the Wharfedale 708
East Anglia
•University Audio
1-2 Peashill
CAMBRIDGE CB2 3PP
Tel: 0223 354237
•Technosound
55 Silbury Avenue
Serlow Gate West
MILTON KEYNES
Bucks
Tel: 0908 604949
•Martins Music Centre
85-87 Ber Street
NORWICH, Norfolk
Tel: 0603 27010
East Midlands
•Cleartone Lunited
235 Blackburn Road
BOLTON, Lanes
Tel: 0204 399617
•Active Audio
Hi Fi Products
12 Osmaston Road
The Spot, DERBY
Tel: 0332 380385
•Cleartone Limited
62 King Street
MANCHESTER
•Nottingham Hi Fi Centre
116-118 Alfreton Road
NOTTINGHAM
Tel: 0602 786919
•Moorgate Acoustics
2Westgate
ROTHERHAM
Tel: 0709 70666
London
•Audio T
190 West End Lane
LONDON NW6
•BartlettsTV & Radio
175-7 Holloway Road
LONDON N7 8JB
Tel: 01-607 2296
•Gràhams Hi Fi Limited
86-88 Pentonville Road
LONDON NI 9HS
Tel: 01-837 4412

•KJ Leisure
48 Wigmore Street
LONDON W1
•Sound Organisation
1Cathedral Street
London Bridge
LONDON SEI
Tel: 01-403 3088 (2255)
•Subjective Audio Limited
2-4 Camden High Street
Camden Town
LONDON NW1 OJH
Tel: 01-387 8281
•Acoustic Arts Limited
101 St. Albans Road
WATFORD WD1 1RD
Tel: 0923 33011/45250
•Radford Hi Fi
43 King Edward Court
WINDSOR
•AT. Labs
159 Chcapside
ENFIELD, Middlesex
Tel: 01-363 7981
SAT Labs
442 Cranbrook Road
Grants Hill
ILFORD, Essex
Tel: 01-518 0915
•Harrow Audio
27 Springfield Road
HARROW, Middlesex
Tel: 01-863 0938
•Uxbridge Audio
278 High Street
UXBRIDGE, Middlesex
Tel: Uxbridge
33474/31993
Midlands
•Grit t
in Radio
94 Bristol Street
BIRMINGHAM
Tel: 021-692 1359
•Perfect Electronics Ltd
50 ,1416 Alum Rock Road
Amin Rock
BIRMINGHAM 58 OHX
Tel: 021-328 2103
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•Absolute Sound
& Video Limited
42 Albion Street
CHELTENHAM, Glos
•JVC Organisation
Wharf Street, WARWICK
Tel: 0926 493796
•Alternative Audio Ltd
95 Hobbs Moat Road
SOLIHULL
West Midlands B92 8JL
•Midland Hi Fi Studio
Willfrune Street
WOLVERHAMPTON
Tel: 0902 771774
North England
•Erricks of Bradford
Fotosonic House
Rawson Sy, BRADFORD
Tel: 0274 309266
•Peter Tyson
6Abbey St., CARLISLE
Tel: 0228 25891
•EWiley
64 & 85 Beancroft Road
CASTLEFORD
Tel: 0977 553066
•New Dawn Hi Fi
Lower Bridge Street
CHESTER
Tel: 0244 24179
•Gilson Audio
172 Borough Road
MIDDLESBROUGH
Cleveland
•Image Hi Fi
8St. Antics Road
HEADINGLEY, Leeds
West Yorkshire
Tel: 0532 789374
•W A Brady
401 Smithdown Road
LIVERPOOL 15
Tel: 051-733 6859
•Peter Ellis
27-29 Kirkgate
NEWARK, Notts
Tel: 0636 704571

•W A Brady
(Doug Brady Hi Fi)
Kingsway Studios
Kingsway North
WARRINGTON
Tel: 0925 828009
Northern Ireland
•Nicholl Brothers
11-15 Wellington Street
BALLYMENA
County Antrim
Tel: 0266 2187
•Lyric Hi Fi
163 Sranmills Road
BELFAST
Tel: 0232 681396
•L.R.G. Domestic Supplies
171-175 Albert Bridge
Street
BELFAST
Tel: 0232 51381
•Best Hi Fi
24 Kingsgate Street
COLERAINE
Tel: 0265 52843
•Lintone Audio
11 Park Lane
GATESHEAD.
County Durham
Tel: 0632 774167
Scotland
•Audio Aids
52 George Street
EDINBURGH
Tel: 031-226 3979
•Audio Aids
South Clerk Street
EDINBURGH
Tel: 031-667 2877
•The Music Room
221 St. Vincent Street
GLASGOW
Tel: 041-221 2527
South
*Jeff ries Hi Fi
69 London Road
BRIGHTON
Tel: 0273 609431

*Jeffries Ili I' i
4Albert Parade
Green Street
EASTBOURNE
Tel: 0323 31336
•Spaldings Limited
352-354 Lower
Addiscombe Road
CROYDON, Surrey
•Hampshire Audio
8Hursley Road
CHANDLERSFORD,
liants
Tel: 0421 52827
South East England
•Fhi ,tokraft Hi Fi
Higii Street
ASHFORD, Kent
•Sound Systems
218 High Street
BROMLEY, Kent
Tel: 01-460 4000
•Canterbury Hi Fi
21 The Burgate
CANTERBURY, Kent
Tel: 0227 65315
•Tonbridge Hi Fi
Consultants
19-21 Quarry Hill Road
TONBRIDGE, Kent
Tel: 0732 366767
South West England
•Audio Excellence
134 Crwys Road
CARDIFF, South Wales
Tel: 0222 28565
•Audio Excellence
9High Street
SWANSEA
Tel: 0792 474608
•Absolute Sound
& Video Limited
19 Old High Street
Headington,OXFORI)
Tel: 0865 65961
•Westwood & Mason Ltd
46 George St., OXFORD
Tel: 0865 247783

•lt,,I,i,i lii Ii Centre
6I
Arcade
REA] fING
Tel: 0734 585463
•Purkiss Hi Fi
Systems Ltd
51 Piccadilly, Hanley
STOKE ON TRENT
Tel: 0782 265010
•Absolute Sound
& Video Limited
Fleet Street
SWINDON, Wiltshire
•Radford Hi Fi
52-54 Gloucester Road
BRISTOL
Tel: 0272 428248
•Gulliford Hi Fi
28 Cowick Street
St.Thomas. EXETER
•Framptons Limited
90 Ci ynwall Street
PLYMOUTI I
Tel: 0752 27600
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Conrad Johnson
aname to conjure with

At long last the superb range of Conrad Johnson equipment is
available in the UK. Acoustic Arts are proud to be the first UK
appointed dealer and having had the pleasure of living with CJ
(as it is known in the USA) for the past months we can only
endorse all the good things that has preceded this very fine
equipment, it has truly been arewarding sonic experience.
We now know why it is raved about all over the world and the
range covers affordable products like thle PV4 pre- amp at £715
and the MV45A-1 power amp. at £ 1,290 to the mighty premiere
range reviewed by Ken Kessler in this issue.
fyou love music and are in the market for an amplifier
up- grade you owe it to yourself to audition this marvellous
equipment which has drawn comments from the American
press like " Let's just close by saying that the MV-75A, either
singly or in bridged mode, is my reference amplifier now" or
'you will find this amplifier darned near perfect".
Apart from singing the praises of Conrad Johnson we also
stock one of the most impressive arrays of equipment in the
UK. Call in and see us and receive astandard of service you
thought long ceased to exist.

RADFORD
Audio Transistor Amplifiers
Audio Valve Amplifiers
Audio Measuring Instruments
Loudspeakers
Loudspeaker Kits
Loudspeaker Drive Units and Networks
Audio transformers for valve amplifiers
Radford Audio Ltd., 10 Beach Rood,
Weston-Super-More, Avon BS23 1AU
Tel: 0934 416033

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD
have pleasure in announcing
THREE MUSICAL EVENINGS
in conjuction with:
Linn Products, ou rTuesday 26th February,
Quad Elect roacoustics, ( nt Wednesday 27th February,
and K1' Electronics, on Thursday 28th February,
in the
Ca/ihmpe Room, Plough and Ifarrow 111)1(1,
lagley 1?oad,' Birmingham,
Npm.
Tickets are available from:
Griffin Radio Ltd, Bristol Street, Birmingham, B5 7AH.
Telephone 021-692 1359.

MONITOR
SOUND

introducing
Among the equipment we stock includes:- AR, A & R, Audiolab,
B.L.Q, Brier, Burmester, Castle, Celestion, Conrad-Johnson, D.N.M,
Denon, Dual, Epos, Gale, Grado, Harman-Kardon, Heybrook, KEF,
Koetsu, Logic, Magneplanar, Magnum, Mark Levinson, Meridian,
Mission, Monitor-Audio, Monster, Mordaunt-Short, Nakamichi,
PS Audio, Proton, Quad, Revolver, Revox, Rogers, Rotel,
SD Acoustics, Sansui, Sondex, Spendor, Systemdek, Tannoy, Teac,
Van den Hul, Wharfedale, Yamaha, Zeta.
Credit Facilities include Access, Barclaycard and Instant Credit.
We are located close to the M1 and Watford Junction station,
20 minutes from Central London many buses including Green
Line pass our door. Bus airport link to Heathrow.

Acoustic Arts Ltd.,
101 St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts.
Tel: Watford 45250
Open Mon-Sat. 9.30-5.30.
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Attlt

Cambridge

Come and listen to the A & R Cambridge equipment, which is
now on permanent demonstration together with other high quality
products.
Monitor Sound has two
showrooms displaying the
best in British and Japanese
hi-fi equipment.
• Single- speaker
demonstrations by
appointment
• Two-year guarantee
III Free home installations
QUAD products on
permanent display together
with the ELS-63
loudspeakers for the
discerning listener.

e=1 1
lit Lie

Remember that we share your interest so do not hesitate to ask us for
help or advice.

MONITOR SOUND-Audio Consultants
54 Chapel Street Chorley . Lancashire

Tel ( 02572) 71935

111-1.1 NI- WS & 121.(ORI) Rl \ II V,
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POT-POURRI
David Prâkel, Christopher Breunig and John Crabbe report from the
hi-fi frin • e

Further CD Sweetening

C

D TWEAKERS SHOULD already be
familiar with the idea of CD clamping,
where asecGnd disc is used to stabilise the playing disc. Experimentation turned
up adisc which seemed to give good results
with most discs in my top- loading Marantz
CD- 63B.
Igave no consideration to the fact that this
disc was a test pressing and completely
blacked- out on one side, but a conversation
with a colleague set me thinking that CD
clamping may not only be a mechanical
effect. This colleague had observed audible
differences, between the first and second
discs in atwo- disc CD set. On visual observation, in every set in his local shop the first
disc was far less reflective and see-through
to a light bulb, whereas the second disc was
well-metallised. Whether this was anything
at all to do with the sound of the disc Idon't
know, but it led me to experiment with
blacking out the back of certain CDs.
A CD- sized disc of fairly heavy black paper
was used on the top side of discs and blind
listening tests were conducted, with variable
results. Readers should first understand that
older CDs from PolyGram had complete
blanking ' labels' on their top sides; this has
now changed as only the type is printed on
the acrylic surface. You can see the difference readily if you hold the CDs up to the
light. Though the very shallow depth of field
of the laser optical system in the player
means that the laser only focuses on the
embedded pits ( or, more correctly, bumps)
and not on the surface, it may be that
blacking out the back of the disc improves
the intensity of the returned light in the way
opaque backings are used on silvered mirrors. This will have no effect on the signal
but may well influence the operation of the
focus servos and thus effect the error detection/correction rate.
Listening tests with a ' see-through' Nimbus- pressed disc showed audible differences
both with clamping and with backing the
disc with black paper. The favoured condition was with my original black CD clamp.
The tests were repeated with the following
observations made:
Condition 1 (' see-through' disc): slight
haze, jagged disharmony around oboe;
fluttery. Penetrating solo.
Condition 2 (
disc with clear clamp): oboe
still fuzzy; acoustic opens up. Dynamics
11141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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swell more readily, the sound is clean and
not penetrating. ' Cello bowing more clear.
Condition 3 (
black paper): acoustic well
focused, sound altogether tighter, oboe better placed in image. Slight furriness around
instrument which obscures the end of trills.
Condition 4 ( clamping with black CD):
oboe notes cut cleanly without fuzziness.
Acoustic blooms. ' Cello thorough- bass solid
and clear. Trills run cleanly. Dramatic dynamics, not fatiguing.
Further listening tests to detect the presence of the black paper with ' see-through'
and ' fully labelled' CDs were inconclusive,
though a very faulty CD with numerous pin
holes in the metallising was audibly
improved by the presence of the black
backing paper.
Idon't know why it works; Idon't really
know yet if it works, but it costs nothing to
try ( intellectually or financially, as long asyou
don't trap the paper in your drawer- loading
CD players). Ican offer no real answer or
explanation, only report my observations;
comments from professionals and enthusiasts alike are welcome.
David Prákel

Arresting Resistors

H

AVING MADE RECENT CHANGES to
my preamp — mostly a matter of
substituting van den Hul LC wiring
for switches, and taking flying leads for
CD/power amp direct to the pcb — Ithought
that, with the greater clarity these alterations
brought, Iwould then retest the values of
resistors used to load my Decca Garrott
cartridge. I wondered, vaguely, if highergrade components would make any difference as replacements for the chain- store 15k
types I was using. Ben Duncan, of B&J
Sound* ( and AMP- 01 fame, of course), not
only supplied various values, but some
same-value metal film resistors from different sources — asking me to let him know if I
perceived any changes.
As Ken Kessler noted in his Dec ' 84 review,
a normal 47k m- m input is unsuitable for the
modified Decca, which should be additionally loaded by means of a resistor wired
between signal + ve and earth. The ' correct'
value is hotly debated by enthusiasts but, in
my view, there is a fairly narrow band
wherein tonal values and sound staging will
be optimised together. Listening to a rather
*S&J Sound, Kirkby Lane, Tattershall, Lincoln LN4 4PD, for
details of availability and prices.

difficult (
ie, subfusc) Dresden/Jochum Haydn
symphony coupling, Ifound that nominally
identical 15k resistors ( 1% components costing about 5p each) could alter perceived
attack and bass quality, and my interim
preference gave better separation, a well
defined ' bigger' acoustic, more credible timbres. Other types made the lower strings
seem woolly, or fluffy, and there was generally less bite to the sound. Ben told me that
he and Martin Colloms had already planned
an in-depth study, to appear in HFN/RR, on
the evident deviations from linearity,
temperature dependence, or whatever, of
components.
I then received a pair of 0.5% Holco
resistors, and these brought about a dramatic improvement yet again. More surprisingly, these handmade types ( still only
74p/pair) improved the mechanical performance of the cartridge! ( Some years ago, Bob
Stuart had commented on the effects of
circuits on tracking abilities of different cartridges.) Ihad never managed to adjust my
Decca-MicroScanner to track the 300Hz

+18dB test band on HFS75 without serious
distortion, and almost a loose fit was necessary in the GB mounting block to minimise
what I concluded was excessive energy
transmitted to the tonearm bearings. But,
without any adjustment, and even at ' cold
start' in a wintery room, tracing/tracking is
now as clean as a cat's whisker.
This time using the Culshaw/Britten procession from Burning Fiery Furnace (
Decca),
Ifound the handbells full-bodied, the harp in
distant perspectives very convincing, and
the edge to cymbals and bowed instruments
similarly realistic; Peter Pears' voice was
more recognisably accurate. Rough sounding recordings, such as the Bernstein/CBS
Bartok Concerto for Orchestra were quite
pleasurable now, and some of Blandine
Verlet's harpsichord records could be
enjoyed for a new independence of the
part-writing, a more focused and warmer
presence. It seems the Holco resistor is
better able to convey the attack and, equally
important, the decay of sounds; the frequency range sounds enhanced, with more
sparkle and more solid bass. Good news for
those able to make use of it, but think of the
rows of passive components in the average
preamp, which could be upgraded at moderate cost.
Christopher Breunig

Digital Brightness?

T

WO ARTICLES IN THE DECEMBER
1984 issue of HFN/RR dealt with subjects which Ifeel need further clarification. First, Alan Ainslie's piece dealing
with the lips delay on the right-hand output
of many CD players referred to ' severe
frequency irregularities', which Isuggest is a
little strong. The curves printed with the
article only plotted phase against frequency,
whereas the equivalent amplitude deviation
is very small. In the worst case of a purely
mono signal the effect of adding left and
right outputs is to produce a gertle roll- off
47

It's all very well to talk about watts per
As will the effortless purity of the top end
channel in power amps.
and the translucent midrange.
el01.110111IPP0.But where Studio Tlifts
And good news for those
itself right into the heavy-weight
into muscle, Studio Tpumps
class, is in its authority and
150 watts per channel into 8ohms.
control over power.
No wonder tough judges
The imaging, for example,
from the Federation of British
feels so realistic, it's uncanny.
Audio awarded it honours as
Immense power reserves mean that
'Amplifier of the Year, 1984:
Studio Twon't bottom out.
Studio T. Available only from the best audio
But the extended bottom end will rock you.
specialists, listed opposite.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

Musical Fidelity Ltd., Unit 208,16 Brune Street, London El 7NJ.Tel: 01-247 3066.

1

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Authorised Retailers
ABERDEEN: Holborn HiFi, 445 Holborn St,
0224 25713.
BATH: Paul Green HiFi, Harpers Furnishing,
Kensington Showrooms, London Road,
0225 316197.
BIRMINGHAM: Alternative Audio,
95 Hobs Moat Rd, Solihull, 021 742 0254.
BLACKPOOL: Practical HiFi, 198 Church St,
0253 27703.
CAMBRIDGE: Steve Boxshall Audio,
41 Victoria Rd, 0223 68305.
CHESHIRE: Aston Audio, 4West St,
Alderley Edge, 0625 582704.
EASTBOURNE: Jeffries HiFi, 4Albert Parade,
Green St, 0323 31336.
ESSEX: The Audio File, 6Vineyard St,
Colchester, 0206 577519.
Beechwood Audio, 6Market St, Braintree,
0376 29060.
Rayleigh HiFi, 44a High St, Rayleigh,
0268 779762.
EXETER: Gulliford House, 28 Cowick St,
St Thomas, 0392 218895.
GATESHEAD: Lintone Audio, 9-11 Park Lane,
0632 774167.
GLASTONBURY: Avolon HiFi Studio,
The Old Nursery, Butleigh, 0458 503702.
GUILDFORD: Unilet HiFi, 270 High St,
0483 65508.
HAMPSHIRE: Hampshire Audio, 8Hursley Rd,
Chandlers Ford, 04215 2827.
HEREFORD: Sounds Good, 15 Bridge St,
0432 275 050.
HERTFORDSHIRE:
Radlett Audio, 141 Watling St, Radlett,
09276 6497.
LANCASTER: Practical HiFi, 84 Penny St,
0524 39657,
LEEDS: Audio Projects, 45 Headingley Lane,
0532 789115.
LEICESTER: Audition HiFi, 147 Hinkley Rd,
Leicester Forest East, 0533 393607.
LIVERPOOL: W.A. Brady & Son,
401 Smithdown Rd, 051 733 6859.
LONDON: Grahams HiFi, 88 Pentonville Rd, NI,
01 837 4412.
Harrow Audio, 27 Springfield Rd, Harrow,
01 863 0938.
KJ. Leisuresound, 48 Wigmore St, WI,
01 486 8263.
Spaldings, 352-354 Lower Addiscornbe Rd,
Croydon, 01 654 1231.
Unilet Products, 14 Bute St, SW7, 01 589 2586.
Unilet Products, 35 High St, New Malden,
01 942 9567.
MANCHESTER: The Music Room of
Manchester, 50 Bridge St, 061 835 1366.
N. IRELAND: Zeus Audio, 35 Fairlough Rd,
Newmills, Dungannon, 08687 48576.
OXFORD: Westwood & Mason ( Oxford) Ltd.,
46 George St, 0865 247783.
READING: Reading HiFi, 6Harris Arcade,
Friar St, 0734 585 463.
ROTHERHAM: Moorgate Acoustics,
2Westgate, 0709 70666.
TONBRIDGE: Standens, 92a High St,
0732 353540.
WALES: Audio Excellence, 124 Crwys Rd,
Cathays, Cardiff, 0222 28565.
Audio Excellence, 9High St, Swansea,
0792 474608.
Electro Trader HiFi, 19 Colwyn Crescent,
Rhos- on- Sea, Colwyn Bay, 0492 48932.
WARRINGTON: Doug Brady HiFi, Kingsway
Studios, Kingsway North, 0925 828009.
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which is 0.5dB down at 9kHz, - 1dB at 13kHz,
and - 2dB at 18kHz. This represents an
extremely subtle change which Ifeel would
normally be inaudible except under stringent
test conditions. The effect might be just
about perceptible to an acute listener with a
mono source rich in HF overtones - a solo
harpsichord, for instance. But remember, the
tiny loss of sparkle fully applies only to the
central component of a stereo signal, and
then only when that signal is switched for
mono replay.
Incidentally, whatever the equipment,
whenever one performs this L+R operation
there is an unavoidable 3dB attenuation of
sources situated at the LJR extremes. Thus
the whole program suffers an unbalancing
act favouring centre- stage information, and
in terms of musical balance any slight loss of
impact on this central component during
mono reproduction might actually be an
advantage. Finally on that lips delay, a
non- technical acquaintance asked me
whether it meant that one ought to sit nearer
to the right-hand loudspeaker, to which the
answer is: ' yes, by just 330pm!'
Turning now to the matter of John Atkinson's ' shelf' circuit, Iwas worried lest his
reference to 'the tendency for orchestral CDs
to sound bright' be taken as confirmation of
a common misconception. JA is aware, of
course, that a major factor behind perceived
tonal differences between LPs and CDs is the
tendency for pickup cartridges to have a
shallow trough in their frequency response
across the upper- middle region. This
reduces the apparent brilliance of LPs and
sets a false standard of reference. But he
simply tackled the problem for those listeners without tone controls who find the sound
of their CDs too bright - whatever the cause.
In any event, Ihave discovered that provided one adjusts for exactly equal loudness,
direct comparisons between CDs and their
LP equivalents in my collection on my gear
reveal exactly the same tonal balance. This is
with the two signals staggered by acouple of
seconds so that one can hear short snatches
of music immediately repeated on switchover, and preferably using headphones to
reveal every subtlety. Intrigued by my initial
findings, Idecided to check all the recordings
in my collection where LPs and CDs are
duplicated. But first I measured the frequency responses of the two player systems
(Toshiba XR-Z70; Shure V15/5, SME Ill,
Thorens TD 125, Quad 44), which revealed
that both were flat up to 15kHz, ± 0.3dB.
Within that tolerance there is just the slightest suspicion of a treble dip in the pickup
response; but it is minute, and if it were
audible it would follow that to produce equal
subjective brightness the black discs would
actually have to carry more treble than the
silver! I have therefore assumed that for
Mordaunt-Short
1111S100 passive EQ
Due to brain strain, we
inadvertently mixed up the
values for the passive
equalisation network
recommended last month
by Martin Colloms for the

practical purposes the two responses are
identical.
The very first comparison that I made
involved the Philips/Davis II Trovatore
recording, the CD of which was then passed
on to Sue Hudson for review (' CD Monitor'
2/85) with anote to the effect that it sounded
the same as the Lps. Sue was very sceptical
about this, but after much switching back
and forth she had to admit that I'd made my
case. Then Iset about the above systematic
investigation, involving 13 CDs - four each
from Decca, Philips and DG, and one from
Chandos, encompassing 19 pieces of music
by Berlioz, Verdi, Ravel and Lalo. In only one
case was Iconvinced that there was aslight
difference between LP and CD - and that
only perceptible on cymbal crashes, which
were perhaps amite brighter on the CD. This
was in Berlioz' March to the Scaffold'
included on Decca's Pomp & Circumstance
('CD Monitor' 1/85), excerpted from the analogue Solti/CSO recording of the Fantastic
Symphony, my comparison being with the
1983 Jubilee reissue of the LP.
Returning, finally, to the CD brightness
question, another possible factor creating a
false impression is the use by some commentators of relatively low-trackability cartridges. Because of their high mechanical
impedance, these 2gm trackers inevitably
send more vibrational energy into the disc
material. Some of this energy must then
return to the stylus after multiple reflections
within the disc, with the effect of adding a
delayed and somewhat dim- sounding quasireverberation to the music which is sometimes acclaimed as the reproduction of previously unrevealed recorded ambience. If
you don't believe this, try playing the run-in
or run- out grooves of an orchestral LP with
the volume turned well up, while tracking a
heavily modulated passage on the same disc
with aseparate ( non- connected) pickup. The
higher the necessary playing weight for the
latter, the louder the reverberant version of
the music detected by your usual pickup in
the silent groove. Now, if you were using
that second pickup for normal playing, this
false ambience would still be coming back all
the time to its own stylus, to add a subtle
low-level ' rounding' which is easily misconstrued as an ability to reproduce smooth
string-tone, etc. And when such effects are
combined with a frequency response which
shelves down significantly in the ' brightness'
band, it's no wonder that LPs sound less
sharply clinical than CDs. But this sharpness
and clinicality is on the master-tapes and
generally arises from microphones and mixing, not from properly engineered Compact
Discs, which Ithink we should welcome with
open arms as the biggest leap forward since
stereo.
John Crabbe
1
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HEARD FROM...

Ken Kessler takes a close look at the conrad:ohnson Premier Three • ream • and Premier
Four sower am

U

NLIKE MANY AUDIO
commentators, Istill get abuzz
out of hi-fi. By that Imean that
even after 15 years as an active
hi-fi casualty Iremain pure and unjaded.
Be it a £99 cassette deck or a £ 1000
tonearm, Ijust can't wait to get the box
open to give it awhirl.
You can just imagine, then, how I
approached apreamp/power amp
combination of near- mythical status and
a £6540 price tag.
Let me repeat, though, that the price
had little to do with the clammy hands
and increased pulse rate. It could have
been anything, as long as it was
something to broaden my hi-fi
experiences. In this particular instance, it
meant an exotic valve package of enviable reputation, and the kind of
expenditure Icould only entertain if the decimal point were moved
two or three places to the left. But, as I've said before when reviewing
components bearing heart- stopping prices, Itry not to let the luxury
aspects cloud the issue, and Idon't complain about the fact that I
can't afford the item ( should Iwant it). Isimply thank the Tube God
for having made me areviewer who gets to live with this stuff for
however short atime.
The conrad-johnson components ( written with e.e.cummings-style
modesty) have only just reached these shores, though readers of the
American alternative hi-fi press have long known of the company's
existence and rôle as main rival of Audio Research, Futterman and
other Yankee tube offerings. This is the most rarified of strata, for
high- end valve amp manufacturers — though highly visible — are not
as plentiful as I'd like to have you believe; not all circa '
85 tube
amplifiers bear Mercedes-Benz ( well, second-hand Mercedes-Benz)
price stickers.

CLASSICAL
GLASS
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Without wishing merely to drop obscure-ish names like Quicksilver
or Jadis for the sake of padding out this roster, I'd like to suggest that
there are no more than ahalf- dozen tube amplifier manufacturers
scaling the highest of Olympus' slopes, but conrad-johnson is most
definitely one of them.
(Please note that Ido not list any solid-state manufacturers as
'competition'. This is not out of pro-valve snobbery but out of afirm
belief that people either want valves or they want transistors; hence
the face-off never really occurs. As such, Iwill comment on the c-j
products — as they're referred to in audiophile patois— only in terms
of other valve products.)
When Ifirst learned of c-j's arrival in the UK, plans were made in
rapid order for me to review some products from the lower end of
the scale; in all likelihood a £2500 package would have greater
impact and reach more consumers than a £6500 package. But the
Tube God smiled — or whispered in the importer's ear— and the
subject matter suddenly metamorphosed into samples from the
other end of the c-jspectrum.
The two ranges in the c-jline-up represent the almost- affordable
and the crazy, the latter being the models labelled ' Premier'. Iwas
sent aPremier Three preamp and aPremier Four power amp— rated
at 100 watts RMS/channel — while the more power-hungry among
you might have wished that Ireceived the 200 watts/channel Premier
One or monoblock Premier Fives. No worry: you'll get to hear the
Four's overkill siblings if you put your mind to it. All Iknow is that the
Four weighed enough to make me wish Ipreferred s- sequipment,
and the thought of having to shift apair of c-jamps ( thus doubling
my chances of ahernia) left me shaking.
The lush colour photographs on these pages will give you some
idea of the imposing presence of c-jPremier components.
Champagne fascias always seem more warm and organic than
brushed aluminium, while many feel that black fascias are too ' high
tech' and sinister. And, as shades of gold always call to mind the rare
and precious, it's safe to argue that c-j's Premiers ' look the part'. I've
already told you that the power amp weighs the part, and the
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Premier Three— at 21Ibs— isn't exactly alightweight of apreamp.
External finish is excellent, and the overall effect is that of
purposefulness with atouch of luxury.
Staying on the outside, the Premier Four can be summed up as
simply styled, though Iwouldn't have minded apilot light on the
front panel. Sure, all you have to do is look through the mesh to see if
the valves are glowing to check whether or not it's on, but that's not
much help for those who install the c-jat the bottom or top of arack
(19in.) and can't quite aim the peepers from the desired angle. At the
back are sturdy phono sockets, gigantic fuse holders, and screw-type
speaker terminals instead of the five-way binding posts Imuch
prefer. ( Why? you might ask. Well, most of the leads Ihad on hand
were fitted with banana plugs, so Ihad to dig out apair terminated in
spade lugs. That's why.) The mains cable is the fattest I've ever seen
on apiece of hi-fi equipment, even meatier than the type fitted to
Denon hardware.
A fistful of Posidriv screws holds the perforated cover in place.
Removing it will probably be the first thing you do once you've
gotten the Four out of its box, because the unit is shipped without the
valves installed. They're packed in numbered boxes, the numbers
corresponding to specific legends printed next to each valve base.
Once the valves are in place, you switch on, let the amps warm up a
bit, perform preliminary biasing, leave the amp for ahalf-hour or so,
and set the final bias.
The Premier Four, like the Beard, EAR, and Grant amplifiers, uses
the adjustment- screw- plus- red- LED arrangement for the biasing, so
put away your AVO meters. The owner's manual explains all, and it
mentions the need to allow sufficient time for the circuitry to stabilise
and the necessary temperature to be reached before performing a
final, valid adjustment. ( It will amuse many to learn that this amplifier
uses four EL34 output tubes per channel, for it means that there's
enough confidence in this seemingly ordinary tube to warrant its
inclusion in aproduct far removed from the 25-watters of 20 years
ago. AND this is from the land of the— ha, ha, ha! — 6550! And, no, I
didn't fit it with KT77s to see if my musings of months past deserved
further examination. Itook enough stick for that one...)
Construction of both units did not set my salivary glands into
overdrive, though the components used are of the highest quality
(WonderCaps, etc). Dominating internal feature of the Premier Three
is the massive busbar power supply construction and, as with
virtually all current high- end products of serious intent, it passes the
minimalist- is- best criteria insisted on by those under the spell of
Salisbury ( no, Pops, Iwon't tell them how we waxed nostalgically
about the days when tone controls weren't as unwelcome as
Bangkok ' flu). The fascia sports four knobs and four push buttons,
not one of which should inspire an angry letter to the editor of The
Flat Response. Arranged across the front panel's lower half are
(I-to- r) abutton for selecting either of two tape decks, abutton for
source or monitor, the on- off button, and amute button. Unlike the
Premier Four, the Three does bear apilot light, just to the left of the
on-off control.
The upper half contains the four knobs. On the extreme left is the
source selector, while grouped together on the right are the mode,
balance, and volume controls. The mode selector— thank goodness!
— includes mono, stereo, reverse, left- only, and right- only: and,
believe me, they come in handy when so much gear passes through
one's hands sourced from manufacturers still to learn left from right.
The balance control on my sample was fitted slightly ' off', dead
centre being at ' 11 o'clock', but all that needed for correcting would
be the loosening of the knob's set screw and turning full- left and
full- right to determine where the indicator should read. No big deal,
but sloppy, nonetheless.
Enough of the unit's external attributes. Even if an amplifier looks
like hell but sounds like heaven, it's still aheavenly amplifier by the
'right' criteria. As the c-jproducts are far from shabby, and Ifeel that
my criticisms mainly concern minutiae, let's agree that the Premiers
score high marks in the ' Gosh-Wow!' stakes, and will set jaws
a'droppin' when espied by those with alust for the esoteric.
Before launching into adiscourse on the Premiers' sonic rating, it's
worth looking behind the fascia and into the philosophy that moves
conrad-johnson. Ispent an afternoon chatting with Lew Johnson,
discussing what drove him and Bill Conrad into the realm of
high- end audio from their previous activities in the world of
Economics— primarily theoretical research ( in which both have
doctoral degrees). And what did Ilearn? That both are— surprise,
surprise— hardcore music lovers who were dissatisfied with acertain
aspect of the market and decided to do something about it. The
particular thing about which they felt so strongly was the nonexistence of asuperlative, affordable preamplifier. This was around
1976, and the pair spent much time listening to all that was available.
Being slightly anachrophilic, they were guided by — what else? — the
classic Marantz Model 7, by then long out of production but already
acknowledged as aproduct worth emulating. ( Lew also mentioned a
number of other collectors' items, like the McIntosh 5100, to show
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just how far their sampling went.)
The company was established in June of 1977, after about 18
months of research; the first product to issue forth was the
'conrad-johnson preamp', or the PV1 as it's numbered
retrospectively. Bill described it as ' spiritually like aMarantz 7',
though at the time Ididn't know that his remark would foreshadow
my own feelings about the much newer Premier Three. The company
has gone on to develop the MV range of power amplifiers, the
additional PV series preamps, and the Premiers, establishing itself in
under adecade as areal contender.
The Premiers are essentially straightforward designs enhanced by
attention to component selection and quality. They don't stray as far
from conventional design paths as do Audio Research or Futterman,
and the impression is one of conservative practice carefully
executed. The company emphasises its concern for capacitor
selection by designing aunique range of polystyrenes dedicated to
their products. As with most other serious manufacturers, they've
been influenced by that most important of realisations of the past
decade, the acknowledgement of the part played by the power
supply, and the resultant improvement in an amplifier's dynamic
capabilities when massive power supplies are installed.
The end result is exactly what you'd expect from acompany whose
second namesake described transistors as ' awful'.
While Itried both pieces in conjunction with other preamps and
power amps, the comments to follow refer mainly to their sound
when used together. Any remarks about either the preamp or the
power amp on its own come from the isolation process of
substitution in my reference system. The constants were the Oracle
Delphi II with Atkinson power supply, Zeta tonearm, Koetsu Black
cartridge, and Goodmans LS3/5As, with and without the subwoofer.
(I used the subwoofer when listening at high levels. Use of the
LS3/5As on their own was deemed preferential by JA, who feels that
the subwoofer's presence upset the soundstage. Saith he: Keep it
around for those times when you insist on ' rocking out'.)
Using the Premier Three with the Beard P100 Mk11 power amplifier,
Ifound the unit to be much cleaner and quieter than either the
admittedly much less expensive Counterpoint SA7 Mk11 or Beard
P505 Mk11; this revelation occurred within moments of initiating the
session. While the Beard is hardly noisy, the Premier is awhole stage
quieter, much like the relationship of the Beard to the whooshing and
spitting ( but still phenomenal) SA7. This relativity was maintained in
spite of the gain levels of each preamp's RIAA stage, the c-jhaving
the least. This in itself is an achievement of note, but the real test was
listening via line level. Few modern tube preamps are objectionable
in this department, and neither the Beard nor the Counterpoint are
likely to offend, but the c-jsuffered even less from tube noise than
either of the others.
The most noticeable improvements beyond the extra ' silence'
were all in the area of soundstage. Without doubt, the Premier Three
betters— by varying degrees— the less- expensive competition in
terms of image specificity and delicacy, top-to- bottom coherence,
and dynamic contrasts, but this is exactly what one should expect to
gain by changing up to aproduct costing six times as much. What
showed the Premier to be of the'high end' rather than upper- middle
sector was its superlative presentation of the soundstage, of the
calibre of the aforementioned Marantz 7. The Premier painted a
picture no wider than that provided by the Counterpoint ( exceptional
in this area), but it offered substantially more in the fore-and-aft. This
is akin to giving the musicians more space in which to play, and this
sharpens the image specificity, the sensation of ' air' in between the
performers, and the ability of the listener to ' listen around' the
performers.
The overall character of the Premier Three when partnered with
my constant set-up was one of politeness and refinement. It didn't
have the authority Iremember experiencing with the Audio Research
SP- 10, and it seems to prefer handling music of the delicate variety,
failing to convey the steamroller majesty of high energy rock. I've
been using ZZ Top's Gimme All Your Lovin' as atest of an amplifier's
'Animal Quotient'; the Premier preferred dealing with the subtle
strains of the wholly acoustic.
Returning to the Counterpoint preamp and substituting the
Premier Four power amplifier for the Beard again revealed the c-j
attribute of superb soundstage depth. However, it was more refined
and polite than that to which I'm accustomed, and showed asimilar
loss of sheer muscle to the Three. This isn't to suggest that the Four
couldn't provide lots of dBs, for it never felt like it was running out of
steam. It just lacked the kind of impact demanded by lovers of
powerful rather than delicate music. It was beginning to look like the
Premiers were falling into the trap of sounding best with aspecific
type of music, when an ideal amplifier should work perfectly with
whatever sort of material it's asked to handle. ( It's worth mentioning
here that this manifestation is not aresult of the lower RIAA gain of
the c-jin comparison with the SA7, for the same effect was noted
when listening to CD via the line level inputs. The c-jhad enough
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CONRAD JOHNSON:
MILLSTONE OR MILESTONE??
The prospect of stocking yet another valve amplifier was less than attractive
to us — but that was before we heard 'CI"
After all, it seemed like every man, and his dog were producing valve amps
and anyway, tube technology belonged in the Dark Ages didn't it?? Of course
this was an over reaction because we had been very successful in demonstrating
AUDIO RESEARCH and BEARD for quite some time In reality we needed little
proof that valves offered alevel of performance rarely attained by conventional
"solid state" amps.
In any event, the CONRAD JOHNSON equipment was everything we had been
led to believe. Impeccably built to last alifetime, with asonic performance that
was effortlessly "Class 1" in every respect. Like all truly superior units, it is
difficult to find fault and criticisms if any, would be nitpicking, rather than
constructive.
"CJ" is awelcome addition to the very best in amplification available in England
today and we are delighted that at least one dealer, Subjective Audio, are able
to offer asensible, rational and relaxed, comparative demonstration between
the three finest valve amplifiers available Audio Research, Beard and CONRAD
JOHNSON.
Inevitably, we receive the typical question, "which one is better" or more
commonly, " if you were me, which one would you buy?" We can quite
understand these questions because they are bred from an insecurity and a
lack of confidence, which is not surprising when you consider the level of
expenditure; however, the answer to these questions is simple.

SMALL PRINT
I. We accept all major credit cards.
2. We operate an efficient and experienced EXPORT facility.
3. We are closed each Sunday and Monday
4. We operate by appointment.
5. We know that serving the customer's real needs is more important than
pandering to our egos.
ecredit facilities and full written quotations are available upon request (licensed
credit broker).

HERE IT IS...
On the assumption that your are seriously interested in purchasing the very finest
amplification, you owe it to yourself to listen to CONRAD JOHNSON— and then
decide. This may mean abit of travelling, because as far as we are aware, we
are the only U.K. retailers able to offer this sophisticated comparative
demonstration.

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD

2Camden High Street,
London NW1 OJH
England.

The full range of Conrad Johnson is available from Subjective Audio, although
delivery is dependent on the length of the waiting list for any given item. The
ultimate "CI" is amere £10,110 inc vat. On the other hand, you could make an
initial investment for just £1,845 inc vat. Stated like that, it seems quite reasonable
doesn't it?

Tel: (01) 387 8281

Mordaunt-Short
Simply send the coupon below, and you
will receive our full product literature and
independent Test Reports — together
with more straightforward advice on
choosing and using loudspeakers for
lasting musical enjoyment than anyone
can give you in amere advertisement.
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POST CODE
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Mordaunt-Short Limited, Durford Mill, Petersfield,
Hampshire GU31 5AZ. Telephone: (073 080) 721/2
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gain for the Koetsu in my smallish room, but some of you might find
aneed for at least 6dB more gain.)
The gentle nature of the Four revealed the second of its family ties
with the Premier Three, both pieces sharing aglorious midrange.
The process of identifying each component's individual character,
however, also showed amajor difference, confirmed when the
Premiers were used together. While the Four keeps up with the Three
throughout the midrange, it loses some of what it's fed at the
extremities. It simply did not match the preamp for bass extension
and control ( most noticeable when listening to the awesome Dafos),
nor was it as civil at the extreme top— something quite noticeable
through the often-skittish LS3/5As.
Cutting up aperformance into the various components is no way
to determine the overall capability of agiven hi-fi product, and the
most telling part of alistening session is simply sitting back and
letting the ears take it all in at once. The dissection only serves to
identify specific strengths or weaknesses, auseful and logical way of
judging products but hardly as meaningful as tasting the sum of the
parts.
The c-js certainly are consistent. Throughout my days and nights
with the Premiers, Iremained impressed by their ability to capture
my attention, but Icouldn't get away from the feeling that the system
lacked impact when the musical material needed it most. Istress
again that I'm not referring to loudness, but to aquite tangible aspect
of music that conveys power and energy. Icranked the system way
up, much louder than Inormally prefer, but still found the sound
needing vitamins; Iexperienced nothing like this, however, when
listening to less strenuous music.

John Atkinson lends an ear
Although Idon't usually add my own comments to reviews in
HFN/RR, Iwas interested in Ken's comments on sound quality as I
had been using the Premiers, the Four in particular, to audition
loudspeakers for next month's issue. (These included the very
promising Wharfedale 708.) The Three Ifelt to come in between
Audio Research's SP-8and SP- 10 models. It was more refined, and
quieter with aKoetsu than the former, but lacked to some extent the
latter's mellifluous presentation of sources within the soundstage,
whilst approaching it as regards clarity of image definition.
According to the c-jimporter, Automation Sciences, use of asteel
brick over the Three's mains transformer will usefully clean up the
sound at high frequencies. Unfortunately, Ididn't have an HFN/RR
'Flux Dumper' ( see p19) to hand at the time.
My feelings about the Three are roughly in line, then, with Ken's,
but I
was more impressed with the Four when substituting it for the
Krell KSA-50 that usually provides the muscle in my system. While
the bass didn't dig as deep or have as much control as the solid-state
amplifier, the quality of the midrange and the depth of image
improved even further upon that offered by the Krell. Possibly the
D-115 will tidy and extend the Four's low frequencies in the manner
of the more powerful and more expensive D-250, but Ididn't have the
opportunity to compare the two with the Premier Four.

TRAVELS WITH MY
CELLO by Julian Lloyd
Webber. Hardback. 129pp
with photographs. Price £7.95.
Published by Pavillion Michael
Joseph, 196 Shaftesbury
Avenue, London WC2H 8JL.

Cellist Julian Lloyd
Webber stands
revealed by this
collection of anecdotes
and diaristic writings as alikeable but
strong-willed character who is surprisingly
normal for one so talented. Stories from his
child- and student- hood, about travelling
and touring, his cellos, his tastes in music,
his opinions of composers and other
musicians, follow thick and fast, resulting in
alightweight but very entertaining book.
One error: Peter Gammond, who was
instrumental in organising JLW's first
recording sessions, is mentioned as being
HFN/RR's Editor. At the time Peter was
actually Music Editor, John Crabbe being
Editor, of course. An LP, cassette and CD of
music mentioned in this book are being
released by Philips— 412 231-1, -4, and -2
respectively ( see CD review p105).
John Atkinson

BOOKS
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Did the LF sound of the ' Four' lack vitamins? Not with the SMGas
or with the Wharefedale 708s in my system, where it was particularly
taut. Midbass definition, however, was not on apar with that of the
Audio Research or Krell models, and it may be this aspect of the Four
which gives aless-than-synergistic combination with the low- bassshy LS3/5As. ( The subwoofer, I'm afraid just adds bass quantity
rather than quality to the ' 3/5A sound, as well as interfering with
soundstage definition, and does not belong in ahigh-end
installation.)

Ken Ressler sums up

The preponderance of ultra-desirable, ultra-expensive goodies,
typified by the Premiers, hitting the UK market during these lean
times makes life miserable for those who can't even entertain the
notion of joining the high-end league. The c-js are simply the latest in
asteady stream of esoteric top performers which show what one has
to pay if one wants to own equipment vying for the state-of-the-art.
Of course the returns diminish, because the 1985 budget sector
offers excellent performance, but those seeking the ultimate in
sound quality have every right to do so — if they're prepared to
shoulder the cost. What you get by inserting Premiers into asystem
previously driven by even the best of 'affordable' (
ie, under £ 1000)
components is aboost akin to turbocharging an already adequate
car.
No, that's not to say that the Premiers or any other high-end
contenders are perfect, or that we've finally reached apoint where
the reproduction of music is aspot-on replica of the original event.
But what such high-end equipment does is to wash the proverbial
window that much cleaner, open it that much wider. You then have
to coordinate this action with the rest of the system in which they're
to be inserted, so that their strengths are built upon and their
weakness not exposed.
The Premiers do have weaknesses, relatively minor ones, for
which allowances must be made. You have to weigh their magical
midrange and awesome soundstage with the ostensible lack of an
m-cfacility and slight deficiencies at the frequency extremes. The
pair is rivalled by very few other combinations, and careful listening
will show if the Premiers prove more suitable in agiven application
than their opposite numbers from Audio Research, whose SP- 10/D115 combination, for example, better suits my tastes.
But for yourtaste, however, you must listen for yourself, and be
confident that the conrad-johnson Premiers will give you musical
satisfaction for avery long time.+
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COMPLETE PENGUIN STEREO & CASSETTE
GUIDE edited by Ivan March. Price £8.50 ( hardback),
£7.95 Isoftback), plus £2p&p.

This is amassive tome of nearly 1,400 pages,
weighing some 21
2 1b, hence the postal cost.
/
It is, however, stocked by most major book
and record shops.
Described as acompletely new edition,
and making up for the previous edition's
major omissions, it includes areappraisal of
the Musicassette and Compact Disc systems.
The latter, however, are not always
discussed, even when the CD catalogue
number is included. As before, the
contributors are Edward Greenfield, Robert
Layton and the editor, Ivan March, director of
Blackpool's LP Record Library ( now known
as Squires Gate Music Centre).
The Guide is broken down into sections by
Composer, Concerts of Orchestral and
Concertante Music, Instrumental Recitals
and Choral Collections. All the more
important issues of the big companies are
included ( except RCA, because the back
catalogue of this organisation had at the
time been withdrawn in the UK), as well as a
few truly outstanding reissues from the
mono era. The bargain ranges of such as
Classics for Pleasure and Pickwick/Contour
are included, along with an arbitrary

selection from the major Eu.
ropean labels
and some American items on specialist
labels.
As one who has compiled indexes and
references himself, Iknow only too well what
amonumental task this Guide has been.
Inevitably, the time consumed in preparing
such asurvey means that some records are
listed which have been withdrawn, and
some left out which ought to have been
included, but that is not to detract
significantly from the volume's usefulness,
and the real enthusiast is always prepared to
accommodate such shortcomings.
Serious record collectors will certainly not
want to be without this reference text, or
indeed the Schwann catalogue, on their
bookshelves.
Donald Aldous

ALSO RECEIVED
VIVALDI

Paperback edition, slightly revised, of Michael
Talbot's 1978 ' Master Musicians' study. Covers the life
and works of the 'Red-haired Priest', the latter indexed
both by Pincherle and by Ryom numbering. £4.95,
published by JM Dent & Sons, 3Welbeck Street,
London W1M 8LX

THE ORGAN

Impressive in-depth study of the
instrument, its development and repertoire by Dr
Arthur Wills of Ely Cathedral. A 'Yehudi Menuhin Music
Guide', it can be recommended to all lovers of the
sound of the organ. £ 14.95 ( hardback), £8.95
(paperback), published by Macdonald & Co.
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OBERTSON IS A NEW NAME in amplification, with a
complex background. The company is financially based,
and has its head office in, Singapore, so the product is not,
as is often the case, subcontracted. Until the appearance of
the Forty Ten, Robertson had no obvious audio profile or track
record, so at first it was something of amystery how this amplifier
could have hit the big time so quickly.
However, it transpired that one of the USA's top amplifier
designers, John Iverson — responsible for the legendary Electro
Research — had been involved with the conception of the Forty Ten.
The intention, both as regards design and manufacture, was to break
the established pattern of high cost and over-engineering which is
associated with ' audiophile' amplifiers. It has been argued that,
given the appropriate amount of costly engineering and good
design, a ' great' amplifier is arelatively straightforward concept;
perhaps the Krell range could be seen as the archetypes of such an
approach, and few would argue with the Krells' sonic performance.
High sonic and technical standards were set for the Forty Ten
project, but the designer's engineering and design skill was also
directed towards an ultimate goal of achieving these at arealistic
cost to the purchaser, taking into account the advantages of
manufacturing the amplifier in acountry with lower labour costs. The
Forty Ten, after adding import duty, etc, sells for £950 in the UK. No
budget model, therefore, it is still along way below the ' superfi'
price bracket. Its nearest competitor on price is the established Naim
NAP250, and the two also compare on power ratings, with the Naim
anominal 70W/channel model and the Robertson 60W/channel.
Physically the Forty Ten is acomparatively compact, dark charcoalcolour finished unit. Apart from the aluminium front panel and sheet
metal heatsinks, the case is built of steel, which contravenes one
design rule-of-thumb, which states that amplifier casings should be
non-magnetic in order to minimise residual distortions due to the
presence of ferromagnetic materials in close proximity to conductors
carrying signal currents. The blue- illuminated on/off pushbutton is
the sole control and the rear panel carries the popular gold-plated
three-way binding posts for speaker connection and locking goldplated phono sockets.
The three-core mains cable, correctly coded, is permanently
attached. Three rear panel fuses are fitted, two 4amp medium-fastblow for the speaker outputs to protect against short-circuits, and the
third, 2amp rated, for the mains.
An early sample suffered from severe mechanical hum from the
mains transformer; Robertson, accordingly, are supplying aversion
with aredesigned transformer for the UK market. Present samples
are moderately quiet, the residual hum mainly emanating from the
steel panels, which could be usefully damped. Slight electrical hum
is also present on the output, which could prove aproblem with
sensitive loudspeakers, or for listeners with apenchant for low-level,
late night listening sessions.

Technical details
No circuit diagram was available, so the following description was
gleaned from avisual inspection. The Forty Ten is non- inverting. Its
output is direct-coupled and uses ahigh power, parallel array of
complementary bipolar transistors, operating predominantly in
class- B. The class-A operation region is limited due to the low
quiescent current in the output stage— the heatsinks are barely
warm to the touch when the amp is idling. The circuit is wholly
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symmetrical, with balanced drive to the output transistors, which
should give good pulse and overload characteristics. Overall
negative feedback is low, and the design would appear to be
optimised for high peak current delivery in order to drive almost any
adverse speaker load. A high degree of stability with complex loads
is achieved with afeedforward topology.
The power supply employs asingle, centrally- mounted
transformer, which has separate windings for each channel. The
power supply is duplicated for both channels, and consists of adiode
bridge feeding two 22000pF reservoir capacitors. These are Elno 50V
components, which have agood reputation for audio use. Oddly, the
fuses are placed in series with the loudspeaker outputs, adetail
which has been known to impair quality in some other designs. The
published Robertson specification shows some interesting details. A
wide bandwidth of 0.5Hz-330kHz, -3dB points, is claimed, as is a
doubling of the 60W 8ohm power output to 120W into 4ohms.
Specified distortion level is modest at 0.1%, 20Hz-20kHz, while
intermodulation is quoted as 0.05%. Small signal rise-time is afast
1ps, while overall slew rate is avery high 159V/ps. S/N ratio is
unexceptional at 90dB unweighted ( see later), and sensitivity is a
little on the low side for direct CD player connection at 1.25V.

Lab results
On test, the Forty Ten was found to deliver almost 100W, continuous,
into 8ohm loads. On burst signals, alevel within 0.2dB of the 8ohm
figure was achieved into 4ohms. The peak rating into 4ohms
approaches 170W/channel, but continuous 4ohm drive above 120W
blew the 4amp speaker fuses. Continuing to explore the peak power
capacity, Ifound the Forty Ten capable of raising 18.2dBW ( referred
to 8ohms) into a2ohm load, this equivalent to 250W into that load.
Peak ( pulse) current delivery was measured at asymmetrical ± 28A
into lohm — very generous for the power rating.
Such results, taken in conjunction with the wide power bandwidth,
indicate that the Robertson Forty Ten is conservatively rated, and
should be especially load-tolerant. Its generally high level of stability
and ' guts' suggests that any 2-16ohm speaker would be driven well.
Harmonic distortion levels were fine in the midband, reaching
-78dB, full power, and improving to -84dB at 1W output. Distortion
rose alittle at the frequency extremes, measuring -67dB at 20Hz and
-58dB at 20kHz ( fig.1). The latter just fails the 0.1% (-60dB) spec, but
this was at a75W, 8ohm, output level rather than the specified 60W.
High frequency ( 19/20kHz) intermodulation was fine at maximum
output, the 1kHz difference product reaching -90dB. At -20dB ref. full
level, agood figure of -75dB was obtained. This good high frequency
linearity was interesting since it is rather better than is implied by the
harmonic distortion measurements.
A transient balance test was applied, whereby both channels are
excited by alms wide, unidirectional pulse. On load, with a25V
output level, left and right outputs are fed into awideband difference
amplifier and the residual analysed. The Forty Ten showed a2V high
speed overshoot of 0.5ps duration at the half- height point, consistent
in both directions, indicating good channel decay as well as fine
transient balance. Steady state balance was better than 0.1dB.
At 1W output, CCIR ARM ( 1kHz) noise was -82dB, or - 100dB ref. full
output. Unweighted, some hum was noted at -90dB ref. 60W, which,
although conforming to the specification, is not, in my view, quite
low enough.
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- there was anoticeable freedom from ' grain' or ' fizz' - and the
sound was lively and ' open' in character.
The Robertson Forty Ten gave aremarkably lucid sound, with fine
detail presented on both simple and complex material, at high and
low listening levels. Stage width was excellent, where appropriate,
and recorded ambience and acoustics were also strongly conveyed.
The quality of stereo staging was up with the best, treble localisation
being superb, with fine depth presentation. In the midrange, stage
depth was worthy of that exhibited by the ARC models. Perspectives
were well- resolved, revealing layering of depth as well as quite
excellent positional focus.
On awide variety of music, both classical and rock, the Forty Ten
proved consistently satisfying. It could sound exciting when
required, yet could also reproduce music with sensitivity and subtlety.
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Ireally enjoyed using this power amplifier and can confidently
recommend it. Admittedly, it is rather expensive, but having said
that, it does not concede much to the best ' super fi' creations costing
almost twice as much. In fact, Ifeel that it is superior to many
'superfi' amplifiers and Isuspect that only the likes of Krell, Audio
Research, and conrad-johnson could reveal its faults, and then only
in matters of detail.
Once again, the rules have been broken. Convention suggests that
for transistor amplifiers at least, such details as class- A ( or pseudo
class- A) operation and oversized, dual mono power supplies are
essential for the best sound quality. In the Forty Ten, however,
Robertson have shown that agreat sound can still be obtained from
arelatively modest, but well- engineered, heap of parts, even with the
disappointing degree of hum modulation and the fuse in the speaker
circuit. This is avaluable lesson and goes to show how little is really
known about the association between electronic technology,
objective measurements, and good sound quality.
The Forty Ten is an obvious partner for high value preamps such
as the Counterpoint SA- 7and the DNM Primus, but it sets such ahigh
sonic standard that it might be worth using with the big DNM, the
conrad-johnson PV5, or even the latest version of the ARC SP- 8.
However, Ican also see the Robertson Forty Ten giving much
pleasure to enthusiasts with awider range of equipment, as it has the
simple ability to sound consistently ' right'. It will also play loud, and
when it clips, it does so gradually as well as gracefully. Subjectively,
it fits in the 60-120W power category, and should be loud enough in
most systems, apart from those using very inefficient loudspeakers.
On arelative basis, therefore, it must be regarded as good value
for money, an unexpected verdict for aproduct costing nearly £ 1000,
particularly in view of its Far Eastern origin and importation via the
USA. All Ican say is try to hear one soon.

Postscript
The output impedance was negligible at 0.03ohms, midband,
rising to just 0.06ohms at 20kHz. Sensitivity was 1.2V into 50k.
The wide specified bandwidth was confirmed, with - 1dB points at
1.25Hz and 100kHz. The Forty Ten is DC- coupled, both on input and
output, suggesting use of an AC- coupled preamp.
Tested for hum modulation under drive, the amplifier was set to
2
/
3rds maximum level into 4ohms, with a40Hz fundamental Ifig.2).
Second harmonic ( 80Hz) was -80a, but the 100Hz hum component
was only 72dB down ( see marker). Results from other amplifiers
suggest that this could be improved to advantage.
Fig.3 shows the distortion spectrum at 1W output with a1kHz test
signal. The only harmonic visible above the - 90dB noise level is the
2nd at - 86dB. This performance suggests aclean, neutral tonal
quality at low levels.

Sound quality
Highly rated by American critic JPeter Moncrieff, the Forty Ten did
not disappoint. It immediately established itself as afront- rank
performer, capable of making aconsiderable musical contribution
when used in the test system. It was apparent that comparisons with
models of less than superfi class would be pointless since the sound
quality was leaning towards that available from the best £ 1500-£2000
models.
This is particularly good news for the consumer since it brings
audiophile sound quality within reach of many more enthusiasts.
Compared with anotional median standard, the Robertson
demonstrated the following characteristics. Tonally, it was very
slightly ' lean' and clinical in the midband, though much less so than
usual, and this was only in comparison with Krell and Audio
Research D-70. The bass was particularly neutral and even, as was
the treble; in fact, both frequency extremes appeared exceptional in
their subjective accuracy. Low frequencies were well- extended,
'tight' and ' tuneful', with a ' slam' impressive for an amplifier of the
Forty Ten's size. High frequencies possessed considerable delicacy
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Following the completion of the review, Robertson suggested a
minor modification to the chassis wiring which improved the hum
level to - 95dB ref. full output. Fig.4 shows the significant lowering of
hum modulation products resulting from this, and further listening
revealed hum now to be inaudible. All UK amplifiers will incorporate
this modification.
ROBERTSON FORTY TEN
Rated power output
Measured output ( dBW)
One channel, 8ohms
Both channels, 4ohms
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed
Instantaneous peak level

60W ( 18dBW)
20Hz
1kHz
18.9
19
18.4
18.2
19.4

20kHz
19

±28A

Instantaneous peak current
Output impedance (ohms)

0.03

0.03

Separation (dB1

98

95

> 70

- 78
- 84
-90dB
-75dB

- 56
- 70

Distortion
THD at rated output ( dB)
THD at 1W ( dB)
lntermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power
IntermoduIation, 19/20kHz, OdBW

-67
-87

0.06

Noise, IHF CCIR wtd
- 82dB
Unweighted
- 75dB
DC offset ( U13)

13mV, 6mV

Input impedance

51k, 110pF

Input sensitivity

1200mV for 60W 1145mV, 1W)

Typical price inc. VAT

£950

Distributor

Absolute Sounds
42 Parkside
Wimbledon SW19
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N THE REVIEW PLANNING,
we had hoped to stage a
true, and many afinely specified
direct confrontation between
system can sound pretty awful.
two sets of CD players — a
Compared with the often
batch of Japanese designed
dramatic differences between
machines and anumber of
loudspeakers, audio electronics
European ( Philips- based) designs.
end to sound rather similar, at
In the event, the latter were
least on asuperficial basis. Upon
featured in the January issue of
elving more deeply into this
HFN/RR, but their performance was
question of the sound of eleckept in mind when assessing this
tronics, more subtle differences
month's Orientals.
emerge which, in context, may be
Current models are generally
as important as the more obvious
considered to be second, and in
ones associated with loudsome cases third, generation
speakers. The language describing
machines. Players have been
the sound of electronic equipment
notably improved since their first
is adifficult one to handle, partly
appearance some two and ahalf
because it lacks adequate
years ago; for example, error
definition. Each critic and listener
correction has been strengthened
may hear adifferent aspect of a
to adegree where audible failures
particular performance, in addition
on discs are rare except with faulty
weighting and describing them
pressings. When errors were noted
differently. Subjective description
with some early players, several
is by definition imperfect, as well
critics accused the manufacturers
as limiting.
of economising on the digital
The best that can be done is to
circuitry responsible for detecting
try to maintain aconsistent attitude
and correcting errors before they
to standards of quality, as well as
became audible, but in fact this
to attempt to relate the aspects of
was not the case. These errors
Martin Colloms reviews CD • la ers from Fer • uson
reproduced music to live peractually resulted from a
Pioneer Stuesui Son
Technics Toshiba & Yamaha
formance, both on acomparative
combination of marginally
basis and also in terms of the description of those various aspects.
acceptable processing quality on the early discs ano ilexperience in
Not so long ago, an audio critic was pilloried because he described
the alignment and the tolerance of the . aser head and tracking
an amplifier's performance as ' boring'. Yet when we are listening to
system, as well as the demodulation of the digital bit stream from the
live music, if the performance fails to hold our attention, this is
photo- diode detector.
precisely the sort of adjective we employ. The sound as reproduced
While the basic theory of the CD system holds, ie, that, given
players and discs within specified tolerances, no errors will be
by much current audio electronics fails to keep one interested,
especially if the musical work has been heard to advantage on a
audible as an obvious click or similar loss of fidelity, recent
experience indicates that the intrinsic error rate may be audibly
superior system. If boredom sets in during apanel test of an item,
unenthusiastic scores emerge during the listening sessions. It is hard
detected even in the absence of clicks cr muted intervals. ' Detected'
to explain exactly why it is that the musicians appear to be playing
is the appropriate word to use here, as twould be fair to say that the
slower than usual, or why your foot ceases tapping, or why the music
majority of CD users would not consider the effect to be either
sounds too loud, or why is there afeeling of strain between your
audible or important.
eyes?
There is adifference of opinion here between digital and analogue
designers. The former works in aworld of ones and zeroes, of 'on'
[Such factors stand apart from the more obvious characterisations
of tonal balance, coloration, stereo depth, clarity and transient
and ' off', of black and white. He knows when asignal is there or not
liveliness. In the long term, however, they can prove to be of equal, if
and has clearly defined boundaries, even encompassing the precise
not greater, importance. See p15— Ed]
mathematical calculation of the probability of errors resulting from
For the listening tests for these reviews, the CD players were used
analogue deficiencies in the disc manufacturing process. The
with good quality cables ( vdH interconnect) in asystem that
analogue man would dearly love to have matters sot ghtly
consisted of aRobertson Forty Ten power amplifier, aOounterpoint
contained, and might even hope that abelief in numerical tests and
SA-7preamp, with Magneplanar MG Ill, Spendor SP1, and Celestion
specifications might provide him with the same control so confidently
SL600 loudspeakers. Hitachi LC2 speaker cable was fitted, and
wielded by his digital counterparts. Within accepted commercial
reference CD players included the Meridian MCD and Yamaha
standards, many analogue designers feel secure, and design by the
CD-X1. Useful CDs included the Sheffield ' James Newton Howard'
book; in fact, many digital designers also accept those same rules
(CD23), ' Drum' and 'Track' record ( CD14/20), Ricki Lee Jones
and even cross over to analogue design — this afrequent occurrence
(256628), ' Hello Imust be Going', Phil Collins ( CDV2252), and the
in the case of digital audio equipment.
Telarc Mahler Symphony 2, ( CD80082). Reference was also made to
However, the analogue world is not aprecisely defined one. It
vinyl disc material where relevant.
becomes increasingly hard to predetermine audio quality as critical
standards are raised, and at the highest level, components which are
Ferguson CD
accorded almost no relevance in the analogue theory become almost
This British branded player (' Probably the best sound around' —
as important as the circuits themselves. These components may be
sorry!) sells for acompetitive £299 and is built under contract by
entirely passive— resistors, capacitors, circuit boards and connecting
Sony in Japan. Essentially this is anewly-cased version of the well
cables — yet they may be described and discriminated using
established CD- P101 which originally sold for around £550, this price
parameters quite outside the audio text book or the established
including aremote control. The latter facility has been deleted for the
specifications for high performance audio equipment.
Ferguson version, and indeed, the 101 itself is now virtually obsolete.
When reviewing the previous batch of CD players, it was noted that
The 101, however, was acomprehensively equipped machine and
the signal cable had some effect, and in the case of the better
many features have been retained in the Ferguson. Excellent audible
examples it could actually be responsible for achange of up to half a
music cueing, two-speed and fast track access are present, with the
mark on alistening test quality scale from 0-10. Results like this are
addition of an index facility, this facility not present on the Sony
generally dismissed by digital designers, yet are acause of concern
machines. Repeat facilities are provided but no programming.
among the better audio designers who are dedicated to sound
It is asubstantially built machine, and the drawer loading
quality above and beyond specifications.
mechanism works very smoothly. The finish is in Ferguson silver,
In the loudspeaker field it has long been held that in the ill-defined
with grey highlights. An increase in box size has allowed easier
area of sound quality versus specificaton, many agood speaker can
construction, specifically in terms of the placement of the mains
also have agood specification. The converse, however, rarely holds
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Ifwe don't m
our compact
When you're talking compact disc
technology you're into the realms of submicrons.
We should know.
At Technics we make everything that
goes into our compact disc players.
Including the discs themselves.
And,beli eve us, nobody's discs are perfect every time (not even ours).
Such is the accuracy required, even
the most minute of air bubbles can throw
ascanning laser off beam.
So all our CD players have an error
correction system that's second to none.
Made and perfected, of course, by
yours truly.

As, indeed, is our unique optical deck
with its fine focus laser.
In fact we've gone as far as we can to
give you perfect sound.
Mind you, we've still found room for a
few improvements in our latest players.
All three of them have slide-out disc
compartments for smoother loading.
And aunique prismatic window for
easy viewing.
And random access programming to
let you play tracks in any order you like.
(On our SL-P3 you've also got auto cue
for instant start on the music).
As before,we have models
with infra red remote
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control to take the weight off your feet.
And, believe it or not, we've actually
made them lighter on your pocket.

They're still abit more than your
average turntable.
But not much to pay for perfection.
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Conclusion
Although it is built to Sony's traditionally high standard, and despite
its relatively competitive price, this Ferguson player does not offer
much of interest to the discerning CD buyer in 1985. Whether this
matters agreat deal, so far as Ferguson's mainly non hi-fi market
sector is concerned, is unknown. The error correction is sadly no
better than that of a1982 CD- P101, and nor is the sound. However, in
acommercial sense it must be said that it sounded well enough, but I
could not summon up any real enthusiasm for it, and would place it
in the 'worth considering' bracket.

Pioneer P- D70

transformer and the power supply heatsinks, while Sony's two- board
construction has been retained, this looking notably more
complicated than that of many recent designs.
The design is alinear 16-bit one, with asingle Sony 20017 D-A
converter time shared between the channels. Following deglitching,
the audio passes through 9-pole, thick-film, active brickwall filters,
these made by Murata especially for Sony. Some simplification has
occurred in the output stage, and the original headphone socket as
well as drive amplifier have been omitted. The output IC is of the
NE5532 variety, and phono sockets give the standard 2V maximum
output level, this from a400ohms source impedance.

Lab results
Channel balance was very good with excellent channel separation,
and afrequency response that showed only ahint of treble lift —
around + 0.2dB over the last two octaves. Phase difference between
channels reached amaximum of 80° at 20kHz which is typical.

The P-D70 is asecond generation machine with aslim profile and an
interesting mix of features. The original Pioneer CD player was built
by Kyocera and loosely resembled the early Akai and Micro Seiki
designs. The new machine employs the now popular drawer-loading
system, actuated by apushbutton, and the format facilitates its
incorporation in racks or stacks of other components. It comes
brightly finished in satin alloy, and the fascia is dominated by a
flashy bargraph level indicator of the vacuum fluorescent variety.
Three operating modes for this display are available, namely off
(preferred!), anormal metered display of level, and finally, ' Binary', a
busy looking random flashing of the binary codes which Ifound
visually distracting.
The usual facilities are all provided, though adecimal number
keyboard is absent. Index and track numbers must be entered via a
count of numerous depressions of asingle key. The memory allows
programming of up to 15 tracks in any order, and sub- indexes may
also be accessed via their number and tie code. Program repeat is
also provided, aneat touch.
A search key allows access to complete tracks on arapid seek
basis. Slow search offers finer access within tracks, accompanied by
the now common snatches of partially muted, cued audio. The digital
display has three functions: track number and time; index number
and time; and lastly, total time and time remaining.
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The impulse characteristic shows anon-inverting character with
the extended ringing normal for a9-pole brickwall filter. A linearity
close to 16- bit was demonstrated with low harmonic distortion at full
level and adecent set of results at lower levels. The — 60dB
spectrogram is pretty clear while the — 20dB wideband result above
reveals negligible spuriae, both in and out of band. Intermodulation
distortion at higher frequencies was poorer than average for CD.
Signal/noise ratios were fine but the error correction was weaker
than usual and probably on apar with the original 101 samples,
which did not always prove satisfactory. Only the 400pm gap and
500pm dot errors were passed, both officially within spec, but this is
not really sufficient for safety. Perhaps in consequence, the Ferguson
did not prove very resistant either to shock or to vibration.

Sound quality
Sony's original virtue of good mid clarity has been maintained, but in
other respects the design is beginning to show its age. It falls below
the current Philips standard, differentiated by some loss in stereo
focus, and more particularly, depth. A hint of a ' mechanical'
character was noted, with some forwardness or ' glare' in the upper
midrange, while both bass and treble registers proved
unexceptional.
60

Gold-plated phono sockets offer afixed audio output of nominally
2volts for full modulation, from amoderate source impedance of
around 420 ohms. Headphone facilities are provided via a3.5mm
stereo socket with the output volume controlled by aslider.
Once adisc has been loaded, the drawer will shut when either the
play or close button is depressed, though it did seem to take quite a
time to effect this operation. A DIN socket is located on the rear panel
to accept awired remote control, this being an optional extra.
On the technical side, this player is astraightforward one, with a
single 16-bit D-A converter, time-shared to provide the two audio
channels. Over-sampling is not provided, and the decoded output is
filtered by high slope, thick film technology brickwall filters. Both the
de-emphasis network and the output stages are based on the
ubiquitous 5534 integrated circuit op-amp.
Quality of construction is high, with many regulators used in the
power supply to help to isolate critical circuits. Full error correction is
also provided using proprietory integrated circuits.

Lab results
This player showed amild channel imbalance at low frequencies, but
at just 0.2dB this could not be considered significant. The left channel
showed ahint of bass lift but otherwise the response was flat as
usual, drooping very slightly above 10kHz to — 0.8dB at 20kHz; this is,
however, barely audible.
Channel separation was very good, with the residual into the noise
floor, worsening to astill excellent 92dB of separation at 20kHz.
Interchannel phase difference was typical of the type, rising to 77° at
20kHz, but this is of little significance except for mono use.
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have been commended, but such has been the progress since then
that this level of performance has now been superseded.

PAUSED

Conclusion

vole

The P- D70 is awell made player offering good facilities, a
satisfactorily pleasant audio performance and awell ordered
measured lab specification. Overall, given current pricing, it offers
fair value.
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As we go to press, we are informed that the well- regarded Yamahzi
CD- X1 is being phased out in favour of arevised version with
headphone facilities, which is to be called the CD- X2. However, the
'X1 will live on, probably for some considerable time, in the form of
the Sansui PC- V300, which uses the earlier machine's chassis. It can
be seen to offer asuperior performance to the original ' X1 reviewed
last August.
The PV- 300 is ahigh production volume machine of lightweight
but effective construction, using drawer disc loading. Finished in
satin black, the machine has alarge digital display, with anumber of
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The high level linearity was fine, with dynamic distortion at around
—100dB and with atop- rated — 93dB at 20kHz, this often aweak area.
At lower signal levels the distortion showed the usual proportional
increase, in this case alittle more than is generally encountered.
Taken in conjunction with the level error for a — 90dB signal, this
suggests just over 15- bit resolution. The high frequency
intermodulation was good at both the test levels.
The P- D70 also measured well as regards signal/noise ratios. CCIR
ARM weighted ( 1kHz) measured 92.5dB without emphasis, and 94dB
with. Unweighted, the figures were 97 and 101dB respectively.
Spurious signals up to 100kHz were well rejected by up to 112dB,
though this result did not include the first upband product when a
20kHz signal was present, this ahigh level 24kHz tone present in all
players and too close to the filter corner to suffer much attenuation.
At a — 20dB level, 1kHz, the full range spectrogram shows no
visible distortion at — 85dB up to 20kHz, ( 2nd division), with no
obvious up- band spuriae either, even at — 112dB ref. full level. At
—60dB, the spectrum shows some noise effects, plus 3rd and 5th
harmonics at around — 48, — 49dB.
The impulse response reveals the player to be non- inverting, with
the prolonged ringing at 21 kHz being typical of this type of machine.
Track access was quick while the transport was fairly quiet, and error
analysis showed avery good performance with full coverage of the
error disc achieved.

Sound quality
The sound was rated as of average CD quality. It was described as
'pleasantly sweet', with quite presentable bass, but stereo
perspectives were flattened, and the sound seemed to lack dynamic
interest. Transient edges were softened and the effect was less
involving than usual.
While definition of detail was obviously to the usual, basically
good, CD standard, the D70 did sound atouch veiled and vague,
though it gave no offence. In context, ayear ago this standard would
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functions, including adisplay for the various selected modes. Track
number, total time, elapsed and remaining time are all available. The
machine also has amemory programming facility, this in addition to
the track or track section repeat mode. The usual audible music
cueing buttons and fast track access buttons are present, while the
play mode selector allows for auto play on power up, normal, and
single track play operation.
No headphone socket is provided, and the audio output is a
standard 2V from apair of nickel- plated phono sockets.
On the technical side, Yamaha error correction integrated circuits
are used, these followed by aBurr Brown D-A converter, operating at
adoubled sampling frequency. Time shared, the interchannel phase
difference is half the usual value, with discrete 7- pole reconstruction
filters following.

Test results
Channel balance was quite excellent, while separation was fine and
improved since the original test. Interchannel phase difference was
moderate, rising to 45° at 20kHz. Essentially flat, the frequency
response showed aminor perturbation in the upper treble, followed
by atiny 0.3dB peak at 20kHz. Overall, + 0.3, — 0.2dB limits were met,
which is more than satisfactory.
Interestingly, at full level, the total harmonic distortion results were
not quite as good as for the ' X1, except at 20kHz. At reducing signal
level, the V300 rapidly bettered the .X1, offering state-of-the-art
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WIGMORE
STREET W1
CITY OF WESTMINSTER

BEEC WOOD AUDIO
15 HI FIA MEANS TO AN END OR AN END IN THE MEANS?
The answer is, of course, obvious but judging by rhe attitudes
taken by some hi-fi dealers, you would be forgiven for
thinking that the means, le the equipment is the most
important aspect of hi-fi.
At Beechwood Audio, we are much more concerned with
the end, real lasting musical pleasure. As aconsequence,
the equipment we stock has been chosen from the best of
British and overseas manufacturers not on the strength of
reviews, fashion or how it would impress the neighbours, but
on how well it performs in achieving our stated dim, real
lasting musical pleasure.
Our demonstration facilities are second to none and we
support all customers with full installation, service and
financial facilities.
Come and enjoy music played on equipment from:
A&R, QUAD, KEF, CELESTION, MISSION, HELIUS, MERIDIAN, NAD,
SONDEX, PINK TRIANGLE, NAKAMICHI, ORACLE, ARISTON, DUAL
SUMIKO, SYRINX, SME, SHURE, KOETSU, TALISMAN, GOLDRING,
ORTOFON, MARANTZ, BRITISH LOUDSPEAKERS, QED, MUSICAL
FIDELITY, SD ACOUSTICS

6 Market Street, Braintree, Essex CM7 6YA.
Tel: 0376 29060
Hours: 9.30-6.00 Monday- Saturday and evenings
by appointment

I ', pet tfriendly advice - whether you're
starting out, upgrading your system or
just replacing your cartridge

On Demonstration
Acoustic R
h
A & R Cambridge
Ariston
Audio Lab
Audio Research
B &W
Burmester
Celestion
Dean
Denon
D.N.M.
Dual
Etude
Gale
Harman Kardon
Heybrook
Jordan
KEF
Kiseki
Koetsu
Krell
Linn
Logic
Magnum
Magneplanar
Marants
Meridian
Michell

Mission
Monitor Audio
Musical Fidelity
NAD
Nakamichi
Naim
Ortofon
Oracle
Perreaux
P.S. Audio
Quad
Revolver
Revox
Rogers
Rotel
Royston
SD Acoustics
Sondes
Spendor
Stax
Supex
Systemdek
Syrinx
Tannoy
Walker
Van den Hul
Yamaha
Zeta

Single speaker dents by appointment in
either of our tu, studios
Turntable service that's the best in the
business - we set
and repair

up, renovate, up- date

Biasing to the tape of your choice when
you purchase a new deck or we'll tweek
your own deck for IS
Part•exchange of your existing
•

equipment normally possible subject to
age and condition
No deposit instalment ( -redit available full details on application

•

Tapes at prices you'll find hard to beat!

*

Accessories for the enthusiast from the
West End's finest selection - you name
it. we've usually got it

*

Record cleaning servico - quite simply
the only way to bring those treasured
discs back to alistenable condition
usa

'be SovndApp000,, OH•F

111.

48 WIGMORE STREET LONDON WI
Telephone 01-486 8263
EXPOPT fAC1L IT ES AVAIL ABL
Open

Monday- Saturday lOarn - E 00pm Thurs until 7pm.

CONNOISSEURS QUESTION
TIME:
Q. Name any successful Grand Prix
racing car employing front-wheel
drive?
A. There has never been one!
Any self-respecting connoisseur will have found that an
easy question to answer. He knows that front- wheel drive
though very fashionable with the ill-advised, is still at best a
mass production cost-saving compromise.
Similarly, he will also know that in audio reproduction, the
transistor is, and always was, merely another mass
production cost-saving compromise.
In Grand Prix racing, the search for perfection ensures that
compromise is out of the question. If you feel the same
standards should apply to your audio system —
contact us right away:
BEARD AUDIO

Valve Amplifiers of Distinction

Industrial Unit B1, Askew Crescent Workshops, London W12 9DP. Tel. 01-749 4258
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middle range dynamic linearity. This is atruly 16- bit resolution, and
the error at — 90dB was only + 1.5dB. The spectrogram from — 20dB,
lkHz to 100kHz, shows no significant spurious signals, the line
marker set at — 105dB relative to 2V. At — 60dB the 10kHz spectrum
shows anotably clean output, with the ' spotlit' 5th harmonic ( XR =
4kHz) noted at agood — 48.5dB despite the low signal level. At peak
level the high frequency intermodulation was alittle poorer than
before but at the next lower level (- 10dB) it had bettered the original
by 12dB! The high frequency performance was particularly good.
The output level was slightly high at 2.3V from alarger than usual
output impedance, close to 1k-ohm. All other parameters — track
access, speed, error correction etc — were fine, and noise was also
improved. With emphasis the 96.5dB weighted result was really
good, while the unemphasised result at 92.3dB was 8.3dB better.
The impulse response is rather better damped than usual,
approaching the Philips standard, but this player is inverting;
another possible complication in critical listening tests.

Sound quality
On audition the V300 did well, meeting the best of the new player
generation on their terms. In fact it was considered amoderate
improvement over the original ' X1 sample. A little clearer, the bass
and treble extremes also showed atouch more control. The relaxed
'musical' quality of the design was, if anything, further enhanced in
this Sansui version, with its particular forte lying in the
representation of image depth and space. In this respect it is rather
ahead of the other recent imported models Ihave tested, apart from
the Yamaha CD-2.
Compared with the Meridian MCD, the latter sounded still softer in
an ' analogue' manner, while the V300 sounded atouch sharper as
well as slightly more detailed.

Conclusion
Despite recent UK design input for other models which has resulted
in worthwhile sonic improvements to the new Philips generation,
this standard Sansui model stands up well. Its features versus price
combination make it competitive, while its measured performance is
amongst the very best in important areas such as linearity and noise.
The sound quality is also well up to scratch. A likeable machine, it
continues to receive awarm recommendation in its Sansui guise.
(Note: for those dedicated to extracting the last drop of audio
quality, the CD tuning tip given for the ' X1 — HFN/RR December'84
p107 — is equally applicable to the V300 and also the Yamaha CD-2.)

Sony D50 Portable CD player
Not so long ago, CD players were all large, heavy and power hungry
machines. While many still are, the D50 surely is the shape of things
to come.
Before the original CD machines went into full commercial
production, press demonstrations of CD players often consisted of a
neat little unit sitting on atable, which was well covered by acloth,
partly to conceal asuspicious looking ribbon cable that led beneath
the table to averitable suitcase of electronics, the latter responsible
for the digital and audio processing. We marvelled then at the
manufacturers' ability to condense the suitcase into arelatively neat
package — witness the early Philips CD- 100 and Sony CD- P101. The
current generation of machines occupy atypical volume of some
10 litres, weighing in at 5kg or so, and consume upwards of 50 watts.
Until recently, the very idea of aportable CD player, even if it could
be entertained, conjured up pictures of aghetto blaster sized
machine with an associated car battery for its power supply.
However, that brand leader in the field of miniaturisation, Sony,
has now succeeded in compressing the basic CD package to produce
their first commercially released 'Walkman', the D50. This is
undoubtedly an astonishing achievement, one which has excited
much admiration from all who have tried it, including other
HUH NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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electronics engineers. Here is afull 16- bit machine capable of battery
operation, yet one which will also fit into alarge coat pocket. It is just
one fifteenth the volume of ordinary CD players, at just 0.65 litre, and
external measurements excluding power pack are amere
12.5 x13 x4 cm. This is barely larger than astack of 4CD cases, and
the deck alone weighs in at amere 590gms.
As you may have gathered from the above description there is a
small catch. The D50 is simply aplayer and needs an external 9V DC
supply at 0.45A. In the home this is conveniently supplied by asmall
Sony power pack, which with its long connecting cord, may be
sensibly located out of sight. Accordingly, when it is used as a
portable it needs a9V battery pack, which comes as adurable
moulded housing that takes 6 ' C' cells, and into which the D50 slides
to form asingle, safe unit complete with shoulder strap. The power
demand has been greatly reduced from the level of astandard mains
operated machine, but it is still rather power hungry by cassette
Walkman standards. Alkaline cells are essential, and will survive
between 4.5 and 5.5 hours of use, depending on the duty cycle. The
D50 draws around 4W; apack of cells will cost around £4.50, giving
an average running cost of some 95p per hour when on the move. It
can only be said that if you can afford the cost of the machine in the
first place ( around £330) then the price of the batteries will not be too
great apenalty to pay. In conjunction with the mains unit, the battery
housing will accept an optional rechargeable pack providing lower
cost power for extended use on the move. At least one drawback is
evident. If the usual Ni Cad variety is used, the storage capacity is
around 50% of that of equivalent alkaline disposable cells, which
would only provide enough for playing three discs or so. Thus
back-up rechargeable packs would be needed for any longer
listening sessions away from amains supply.
To give some comparison on cost grounds, Sony's best cassette
Walkman with hi-fi specifications, including Dolby-C noise reduction,
is around half the price of the D50, and consumes less than one tenth
the power. This means that running costs are around 40p per hour,
with the smaller cells used proving proportionately more expensive
for agiven power capacity.
Returning to the player, the remarkable degree of miniaturisation
involved can be gauged from the fact that the entire player is smaller
than many of the laser/motor deck assemblies fitted to conventional
machines. The D50 not only houses adrive motor, laser head and
tracking servo motors, but also all the digital and analogue circuits.
Although this palm-sized player may be aportable, this does not
mean that any compromise in performance is anticipated by
comparison with full-sized models. Sony intend that it should be dual
purpose — portable, yet also fulfilling the need for acompact,
inexpensive CD player to be used in the home hi-fi system. The
promise of 16- bit audio anywhere you want it will be highly attractive
to the hi-fi enthusiast. Vinyl players do not enter the portable market,
and cassette decks do not really hit the top hi-fi mark. The D50 alone
(at present at least!) represents apersonal portable hi-fi of
unprecedented performance, when used with good headphones.
The D50 is atop loading machine with alarge button on the upper
right hand side used to open the lid. This reveals asçnall precision
hub to take the CD, as well as the laser head, and the latter should be
kept clean if good error correction is to be maintained. Fail-safe
interlocks prevent the invisible laser operating if no disc is present or
the lid is open.
A good range of facilities are provided and Sony's usual touchbutton control panel is fitted, this operating in conjunction with a
liquid crystal display. The latter can show which track is being played
as well as the playing time to date, the remaining playing time and
the number of remaining tracks. The direction error buttons allow
rapid selection of track number. If the 'ams' ( auto- music-sensor)
button is also triggered, the direction buttons switch to operate for
audible music cue, forward and reverse. However, tracks cannot be
pre-programmed.
Two 3.5mm stereajack sockets are provided — one for
headphones, with an accompanying volume control, and one for line
output, useable at fixed level for higher impedance headphones but
really intended for connection via astereo cord to ahi-fi system.
Finally, there is one for the 9V external supply. At abasic price of
£279.95 the player comes with an AC230A mains power pack plus a
good length of cable. An adapter lead is also available, to allow
connection to acar cigarette lighter outlet. The additional EBP-9LC
battery power pack/carrying case costs afurther £49.95 and Sony
NP11 rechargeable battery packs can also be purchased, the case
then also doubling as abattery charger. Headphones are another
extra, and any of Sony's Walkman series models are suitable, with
the output of up to 2.5V at 50 ohms available from the ' phone socket.

o
II

Technical details
Perhaps not surprisingly, little data were forthcoming at this early
stage, but the broad scheme closely parallels that of Sony's standard
CD- P101. A single 16- bit D-A converter is used, time shared between
63
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For over 30 years, Shure have been the
undisputed leaders in cartridge design
and development — introducing the first
moving magnet stereo cartridge and
numerous other innovations.
The V15 Type Vis already
acknowledged as the finest cartridge
available today. But not content to rest on
our laurels, we've sought through rigorous
research to further refine ourworld beater.
The result is the outstanding new V15
Type VMicro- Ridge Tip.
The technological breakthrough of
the Micro- Ridge Tip means the V15 Type
V-MR offers the ultimate in sound
reproduction through its highly accurate
tracking ability. And the smaller contact
radius dimension of the Micro- Ridge Tip
reduces distortion to a
minimum without increasing
groove wall wear.
For extra smoothness, the
tip is MASAr-polished —
another unique Shure process
— further reducing record

wall friction and groove wall damage.
And thus extending the life of your
records.
Upgrade your V15 Series Ill or IV Cartridge
Owning aShure V15 Series Ill or Series
IV cartridge doesn't exclude you from this
remarkable new Micro- Ridge Tip
development.
All you need do to upgrade your
existing system is order anew V15 MR
Replacement Stylus.
Three other features — exclusive to Shure
The V15 Type V-MR boasts three other
exclusive Shure features, too.
A Dynamic Stabiliser functions like a
miniature shock absorber, compensating
for record warp. In addition its conductive
fibres simultaneously discharge static

ii

electricity from the record surface and
sweep microscopic dust out of the
record groove.
A Beryllium MICROWALL/Be TMStylus
Shank enhances accurate, high frequency
trackability with the lowest effective stylus
mass ever recorded of any similar
component.
And Shure's patented Side-Guard
Stylus Protection System guides your stylus
into acovered area in the stylus grip when
it is accidentally bumped against arecord
or the edge of the turntable platter.
The V15 Type V-MR is, without
question, one of the most sophisticated
cartridges you can buy — perfect for the
very finest hi-fi equipment.
A Shure Cartridge for every System
Of course Shure also offer
8 acomplete line of cartridges
for all kinds of systems. In fact,
whatever model you choose,
with Shure you always know
you're getting the best
possible quality for the price.

KW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel 01-607 2717

the two replay channels, its outputs smoothed by ahigh slope
brickwall filter stage, followed by line output and ' phone amplifiers.
The usual stack of separate digital processing audio circuits have

from 20Hz to 16kHz, drooping slightly to — 1.3dB by 20kHz before
entering the brickwall filter rolloff. Output level was fractionally
down on the 2V norm, measuring 1.86V from asource impedance of
200 ohms. De-emphasis was fine, while track access was surprisingly
fast at 4.5s (track 15 YEDS2.)
The transport produced amild whine that was only audible at low
volume levels, with the machine close by. A decent level of error
correction was obtained — almost to the full limit of the test disc.
Signal/noise ratio ( CCIR ARM 1kHz) weighted without emphasis was
86dB, which was about 6dB poorer than for agood domestic
SONY D50
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been replaced by asingle VLSI ( very large scale integration) chip.
The circuits are used in the smallest, surface- mounting packs to save
space, and extensive use is made of leadless chip passive
components. Full error correction systems are included, and a
further section also carries responsiblity for improving shock
resistance, an important aspect in view of its portable potential. Until
now, it has proved too difficult fully to shock protect the tracking of
the laser head as the normal digital error correction is designed to
cover relatively minor errors and error bursts, not the serious shifts
of track position that can be induced by the player being swung or
shaken. The new circuit memorises the current track position, and
after ajolt, aims to reset the laser on the point remembered
immediately preceding the jolt. The gap, however, cannot be
covered, and amomentary mute occurs, the music then continuing
as before. Even this system fails completely when serious lateral jolts
are involved, and while theoretically one could jog with this machine,
it is rather cumbersome and Sony do not in any case recommend it
for 'Walkman' duty. Having said that, however, we found it more
than sufficiently resistant to the levels of vibration encountered when
walking, or in acar or plane, for example.
The extensively miniaturised transport and laser head employ
low- mass micro motors, these enabling large reductions in servo
power consumption to be made. A complex, high efficiency, power
converter provides regulated supplies for the 16- bit digital and the
analogue circuitry.
In the past Ihave speculated that miniaturised CD players might be
produced to alower bit accuracy to save on engineering and space,
and the real surprise with the D50 appears to be that nothing has
been left out!
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Test results
Channel balance was very close — within 0.3dB — and the usual phase
response of ashared converter player was shown. This produced a
negligible phase difference at low and middle frequencies, rising to a
maximum of 71° at 20kHz. As yet this has not been confirmed as
being of any audible importance, unless the channels are mono-ed.
Channel separation was alittle below par for the course, but it was
still more than satisfactory at around 85dB midband, reducing to
60dB at 20kHz, which is still ample.
A similar story was true of harmonic distortion At full level the
measured — 85dB ( 0.0055%) distortion at lkHz was fine by amplifier
standards, even if it was 10dB poorer than produced by the best
full-size machines. At 20kHz, anominal distortion of — 58dB was
noted, this areading of downband spuriae, resulting from
intermodulation with the sampling frequency. The result was again
worse than usual, but not catastrophic.
With reducing modulation level, the — 85dB midband distortion
was maintained ( while that at 20kHz improved), this indicating a
linearity close to the 15 1
/4
bit level. The slope proved consistent with
further reductions in level. More important than the 20kHz products
were the excellent results for two-tone high frequency
intermodulation. These measured — 92dB full level and — 89dB at
10dB. The frequency response held within fine + 0. — 0.2dB limits
Ill -FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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WHAT ON
WITH TODA
When Sansui took aradical look at amp noise
and distortion, we found the answer outside the
/
amp itself. In fact, right under our feet.

We put our ear to the ground.

t

On conventional amps, the circuitry is.
unbalanced. The inputs, the power supply and the
outputs all share acommon earth. And that's where
things can turn nasty. For instance: as aspeaker cone moves,
it sends out soundwaves and also feeds back counter electromotive current into the amp. Simultaneously, the power supply is creating ripple current:
They both meet at the earth and you end up with Interface Hum Modulation
(IHM). Which is areal pain in the ear.

X-Balanced amplifiers.
The Sansui solution.
There is a way round ground based
distortion: using abalanced transmission line, a
professional studios have done for years.
Yet even their system has abig drawback
for the listener. Because they use atransformer to
amplify the signals along the line: there's abig drop
off in sound quality and frequency response.
Sansui's answer is to balance, purely electrically, the
whole amp by amplifying and transmitting the signal along the who e
of its journey. The input, output, power supply, drive circuit and even the negative
feedback loop are all fully balanced.
All parts of the amp operate independent of the ground, effectively neutralising
dirty currents.But without affecting sound quality in any way.
And because input and power supply have
their own separate grounds, no matter how much
power you pump through, the signal remains as
pure as driven snow.

TH'S WRONG
PLIFIERS ?
We call this the X-Balanced system. It's unique to Sansui. Free
from distortion, you'll find your music sounds markedly more natural.

Lots of watts for the power

you need to handle digital.

)

Nothing can bring out the dynamic contrasts
in music volume like digital transcription.
So your amp needs to take everything aCD
canthrow at it.
Without enough current in reserve, you
lummeimme. -......poe'
could lose more than just your high and low
frequencies; severe clipping can seriously damage
your tweeter's health.
Thanks to their chunky power supply Sansui's X-Balanced amplifiers
feed sufficient current to the output transistors even when the speaker load
becomes as low as 2ohms. For example the 130 watts per channel AU-G9OX
has a dynamic power output of 360 watts at 2ohms.
So the sound that you hear will be just as punchy and as full as the
day it was first recorded.
You'll find our unique X-Balanced system on awhole range of amps.
From the 25w. per channel AUG 11X,
to the state-of-the-art
matching power and
pre amp; the B2101
and the C2101.

;(
BALANCED AMP

1111.1111.

fyou want to know more about arange of amplifiers
at sound like nothing else on earth — pick up abrochure
m your Hi Fi specialist or write direct to Sansui UK.

anui

SANSUI ELECTRONICS (U.K.) UNIT 10A, LYON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ROCKWARE AVENUE, GREENFORD, MIDDX U116 OAA, ENGLAND/TELEX: 895-2103 (SANSUIC).
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machine. With the pre- emphasis that is present on many pressings,
the figure improved to 90dB, while unweighted the results were 92
and 96dB respectively, these very good by any normal standards.
Spuriae above 20kHz were well rejected, which was surprising in
view of the tiny dimensions involved. Via the headphone socket,
distortion and frequency responses were very similar, with no
obvious clue as to the difference in subjective sound quality
observed. A minor whistle at 7.35kHz was identified in the audio
output, but this was pretty harmless at — 106dB.

Sound quality
No difference could be distinguished between mains and battery
operation. In the latter case the quality held until the batteries had
nearly reached exhaustion, at which point the transport shut down.
Via the headphone socket, the sound quality was certainly as good
as that from asimilarly equipped mains- only machine— in fact one
had to restrain one's enthusiasm for such high quality sound of such
exceptional dynamic range coming from such atiny battery powered
device, if fair judgments were to be made.
With the Sony MDR-CD7 headphones lent for the test, asatisfying
volume level was also obtained using the fixed level line output
socket. Here the sound was judged atouch sweeter and clearer than
on the phone socket and was preferred on several records. These
cans are specified at 110dB sensitivity per milliwatt ( thousandth of a
watt) and given that 110dB is amore than sufficient peak level and
that its rated power is 100mW, the D50 can produce arated power at
this impedance of around 70mW. Peak sound presure levels of
almost 130dB were possible, with more subjectively weighted mean
levels of 115-120dB, which is enough for anyone. Given modest
noise levels— say 45dB at the ear — then a75dB dynamic range can
be produced by this machine on headphones, which is rather more
than for most speaker equipped hi-fi systems. This is ample for the
20dB required by most rock music or the 55dB at best used in
conventionally recorded classical program.
Used as ahi-fi player in agood audio system, the D50 acquitted
itself quite well. It was not fully up to the standard of the new
generation of Philips- based machines reviewed two months back,
yet it competently matched the the quality of Sony's full sized ' 101
and, if anything, tended to sound alittle sweeter. All the basic CD
qualities were well in evidence, including inaudible backgrounds,
zero wow, no audible distortion, mistracking or clicks, as well as a
consistently well separated stereo sound lasting through the disc.
Put against the finest current decks the D50 did show ashortfall in
stereo depth, as well as amild loss of ultimate clarity, but these
machines cost rather more and are rather more bulky than the ' 50!

dark brown- bronze. The popular drawer- loading system is
employed, with the lower part of the front panel sloped to aid the
legibility, as well as the use, of the array of control buttons. This did
not extend, though, to the digital fluorescent display, which is
vertically mounted and somewhat recessed; ideally, anear eye level
position is required for good visibility.
Comprehensively equipped, this player offers all the usual
features, these including memory track programming, direct track
access, indexing, track jump, overall program repeat and two speed
audible music cueing. A numeric key array allows direct entry of the
chosen track or index numbers.
A fixed level output is present from the rear mounted phono socket
and further more, asubcode output is present ( 8- pin DIN) for future
facilities such as TV screen graphics etc.
Inside, lots of space is available for the extra circuitry required in
the more costly versions. The low power consumtpion is revealed by
the small mains transformer used. The digital and logic circuitry are
fairly standard, though the laser head and disc transport are both of
Technics' own manufacture. The main error correction section is also
Technics', and employs 5flat- pack ICs, mounted directly onto a
ceramic thick film substrate. Though Technics have their own DACs,
the type fitted here was the single US- designed Burr Brown PCM53,
this particular example made in Japan. An NEC switcher/deglitcher
follows. The DAC is time-shared between channels, while the system
is astraightforward linear 16- bit one. Technics' thick film brickwall
filters follow, with LM883 op- amp ICs used for buffering, deemphasis and output amplification. Good commercial quality
construction is evident.

Test results
A mild imbalance was noted between channels, this increasing to
0.6dB by 20kHz, which might just be audible. Taking the frequency
response of the right channel, this showed some treble lift,
measuring + 0.35-0.6dB. The low frequency response was ruler flat,
and in fact extended to below 5Hz, as is the case with most CD
players.
Channel separation was also very good, while the player showed
evidence of interchannel phase correction — the maximum shift
measured 16° for a20kHz signal, which is quite harmless. The
impulse response showed the SL- P1 to be an inverting machine with
the following ringing that is typical of amulti- pole brickwall filter.
Harmonic distortion at full level was quite low, though not to the
theoretical limit. The result at 20kHz was quite good, this being a

-i

Conclusion
If you are looking for the best CD player available, then the D50 is not
for you. However, this is not everyone's prime consideration. For
example, if the world's smallest CD player is your desire then it is a
open and shut case, for as yet the D50 is unrivalled. Similarly the
choice is made for you if you want abattery, portable CD machine.
Taken overall, it has good facilities and also survived lab testing
well, showing little shortfall compared with the better, full-sized, full
power machines. It is also the cheapest CD player currently on sale,
not including special offers, and given its special combination of
features, some of which are unique, the D50 can be recommended.
Out in the field it represents amajor technical achievement and will
give much pleasure to discerning, well heeled audio fans.

Technics SL Pl
Technics' latest CD player is abudget model in afull width format
(43cm) with low profile styling. Called the SL- P1 this replaces the
SL- P7 introduced in early 1984 and forms part of anew range of
players that includes one with remote control ( the SL- P3.) The ' P7
sold for around the £460 mark, but this new machine is quoted at a
more competitive £ 390, and early trials also suggested the promise
of abetter sound.
Technics get high marks for finish, with the decor in their usual
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control. The display can show the usual remaining time, elapsed
time, track number, and index numbers, the latter accessed when in
index mode. A memory is available for pre-programmed selections,
while the usual repeat and slow/fast cueing facilities are also
provided. Disc loading is via the horizontal drawer- loading method.
Inside, atwo- board circuit is employed which, nonetheless, has
been considerably simplified by comparison with the original model.
Mains wiring is fully shrouded, but other wiring is none too tidy! The
system is the usual 16- bit linear type, with aToshiba D-A converter
followed by 9- pole, thick-film, filter modules. Some care has
obviously been taken over the selection of several of the audio
components, although in general the machines are built to anormal
commercial standard.

Hz

measurement of down- band noise. The test sample did not have a
high linearity converter and the distortion at lower signal levels was
poorer than average. These results, in conjunction with the + 6.4dB
level error at — 90dB, suggests 15- bit accuracy.
However the high frequency intermodulation was very good. The
spectrogram for distortion at lkHz at a — 60dB level shows that odd
harmonics predominated, these of quite high order. At — 20dB, the
wide band analysis shows the excellent rejection of spurious signals,
here around — 110dB relative to the full output.
Error correction met high standards, if not quite to the level of the
Philips players. Signal/noise ratios were also very good, for example,
measuring 93.5dB CCIR ARM 1kHz, without pre-emphasis. With the
unweighted S/N reached 104dB. Mechanical noise levels were fairly
low, while the transport offered rapid track access.

Sound quality
The SL- P1 was considered to represent asignificant improvement
over the SL- P7. It sounded better, with asweeter, more integrated
treble, as well as cleaner, clearer bass. The mid tonal balance was
only slightly thinned and was judged to be quite pleasant.
However, the sound was not very involving, and proved
disappointing in terms of dimensionality. Its stereo imagery was
deficient as regards both space and depth, though Iam sure it is
sufficiently good for non- audiophile domestic applications.

Conclusion
This new player is an improvement over earlier models, but does not
quite meet the challenge set by the current Philips- derived series of
machines. On the technical side the channel imbalance is poorer
than average, as is the ultimate linearity, and although it is worth
considering, in my view it is not competitive enough for afull
recommendation.

Toshiba XRZ-50 & XRZ-60R
Toshiba were one of the first companies to enter the CD player field
with their Z-90 model, which possessed above average sound quality
as well as avery fine transport. Since then the Z-70 has been
introduced at acompetitive £390 (
HFN/RR review March'84), for
which the machine is very well specified, including variable outputs,
headphone drive and an infra- red remote control. Recently this
machine has been joined by two further models, the XRZ-60K and
the XRZ-50. Readers may recall that the first NAD player was
essentially aToshiba 70 with the remote control and numeric
programming omitted; well, these two new Toshibas fill asimilar
role, and aside from some differences in case size, finish and button
type, they appear very similar to that simplified version.
Slight differences in internal wiring are present, and both were
subjected to afull test. If nothing else, this will also give some idea of
the consistency in performance of this design.
The Z-60 is the more compact of the two, finished in satin black
with alarge, clear display area as well as positive pushbutton
controls. By contrast, the wider Z-50 is predominantly silver in
colour, and has less attractive membrane control pads. Both are well
equipped, sporting aheadphone facility with afront panel level

Lab results
Comparing results for frequency response, the ' 50 showed good
channel balance with atouch of treble lift in the final octave. The ' 60
showed asignificant 0.8dB imbalance which, more seriously, varied
in the upper frequency range. Indeed the ' 60 gave atreble lift
approaching 1dB from 10-20kHz which, although not too serious, is
likely to be audible.
Interestingly, the ' 50 gave the best results for channel separation,
at nearly 10dB better than the ' 60, while its midband distortion was
also lower. At the frequency extremes, however, the results were
similar.
Both machines showed good linearity, at least to a15 1/
2bit
standard, with — 90dB resolution held to + 3dB, and with a
progressive and normal distortion rise at lower modulation levels.
Overall, the high frequency intermodulation results were fine —
rather above average despite the tabulated variations. Error
correction was to the same high standard, and just failed to meet the
largest gap error at 900p.m. Again, this is agood performance.
Output level was standard at nominally 2V from ahigher than
usual output impedance, but should not cause any problems.
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NOW YOU CAN ENJOY
ALL THE VERY BEST

COMPACT DISCS
FROM THE

WILSON STEREO LIBRARY
AND CELEBRATE OUR

*25th

BIRTHDAY

WITH AN OFFER OF

FREE MEMBERSHIP
The moment you join the new WSL Compact Disc Library is
the moment you have a compact disc collection most people
only dream of. Classical, Rock, Jazz, Opera, Pop — the WSL
Compact Disc Library has the lot. And when you join the
entire collection is available to you.
Compact discs are expensive and if you buy and find you
don't like what you have bought, you've made an expensive
mistake. Using the WSL Compact Disc Library you can try
before you buy. And if you decide to buy any CD on loan from
us you don't pay the loan charge. Also you can buy it at a
huge discount.

SAVE UP TO 20% ON C.D.,
L.P. & CASSETTE PURCHASES
We can supply any recording available in the U.K. Ordering
from us is very simple. Send us a list of what you want and a
crossed open cheque made out to WSL for not more than EX
We will send the CD's, LP's or cassettes to you with a
detailed account showing the discounts, etc. Orders over £ 20
are post free in U.K. and over £ 100.00 anywhere else. You
will also receive our catalogue of recommended recordings,

EXCELLEUCE
AND NOW FOR THE GOOD NEWS...
How about a positive attitude instead of all the gloom? We
sell hi-fi and we are successful at it - why?
We offer a range selected from the finest hi-fi equipment
available. This equipment reflects all budgets, you can
certainly buy modestly priced systems that sound good - our
dearer ones just sound better!
We are pleasant to customers - we believe in offering helpful
and informative advice and giving meaningful demonstrations. We don't rely on dogma.
When you've made your choice we set up and install equipment correctly.
We maintain a fully equipped workshop which can test,
measure, service, and repair all the equipment we sell and
plenty that we don't.
If you like our attitude - be positive
PAY US A VISIT SOON EXPERIENCE AUDIO EXCELLENCE
FOR YOURSELF!
Audio Lab, Audio Research, AR, Ariston,
A&R, Burmester, Celestion, Counterpoint,
Creek, Denon, Dual, Gale, Heybrook, KEF,
Koestu, Krell, Linn, Magne planar,
Marantz, Meridian, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi,
Nytech, Nalm, Perreaux, Pink Triangle,
P.S. Audio, Quad, Revox, Rotai, Spendor,
Syrinx, Systemdek, Tannoy, Thorens,
Yamaha, Zeta.

1M1M,
-

134 CRWYS ROAD,
CARDIFF. TEL: (0222) 28565
9HIGH STREET,
SWANSEA. TEL: (0792) 474608
Both shops —
Tues Sat: 9.30-5.30
Closed Monday

free of charge, with your first order.

flylesbury Hi- Fidelity
SOUTH BUCKS SPECIALISTS
Some of our favourite budget separates:
Dual CS505-2
NAD 5120
Systemdek IIX
Revolver

Complete the
coupon today or
give us aring for
your free CD
catalogue and
three months
free membership

Walker CJ61
Logic Tempo
QED A230
Rotel RA820BX
NAD 3120
NAD 3020B

Heybrook HB1
Monitor Audio R252
Tannoy Mercury
BL 21
Wharfedale Diamonds
KEF Chorale
AR 19
Yamaha K320
Nagaoka MP- 11
A & R C77

Latest Additions

••••«1»

Yamaha A320
A & R Arcam Alpha
Oak
Compact disc a speciality.
New addition by RE VOX

0424 221028 S•24 hr answering service
TO: THE WILSON STEREO LIBRARY LIMITED,
54 SEA ROAD, BEXHILL- ON- SEA,
EAST SUSSEX TN40 1JP.
Please send me:

D Free leaflet — " The W.S.L. Compact Disc Library and

Single speaker demonstrations by appointment.

W.S.L. Catalogue of recommended disc recordings".
11 The C.D.'s or Records or Cassettes from the list enclosed.
Ienclose an open cheque for a restricted amount and I
expect to have up to 20% discount.

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790

Name
Address
Ienclose £
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Noise measurements revealed asimilar performance for the two
machines, but one which was poorer than average. The 86dB figure
for aweighted, no- emphasis, reading was rather poorer than the
93.5dB of the Technics player; by no less than 7.5dB in fact!
From the impulse response it is impossible to distinguish between
the two machines, and it shows atypical overshoot, as well as
ringing for the type of filter used. Neither machine inverts. The
100kHz bandwidth spectrograms show that the spurious rejection is
also poorer than average, at typically around — 95dB compared with
up to — 115dB produced by some machines.

Sound quality
Listening tests suggested that the differences between the Z-70, the
NAD and the Z-50/60 were smal:.
By current standards, the performance level was judged to be a
little below average. The ' 50 was felt to be pleasant enough, proving
relatively neutral in tonal balance but somehow bland. Stereo
images were rather two dimensional, with anoted restriction in
midband depth and space. In the bass some loss of definition was
also apparent, while the treble hinted at asoft ' fuzz'.
At first the ' 60 sounded better by virtue of possessing more ' attack'
and ' air', but it fell back after the treble was judged to be ' glassy'. In
other respects, however, it was very similar to the ' 50.

Conclusions
The ' 50 appears to be the slightly superior version of the two, though
neither machine set the review panel on fire. In all respects, however,
they achieved the basic standard, and thus constitute fair value. As
such they fall in the ' worth considering' bracket, but their ultimate
selling price may well swing the purchase decision.

be replayed, while the memory allows pre-programming of required
tracks in any order.
An indicator panel clearly shows which of these various modes has
been engaged. Cueing is handled by two buttons, one for quick track
jumping, and the other for finer audible cueing within agiven track.
The latter is atwo- speed affair with the higher speed engaged after a
key depression lasting longer than three seconds.
All in all, the panel facilities were most convenient and worked
very well. The compact remote control is very slim and carries
essential operations such as full cueing, play/pause, repeat ( total)
and indexing, and although it lacks the numeric keypad, this is no
great loss.
At the rear, the fixed output is from thinly gold-plated phono
output sockets, ( the centre poles are not plated, arather penny
pinching move!). Output level is the standard 2V from ahigher than
usual 900 ohm output impedance.

Technical details
Internally, the CD- 2is of rather lightweight construction, afeature it
shares with its smaller brother, the CD- X1. The chassis is of moulded
plastic, while the bulk of the unit is built on asingle large printed
circuit board, this engineered for efficient high volume production.
Although lightly built, the disc transport appeared well made, and
was also built to afine tolerance.
Yamaha LSI circuits are used for digital control and error
correction, while the D- A converter chip is aBurr Brown made in
Japan. The digital signal is over- sampled at adouble 88.2kHz rate,
improving the resolution and reducing the demands on the
subsequent filter circuits. These are 7- pole, built with discrete ' real'
inductors rather than the active gyrator-type types commonly
employed. Integrated circuit op- amps are used for the de- emphasis
and output amplifier circuits.

Lab results
Channel balance was very good, with the frequency response
suggesting ahint of bass lift, of just 0.2dB in the lowest octaves.
Overall the response met ± 0.2dB limits, though a1.8dB peak is
evident, just at the edge of the high frequency limit— possibly due to
aslight misalignment of the output filters.
Separation was an extraordinary 118dB at low and mid
frequencies, reducing to 75dB at 20kHz, which is still three times that
of most analogue cartridges. At full level, the 20kHz distortion was
fine but did not reach the usual limit at mid and low frequencies, due

Yamaha CD-2

100

This is Yamaha's third CD player, and as such it slots in above the
CD- X1. It comes in awider case, finished in satin black, and sells for a
little under £400. This price includes an infra- red remote control, and
while it lacks aheadphone socket, it is in all other respects a
well-equipped deck. Disc loading is via the usual drawer, in this case
with aparticularly rapid action. Below the drawer is aslider switch
which allows one of three operating modes to be selected: ' auto',
where the machine starts into play when powered up ( useful when it
is linked to atime switch); ' normal', which allows normal control(!);
and finally, ' single' to play aselected track only, which might come in
handy for DJ applications.
The digital display and keyboard are on the right. The display
provides information on track number, elapsed time, remaining time
and index number, while the total track count is also displayed for
each disc loaded. A decimal keypad allows direct entry of any track
up to atotal of 19, which in play mode is immediately accessed
without any need to press further buttons. Single entry up to track 99
is possible. The repeat facilities enable any track, or part of track, to
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The
WATFORD 8( MAIDENHEAD
NAD Centr
The New Yamaha A-320
Amplifier looks like being one
of the great successes of 1985.
It offers incredible value at only
£89.50 for atrue audiophile
product. Come along and hear
it for yourself.

OMNI

111111,

.04

Yamaha A-320 Amplifier
Realising that the high current amplifier has ( 8 ohms, 20-20,000Hz) with 0.05% total
been recognised by 01K reviewers as being the harmonic distortion, and the A-320 boasts an
most musical. Yamaha not only used the
impressive list of features, low noise phono
concept to produce the A-320 but did so at a
equalizer, pure current servo amp, built-in
price which is absolutely unbeatable. Power
subsonic filter and gold plated phono terminals.
output ts a powerful 30 watts per channel £89.50

Recommended Starter Systems
I Yamaha A320
•Amplifier
Dual 505-11
Turntable
Boston A40's or
KEF Chorale Ill
Speakers
Inc leads and plugs

£255

9 NAD 3120
"'Amplifier
Dual 505-11
Turntable
Boston A40's or
KEF Chorale III
Speakers
Inc leads and plugs

/ NAD 3020B
"
e '
Amplifier
Dual 505-11
Turntable
AR18LS Speakers
Inc leads and plugs

£269

£299

A recommended addition to any of the above starter systems is the
Yamaha K220 Cassette Deck at £119.

NAD

NAD 1020 Pre Amplifier
£89.00
NAD 2150 Power Amplifier £ 179.00
NAD 3120 Amplifier
£ 109.00
NAD 3020A Amplifier
£ 129.00
NAD 3150 Amplifier
£225.00
NAD 4020 Tuner
£ 125.00
NAD 4150 Tuner
£209.00
NAD 5120 Turntable
£ 109.00
NAD 5200 Compact Disc £399.00
NAD 6125 Cassette Deck
£149.00
NAD 6050 Cassette Deck
£159.00
NAD 7125 Receiver
£229.00
NAD 7140 Receiver
£339.00
NAD 7155 Receiver
£389.00

Yamaha

A320 Amplifier
£89.50
A420 Amplifier
... £ 139.00
1320 Tuner
£89.50
T520 Tuner
£ 139.00
K220 Cassette Deck
£ 119.00
K320 Cassette Deck
£ 149.00
CDX2 Compact Disc
£329.00
CD2 Compact Disc
£429.00
P-220 Turntable
£85.00

Sony

Proton

P520 Amplifier
£129.00
P540 Amplifier
£ 199.00
P420 Tuner
£ 119.00
P440 Tuner
.. £ 189.00
P720 Cassette Deck
£ 169.00
P740 Cassette Deck
£229.00
P925 Receiver £ 199.00
P930 Receiver £269.00

TA AX310 Amplifier
£89.00
TA AX360 Amplifier
£ 129.00
ST JX310L Tuner
£89.00
ST JX410L Tuner
£ 129.00
IC FX210 Cassette Deck £99.00
IC FX310 Cassette Deck £ 119.00
PS LX210 Turntable £79.00
PS LX310 Turntable £89.00

Marantz
Rack Systems

We have acomplete range of turntables on
demonstration, from as little as £69 including
arm and cartridge up to £398 excluding arm
and cartridge. From Dual, NAD, Ariston, AR,
Son of Rock, Pink Triangle, Yamaha, etc ...

MS 340L
MS 641L
MS 630L

Midi Systems

MX 143L
MX 243L
MX 500L

£299.00
£499.00
£849.00
£399.00
£499.00
£999.00

CD Players

CD
CD
CD
CD

63B
£299.00
54
£299.00
74
£349.00
84 Remote
£ 399.00

All the items in this advertisemen are available by Mail
Order. Phone Jim Langley at Watford Mail Order department
on 0923 26169 or Alan Lovell at Maidenhead Mail Orde department on
0628 73420. Same day despatch subject to availability by Roadrunner. Carriage
£5.25 per 25 Kilos.

Mail Order

Watford NAD Centre
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169
Late night shopping every Wednesday until 8.30pm.

1111•FI

Turntables

Speakers

We offer awide selection of speakers from
all the leading manufacturer's including:
ROGERS, AR, KEF, OMAR, DEAN,
HARBETH, WHARFEDALE, CELESTION,
BOSTON ACOUSTICS, MORDAUNT
SHORT, JPW, B & W, DIESIS AND NAD.
All of which are on demonstration.

Compact Discs

We have acomprehensive range of CD's
from NAD, Yamaha, Marantz, Sony,
Toshiba, etc... Prices start from Only £299

Evening & Weekend Appointments
Evening appointments available in our single speaker demonstration room, please
phone for details. 24hr Answer Phone. After hours please use our answer phone for
appointments, enquiries or orders, at your convenience.

Maidenhead NAD Centre
18 King Street. Tel: 0628 73420
Late night shopping every Wsday
edne
until 8.30pm.

The place where people care about hi-ti -
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to ahint of compression in the output amplifiers. At - 20dB the
-82dB distortion figure was fine, this standard maintained to the
-90dB signal levels, and indicating alinearity very close to the
theoretical 16- bit. The 0-10kHz spectrogram taken at - 20dB signal
level shows avery clean output. For the record, atrace was also
taken of the 20kHz harmonic distortion up to 25kHz, and as can be
seen, the in- band spuriae were very well controlled, while the 24kHz
component ( 44kHz-20kHz = 4kHz) is typical ( at - 50dB).
The impulse response shows the player to be non- inverting, but
the ringing was more severe than expected, and must also be due to
the slightly mistuned filter. The impulse was transformed into the
transfer function and phase response; here it is worth comparing this
rather average result with the corrected phase as shown in the
Mission player reviewed two months back.
The distortion spectrogram for a - 60dB signal ( 1kHz) shows the
low harmonic products as well as the suppression of spuriae
gh
up- band; here the worst is at 88kHz, - 108dB relative to full output.
IS
High frequency intermodulation was also particularly good,
co
measuring - 98dB down at - 10dB signal level!
Error correction was very good on the gap test, but failed the
ultimate surface dot test, settling at 500pm for an allowable flaw size.
However, this should prove more than good enough.
Noise levels were exemplary, with emphasis - 100 and - 104dB,
weighted and unweighted respectively, while without emphasis,
figures of - 94 and - 101.5dB were recorded, which are virtually
state-of-the-art.
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Sound quality
The CD- 2happily surpassed the CD- X1 * on sound quality grounds,
amply justifying the extra cost involved.
The sound was robust, showing good dynamics as well as aclean
quality from low to high level signals. The bass was fine, with decent
articulation, while the mid sounded quite neutral, and free from the
usual edge' or thinness. The treble, although not perfect, was
comparatively sweet, with good resolution of detail and space.
Stereo depth was another strong aspect, and here the player set a
really high standard. A hint of imprecision was noted in the extreme
treble, but not judged too significant.
Overall, this player was liked for its fine sound, which was further
enhanced by the use of LC and mono- crystal audio cable.
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Conclusion
The CD- 2has clearly maintained the competitive standard set by the
less complex CD- X1. With its better sound, good facilities and remote
control, it represents good value for money, and can be warmly
recommended.+
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'The CD- X1 has also been slightly improved since our original sample was tested in August

Hz

'84, mainly in respect of its noise levels, which originally were poorer than average. By the
time you read this, however, it will have been superseded by the CD- X2.
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Compare That's tape with
what you're used to.
It totally new
It's not made like traditional
tape
It doesn't perform like
traditional tape
Its rich, faithful sound extends
over an amazing dynamic range.
Noise levels are reduced too.
"Leifleb with more informarian on SUPER ALLOY cod That's HyOnd Binder system are available wherever That's tape is sold. Alternatively, write to Harman (UK) Ltd, Mil Street, Slough. Berks SL2 5DD.

The most delicate sounds are still
wonderfully clear, and when
there should be silence,
that's just what you hear
It won't cost you more than
good traditional tape, so choose
the That's tape best suited to your
equipment,
and try adirectThatS
comparison soon.
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GETTING TAPED
E

Ken Kessler reviews cassette decks from
Denon, Akai and Nakamichi

DITORIAL MUSINGS OFTEN RESULT in magazine features,
as did Pops' latest: ' Why don't we hear anything about
cassette decks anymore?' It dawned on our illustrious leader
that, aside from arecent news item about Naim's possible
entry into tape deck manufacture, all was quiet on the cassette deck
front. A brief survey, both mental and actual, revealed the following:
Pops owns apersonal, but not amains cassette deck.
Chooch, when asked, merely raised his eyebrows as if to say, ' How
preposterous an assumption, you worm.'
It was confirmed, as well, that neither MC nor PM are inveterate
cassette deck- users.
When it came around to me, Iconfessed, ' Uh, yuh, I've got one.'
Raising my arms across my face to fend off the expected invective,
Icrawled back to my desk.
'Why?' asked Pops.
'Why what?'
'Why do you own acassette deck?'
'Well, I, uh, sometimes make tapes for use with the Walkman,' I
said, looking over my shoulder for aBPI spy. ' And Ilike to tape stuff
off the air that will never be released in LP form, like Paul McCartney
interviews and things.'
'A likely story,' sniffed Chooch, making apoint of fondling the
latest slab of vinyl from EMI. ' YOU'RE A CLOSET TAPE USER!!
ADMIT IT!!!'
'Now, now,' said Pops, amalicious grin crossing his face to match
the Inquisitor's leer of the Deputy Editor. ' Leave the poor boy alone.
By his own admission, he has sealed his fate.' Turning to me he
commanded, ' It's about time we reviewed some cassette decks, and
you're going to do the reviewing.'
Swell. Making tapes and playing them back, swapping from one
deck to another, comparing the results, whipping out prerecordeds
to see how they're handled . . . I'd rather suffer atonearm survey.
'Which decks have you got in mind?'
'Oh, just the new budget Nakamichi 3- head machine, Denon's
replacement for your beloved DR- 170, and an Akai with more bells
and whistles than the Canterbury Morris Dancers.'
Hey, this could turn out all right...

Denon DR- 171

£ 124 (Typ. £ 119)

Way back in the mists of time, when Iwas working on a
now-forgotten publication called Stereo, Igot involved with aquest
for akiller budget cassette deck, much in the way that MC has
plumbed the financial depths for super low-priced goodies in
'Starting Point'. Having sniffed around and through most of the
sub-£ 125 offerings, Ilearned of aplug-ugly — or, rather, Plain Jane—
unit offering nothing beyond the basics. It sold for around £ 100,
offered Dolby- B 8z - C, and was alleged to sound as good as its
appearance didn't suggest.
It did. The homely DR- 170, looking about as interesting as an
episode of 3-2-1, delivered everything abasic deck should and
nothing more. In essence, it was arare case of aJapanese
manufacturer bravely producing awholly utilitarian piece of hi-fi
equipment, devoid of any extras, be they absurd gimmicks or
down-to-earth convenience features.
The DR- 170's demise meant an opportunity for Denon to play the
Japanese game with aBusby Berkeley type of replacement, but they
decided to go for two in arow by maintaining the DR- 170's basic
purity in the new DR- 171. Besides offering the new deck in afar more
appetising black ( the brushed aluminium of the DR- 170 emphasised
its cheapness), Denon has chosen to add only afew ' extras' — all of a
practical nature. The DR- 170's fascia truly bore only the essentials,
like the basic transport controls, tape select buttons, and headphone
and mic inputs. To the DR- 171 have been added an output level
control, separate left- and- right record level controls, and aganged
knob replacing the older deck's single control. The transport controls
have been restyled, but — though they look nicer than the buttons of
yore— feel no more secure than those on any other soft-touch deck of
budget persuasion.
I'd like to report that all of the changes were either forward or
sidesteps, but there has been atouch of the tacky thrown in,
probably to keep the DR- 171 and its owners ' below stairs': the Denon
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DR- 171 has what Iam convinced are the crummiest level meters in
use today. The mere handful of round LEDs aggravates what was the
previous model's only serious failing, and Ifind them utterly
inexcusable, having seen decent bar- graph meters on much cheaper
decks. Indeed, they serve only to reinforce my preference for
needle- style mechanical meters, still in use in studios and hardly a
mere manifestation of rampant anachrophilia.
That, however, is asmall sacrifice, for the DR171 performed
admirably the whole time Ihad it at home. If it lives up to the
14- month thrashing I've given the DR- 170, its mechanical fortitude
will not be in question. On the lowliest of levels, that of ' cooking
machine' for those who need acassette- deck equivalent of the VW
Beetle, the Denon joins the ranks of the late, lamented Toshiba PCG-2
and Trio KX50. If part of the ' Starting Point' code is sturdy simplicity,
then the Denon qualifies.

Unfortunately, apiece of hi-fi has to do more than emulate the
staying power of aJohn Deere tractor if it's to be adesirable
purchase. It must make nice sounds, preferably source generated
rather than internally. The DR- 171 handled recording and playback in
the best budget manner: it did not offend. And that's about all you
should hope for when dealing with the lower strata. The DR- 171 is to
budget cassette decks what the Goldring Epic is to budget cartridges.
It does not pretend to be apoor man's Revox B77. If you compare its
playback with your disc source, you will know that you are listening
to acassette, in the traditional manner of rolled- off extremes and
cloudy midrange. But you will not be offended, as you would be with
any of the myriad decks that seem to go out of their way to sound
awful.
The Denon DR- 171 presents about 85% of the music, much in the
way that top-quality budget speakers, amplifiers, or turntables only
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offer 86% of the music. The bass is reasonably extended, but it is soft
and underdamped. The midrange is fairly clean, but slightly
recessed. What top end does come through is smoother than the
kind of top end you usually find from disc- based budget systems. If
you lower your standards when assessing budget cassette decks to
the level that's appropriate — nobody should expect master-tape
sound out of alow- end machine— you will find that this deck
succeeds because it is supreme in its adequacy. If it has any failings
other than the subtractive types described above it would be the
slight graininess in the midband.
Life with the Denon is like life with areliable toaster. It's there when
you need it. The DR- 171 is perfect for the music lover who would
never dream of using cassettes as aprimary source, but who wants a
cassette deck for making tapes for either aWalkman or an in- car
player, or who needs atape deck when there are guests ( or children)
around and the Koetsu has been locked away.
The last thing Iwant to do is make the DR- 171 seem like alesser of
many evils, because it's not like that at all. It's incredibly quiet for a
machine of its price, though obviously not in league with 92- motor,
16- capstan, super- logic jobs. Ironically, it offered faster rewind times
than anumber of much dearer decks ( 86s for one side of a
C60), and the spooling was nice and even. While the deck wasn't
fussy about which tapes were used, Ifound that it excelled on
premium ferrics, and coped admirably with various Type II samples
(Maxell XLIIS and TDK SA- X), but metal tapes were wasted on this
machine; the gains over Type II tapes simply weren't as evident as
when tried with dearer decks.
At atypical selling price of £ 119, the Denon DR171 represents an
instance when somebody got all of the sums right. Lovers of
gadgetry will have to look elsewhere, but those seeking something
akin to Habitat's Basics need really look no further.

Interlude
Leaving the realm of the truly affordable in cassette decks calls to
mind remarks made by afriend who loves music but couldn't give a
hoot about hi-fi. He buys equipment strictly as ameans to an end,
and — as he treats hi-fi the way aNew York cabbie treats his Checker
sedan — he prizes indestructibility above all else. ( Well, he does rate
copious amounts of bass and maximum SPLs just as highly.) Having
gone through tape heads the way Elizabeth Taylor ploughs through
husbands, my friend Lloyd bemoans the fact that ' spending more
money on tape decks doesn't buy you abetter deck'. I'm sure he
meant that in terms of ruggedness, but he also alluded to few gains
in sound quality. He, like many others, feels that extra money spent
on atape deck adds only to the number of facilities.
Behold, Ihave in my possession two decks of the expensive variety
(five C- notes is alot of money, though far from the maximum one
can spend) which are so far apart in attitude that they both prove and
disprove my friend's arguments at one and the same time. It is that
wonderful hi-fi conundrum, where nothing is clear-cut or logical, for
cassette decks do not provide ready answers in the manner of amps,
speakers, or disc- based front- ends. Many still feel that cassette decks
are little more than sows' ears, in spite of the silken chassis; they will
probably maintain that belief until they're told otherwise by some
'approved' manufacturer who gives cassettes the ' OK'. The Akai
GX-R99 and the Nakamichi BX300E are not for those people, then, for
they assume that the potential owner deems atape deck ajustifiable
£500 purchase.
No, the Akai and the Nakamichi are for those who want to spend
big bucks on atape deck for whatever reason. Although the two
items are but £ 20 apart in price, and ostensibly similar ( 3- heads, dual
capstans, lots of motors), they couldn't be more dissimilar if one
were aCD player and the other aLinn Sondek. One is Meryl Streep,
the other Joan Collins. One is for the academic, the other is for the
man with amerkyn on his chest. And they'll never have to cross
swords in ahi-fi shop because each cancels out the other.

Akai GX-R99

£480

If you are what you eat, then the Akai GX-99 is afully- loaded pizza. It
is simply the first cassette deck I've ever tried where Ihad to read the
owner's manual before even asking it to perform so mean atask as to
play atape. ( This is no minor attribute. As an ex- retailer, I've had to
operate in excess of 200 different models, including the mindboggling Marantz decks circa 1979/80 and some Aiwas that were
extras in aLucasfilm epic.) It's automated, computerised,
pasteurised, and vulcanised, and it baffled me initially in amanner
more akin to anovice's first exposure to an Apple Macintosh. ( Hi-fi
journalists, like all well- seasoned audiophiles, are cocky enough to
think that no new piece of equipment can be so strange as to require
apre- use briefing. I've learned my lesson.)
The cause for this confusion is the Akai's willingness to do just
about everything for the user, short of loading the tape into the
machine and pressing abutton. Yes, abutton rathet than aseries of
them. While the slide- out tray is positively crammed with myriad
78

controls, and the fascia sports anot inconsiderable number, the
design is such that hitting an individual button will take care of three
or more functions. Because this deck is loaded beyond
comprehension with calorie- saving features, afew salient examples
will serve to convey its R2- D2- like obedience:
1) After you've loaded atape into the holder, you don't have to shut
the door. Simply pressing any of the transport keys takes care of
that.
2) The GX-R99 will jump into play mode after rewinding, fastforwarding, or Morris Dancing when used in conjunction with any
of anumber of memory or track- seeking facilities.
3) It offers— but of course— auto- reverse facility, with arotating
double head and dual capstan/dual direct- drive transport.
4) There are memory banks to store bias, eq, and record level
settings for your favourite tape types, all of which are assessed
and set automatically when you press REC/PAUSE. You can also
override the bias chosen to get extra HF extension for rock, or
lower midrange distortion, the GX-R99 adjusting things to keep
the frequency response uniform.
5) You can fit this with wireless remote control if the rest of the
energy saving devices have inspired you to take aload off your
legs as well as your mind.
The iist goes on and on, and I'm sure tht many of you will be
pleased to learn of acassette deck that offers peak and VU metering
(choose one), adisplay to show mid and high frequency MOLs for
the tape in use, auto tape select, auto record level ( not, Imight add,
of the primitive limiting variety — it actually compares tape MOL with
the input signal spectrum to choose the best level), real-time counter
with both time- remaining and time- elapsed, blank search to help you
find the last recorded portion on apartially-filled cassette, and —
thank God! — the option of overriding most of the facilities if your
confidence in computers should ever fail.

As mine often does.
Unlike the vast majority of my colleagues, Iadmit to liking hi-fi
equipment festooned with flashing lights and all sorts of controls,
even though Idon't own any gear of this variety. just get abig kick
out of it and then get bored with it after afew minutes, as do most
owners of the latest video games. However, my experience with the
general public ( as opposed to aview of the hi-fi world formed only by
association with hard-core audio fanatics) reveals that there are
those who would buy hi-fi equipment much in the way that they
would buy a £7500 German econo-car fitted with £4500- worth of
go-faster accessories. The fact that these boy- racers have fitted, say,
spoilers that don't affect airflow below speeds in excess of 120mph
doesn't seem to matter to them; it's the reassuring presence of said
devices that appears to be reason enough for their purchase. And so
it is, or so Ibelieve, with many of these rather obscure variations on
normal cassette deck behaviour.
Take, for example, the ability to program tracks to play in some
jumbled- up order ( curiously not afeature on this particular item).
Why, Iask the designers, would anyone want to change the track
order? Or— if you can give areason for that — how often would
someone want to engage in this arcane practice? Ican understand
skipping atrack that one doesn't want to hear, but shuffling them
around?
To be honest with you, none of the extra performance facilities got
in the way of using the GX-R99, once Ilearned how to avoid them. I
did have aproblem while trying to clean the heads with the power
off, as the door won't open without assistance from CEGB, but that
was about it. Ihave afew embarrassing memories of hitting abutton
labelled ' QMSS' when all Iwanted to do was set the counter back to
'0', which resulted in the tape taking on aburst of speed and heading
for some sector Ididn't particularly seek — it actually will take the
shortest route to do this, even if the tape is at that moment heading
in the other direction. Later Ilearned that the acronym stands for
Quick Memory Search System and it worked exactly as it should ...
as did every other trick function.
Once the thrill of discovery ended, and I'd had my fill of IPLS, CRLP
REC, AT BIAS, and the aforementioned QMSS, Imade anumber of
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recordings using both the sophisticated built-in level setting and —
eventually— my own guesses as to where I'd prefer to see the
flickering of the bargraphs. While Iwas pleasantly surprised with the
sheer competence of the automatic system, which is effectively the
audio equivalent of an auto-focus, auto-exposure camera, Istill felt
more at ease with the recordings with manually-set levels. Don't ask
me why, because I'm only going to confess to adistrust in computer
assessment of anon-constant situation ... ( Oh, and Imissed good
old-fashioned mechanical level adjusters, finding the 64 x0.5dB/step
press- buttons vague in extremis.)
The Akai GX-R99 produced recordings that, while distinguishable
from the original, by no means reinforced the Flat Earth belief that all
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exactly as promised. The metering was rapid and easy to read, even
with my weak eyes, and the real-time counter stopped me from
running out of tape when copying sources of known playing times.
The auto- reverse, akey feature, worked well, quickly and with no
apparent azimuth changes — both heads share independently
adjustable azimuth. It proved to be ashining example of hi-fi for
Yuppies.
Still, Ican't help feeling that the Akai, for all of its cleverness, is a
£380 deck wearing £ 100 worth of make-up. But then there are those
who prefer Joan Collins to Meryl Streep. [ Really? — Dep Ed]

Nakamichi BX-300E

£499

This is the yin to the Akai's yang ( or is it yang to yin?). Austere almost
to afault, the cheapest Nakamichi to bear three heads can be
bettered in the gadget department by decks costing as little as £ 150.
But that's not what Nakamichis are all about.
Nakamichi are hardly astoic company, and those who have seen
the dearer models with tape-flipping capability will know that
Nakamichi's designers can get just as Heath Robinsonesque as any
of their Japanese colleagues when it comes to making cassette decks
perform unnatural acts. Those lapses aside, Nakamichi's main thrust
in the world of cassette decks is that of the purist approach, and
they've always had ahead- start on the competition when it comes to
extracting even more out of the lowly cassette.
For the past couple of years, the Nakamichi range has been split
into three, the flip-flop jobs occupying aslot in between the stripped
BX series decks and the full-blown, mouth-watering, Tiffany- priced
'proper' Nakamichis like the ZX-9 and the Dragon. Though the BX
models have been very nice overall, they didn't fool consumers into
thinking that they were pedigree Nakamichis because they lacked
such Nakamichi trademarks as dual-capstan drive ( like the Akai's,
and aboon for tape stability) or overkill transport mechanisms. They
remain good buys for the purist who cannot afford aZX-7 or ZX-9,
but they don't quite make the owner feel like amember of the club.
Enter the BX-300 ( an ' E' suffix meaning ' Europe'). While adding a
third head makes it that much more of aNakamichi, it doesn't quite
cover the £200 tariff on top of the BX-150, so Nakamichi has added
dual-capstan drive, halved the wow-and-flutter, and turned aBX
chassis into athoroughbred Nakamichi in budget-deck clothing.
Simply studying the fascia won't be enough to reveal the £200-worth
of differences; you have to take off the cover.
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cassette decks should be destroyed. Metal tapes offered nothing
over chrome types bar abit of sizzle at the top, so Iconcentrated on
Maxell XLIIS and TDK SA-X; the ferrics were showing their
limitations, which says alot about the Akai. Once Ihad agrasp on the
machine, Ifound that Icould make tapes that withstood the scrutiny
of aWalkman, aruthless method of assessing tapes because of the
straight- in-the-ear playback, but the purist in me found afew areas
about which to complain.
While the Akai in no way emulated the generally muffled sound
traditionally associated with cassette playback, it did suffer in
comparison with the original source through alack of body. While
bass was firm and the treble far from annoying, the overall sonic
character was one of thinness with my preferred tapes. This was only
really noticeable when performing the A- Bfunction of monitoring
tape- vs-source, and didn't detract from playback if one put this firmly
at the back of the mind. It actually enhanced the playback of some
older prerecorded tapes which sounded thick compared with the LP.
There was some recession in the midrange, the sax solos on
Sade's Diamond Life falling to the back of the soundstage for
instance. This isn't to suggest an unpleasant experience; rather it's to
point out that the GX-R99 doesn't quite hit the sonic heights of a
near-£500 deck.
But then it gets back to that target consumer, he ( rather than she)
who finds myriad features an irresistable temptation but who wants
to be able to produce recordings of consistent quality without having
to worry about tape or operating more than one control. For the
entire time Ihad the Akai, it performed without asnag, all of the
functions ( including many Ihaven't the space to list) performing
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In spite of having areputation for overpricing its products by at
least 15%, Nakamichi has been more than generous with this model.
In addition to athird head and asuperior transport system, the
BX-300E gains on its sibling with acouple of other ' extras', like
fine- bias adjust and pitch control. The former is essential for the truly
finicky, and is the kind of facility which improves sound, while the
latter will only be of interest to those with perfect pitch. I'd normally
make light of pitch controls, but, having had arun-in once with a
customer whose ears were so attuned, Iknow that this can be
essential... if only for 0.01% of the hi-fi buying public.
Having just left you reeling with an Akai report that looks like the
list of extras on aCadillac Seville, I'll bring you back down to earth
with arun-down of facilities that— pitch control excepted — seem
above criticism in usefulness and practicality. Beyond the minimum
assortment of controls required to get atape deck to record and play
tapes, including bias fine-adjust, the Nakamichi also offers an
ever- useful fader ( like the Akai), automatic record level fade- up and
-down ( like the Akai), Dolby- Band -C ( ditto), auto stop at ' 0000', and
auto- replay from '0000'. That's it.
Two other aspects of the Nakamichi are also shared with the Akai,
that of optional remote control and the lack of microphone inputs.
Unless Isimply couldn't find them on the Akai. Whatever, Nakamichi
has always marketed its own series of black boxes, one happening to
be amixer and another which just happens to be its power supply.
All Ican infer from this curious lack in such pricey machines is that
Akai and Nakamichi are among the few who no longer pay lip service
to the myth that people are using cassette decks of the domestic
persuasion for live recording.
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say it, an idiosyncratic way of imitating the sound of a £600
turntable/amp/speaker set-up, but it does prove to me that cassettes
can no longer be written- off as sub- hi-fi. The unfortunate aspect of
this discovery is that one has to spend near to the price of aLinn-type
front end to turn such mundane software into an acceptable source,
when aturntable package of half its price, like an AR or Rega, will
produce better results from an LP.
But that's beside the point, because it contradicts the assumption
that people shopping for high- end cassette decks have already
established aneed for the format; those concerned with its abilities
to match or better an LP or aCD will invariably learn to compromise
their standards. If that's the case then the search is on for the deck
I've described two paragraphs back: that which does the least
damage to the signal being copied, or that which extracts the most
from aprerecorded tape.
I've already said that the BX-300E does afine job with
prerecordeds, though the next degree of improvement requires
something like its bigger brother, the Dragon, with its automated
azimuth- adjustment facilities. Still, at half the price, the BX-300E
should satisfy anyone who has cause to use prerecordeds and can
afford the tariff. Where it comes into its own is with making one's
own tapes, in spite of the legalities .. .
Why someone with an LP or CD collection would want to make
copies and play them instead ( besides Walkman and in- car use, that
is) Ican only put down to that above- cited instance of having guests
who might savage astylus. On the other hand there are those like
myself who collect odd things like radio performances that will never
be released commercially and we, too, want the maximum out of an
already- limited signal.
With metal tapes, premium chromes, and premium ferrics, the
Nakamichi produced recordings that were hard to fault. As with
playback of prerecorded tapes, the sound was rich and full, far
removed from either the muddiness of inferior decks or the extra
brightness so characteristic of many high- end offerings. Because the
Nakamichi can extract virtually all that atape has to offer, your
choice of preferred brand or formula is limited only by your budget
allocation for blanks. Indeed, the best way to describe the losses
between source and copy would be to liken the copy to adetuned
version of the original. It would be like having aKoetsu Red as the
source, with the copy sounding like aBlack, or starting with an Asak
and ending with aTrak. The results are afamily similarity shared
with the original, downgraded only by subtleties. Hence, the better
the source you're using, the better will be the final result. A worst
case would involve feeding the BX-300 from asystem just bordering
on the acceptable; the slight losses might take the results down into
the realms of ordinary cassette sound.
Iloved the BX-300 and hated to see it go, which must mean that I'd
rather spend time with Meryl Streep than Joan Collins. [ Indeed! Dep
Ed)

Hindsight
I've been playing with three utterly dissimilar cassette decks, each of
which might be the best of its type. Succinctly, we have:

-25

-18
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The BX-300E is ergonomic heaven. It responds quickly to its
owner's demands, it's fast in function ( rewinding aC-60 took only
78s compared with 96s for the Akai), it spools beautifully, it's silent as
awhisper, and it feels like aNakamichi — its lesser brethren feeling
like badge- engineered models from the competition. And, thankfully,
its sonic behaviour matches the ergonomics.
Assuming that the losses of passing asignal from its source
through any extra stages will cause audible degradation, we have to
accept the fact that no cassette recording can ever be totally
indistinguishable from the original. Once this has been accepted and
standards are adjusted accordingly, we can then judge adeck's
merits in terms of how minimal the losses are. It's arguable that only
agolden- ears type will hear the differences between disc and tape
copy when the hardware involved is of the Revox B710/Nakamichi
Dragon calibre and the set-up is above reproach, but the differences
do exist, even if only aminority can identify them.
The BX-300E is the closest to source I've ever gotten for £ 500 or
less, so much so that even prerecorded tapes were rendered
'listenable'. While none of the prerecorded tapes in my collection
(including avery strange real-time- on- metal copy of the Police LP
Zenyatta Mondatta from Japan) match their LP versions, Imust
admit that Ifound listening to the Nakamichi through my admittedly
expensive reference system no less pleasurable than listening to
mid-quality disc- based systems of acceptable pedigree. Of course, a
£500 cassette deck through afew grand's worth of tubes is, how can I
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The Denon DR171: this is simply atextbook example of what abasic
deck should be. My only advice to owners would be to make some
kind of flap you can lower over those meters once you've set the
recording levels. Ifind them so offensive that even Amstrad would
probably think twice about using them. Otherwise, you get £ 119
worth of value for £ 119. And you can't ask for better than that.
The Akai GX-R99: if it's ease and consistency of use that you're after,
this deck is apositive smorgasbord, an XR3i amongst the Land
Rovers. It does everything that the vast owner's manual says it will,
and it'll probably kill any technofear for those of you waiting to buy
your first microcomputer.
The Nakamichi BX-300E: if Ihad £ 500, I'd buy this without a
moment's hesitation. Ican only criticise its lack of illumination
behind the cassette ( for coarse assessment of tape remaining), its
lack of areal-time counter ( which should be required by law in any
deck of this price), and the use of asingle colour for the meters,
instead of achange above OdB. For those of you, like me, lusting
after aDragon or ZX-type Nakamichi, here's the compromise you've
been waiting for while the bank balance refuses to grow. This deck is
simply scrumptious.
Whether or not this survey of three decks satisfies the Editor's need
to know about the state of play in the world of tape decks remains to
be seen. Ifigure that they're alive and well, and Isit back wondering
why it's taken so long for cassette sales to equal those of LPs. Still,
it's back to the turntable for me, because even the Nakamichi can't do
one thing for prerecorded tapes: give ' em 12in. x 12in. packaging
with room for legible liner notes
81

EMANUEL AX
'Have you noticed, the more people read
about diets, the more they look like me?!'
Emanuel Ax had declined the Chateaubriand
sauce Bérnaise, the lambs' kidneys in white
wine and cream, and settled for omelette
and salad. Peter Elliot from RCA, New York
had gone for eggs, too. Which left me and
RCA's Madeleine Kasket to indulge.
Interviews and eating don't mix at the best of
times, but to make matters worse, Ihad
inadvertently left my tape recorder at home.
Not to worry; Ihave an excellent memory,
there was acomprehensive press kit, and my
note- pad was poised ready for any bon
mots. In the event, there were plenty of
those.
'Manny' Ax is quite acharacter: ebullient,
endearingly self-effacing, sharp as arazor
(deceptively so) and effusively enthusiastic
about his craft. Some find it hard to talk
about music, some find it still harder to
convey in words what exactly it is that makes

when someone
course I've heard
the ' Appassionata , but none of that has any
influence whatsoever on my interpretation".
You'd have to be amoron to believe that.'
Of course, Ax is not about to turn his back
on the great standard classics, the field of
piano literature in which he has made his
name. On the contrary. He will, though, go
out of his way not to programme works that
are being over- played in any given season.
And one way to ensure such abalance is to
do what his friend and colleague conductor
Leonard Slatkin does and check out the
programme archives before making
decisions. Piano literature, says Ax, is vast.
He sees it as the duty of his generation to
broaden horizons wherever possible. 'When
Isee arecital programme that contains
Beethoven Op. 101, Gaspard de la Nuit and
the Liszt Sonata, Ithink " Either that concert
is going to be played by Claudio Arrau or I'm
not going to go".'
For amoment we had digressed, but back

to Leonard Slatkin. ' Have you heard
Leonard's orchestra, the St. Louis
Symphony? Now that is one fabulous
indeed. ' For me the real excitement of new
orchestra. I'd say they were well on their way
music lies in the fact that you have achance,
towards becoming one of the best in the
both as aperformer and as alistener, to be in world— I'd put them second only to the
on something important. Now you may have Chicago in America right now. You wait till
to sit through an awful lot of garbage before
you hear their new Prokofiev 5. Just
something important comes along, just as
marvellous.' Ax isn't alone in his
the listeners of the late 18th and early 19th
assessment. Word filters through regularly
centuries had to sit through alot of garbage
now as to this band's fast-growing stature.
before they heard the great works of Mozart,
topics of conversation.
Advance hype for their forthcoming
But Ax could enlighten achild, such is the
Haydn and Beethoven. If you're willing to
European tour? We shall see and hear for
sense of discovery and wonder he imparts as sacrifice the time and effort, the
ourselves. Manny Ax will be travelling with
he speaks. He is not only very stimulating,
compensation is being able to say " Iwas
them, by the way.
but very entertaining too, with agood throw- there, and Igot excited". That's the thrill of
Time, though, for some record chat. It was
away style in one-liners which he times with
it.' ... ' Of course you are taking achance: it
good to learn that RCA are making aspecial
the instinct of aborn comic. He has afund of
may be that you'll find, after putting endless
effort to re- vitalise their wilting classical
funny stories. Like the one about the obscure hours into anew piece, that it is
market in the UK. Ax has had agood
Soviet composer who, desperate to meet his
unsympathetic to you. You may not like it.
relationship with them since winning the
commission deadline, copies out one of the
But there's no way to find out except by
first Rubenstein competition in 1974. On the
Shostakovich symphonies backwards and
doing the work.'
whole they've respected his pace, they've
ends up with Beethoven 5. Well, it's funny
respected his belief that musicians should
when he tells it. Iwish I'd had my tape
ideally live and mature with awork before
recorder.
committing it to disc. In arecent interview he
We, in London, have yet to see Ax in
said: ' I'm not sure that any of us, in my
something other than acentral repertoire
generation, should be recording yet. Take
concerto performance. The usual Mozart,
someone like Milstein. He's 81, and he's had
Beethoven, Chopin, Brahms, Liszt. With
two chances at the Brahms and Beethoven
characteristic modesty he says he is still
Concertos and the Bach solo pieces. If I'm
plucking up the courage to mount his first
lucky, and if Ikeep playing well until I'm 75, I
major solo recital in the capital, but when he
might actually get three chances at the
does so, you can bet your life that the
Beethoven concertos. But would it kill me to
programme will offer at least amoderate
start with the second chance? If RCA were to
degree of eclecticism. Ax is not the first, and
say to me " Look, we believe in you, we feel
certainly won't be the last, musician Ihave
you're going to be awonderful pianist, and
encountered to express surprise at the playwe want you to make your first records when
safe conservatism of British programming —
you are 55", Iswear Iwould wait.'
the Proms, as usual, being the sole
But RCA are not waiting. And who can
exceptions.
blame them. This year Ax launches into his
In New York, he points out, he can —
first Beethoven Concerto cycle, with Previn
indeed is actively encouraged to —
and the RPO. That's atwo-year project. Then
programme the Schoenberg Concerto as
there is Brahms: the Cello Sonatas with his
readily as the Beethoven ' Emperor'. In
great friend Yo-Yo Ma — the other half of the
amongst the Beethoven, Mozart, Schubert,
exchange deal with CBS which gave us that
Chopin of his recital programmes you will
joyous Beethoven Sonatas set — and the
more often than not encounter works like the
And in the case of something like Hans
Concerto to join the 0- minor, already
Barber Sonata, the Berg Sonata ( which he's
Werner Henze's Tristan— which Ax
recorded, with Levine and the Chicago
'crazy about'), and he's forever seeking out
premièred not long ago in the States under
Symphony ( that's proving to be afruitful
new challenges, many of them, of course,
the composer's direction — agreat deal of
partnership — something, perhaps, to do with
home ( USA) grown. He loves George
work. The rewards, on the other hand, can be ashared passion for opera!). At the time of
Crumb's music; he loves the big virtuoso
considerable. ' You feel atremendous sense
our interview Ihad not yet heard the 0- minor
utterances of people like John Corigliano.
of discovery when you work on apiece
(already released in the US), but
Then there's Ned Rorem, Benjamin Lees,
where the road hasn't been paved for you by
remembering Levine's somewhat
whose Fantasy Variations he premièred in
150 other performances. After all, no matter
controversial views on recording ( his
New York, and names we in England have
how hard it is to learn the Brahms B- flat,
willingness to make use of any technical
never even heard of, like John Adams of San
you're already full of preconceived notions
tricks possible to achieve what cannot be
Francisco.
and ideas which you begin to play off before
achieved in the concert hall), Iwondered
Ax finds negative attitudes to new music
you begin to study it: Iwon't do it thatyvay, I what kind of sound they had gone for? ' Very
hard to understand. Icited, to his
will do it this way. You have to be blind, deaf, unsensational, very naturalistic, Iwould say.
amazement, my recent interview with
and dumb not to be influenced by what's
A well integrated symphonic sound.' For a
Ashkenazy whose view of current trends, to
going on. And doesn't it sound ridiculous
say nothing of music's future, is bleak

them tick as musicians. Not so, Ax. Time and
again he was able to put his finger on the
crux of an issue, to verbalise lucidly, for
example, on something as intangible as
interpretive instinct, interpretive style;
on why classical literature frees some
musicians and inhibits others; why it is so
vitally important that new music is
vigorously encouraged. Major issues, major
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moment Iwas almost disappointed.
But back to that projected Beethoven
cycle. Was the prospect daunting him?
'Listen, Iget daunted just going out in front
of an audience!' No, he seriously felt that he
was at last beginning to free himself to this
music. To open out, to let go— as he put it —
to its uncompromising power, its inherent
violence. Why, he asks, do some still shrink
in awe of the so-called classical style? Why
should this deeply expressive music inhibit
or constrain anybody? He recalls having
seen one fabulous and normally flamboyan
pianist ( no names) pick her way stiffly and
blandly through aMozart Concerto as if
frightened to respond expressively to the
music at all. 'Why is it, anyway, that people
still equate expression and emotionalism
with rubato? One can be incredibly
expressive in tempo!'
Since reading Charles Rosen's book In the
Classical Style, Ax is more convinced than
ever that the ' principle of surprise', as
exercised by Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven,
gave rise to more essentially daring and
dramatic music than anything written since
that period. Relatively speaking, Iwould
agree with him. Look how outrageously
Haydn continually pulls the rug from
beneath us. Surely he was the real
revolutionary. 'Alfred Brendel would agree
with you there. He considers Haydn the most
radical of all the classical masters.'
Brendel's name had surfaced more than
once during lunch. Likewise Pollini's. Even if
he doesn't always see eye to eye with what
they do, Ax admires their attitudes, their
commitment, immensely and cannot
understand why aplayer like Brendel is so
frequently dubbed dry, pedantic or
'intellectual' more accurately describes
Kozinn for the American magazine Keynote:
'Intellectual pianist. What is that supposed to
mean? Does it mean that he thinks about the
music— and is that supposed to be
pejorative? If it means he thinks about the
music, great. But Ithink the description
"intellectual" more accurately describes
someone who, ironically, hasn'tthought
about the piece. Because if you've really
thought about it, and if you've really worked
out how to make it sound good, then there's
no way you can sound pedantic when you
play it. Ilike intellectualism in music... Ijust
don't like boring playing.' Edward Seckerson

ISAAC STERN/CBS
'In commemoration of 40 years as aCBS
Masterworks recording artist, and in
recognition of his achievements as a
musician and champion of cultural and
humanitarian causes the world over, CBS'
Masterworks has named Isaac Stern its first
Artist Laureate.' Thus reads the CBS press
release, simultaneously announcing, of
course, along-term extension of Stern's
exclusive contract— acontract which has
thus far yielded over 100 recordings. Due for
release . is year as amulti- record
retrospective set of his most memorable
collaborations with other great artists, as
well as the complete Beethoven Sonatas
with Eugene lstomin. Future recording plans
are far advanced, too. Stern — of whom Zubin
Mehta has said ' We do not know how many
hours Isaac lives in aday. We only know it
must be more than 24' — is to put down world
première recordings of concertos being
written for him by Henri Dutilleux and Peter
Maxwell Davies, the Bach unaccompanied
Sonatas and Partitas, the Brahms Double
with Yo-Yo Ma, an album of French Violin
and Piano Sonatas, and anew chamber
series with ' Friends'.
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NOTES TOWARDS AN
AUDIOPHILE'S MANIFESTO:
the Sayings of Chairman
trul.shani

aproper idea of what is on the records.
Those who have gone to the expense of
getting good equipment and the trouble of
deploying their speakers properly have
found that the experience of stereo, properly
played, is remarkable, rewarding and
different.

When Preparing ' Classical Wax' on the
reissued Decca Das Rheingold (
p95), Iwas
reminded again of the erudition of its
producer, John Culshaw. The following
selection is from Ring Resounding which
was published in 1967. Culshaw's words are
still relevant to the battles being fought
today, and have lost little of their
controversial aspect .. . especially with
regard to the notion that record companies
are always right.
'It is unfortunately true that only aminority
of those who invest in stereo make the most
of its advantages, which, from the listener's
point of view, are two. First, there is an
obvious improvement in sound quality, a
sense of spaciousness and alack of strain —
though such improvement is dependent on
the quality of the listener's equipment.
Second, there is stereo's ability to convey
position in the lateral sense. It differentiates
between sounds on the left, in the middle,
and on the right, and should cover all points
between the extremities of the two speakers.
Arid when handled properly from the
recording end, it can seem to convey that
certain sounds are actually coming from
beyond the extremities of the speakers.
'Stereo is amedium to be used.. .
'But like any other medium, stereo can be
abused; and once it begins to draw attention
to itself and away from the music it serves, it
cari reasonably be said that something has
gone wrong — not with stereo as such, but
with the way in which it has been handled.
— he sad thing is that so few listeners
among those who have equipped
the. -nselves with stereo can get anything like

'...if amajor recording produced by one
of the big companies sounds seriously
deficient in one way or another, technically
speaking, the chances are more than likely
that the fault is with the playback equipment
and not with the record. In one form or
another this sort of problem is the bane of
classical recording executives.. .
.
. it is strange that even in the mid 1960s
only aminority of critics have troubled to
equip themselves, or to persuade their
employers to equip them, with machines
worthy of the records they are reviewing.
Most of them, and especially those on
English national newspapers, hear records in
conditions which Isuspect are vastly inferior
to those enjoyed by the record- buying
public.'
!
fan Payne

ROCK OPERA TO REQIIIEM
A far cry from Starlight Express, Andrew
Lloyd Webber's latest offering is nothing if
not ambitious: asetting of the Requiem
Mass, no less. Lorin Maazel is scheduled to
conduct the world première performance on
February 24 in New York, but behind locked
doors at EMI's Abbey Road studios, the new
opus was at the time of writing being
committed to disc in readiness for the
première. The Choir of Winchester Cathedral
and the English Chamber Orchestra will
appear on the record. Placido Domingo and
Lloyd Webber's wife Sarah Brightman are
among the soloists.
Lobos. His fellow countryman, Jesus LopezCobos, and the LPO accompany.

Murray Perahia's already- recorded accounts
of Beethoven's Fourth Concerto ( with Haitink
and the Concertgebouw) and the Schubert
Wanderer Fantasia, now have couplings.
December saw him at CBS, New York,
putting down Beethoven's E-flat Major Piano
Sonata, ' Les Adieux' ( for twinning with the
Concerto), and the Schumann C- major
Fantasy to accompany the Schubert.
Philips were busy with aclutch of Mozart
projects during December. Brendel, with
Marriner and the Academy, were working on
two early concertos, Nos. 5in D, K175 and 6
in B- flat, K238 ( that's the complete cycle now
in the can). The Academy Chamber Ensemble
turned, meanwhile, to the Divertimenti in F,
K138 and B, K387, while the everstimulating John Eliot Gardiner and his
English Baroque Soloists were looking to
original instrument versions of Symphonies
29 & 33.
The University of Warwick has once more
hosted EMI, Rattle and the CBSO for further
recordings in their Sibelius series.
Symphony 1and The Oceanides this time.
For EMI, busy Marriner now has Mozart 35 &
41 safely in the bag, while in Paris, no less
busy Barenboim has begun his undertaking
to record all the Mozart Sonatas.
Interesting news for guitar fanatics: Romero,
the younger ( Angel Romero) has committed
to disc concertos by Schiffrin and Villa-

Also from EMI, adeparture from Beethoven
and Schubert for the Alban Berg Quartet
(note the two ts— at their request). It's a
familiar coupling but no less of an
anticipation for that: the Ravel & Debussy
quartets.
Gidon Kremer and Martha Argerich — afiery
partnership indeed — have collaborated on
the Beethoven Violin and Piano Sonatas for
DG. The first record, Sonatas 1-3, should be
with us in the summer.
In Britain, Philips have taken full advantage
of their new contractual obligations with
Roberta Alexander and Simon Estes and are
assembling adisc of highlights from Porgy
and Bess with Leonard Slatkin and the State
Opera Orchestra. In Munich, meanwhile,
again under the Philips banner, the stars
have been gathering for two major choral
recordings under Leonard Bernstein and Sir
Colin Davis respectively. In Haydn's
Paukenmesse, Bernstein is joined by Judith
Blegen, Brigitte Fassbaender and John
Shirley- Quirk with the Bavarian Radio
Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, while for
The Messiah Sir Colin has assembled
Margaret Price, Hannah Schwarz, Stuart
Burrows and Simon Estes.

Michael Kaye, ex- managing director of the
LSO, ex-Arts director of the GLC, has been
appointed artistic director of the City of
London Festival in succession to Ian Ritchie,
who is now genera! manager of the Scottish
Chamber Orchestra.
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Koss Stereophones. The Professional Performers.
Koss invented the very first
dre— 'Ati\
,
So wherever you go or w hatstereophone back in 1958.
,'
ever you do, the Porta Pro can
Since then we've been contintravel with you. A movable
ually improving our products.
feast in music.
Take our versatile Porta Pro
For more information
for example. Weighing only
contact Koss ( UK) Ltd., Unit 4,
2.5 ounces it features an ultraTavistock Industrial Estate,
thin state of the art acoustical
Ruscom be, Nr Twyford,
diaphragm that offers a
Berks. Tel: ( 0734)343621.
frequency response range of
15-25,000 Hz.

Porta
Pro

JEROME KERN

Gershwin worked as rehearsal pianist for
Kern in 1917 and, according to the diaries of
his brother Ira, was awed to be working for
his idol. Kern, for his part, accepted that
Gershwin was a better pianist than himself;
he also told the 20-year- old Gershwin that
when the time came for ashow of his own,
he would help him with it ( Gershwin did not
take up the offer).
Rodgers, in his autobiography, recalls his
feelings when he first heard aKern musical:
'The lyrics floated out with clarity and there
was good humour as well as sentiment in
the use of instruments. Actually, I was
listening to the beginning of a new form of
musical theatre. Somehow Iknew it and
wanted desperately to be a part of it.'
Was the weakness in Kern's career ( or our
later estimation of it) the fact that the show
generally recognised as his greatest — Show
Boat — came relatively early in his life? He
had started early, with Broadway ( and London) successes in his early twenties — the
Andrew Lloyd Webber of his day? But he
was still only 42 in the year of Show Boat, a
hit he never matched after 1927.
It's hard to resist some comparisons, yet
again. Rodgers reached his peak with Oklahoma! at 41 — then nine more successes
followed in the next 16 years, four of them
surely great. Cole Porter's masterpiece, Kiss
Me, Kate, following years of relative failures,
was written when he was 57. Irving Berlin
was even older when he peaked with Annie
Get Your Gun and Call Me Madam.
It's worth remembering, too, that in 1927,
Kern's Show Boat year, Gershwin was
already established on Broadway with Funny
Face. Dying at the height of his powers,
Gershwin's short life left us with an enigma:
what would he have been writing in his
sixties?
But even though Show Boat is the only
Kern show to have enjoyed revivals ( notably
Denis Ar ent celebrates
with Cleo Laine in 1977) and to be still seen
the man and his music
in amateur productions, it would be wrong
to give the impression that after 1927 it was
another reference book which gives biogEROME KERN WAS BORN on January 27,
downhill all the way. Far from it; The Cat and
raphical summaries of 85 composers and
1885, and perhaps by the time you read
the Fiddle (
1931) and Music in the Air (
1932)
lyricists working in the theatre and films,
this there have been celebratory radio
were hits on Broadway and in London. Both
Kern has the longest entry. That is partly
programmes and centenary concerts to
were in the older style which was being
accounted for by the long list of his shows,
make his name better known to the public.
challenged by jazz- conscious composers
but equally it is explained by the prominence
Readers of this magazine surely do not
such as Gershwin and those who were
given to his 'transitional' importance, spanneed reminding of his key part in the
writing for films. The songs were sung by
ning the years from the transplanted Eurodevelopment of modern musical comedy —
sopranos and tenors rather than the new
pean operetta tradition to the utterly Amerbut we delude ourselves if we believe that
breed of show singers such as Mary Ellis and
ican Hollywood musical.
his is a household name. Well before the
Reviewing arecent record of Kern songs, I Georges Metaxa.
centenary, Idid a mini- survey. Can you, I
They had plots and settings which we can
ended by suggesting that how much readers
asked, name asong by Jerome Kern? Three
now call Ivor Novello-ish, but both had
would like it might depend on whether they
journalists ( in non-musical fields) could not;
songs which have lasted. The Cat and the
rated Kern in the upper or lower sector of the
they were all over 30, well beyond the
Fiddle had 'The Night Was Made For Love'
Big Five. At this point Imust commit myself
pop-fan age, and would regard themselves
and the catchy ' She Didn't Say Yes', which
to placing Kern at number three, below
as well-informed. The fourth who cou d not
has achieved a sort of modern immortality
Gershwin and Rodgers. It's hard to avoid the
name a single Kern tune, or for that matter
comparison game; but, keeping it short, I as one of the sayings of Supermac, who, as
any show for which Kern wrote the music,
the young MP for Stockton, must have seen
must at least explain that there are more of
was more elderly — the kind of music lover
the show at the Palace. Music in the Air
Gershwin's show tunes that Iplay regularly
who buys records of James Galway and
than there are of others — and here are, of
remains notable for having contained 'The
John Williams.
Song Is You', which Iam tempted to call
course, his ' serious' piano works and Porgy
Is Kern really aforgotten man here? Why
Kern's best song. It certainly has one of the
and Bess. It reflects my taste that there are
have so many people heard of Gershwin and
most remarkable middle sections of any
five records in Ella Fitzgerald's Gershwin
Irving Berlin, perhaps even of Cole Porter
standard ballad; anyone interested in anasongbook set, compared with two for Rodand Richard Rodgers — yet the man who
lysing its subtleties can read Alec Wilder's
gers and asingle one for Kern — and his has
influenced them all is not greatly honoured
interpretation of it in ' American Popular
not yet returned to the catalogue in the
over here, in a country he loved and freSong'. We know it best nowadays as one of
present series of Verve's songbook reissues.
quently visited for his London productions.
Vic Damone's outstanding recordings, and it
What makes Rodgers my number two?
In the USA, President Reagan named the
seems to suit astrong voice. Yet it is strange
Well, after having the great years with Hart
centenary of his birth as National Jerome
to read that in the show it was almost thrown
as his perfect lyricist, he went into an extra
Kern Day — a tribute from one old profesaway, sung by the weak-voiced Tullio Carmidimension. Not just the pseudo ballet music
sional to one already established on Broadnati in an unimportant scene in the sopraof Slaughter and his massive score for
way in 1911, the year Reagan was born.
no's dressing- room. Criticised by Arthur
Victory at Sea; he reversed Kern's progresKern is certainly recognised at more than
Schwartz for wasting the outstanding song
sion by moving in his last ten years of work
one level of musical evaluation. He rates
in the score, Kern is said to have replied that
further into the sound of operetta.
nearly two pages in Grove. Alec Wilder's
the
scene called for it. He was always
Their
debt
to
Kern
was
willingly
acknowAmerican Popular Song gives 60 pages to
conscious of his music's part in the show as
ledged by both Gershwin and Rodgers.
Kern, compared with Gershwin's 40. In

Jerome Kern (left) with Arthur Freed, producer of 'Till the Clouds Roll By

CENTENARY
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awhole; he was an out-and-out theatre man
rather than a songwriter whose songs were
hits in their own right. There was one
exception, but we shall come to that later.
How then, with his shows of the early ' 30s
having been ' traditional', was Kern going to
adapt to the needs of a new public which
was being nurtured on the Hollywood
musical? The transition was made with the
show that started life as Gowns By Roberta
(1933) which later became just Roberta and
was filmed. But the difference in style was
typified by the presence in the Broadway
cast of Bob Hope and George Murphy — and
by the song ' Smoke Gets In Your Eyes'
whose popularity on radio and dance-floors
saved the show, giving it an upturn when
takings had begun to slump. And it led Kern
inevitably to Hollywood.
The change in style was also typified by
the ending of Kern's long association with
lyric-writers Otto Harbach and Oscar Hammerstein. For the film version of Roberta,
Dorothy Fields came in with additional lyrics,
including a revision of ' 1Won't Dance' — so
much regarded now as a Fred Astaire song
that it is surprising to know that it originated
in Kern's 1934 flop, Three Sisters. Astaire

Living (
Irene Dunne again) and Kern was
now hankering after getting back to Broadway. As a try- out, he wrote a musical for a
festival in St Louis, Gentlemen Unafraid. It
never reached Broadway, but in 1939 he
opened in New York with Very Warm For
May. It closed after 59 performances — but
fortunately ' All The Things You Are' did not
die with it. Salvaged by musicians who were
fascinated with its audacious key- changes,
this song has become one of the classics of
popular music. Arthur Schwartz has called it
not just Kern's best song but ' the greatest
song ever written'. The first two notes (' You
are') remind us of the octave jump that starts
'Over The Rainbow' — which reminds us that
Kern was first choice for the Judy Garland
musical. Kern's biographer says that he
refused the commission, but Harold Arlen,
who did get the job, has said in a radio
interview that Kern had really wanted to do
it. Just another of those ' what if?' stories!
There were other film songs, even five for
an Abbott and Costello comedy: but in 1941
came Kern's sole venture into ' serious'
music, a sequence based on Show Boat
commissioned by Rodzinski for the Cleveland Orchestra. Kern, who for once did his

stroke and died in hospital on November 11,
1945, aged 60. The musical was turned over
to Irving Berlin and became — as Annie Get
Your Gun — his masterpiece.
Kern, as a man, was professional, conscientious, opinionated and sometimes difficult. Born into a comfortably- off New York
Jewish family, his was not a rags-to- riches
story. Nor was he self-taught like Berlin and
Gershwin; he had afair academic grounding
in music. He became a very rich man and,
outside music, indulged himself in expensive interests. As a collector of rare books
and first editions, he was as well known in
the salerooms as on Broadway — then, with
typical strong-mindedness, he decided that
his hobby was taking him over— and sold his
whole collection.
He was happily married ( in England in
1910, to the daughter of a Walton- onThames hotelier) and his own daughter had
a short-lived marriage with the much- married bandleader Artie Shaw. His later years
were marred by ill health, but what would he
have gone on to write after Annie Oakley if
he had lived?
Never mind; his achievement is recorded
there in the reference books: dozens of hits
from 'They Didn't Believe Me' ( 1914) to
'Nobody Else But Me', written for the 1945
Show Boat revival — and much of his output
is still fortunately with us on records.+
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Song (
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saw that show in London, where he had
been dancing in Cole Porter's Gay Divorce,
and suggested that his Hollywood masters,
the RKO studio, should buy ' IWon't Dance'.
The success of Astaire and Ginger Rogers in
Roberta did not lead directly to the more
famous Swing Time. Kern dropped happily
back into his operetta style for IDream Too
Much, awaltz for Lily Pons, who had moved
to Hollywood from the Metropolitan Opera.
Later he wrote another waltz for another
soprano, ' Can't Help Singing' for Deanna
Durbin, the girl whose name and fame has
lasted far longer than that of Lily Pons.
But it is Swing Time that proves how well
Kern adapted to the new style of films, and
its five songs ( plus the ' Bojangles' speciality
number) are as good as any of his stage
scores. Despite saying earlier that he never
had another stage hit on the scale of Show
Boat, it's clear that the best of his Hollywood
output showed him at the height of his
powers, and by no means out of tune with
the times. His ' Waltz In Swing Time' shows
how neatly he could mix his old and his new
worlds. As awriter for Astaire and Rogers he
was certainly not eclipsed by the Gershwins,
who wrote for Shall We Dance? in 1937.
The year of Swing Time was also the year
of filming a new version of Show Boat, with
Allan Jones ( Jack's father) and Helen Morgan in her original part. Back with Hammerstein as lyricist ( and scriptwriter), Kern wrote
what has become a standard, 'The Folks
Who Live On The Hill' for the Irene Dunne
film High, Wide and Handsome. There were
other films, such as the forgotten Joy of
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from Show Boat is sung by Helen
Morgan, from the original 1927 production,
in arecent archive reissue of 1928 recordings
by RCA ( NL 89466).
Several original cast recordings from The
Cat and the Fiddle, Music in the Air and The
Three Sisters feature Evelyn Laye, Peggy
Wood and Jessie Matthews. They are
included in Jerome Kern In London on
Above left: Kern with his daughter Betty in 1945.
Above: Kern with his grandson Steven.
Worlds Records SH 171.
'Can't Help Singing' and ' More And More'
are sung by Deanna Durbin on MFP 50559.
own orchestration, did not please the critics
'You Couldn't Be Cuter' and ' Just Let Me
with this 20- minute Scenario for Orchestras
Look At You' from Joy of Living are sung by
but he himself, in his correspondence, called
Al BowIly on Decca Ace of Clubs ACL 1178.
it ' musically exciting'.
'Smoke Gets In Your Eyes' is sung in a
Bing Crosby made a big record hit out of
good straight version by Mel Tormé ( with
'The Folks Who Live On The Hill', but it was
George Shearing) on Top Drawer (
Concord
an anonymous singer ( Nan Wynn) dubbing
CJ 219) and an unbeatable version of ' Long
for Rita Hayworth who put ' Long Ago And
Ago And Far Away' is that by Rosemary
Far Away' on its road to becoming Kern's
Clooney on Rosemary Clooney Sings the
last great hit. With its Ira Gershwin lyric it
Lyrics of Ira Gershwin (
Concord CJ112)— or,
was an immeasurably better song than the
if you prefer a version by a robust baritone,
one which won Kern his only Oscar: ' The
Last Time ISaw Paris', written in answer to a Benjamin Luxon on the collection called As
Time Goes By ( RCA Red Seal LP 6015).
request by Hammerstein, who had already
Two recent selections offer a good crosswritten the lyric. That is the one instance,
section of Kern. The Robert Mandell Orchesmentioned earlier, of Kern's writing a single
tra has six of the best tunes beautifully
song, not intended for a film, though it was
arranged on the second side of A Gershwin
in fact interpolated in Lady Be Good (
1941).
and Kern Gala (
Pressit LC 775) and the vocal
After the success of Rodgers and Hammergroup called The Light Blues have 16 clever
stein with Oklahoma!, Kern toyed with the
arrangements on The Light Blues Sing
idea of a musical based on the California
Jerome Kern (
Hyperion A 66128) which was
gold rush; but it was in fact a project based
reviewed in the January issue ( p133).
on the story of a legendary gun-toting cowAnd of course, Paul Robeson's ' 01 Man
girl that was later put to Kern by Rodgers and
River' is still in the catalogue. It's typical of
Hammerstein. In New York to plan this ( and
the way Kern has never had his due recognito attend the revival of Show Boat, for which
tion from the general public that many of
he had written an additional song), Kern was
them think that either Robeson wrote it, or it
looking forward to the musical called Annie
Oakley. But he collapsed in the street from a was a traditional negro spiritual.
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— they know who they are. Don't you,
Elton? Just kidding. No, I'm not.' — David
Bowie.
After two decades in the music business,
David Bowie can look back with satisfaction
on a career of studied confusion. Each shift
in direction, whether major or minor, real or
imagined, has caused a significant decrease
in the world's ink supply as the vast horde of
pop pundits pondered its significance while
attempting to retain their cool. Never, in the
world of pop, has a performer successfully
encouraged so many to go through the
hoops with so little hope of reward. Thus this
piece will, by and large, eschew the images
to concentrate on the music. Only the most
exquisitely meaningful codpieces will rate a
mention.
David Bowie was born David Jones in
1947. Musical aspirations were quickly in
evidence as the young Jones formed agroup
called George And The Dragons at Bromley
High School. This combo was often
engaged in mortal combat by another outfit
from the same alma mater: The Little
Ravens, led by Peter Frampton. After a stint
as singer with a local group called The
Konrads ( after all, what's in a name?), David
Jones hitched up with a group called the
King Bees, sprouted a mod
hair- do and got a recording
contract ( with Vocalion-Pop).
The debut single, ' Liza Jane',
appeared in June ' 64 and disappeared shortly after. The Aside was written by the band's
manager and the B-side was
one of Paul Revere And The
Raiders' lesser efforts. Little
more needs to be said.
The Jones boy made his
next vinyl appearance with
The Manish Boys. They cut
one single for Parlophone
which was released in March
1965, featuring the blues
standard ' I Pity The Fool'.
Despite a Shel Talmy production and Jimmy Page fretwork, the record bombed.
Jones, now in company with
The Lower Third, tried again
in August of the same year,
with Shel Talmy at the
controls once more. Both
sides of the single were
written by Davy and both
sounded like Kinks/Who
hybrids, which is hardly
surprising given the date and
the producer. Neither is it
surprising that the disc went
the way of its predecessors.
By the time of his next
single ( the second and last
with The Lower Third and this
time on Pye) Davy Jones had
become David Bowie, so as to
avoid confusion with the
midget Monkee who shared
his not uncommon monicker.
The single — ' Can't Help
Thinking About Me' — was
self- penned again and represented a marked improvement in quality. The great
British public failed to
respond in appreciable
numbers, so Bowie said his
farewells to The Lower Third
and went solo. For atime, The
Lower Third must have been

laughing up their blazer sleeves, as Bowie
.1
tcranked out atruly terrible series of singles
'Do Anything You Say', ' IDig Everything',
- ' Rubber Band' ( although this last did have
the promising ' London Boys' on the B- side)—
which culminated in the unspeakably loathsome ' Laughing Gnome', a Top 10 hit six
years later in 1973.
By this stage in his career, Bowie had
come under the guiding hand of Kenneth
Pitt, a man with Col. Parker-style aspirations,
to turn his artist into an MOR gelding. This
does much to explain the sorry state of
Bowie's debut LP, eponymously titled, which
contained 14 tracks leading to a sheer drop.
Having previously worked his way through
blues/R&B and brash mod- pop, Bowie now
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came on like a second-rate Tony Newley ( if
such a thing is possible) complete with
excruciating verbal inflections. Perhaps
more importantly for his long term future,
Bowie also came under the influence of
Lindsay Kemp, an outrageously camp but
genuinely innovative mime artiste. If nothing
else, the association certainly stimulated the
Bromley boy's taste for bizarre make-up and
overtly theatrical modes of presentation.
1968 was a quiet year, musically, for
David Bowie, but he took the opportunity to
make a visual impact, appearing ( briefly) in
The Virgin Soldiers as well as in a short film,
The Image. He also appeared in a play on
BBC and in acommercial on IN ( for Luv, the
pop ice cream). With this wealth of experience behind him, a hit could not be far away.
Bowie duly obliged with Space Oddity in
July 1969, a song inspired by Kubrick's 2001
and dealing in themes of terminal alienation,
a subject to which Bowie was to return in
later years. The single breached the Top 10
in September ' 69 and actually made number
one on its re-release in 1975. The single was
followed by a second LP, bewilderingly titled
David Bowie (
also released in the US as Man
Of Words, Man Of Music and re-released
here on RCA as Space Oddity). Apart from
the hit single, the material on this album was
a peculiarly doom- laden affair, a set of arty,
humourless dirges, with the
exception of ' Cygnet Committee', a partially successful
exploration in musical and
metaphysical terms of a
prototype superhero.
His successful foray into
space balladry notwithstanding, David Bowie was in
dire need of a coherent style
and a settled band who could
carry it out. The second
album's dubious pretentions
were undermined from the
start by leaden session
thrashing from a bus- load of
sidemen. By the release of the
third LP — The Man Who Sold
The World — the problems had
been solved. Backed by an
early version of The Spiders
(Ronson, Visconti, Woodmansey, Mace), Bowie unleashed a set of venomous
songs which detailed a world
of unrelieved ghastliness —
urban snipers, demented
computers, asylums as the
last refuge of the sane — but
this time backed up by an
instrumental attack which
caved in heads. As a piece of
icy drama, ' She Shook Me
Cold' stands up well to
anything produced by Joy
Division a decade later.
Instead of giving The Man
Who Sold The World the kind
of marketing nudge which
would have brought it to the
attention of the headbangers,
Bowie chose to appear on the
cover wearing a ' man's dress',
thus neatly shutting off most
of his commercial options and
leaving the record in the
bemused hands of the fans of
lady singer/songwriters.
Despite the perversity, it
remains one of his greatest
albums.
At the end of 1971, Bowie
-eleased Hunky Dory and the >93
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world finally started to cock an ear. He opted
once more for a sleeve of uncompromising
androgyny but this time sweetened the pill
with a truckload of winning melodies, which
signalled Bowie's emergence as a composer
of great ( more or less) three minute pop
songs. The Spiders were now assembled
(albeit un named) with Trevor Bolder taking
over from Tony Visconti on bass. The fifth
member of the ' Hunky Dory' line-up was Rick
Wakeman, who contributes elegant and
surprising keyboards throughout and
subsequently declined Bowie's offer to be a
boy in the band in order to stick with the
Strawbs! The material on the LP ranged from
pretty pop (' Changes', ' Oh! You Pretty
Things'), through melodramatic pop (' Life On
Mars') to truly tough pop (' Queen Bitch'), but
whatever the surface sheen, most songs gave
off a slightly wicked aroma which rendered
them irresistible.
By 1972, the Bowie bandwagon was really
beginning to roll. It merely required a couple
of comments about bisexuality, four catsuits
and atouch of creative hairdressing to turn the
trick. The release of an LP stuffed with pop
gems which redefined rock mythology and
the development of a live act which was
explosively dynamic did nothing to harm the
Bowie cause, either. The Rise And Fall Of
Ziggy Stardust And The Spiders From Mars
was released in June 1972, just in time to
catch the crest of the glitter wave. This was by
no means just another glitter artefact,
however. The three-piece Spiders were a
power trio of awesome punch, made more
potent by Mick Ronson's innate
understanding of the dramatic capabilities of
the guitar. A song such as ' Moonage
Daydream' gains immeasurably in impact
through Ronson's instinct of when not to play.
The crowning glory of the set was Bowie's
voice. He had by now thoroughly assimilated
his various influences to the extent where he
was equally at home with bone- crunching
R&B (' Suffragette City') and dramatic balladry
('Rock ' N' Roll Suicide').
Having resuscitated Lou Reed's career
('Transformer'), breathed life into the corpse
of Mott The Hoople (' All The Young Dudes')
and found time to dash off a gay little single
of his own ('John, I'm Only Dancing'), David
Bowie entered 1973 hungry for change.
Aladdin Sane, released in April 1973, was
intended to signal that change in the life of
Bowie's alter ego. Unfortunately, the LP was
a bit of a stiff, from the lugubrious punning
of the title to the dry frenzy of much of the
material, ' The Jean Genie' remains the only
real contender for the pantheon of Bowie
greats. Nevertheless, the LP allowed Bowie
to dump Ziggy from the act ( incidentally
whipping up a blizzard of ' Bowie Quits'
headlines) and left him free for his next
project.
Pin- Ups was released late in 1973, adozen
cover versions from the golden age of British
pop/R&8. It continues to mystify many for
two basic reasons. Virtually every track on
the record was ( and is) very well known, so
there was no suggestion of Bowie rescuing
old classics from undeserved obscurity.
Second, the tunes are treated with such
respect, that the possibility of opening up
new insights by drastic re-arrangement was
instantly nullified. That said, Ronson was in
fine form aping the guitar heroics of old,
although it is a pity that such unoriginal fare
proved to be his swansong.
Having ditched plans for amusical version
of ' 1984' ( which, if it had gone ahead, might
have saved us all some grief in the long
term), David Bowie gathered up a set of
session musicians of the Herbie Flowers/
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Aynsley Dunbar ilk and set to work on the
sessions for Diamond Dogs. Some of the
material from the projected musical surfaced
on this LP ( notably ' 1984' itself) and the
mood of the book certainly pervades the
musical atmosphere from the laughably pretentious outset ( the ' Future Legend' monologue). The most surprising development
was Bowie's decision to take over all guitar
duties hin -iself. Dispensing entirely with any
semblance of technique or finesse, Bowie
unloaded his guitar stranglings ( and the tops
of afew fingers) over any track that looked as
if it could take the strain, to sometimes
dazzling effect (" Rebel Rebel'). Elsewhere,
Bowie's visions of doom were realised with
feeling and power, notably on the haunting
'Sweet Thing/Candidate' medley. The whole
LP gave off asense of being the terminus for
its author's future nightmare ride. And so it
proved.
Although Bowie concerts had been
recorded in the past for apossible live album
release, it was not until late in 1974 that one
finally hit the streets. David Live was a
double set recorded in the US during the
Diamond Dogs/Philly Dogs tour. Apart from
the fact that it wasn't very good ( Bowie's
voice sounos shot to pieces, for starters), the
set did have points of interest - a great
version of ' Big Brother' ( from Diamonc'
Dogs), a sloppy version of ' Knock On Wood'
which pointed to future developments and a
move away from make-up and leotards tc
baggy suits and braces.
During his epic American tour, Bowie
became immersed in the sound of PhiIly sou
and for his next album assembled a costly
cast of sess,on men ( by now including the
dynamic Earl Slick/Carlos Alomar guitar
team) at Sigma Sound studio in Philadelphia, the headquarters of the Gamble.'
Huff soul team. Plans for the LP were altereci
slightly when John Lennon appeared on the
scene. Bowie recorded sessions with him a.
Electric Lady studios which gave rise to the
outstanding track on the finished album Fame. With Lennon giving assistance on
vocals, guitar and composition, the song
erupts from its grinding funk base in a
display of vocal pyrotechnics. Elsewhere, the
material is alittle thin - Bowie later dubbed it
'plastic soul' - but the better tracks ('Win',
'Can You Hear Me') achieve a synthesis of
Bowie's sophisticated white boy pose with a
degree ( but not three) of authentic disco
swing.
Leaving the rest of the world to sort out the
ethInlics of ' Young Americans', Bowie took
off to film The Man Who Fell To Earth, a
vehicle for his cosmic pallor. Bowie was
originally going to provide a soundtrack to

the film, but this deal fell through in murky
circumstances. Instead, he rapidly assembled a band after shooting was finished and
cut Station To Station in under two weeks.
By this stage, Bowie had learned his disco
lessons, incorporating the rhythms in the
song rather than wearing the sentiments on
his sleeve. Thus ' Golden Years' and ' Stay'
slip into their funk grooves instantly, without
checking them in the mirror first. The title
track remains a masterpiece of construction,
grinding agonisingly into gear while Slick's
guitar howls its frenzied counterpoint. As
with Diamond Dogs, there was nowhere to
go after this other than somewhere else.
Fleeing LA and all its vices, Bowie returned
to Europe, specifically Germany. Low (
1977)
marked his first collaboration with Brian Eno,
ex-Roxy zany and all-round ambient sound
man. The first side of the album is relatively
conventional: short songs of desperation
with slightly oblique instrumental underpinnings (' Sound And Vision', ' Be My Wife').
The second side was a series of ' textures'
which attempted to conjure up the spirit of a
divided Europe and started a new trend for
superior mood music which is still with us.
Later the same year, Heroes was released
with the Bowie/Eno axis being joined by
Robert Fripp. The deceptively romantic title
song was a massive hit, but was an unreliable guide to the contents of the LP. ' Beauty
And The Beast' and ' Joe The Lion' were
considerable tunes dressed in strange
clothes, but the whole of the second side
was given over to ' instrumentals' such as the
unsettling ' Sense Of Doubt' and the extraordinary ' Secret Life Of Arabia'. Bowie was
projecting his melodic sensibilities through
new filters and the results made some of his
earlier excursions into future shock rock
sound vaguely risible.
Bowie's experimental European phase
was interrupted by the release of Stage, a
second live double, containing efficient versions of songs ancient (' Star') and modern
('Blackout'). Meanwhile, Bowie prepared for
the release of The Lodger, the third and last
of his doses of Eno. By now, Bowie had the
reputation of being experimental and not
even the success of ' Boys Keep Swinging'
could save The Lodger from adisappointing
commercial fate. Yet it was hardly a'
difficult'
LP as tracks like ' Red Sails' and ' Red Money'
illustrate.
Scary Monsters (And Super Creeps)
sought to remedy the problem of Bowie's
difficult reputation, although only a cynic
would suggest he did it just for the money.
Released in September 1980, the LP
spawned a huge hit in 'Ashes To Ashes'
which was nothing less than a ritual dismemberment of Bowie's old albatross Space
Oddity. The other highlight of the set is
'Fashion', amocking romp through the disco
demi-monde, where naturally it was a
smash. Since Scary Monsters, Bowie has
devoted agreater part of his time to activities
outside the recording studio and his visits to
it are becoming more perfunctory. Both Let's
Dance and Tonight are thoroughly shoddy
albums in consequence. The fashionable
presence of Nile Rogers at the desk could not
disguise the emptiness of the former,
despite the killer title track. The latter album
has neither fashionable presences nor a
killer title track to recommend it.
It would be extremely foolish to write off
David Bowie at this juncture. His heart is not
in it at the moment. It may be back in it
tomorrow. Bowie is a clever musical practitioner with one of the great white voices and
very funny eyes. The combination is quite
winning. le
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In the heady days when Subjective Audio was just abright idea
on the horizon and Iand my staff were buying hopelessly
unreliable budget systems from dealers who should have known
better, the ultimate system that one would strive for would have
been probably the Thorens turntable with SME arm and Shure
cartridge with aLeak or Quad amplifier and VVharfdale or similar
speakers. Haven't things changed?
In 1976, the originators of Subjective Audio were looking ahead
and the "standard system" outlined above was frankly just not
good enough. The new reference system, which was considered
by competitors to be overly eccentric, was the Michell Hydraulic
Reference with SME arm and Stanton 681 EEE, the magnificent
Lemon amplification and Gale speakers. Our competitors called
us "young", "impetuous" and even "anarchistic".
Time marches on, and more relevantly, so does technology and
after we moved into our custom-built studios in Central London,
experience led us to investigate further the advantages of the so
called esoteric end of the market. A new reference was created.
Once again, Subjective Audio were out on alimb, for it seemed
that the majority of our competitors felt that the classic Linn/Naim
was truly the pinnacle — and that everything else was merely a
distraction. Meanwhile, we were up to our necks in no end of
different units, sorting the best from the "also-rans".
Being selective, we naturally discarded the junk, the pretentious
and the unreliable and the culmination was that we were left with
a small number of extremely respectable suppliers who fully
understood the necessity of finding the most applicable solution
to the customer's real needs and were confident enough in our
method of operation to recommend us regularly to potential
customers both here and abroad.
As aconsequence of all this investigation, it became quite clear
that frontiers were continually being crossed and that in truth, the
"ultimate" reference was purely subjective — quite an irony when
you consider the name of our Company. There was agrowing
realization that our first obligation and consequently, the finest
service that we should offer, would be to create an environment
in which the true music lover could freely choose the units of his
choice and not be humiliated by the sales personnel if he decided that he couldn't "hear the difference" nor more to the point, didn't
feel the difference was worth the money.

expert in understanding the complexities and realities of truly
upmarket audio equipment. This led to us becoming one of the
largest European retailers for many of the most prestigious names
in world audio. Don't get us wrong however in believing that the
size of adealer's sales is automatically indicative of the quality
and depth of his expertise. It is with embarrassment we realize
that some of our competitors choose to sell equipment which
clearly has little or no merit, merely because it has received
praise in the Hi Fi press and consequently falls into the category
of an "easy sale".
So to practicalities. If we adopt the attitude that ultimately it is the
customer whose needs and desires have to be satisfied rather
than dealers inflated egos, then of course we should give him (or
her) the opportunity to choose for themselves. Accordingly, we
decided to select the very finest selection, and not limit the
customer to achoice of one.
Let's take amplifiers for example. Whilst certain "flat-earth"
dealers will tell you that the only amplifier to buy is aNaim, or
more recently, adifferent class of dealer, in being only able to
offer one or at best two alternatives, we have gone astage further
and in Room 2at Subjective Audio, we have what's laughingly
known as our "tower of power".
The visitor is given the opportunity to choose for himself between
amplifiers from the following, in a relaxed and sympathetic
atmosphere. AUDIO RESEARCH, BURMESTER, CONRAD
JOHNSON, BEARD, KRELL, PERREAUX and DREADNOUGHT.
Through such notables as MAGNEPLANAR, SNELL and ETUDE.
Naturally, the signal sources would include units of the highest
calibre and of course, heresy upon heresy, compact disc as well.
Yes, dear reader, we do love compact disc, but that's another
story.
Of course, these are not the only amplifiers we sell: we proudly
represent Quad, Meridian, Audio Vois, A&R, Yamaha and
Magnum in Rooms 3and 1, but even the most cynical of us could
not pretend that these amplifiers were of the same magnificence
as those shown in Room 2.

Leading on from this, we found that we were becoming ever more

For the serious music lover, it would seem that there are very few,
if any, retailers in the U.K. who can offer such arange of truly
superior Audio Amplifiers and certainly none that can manage
to match the depth of knowledge, enthusiam and professionalism
which is ahallmark of Subjective Audio staff.

ROOM 2

ROOMS 1 & 3

THE BEST WE HAVE TO OFFER
WHERE PRICE IS NO OBJECT
AUDIO RESEARCH
KOETSU
BEARD
KRELL
J. BOWERS ACTIVE " 1"
MAGNEPLANAR
BURMESTER
MITCHELL
CONRAD JOHNSON
PERREAUX
ETUDE
RE VOX
HELIUS ORION,
VAN DEN HUL
ZETA

FOR THE COST CONSCIOUS
WHO WANT THE BEST, AT A PRICE
A & R
Myst
Audio Vois
Nakamichi
Celestion
Pink Triangle
Dreadnought
Quad
Goldring
Spendor
Grace
Sumiko
Harbeth
Supex
Heybrook
Tenorel
Linn
T. E.P.
Logic
Yahama
Magnum
Yorkshire
Meridan

SMALL PRINT
1. We accept all major credit cards.
2.
3.
4.
S.

We operate an efficient and experienced EXPORT facility.
We are closed each Sunday and Monday.
We operate by appointment.,
We know that serving the Customer's real needs is more
important than pandering to our egos.
6. Credit facilities and full written quotations are available upon
request (licensed credit broker).

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO
2Camden High Street
London NW1 OJH
England

Tel: (01) 387 8281
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'M NOT LOOKING FOR A fight, nor do I
wish to stir up old controversies, but
spine-chilled ( both shaken and stirred)
yet again. Ihave to say that there are few
artistic experiences which have such a profound effect ( upon me, anyway) as hearing
lfan Payne* auditions the
Wagner's Ring. There are also few recorded
cassette version of Decca's
events which have had such a profound
remastered, historic
effect upon recording techniques as the
Das Rhein old
Decca production of the Ring. More specifically, the first of the recordings in the set of
The success which this team of technical,
this Olympian soap opera ( an everyday tale
creative and administrative people had in
of country folk), Das Rheingold.
capturing on tape one of the monuments of
Nor are there many recordings that have
the operatic literature is by now, of course,
stood the test of time so well in terms of the
well known.
revolutionary recording techniques used.
From the very opening, with its expectant,
Indeed, the lessons inherent in that recordsolid E- flat pedal, an aura of excitement is
ing are as relevant today as they were a created between the loudspeakers and the
listener. Whatever the controversies and
quarter of a century ago.
Fortunately — or if you view all history as
reservations regarding the singing and interbeing biased, unfortunately — for the history
pretations of soloists and musicians, one
of the recording industry, John Culshaw, the
thing is certain: in that old music hall in
producer of the Decca Ring cycle, has left a Vienna during 1958 the Decca team created a
comprehensive personal account of events
vinyl classic, arguably the most signifileading up to and surrounding the recording
cant opera recording from a creatively technical point of view ever made.
sessions.
The recording of Das Rheingold began in
Some of the techniques introduced by this
the Sofiensaal in Vienna on September 24th,
pioneering recording included the moving of
1958 and thus the production is set firmly in
singers around the soundstage. Indeed, from
those glorious early years of the stereo LP.
From the very beginning of the venture the 1Payne's parade
attempt was, in Culshaw's words, to create of audio hits
via sonic means ' a theatre of the mind'
There was quite a cast of characters
Opera
associated with the production. Sir Edward Wagner. Das Rheingold, SoloistsNienna
Lewis, Decca's then head, personally gave Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Georg
the go-ahead for the project, which was then
Solt'. Decca 414 101-4 ( Cassette)
alternatively encouraged and nagged along
by Maurice Rosengarten, senior director of
the company. This is where things begin to Film
Williams: Missouri Breaks, United Artists LA
sound like an acceptance speech for an
Oscar, but it is true that a project of this 623-G
magnitude is the product of the labours and
Piano
loves of many people. Thus the belief in, and
Prokofiev: Piano Sonata No. 6, James Boyk,
dedication of, Georg Solti was crucial, as
PR- 3 ( Distributed by Harmonia Mundi USA,
was the involvement of Kirsten Flagstad.
2351 Westwood Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA
From Culshaw's perspective, at least, the
90064.)
project could not have gone ahead without
_
the cooperation and encouragement of FlagPercussion
stad, whose name was considered vital to
Dafos, Reference Recordings RR- 12
_
the commercial success of the project.
Then of course there was the producer
Classic
himself, John Culshaw, who clearly did a
Early HiFi, Vols. 1 & 2, Philadelphia Orchesgreat deal to establish the art of stereo
tra conducted by Stokowski, BTL 7091, 8008.
recording.
(Available from Infant Hearing Assessment
Ithink that we have in the past somewhat
Fouidation, 2625 Park Avenue, Concord, CA
neglected the name and contribution of
94520, USA)
Gordon Parry, who was the chief assistant
the general record buying public's point of
and the person who ( as far as Ican make out)
view, the development of the very concept of
actually selected the microphone placea recorded soundstage in both depth and
ments, and who was the balance engineer
width planes seems to have stemmed from
for the recording.
these sessions. Then there's the introduction
The concepts which guided the creation of
the recorded sound could almost stand as a of long takes ( 17 to 24 minutes in length). It's
worth noting that the advent of the LP
manifesto for creativity and integrity in
coincided to all intents and purposes with
recording. ' Microphones', writes Culshaw,
the ull-scale use of tape and consequent
'like musical instruments, can be used or
introduction of performances assembled
abused, and we tried to make them work
from bits of that tape.
musically.'
John Culshaw writes that the basis of any
Culshaw saw this opera recording as part
successful opera record lies with the orchesof an intentional and overt demonstration of
tra. The aim of this recording was to produce
stereo as a creative medium. The technical
'a richness of sound for big climaxes while
problems of recording were approached not
retaining a proper clarity ... we wanted the
from the basis of expediency or known
resu:t to have impact — a sumptuous kind of
existing techniques, but rather from the
impact'.
music itself; from an imagined stage picture
So, how closely was that aim achieved and
for every part of the action, and from considhow has the recording stood the test of the
erations of the prevailing mood of each
intervening quarter century? It still produces
moment of Wagner's action.
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the thrill that it always did. Yet it is not a
sound that is rich in harmonics, but, rather, is
solid and well focused from the bass sound.
I'll return to a further discussion of the bass
in a minute.
Without a doubt the glory of the sound is
still the quality of the sonic stage, with its
impression of spaciousness and depth.
There is the superb balance between the
voices and the orchestra: the singers really
do seem to be moving in the same space as
the instrumentalists ( acoustic cohesiveness)
— they are behind, but at the same time part
of, the orchestra. There is an unforced,
ungimmicky quality to the sound and a fine
impression of the dimensionality of each
voice and instrument.
Overall, Iwould call the sound warm as
opposed to cool or analytical.
But listening to the original LPs Ihear now
one particularly noticeable defect: the
recordings are bass shy. We have become
accustomed to the bass information contained on recordings such as Cat People and
Dafos, and coming back to these Decca discs
the lack of rich mid and any lower bass is
most noticeable. It isn't that I'm looking for a
bloated bass, it's just that Idon't hear the
force and solidity of bowed basses and timpani quivering in my listening room as I
should. On the other hand, there is nothing
amiss with the impact of the glorious brass
and timpani outburst at the entry of Fasolt.
But that comes more from the precision and
the rock-solid transients than from its frequency make-up.
Given the fine soundstage there is also,
strangely, alack of ambient information. The
performers do not seem to be in an
architectural space and Ido not hear the
reflections off the walls of the Sofiensaal.
But, yes, all those wonderful effects — the
anvils, Donner's thunderclap, the sonic portrayal of transformation by Tarnhelm — are
all still there and all ( except for the piling- up
of the gold blocks) still vivid and dramatically
effective.
And what of the new, digitally remastered
reincarnations? I have to say that I am
pleasantly surprised. Of the various formats
available for these ' new' reissues, Iheard the
cassette version, and in a word, or rather
four, it is most impressive. Had Ibeen asked,
Iunsighted as it were, to identify the source of
the remastering Iwould not have guessed
digital.
I'll go further. All of us, me included, who
have dismissed cassette in the past ( even
digitally mastered or remastered) as suitable
only for listening to when driving at 70mph
down the M4 with the window wide open,
have to think again. From the point of view of
dynamics, lack of coloration, wide frequency
response and the glorious way in which the
sound of the Vienna Philharmonic pours into
the space between the loudspeakers and the
listener, this is evidence that the cassette
format should be taken seriously from an
audiophile point of view. In fact, there was
greater spaciousness to the soundstage of
the remastered cassette than there was on
the original LPs.
The Decca Das Rheingold is aclassic of the
gramophone and in my experience of the
remastering, it lives still as an unparalleled
operatic experience. Too bad that so many of
the lessons appear generally to have been
forgotten already.+
•UK correspondent for The Absolute Sound
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99 Baroque Cham,ber ( Acce
99 Carols for BresS ( ASV)
99 Corcenos for 11Ins & Recorder ( AS
101 ' Encore' IDO)
105 Olinlia)BorodinfTchaikovsky. etc iTelarcl.
105 MuSic for Wino ITeiarc)
99 The English CtannectIon' ! ASV,
99 TI, SFrench Cdnnection' IASVI
105 ' Travels with my Cello' ( PhIlips)

individual pressing faults encountered with
our test samples. Readers may assume that a
certain proportion of such variable faults will
occur among cominercial pressings
CASSETTE NUMBERS
For cassette usera, we incorporate equivalent cassette numbers, where we can locate
them. n the heading blurbs of our LP
reviews. These numbers are shown in brackets in ordinary ( ron bold) type after the LP
number ( NC) inri cates that no cassette is
available
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LONDON'S LARGEST
COMPACT DISC
CENTRE
Philips CD104 with £30 of compact discs
£329
Philips CD204 with £30 of compact discs
NEW £349
Philips CD304 with £30 of compact discs
£399
Marantz CD63 with £30 of compact discs
£299
Marantz CD54 with £30 of compact discs
NEW £329
Marantz CD84 with £30 of compact discs
NEW £419
Sony CDP501 with £50 of compact discs
£
549
Yamaha CDX2 with £30 of compact discs
NEW £ 29
Yamaha CD2 remote control with £30 of compact discs £429
Nakamichi OMS5
NEW £799
Nakamichi OMS7
NEW £1099
Meridian MCD with £30 of compact discs
£399
Mission DAD7000 Rwith remote control
NEW £449
Ferguson CD01 with £30 of compact discs
£299
We demonstrate all CD players in our purpose-built listening rooms
using the best playback equipment SONY ESPRIT and QUAD Electrostatic System. We can supply anything from aCD player to add to
your existing system ... to acomplete system installed in your home.

Quad 34 Preamp
POR
Quad 405-2 power amp
POR
Quad Electrostatics ELS 63
POR
NATIONWIDE DELIVERY BY COURIER EXPRESS

e9X
DO YOU OWN A
COMPACT-DISC
PLAYER?
If so our exchange and library services give you the
best of both worlds for one membership fee.
Exchange Service
Exchange your existing discs for different titles as
often or as little as you wish.
Library Service
Three weeks hire for £2 per disc (inc. P&P both
ways) with the option to purchase borrowed discs at
reduced prices.
For full details by return contact:

AVAILABLE

C.D. EXCHANGE

COMPACT DISCS

42, Mallings Drive, BEARSTED
Kent ME14 4HF
or Phone Maidstone ( 0622) 39046

Over 5,000 classical, pop & jazz compact discs

in stock

DEMAND TO HEAR
BEFORE YOU BUY
We offer individual listening facilities.
Send for afree list
Secondhand CDs purchased
Telephone/Mail Order/Access/Barclaycard welcome
All Order despatched by first class recorded delivery.

CODA RECORDS
COMPACT & CONTEMPORARY MUSIC CATALOGUE

EXCLUSIVE
Sony CDP701 Esprit with £90 of FREE DISCS

£899
To Our Valued Customer!
On each purchase of a Compact Disc from Covent
Garden Records, you will receive a Covent Garden
Compact Disc token. When you have collected ten
tokens you can select acomplimentary single compact
disc to the value of £9.95.

Huge selection of Classical Records
and Tapes at Discount Prices

A.O.O.
MORRISSEY MULLEN.DAVE ROACH.CLAIRE HAMILL, JOHN CRITCHINSON,
JOHN THEmIS.CAYENNE.HUBSARDS CUBBARD,ETC.

COVENT GARDEN RECORDS
84 CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON WC2
01-379 7427

PLEASE SEND A FREE COPY OF THE NEW CODA CATALOGUE
NAME.
ADDRESS

2mins from Tottenham Court Roacit)- and Leicester Square

Opening hours Mon- Sat 10 a.m.-7.30 p.m.

'CODA

RECORDS'I7-19,ALMA ROAD,WANDSWORTH,LONDON,SW18.
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balance on Richard Harvey's previous ASV
concerto collection ( AU-4 914 and analogue?), which includes the great Vivaldi Cminor, but which doesn't yet appear to have
found its way on to CD, but a B rating will
have to suffice for this set.
John Atkinson

ACCENT
Baroque chamber music: works by Telemann, Handel, JC Bach, Galuppi, etc, Parnassus Ensemble (ACC 478060) (
57m 32s)
This is the first Nimbus pressing to come my
way. It would appear that the UK company
still have some way to go on the CD
production learning curve as the reflective
coating had numerous pinholes in it, very
reminiscent of early PolyGram discs. It is a
tribute to the error correction/interpolation
used by Philips- based machines that neither
aMarantz 63 nor aMeridian MCD seemed to
be bothered by the missing data. An analogue recording, I suspect ( although the
sleeve is singularly lacking any information
in that direction), the sound is sweet, considering the rather less subtle tonal qualities
of the period solo instruments — violin,
transverse flute, oboe — used for these trio
sonatas, if alittle bass light. Superb playing
from this Belgian group, which includes the
flautist Barth°Id Kuijken. A/B
John Atkinson

'The English Connection': works by Elgar,
Tippett, and Vaughan- Williams, ASM/Marriner ( CD DCA 518) ( 61m 46s) Regrettably,
not a recording — or performances — Ican
warm to. Made at Abbey Road, the sound is
ohn • tkinson
saddled with acavernous acoustic which, if
revor Attewell
appropriate for the soaring lines of V-W's
Christo her Breuni
Tallis Fantasia, is quite unsuitable for the
John rabbe
gentle, intimate charms of the Elgar E- Minor
Serenade. Throughout, the rich, inflated
Ste . hen Daw
orchestral sound becomes more intimidatng
Dou Hammond
than impressive, and a predominant, often
Peter Herrin.
coarse, edge is only too noticeable. The Lark
ue Hudson
Ascending comes off best, with the solo
violin equably balanced and tonally pleasIvor Hum . hre s
ing. It is also the best among a group of
Andrew Keener
works that both Marriner and the Academy
An us McKenzie
have performed much more appealingly in
David Prâkel
Beethoven: Symphony 7, Fidelio Overture,
earlier recordings for Argo.
Octophorus (ACC 48434D) (
39m 14s) Pressed
Edward Seckerson
Despite reasonable orchestral perspecby Sanyo rather than by Nimbus, this disc
tives, the whole remains heavy, leadenstraighi A by AMcK in September 1984. My
might almost single-handedly disprove the
footed and lacking in the kind of definition
maxim that unfamiliar repertoire would be a own feeling was that despite reinforcement
we've come to expect from the best CDs.
from an additional mic ( noted by AMcK as
long time appearing on CD. For this August
Where the recording does offer such definiresponsible for a broadening of the forte1984 recording of the symphony is of the
tion, in the complex counterpoint of Tippett's
composer's own 1816 transcription for 9 piano's stereo image) the piano was not
Corelli Fantasia, it is achieved through closeideally clear and was lost in the balance at
wind instruments ( oboes, horns, clarinets in
miking and only succeeds in making ascore
crucial
moments.
The
venue
for
this
delightlie and C, bassoons and contrabassoon).
that starts out naturally aggressive and
ful coupling was St. John's, Smith Square, a spiky, excessively so. Shrillness and congesAnd very effective it is too, from this Belgian
more
intimate
acoustic
for
this
type
of
music
ensemble, despite the monochromatic tone
tion mar the surging climaxes of the Ta//is.
(and instruments) than the empty acres of
colour which takes on atouch of the ' mouth
and an unremarkable reading of the Elgar is
Walthamstow
Town
Hall.
For
me
the
sweetorgan' at the more crowded moments. Apart
similarly sonically unattractive.
ness
of
tone
has
returned
to
the
orchestra
from some fiercely clattering keys from the
Some may find this approach impressive,
and
the
stereo
perspectives
and
dynamics
period instruments at times and rather
even dramatic, and Ican't deny the sheer
are
excellent.
Additional
miking
is
still
appaleisurely tempi, this is afine recording with a
size of the sound- stage makes its impact.
rent in a slight ' filling' of the piano stereo
nicely defined stereo image, so A/B.
One of the first CDs to come from ASV, and
image
(though
there
is
no
problem
with
key
John Atkinson
I'm sure they'll be able to improve upon it,
clatter as previously), which prevents a full
not least with the better ' French Connection'
star,
but
an
A/A*
rating
is
surely
deserved.
Haydn: Six Trios Op.38 for flute, violin &
from the same team. C
For
me,
much
more
successful
than
the
cello, Barthold, Sigiswald & Wieland Kuijken
Peter Herring
previous coupling; more spontaneous play(ACC 478070) (
48m 00s) Just as Icoming
and
a
sympathetic
acoustic.
mended this group's Mozart Flute Quartets
'The French Connection' — Ravel: Le TomDavid Priikel
issue last month, so Ifind these Hadyn trios
beau de Couperin/Debussy: Danse sacrée et
difficult to fault either as regards performdanse profane/ Fauré: Dolly SuiteAbert
ance or recording. The Kuijkens have aquite
Divertissement, Ellis/ASM/ Marriner (
CD
ASV
extraordinary intuitive rapport and display
DCA 517) (
61m 00s) In a generous 61mins,
so much intrinsic musicality that their
Carols for Brass, Gaillard Ensemble ( CD DCA this disc provides awell balanced collection
recordings seem genuinely to transcend the
of French delights, rounded off by the
527) (
42m 28s) Sixteen items ranging from
artificial confines of recording — these are
deliciously dotty Divertissement. Reviewed
traditional carols to pieces by Gibbons,
real, living performances. And so well conon LP in March ' 83 [ 1*], I share AK's
Palestrina, Scheidt, and Victoria. The
veyed: simply presented, spatially, across a Japanese- pressed digital recording features
enjoyment of the warmth and humour of
very natural soundstage, everything is well
a Midwest ensemble of five brass players, these performances, while understanding
integrated and set in an acoustic which
his reservations over the more serious
with guest soloists from Boston, Detroit,
nicely complements the trio scale. Really all
New Mexico. They don't play ' It came upon a works. The sound character, warm and rich,
one could reasonably ask is more of the
suits the music well, with reverberance
midnight clear' as we know it, and if the
same, and thanks to the enterprise of comapparent in expansive movements but uninsoaring trumpet at the end of 'Joy to the
panies like Accent, that seems entirely possiWorld' says Dynasty, the rather flash dis- trusive in the more intimate passages. Some
sonic spotlighting within the orchestra,
ble! At
tribution of voices in ' 0 come all ye faithful',
Ivor Humphreys
though generally acceptable as part of an
aria the coda in particular, suggest even
more Krystle and Blake Carrington at their excellent stereo image, has arather disjointing effect on the full-scale sound- picture.
Christmas fireside. Effortless instrumental
ARCHIV
Alas, the strings are nasal and screechy, with
virtuosity is cushioned in a fairly reverbermiddle frequencies depressed and HF
Handel: 6 Concerti Grossi Op.3, English
ant, distanced perspective, but there is not
emphasised. Not especially a CD problem,
Concert/Pinnock ( 413 727-2) ( 54m 54s) Ifeel
much 3D illusion — a lack of ' bite', or deep
this ' original instruments' version of some of
bass. I'd put my money first on ' All Star this, as AK criticised the violin tone on LP.
Generally a pleasant disc, but with those
Handel's finest instrumental writings, douPercussion' ( MMG, Oct'84 review). A/B
strings, an A/B rating.
ble- starred by RB in his January review of
Christopher Breunig
Sue Hudson
the LP, puts all others in the shade. Musical
Concertos for violins and recorder, Richard
dynamics, commitment and consistency of
Weber: Symphonies 1 & 2, ASM/Marriner
style and approach, and arecorded balance
Harvey ( rec) (CD DCA 523) (
39m 10s) Richard
which is never less than musical, if a little
(CD DCA 515) (
43m 26s) Rated B:1 by PB on
Harvey is a polymath of a musician,
black disc ( 6/82), this pleasant coupling of
'cold', make this a ' hot' CD. Pinnock must be
apparently able to excel in whatever musical
the most exciting baroque ensemble leader
Weber's only symphonies offers good, but
field he turns his hand to. Yet, paradoxically,
in the UK at present, and this disc makes up
not especially noteworthy, sound from anahis recorder playing has never had the
for some of the dissatisfaction Ihave felt
commercial impact on record that it
logue recordings made by EMI for ASV in St.
Jude-on-the- Hill, West Hampstead. A clear
with the sound on some of his earlier CD
deserves. Unfortunately, Idon't think that
orchestral image set within an apt acoustic
releases. At
this digitally- recorded collection ( given an
John Atkinson
(but occupying somewhat less than the full
A:2 rating on LP by SD last November) will
sound-stage) reveals what PB referred to as
change that situation, as the sound is
'keen wind detail and neatly balanced sonorrelatively sterile. Each instrument may be
Mozart: Piano Concertos 12, K414 and 14,
ities'. Ihad an impression that the bass is
cleanly recorded, but the total image balance
K449, Malcolm Bilson (f-pno), English Barorather more full in Symphony 1, and that the
lacks integration, the sound too often seemque Soloists/Gardiner (413 463-2) (
45m 26s)
upper strings become a trifle edgy towards
ing to favour the harpsichord. It is generally
A move to anew recording venue seems, for
the end of Symphony 2; but generally, the
a little too forward and flat-perspectived,
this listener at least, to have solved the
sound of apre- Beethoven classical orchestra
although some movements, the finale of the
previous balance problems with period
playing with vigour is well conveyed here. B
instruments and fortepiano. The earlier cou - Vivaldi A- minor, for example, throw more
John Crabbe
"piing of Concertos 9 and 11 was given a image depth. I preferred the recorded
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SMALL IS CONVENIENT

Select
I
any Compact Disc
for only a.
A WEEK
Introducing Silver Disc. Britain's first ever
specialist COMPACT DISC LIBRARY.
From Shostakovich to Dire Straits, from
Beethoven to Roxy Music, from Pavarotti
to Bowie, we stock most Compact Discs
released.
If you'd like to hear your favourite music
every bit as crisp and clear as the day it
was recorded for only £ 1aweek, introduce
yourself to * Silver Disc* today — it
makes more sense than buying
"blind".
Send 9" \ 7" S.A. Efor details to:
SILVER DISC LIBRARY LTD (Dept HEN)
5Marsh Street. Bristol BS1 4AA

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL
SMALL IS THE CONISTON
GREAT IS THEIR SOUND
12x8x7.5ins.THE SIZE

MUM°

CeEç„'ecDn

Loudspeakers of unique design available from
the leading Hi Fi dealer in your area.
Bass Loading

Modified Transmission Line

Recommended Amplifier Power

10 ro 60 warts

Peak Power Handling

60 warts

Impedance ( Nominal)

8ohms

Silver Ellie Libra,r

Royd Loudspeaker Co. Ltd

Unir A6 Stafford Park 15 Telford Shropshire TF3 3BB
Telephone Telford ( 0952) 617511

Hi-Fi in Somerset and the West
We can offer astudio or home demonstration, by appointment, of equipment
we feel confident to recommend for its
high quality performance and reliability.

AVALON

Access and Visa facilities.

STUDIO

PHONE GLASTONBURY
(0458) 50370

The Old Nursery,
Butleigh, Glastonbury

Mon to Sat 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Closed Wednesday.
Late Night Thurs
(by prior appointment).
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CIIANDOS
Corelli: 12 Concerti Grossi, Op. 6/Cantilena/
Adrian Shepherd ( CHAN 8336/7/8) (
3 CDs)
(142m 44s) CoreIli's concerti grossi are
important works and models of their kind, so
this set — first issued by Chandos on LP in
1982 ( DBRD 3003) — is very welcome. The
16-strong Cantilena was formed by members of the Scottish National Orchestra to
specialise in Baroque and Renaissance
music. The recording location seems to have
a slightly warm reverberation of modest
length, and alittle more ' brightness', such as
Corelli himself was certainly accustomed to,
would have been a distinct advantage. We
do, however, have a very clear musical line
with good imaging, and, of course, no noise
distractions. Rated A
Trevor Attewell
Mendelssohn: Sonata in E, Fantasies Opp.16
& 28, A & R Capriccioso, Lydia Artymiw
(CHAN 8326) (
56m 49s) It is surprising how
distinctively different black disc and CD
versions of the same recordings can be, even
though their quantifiable differences might
be marginal. The LP version of this issue is
finely recorded but has acharacteristic openness of resonance, perhaps too open, and a
close, intimate quality. This CD issue has the
resonance much more firmly under control
and the piano set further back, so that the
arresting changes in tonal quality and dynamic shading are less immediate now, more
smoothed over by the production. That
smoothness, which also affects the openness of the treble, is very effective, and the
silent background allows detail to emerge
unhindered, yet my preference is for the
vinyl version where the more personal, less
detached sound consistently captures the
attention. All is relative, and in either version
the recording is first-rate and the performances outstanding. A
Doug Hammond
Shostakovich: Piano Quintet, Piano Trio 2,
Borodin Trio ( CHAN 8342) ( 65m 27s) The
Borodins continue their excellent Chandos
CD series with fine performances of these
two important chamber works. The balance
is very similar to that of their Rachmaninov
disc ( CHAN 8341), which Ireviewed in February: the piano is set back in rather areverberant acoustic, but without the image muddying, while strings are drier and more
forward, with rather a rosiny edge. The
instruments integrate rather better than
would be expected, given the disparity in
sound character, but the bright tonal balance
and wide dynamic range captured will make
demands on your system.
Interestingly, Iused this disc with the Sony
Walkman ( see review p63) on the train and
was disturbed to find that disc errors had
appeared when Igot home, adding some
unexpected syncopations to those already
present in the scherzo of the quintet.
Polishing the apparently unscratched surface of the disc put things to rights, but
perhaps the Walkman laser head had
banged against the CD when the batteries
ran out. So, without the errors, A/B [ 1]
John Atkinson
Shostakovich: Sonata for Cello & Piano/
Prokofiev: Sonata for Cello & Piano, Edlina
(pno), Turovsky ( cello) (CHAN 8340) (
52m
48s) Chandos silvers are remarkably consistent with their black disc counterparts and, in
this instance, it remains a matter of opinion
is to whether or not you can live with the
forthright, hyper- magnified cello image. Mr.
Turovsky is, after all, a player already big in
spirit and sound, as can be heard from the
rich, penetrating, breathy tone he pours forth
for the free-flowing arioso which opens the
Prokofiev. What is far less a matter of
opinion, however, is the colourless, also-ran,
piano sound; less recessed than on the
Borodin Trio discs, but still ungrateful —
rather clangorous and boomy. Remarkable
performances, though. Remarkable works,
too, with young Shostakovich restless, won1-11-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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derfully inventive, racked already with premonitions of a troubled future, and mature
Prokofiev, deeply harassed at the time, but
escaping as ever into worlds of pure fantasy.
B/A
Edward Seckerson

DECCA
Beethoven: Piano Concertos 1-5, 6
Bagatelles, Andante favori, Für Elise, Ashkenazy/VPO/Mehta (411 900-2; 411 901-2; 411
902-2; 411 903-2) (
Bagatelles c/w No.1,
Andante favori & Für Elise dw No.3; Nos.2
& 4 coupled together) (Timings per disc,
respectively: 55m 10s; 66m 14s; 48m 55s;
39m 43s) The artistic side of this release is
addressed by CB in his review of the black
discs in ' Classical'. The CDs sound impressive. Even before the clarinet assumes solo
status in the Largo of No.1, the presence of a
distinctive section is evident in the first tutti
of that movement. In short, the orchestral
sound has all the personality and sophistication that you would expect; the VPO's characteristically light timpani sound is well
served at the end of No.3 and the ' Emperor',
and the glowing sound of the double- basses
is invariably, but never obtrusively, in the
picture. My Philips CD- 200 lent a slight
tightness to the upper strings at forte; except
in the ' Emperor', they sounded silky smooth
on a friend's Meridian MCD. The piano?
There is the customary Ashkenazy brightness and weight; admirable, though once or
twice Iwished that the instrument, which is a
little wider than I find ideal, had been
pushed, so to speak, just afoot or so further
back. Still, there is space around the solo
image and no important woodwind detail is
masked ( the bassoon pedal notes behind the
thunderous octaves in the ' Emperor' first
movement development are no more clear
than they usually are). Splendid things here.
A.
Andrew Keener
Beethoven: Symphony 7, Coriolan &
Egmont Overtures, Philharmonia/Ashkenazy ( 411 941-2) (
59m 07s) CB was
impressed by the LP last November. ' The
best-sounding Seventh' he wrote, and Iwas
similarly impressed by the CD. Engineer
John Dunkerley has well captured the essence of the Kingsway Hall sound — clean,
clear without HF edge, a weighty bass, and
excellent dynamics. The highly rated Denon
from Suitner ( 38C37-70:
may be a little
less forward in its presentation, but Ashkenazy certainly has the edge when it comes to
the music. The one to buy on CD, at least
until EMI get around to transferring their ' 60s
Klemperer recording to silver disc. A
John Atkinson
Canteloube: Chants D'Auvergne/VillaLobos: Bachianas Brasileiras No.5, Te
Kanavva/ECO/Tate (411 730-2) (
50m 54s)DH
(December issue) is right. Dame Kin's fans
will not be disappointed. The warmth, the
'satin- smoothness' of the voice are as
beguiling as ever — irresistibly so in those
songs of a more sensual, tantalising playfulness. Yet DH is also right in suggesting that
the sheer sophistication of her delivery is apt
to defeat the grass- roots simplicity, the earthy folk-case of these songs. Ideally, the
voice should play against, not complement,
the seductive shimmer of Canteloube's
highly sophisticated orchestrations.
But what a persuasive wallow it all is, and
how subtly Tate and the ECO, in fresh,
open, naturally-detailed sound, sift out every
last expressive nuance from those evocative
accompaniments. Ithink the voice is overly
favoured, but I'm not about to rap the Decca
production team for savouring to the full
such Te Kanawa delights as those highly
provocative signs in the voice for ' 01 ayar,
and besides, the slight mid-to- slow frequency ' masking', which Doug referred to,
honestly didn't bother me here on CD. Fully
worthy, then, of an unqualified A, and possibly even a little bit more. A/A*
Edward Seckerson

Giordano: Andrea Chénier, Pavarotti/
Caballé/Nucci/NPO & Chorus/Chailly (410
117-2) (
106m 38s) ( 2CDs) No-one could
accuse Chailly's starry team of selling this
hoary piece of second-rate verismo short.
No, this is very much the kind of no- holdsbarred treatment it thrives on. There's Pavarotti — the genuine Italian article — riding
full-throatedly over most of Giordano's
dynamic gradations, there's Caballé siezing
rare moments of repose for that radiant
pianissimo of hers, while gamely making
every attempt to sound closer to 20 than 50
years of age, there's Nucci darkly impressive
as Gérard and there's even Christa Ludwig
giving what-for to the tiny role of MadeIon.
The palm, though, must go to Chailly for
blasting some fresh air through the wellworn pages of a decidedly weary score. He
does so with laudable panache, and Decca
have done him proud with the sound. Ripe,
open consistently well-balanced it is — flattering to voices and orchestra alike,
tremendous anchorage coming from the
deep and incisive bass lines. Exciting stuff.
A*
Edward Seckerson

DG
Beethoven: Symphonies 5&6, BPO/Karajan
(413 932-2) ( 64m 20s) Reviewing the new
'Pastoral' on LP I hardly mentioned the
wonderful orchestral playing; in the Fifth,
too, there are many passages with a chamber- music like delicacy, especially by the
Berlin strings. When Karajan seems to shun
programmatic ideas and associations in both
works, it is inconsistent to have the motto
theme in 5( i) so heavily underlined. Indeed,
this reading does have many felicities but is
surprisingly evanescent ( Iexcept the marvellous bassoons' ghostly serenade before the
transition into the finale) for these artists. As
with the Ninth, the recorded sound is dim
and distant, and the piccolo at the end of the
Fifth is barely audible at all. I'm afraid these
are '
gaslight' productions after all. B/C
Christopher Breunig
Brahms: Double Concerto, Academic Festival Overture, Gidon Kremer/Mischa
Maisky/VPO/Bernstein ( 410 031-2) (
45m
26s) Writing about the LP Iwas tempted to
argue that room could have been found for
the Tragic Overture, too. That is certainly so
here, although the quality of music- making
is not in doubt — orchestral playing in the
fill- up is quite marvellous. It was not my
intention to mislead when Ireferred to this
CD as less credible than the ' black' transfer;
since then Ihave listened very intensively to
each version, and Iconclude that the greater
sense of depth perspective is most probably
a form of pickup cartridge coloration. It is
true that this very powerful Vienna concert
recording ( where the two soloists on CD
have splendid definition and presence)
yields a ' rear brick wall' effect at climaxes,
but with accessory help to the CD63B ( see
Decca/Berg p.91, Feb ' 85) it was easy to
confuse the ear as to which medium was
switched in. So far as the emotions were
concerned, nothing to choose. Sound
balance for Op.80 is not the same, and some
string fortes there tend to ' shout'. If you are
enjoying Compact Discs, this is not to be
missed, although it is to the credit of DG's LP
pressing quality that one can set a correspondingly high replay level so confidently. A
Christopher Breunig
'Encore': Smetana: Die Moldau/Liszt: Les
Preludes, Hungarian Rhapsodie 5/ Weber:
Invitation to the Dance/Rossini: William Tell
Overture, BPO/Karajan (413 587-2) (
63m 55s)
Something of an oddity, this. It was passed
on to me by John Crabbe who was concerned about the sound quality in the loud
music and wanted a second opinion. Ilistened, worried, and passed it on to JA who
listened, worried less and passed it back! It
has, therefore, been well and truly
auditioned. The problem seems to me to be
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A System for Musk . .
For those who require afirst class HiFi system with a
minimum of fuss, no worries about regular realignment
and sufficiently versatile for any future requirements we
can thoroughly recommend aPink Triangle Turntable,
aHelius Scorpio pick up arm, Glanz 10EX cartridge,
Mission Cyrus II amp, Mission 770F speakers with
matching stands.

Complete system
price including all leads
£1200

C

ALSO ON DEMONSTRATION: the new Mission
Cyrus 1amp, superb value at £ 129 and afull range of
Mission loudspeakers.

DL
L"

Also selected equipment from:

F

AIWA, AKAI, A&R, AR, ARISTON, AUDIO LAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, BEYER,
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in the miking, or rather in its mixing, which
works really very well in quiet passages,
conveying atypically sumptuous BPO sound
— very detailed ( even if the perspectives are
often somewhat skew-whiff: flute and cor
anglais in Tell are beautifully textured but
very apparent) but it all ' crowds' unacceptably when the music becomes more insistent. Typically, the problem centres on the
upper strings; we know how creamy the BPO
fiddles are in reality, but here (
eg, Die
Moldau) they too often acquire a sandpapery, grainy and tiring edge. A pity, for there's
much to be enjoyed here otherwise. A/D
according to level.
Ivor Humphreys
Mozart: Symphonies 39 & 40, VPO/Bernstein ( 413 776-2) ( 63m 27s). Bernstein seems
less willing to let the music speak with the
unforced eloquence of which the VP0 is
capable, than in his 1967 Decca ' Linz' recording. It would be an exaggeration to say he
makes a sow's ear of a silk purse, but the
introduction to No.39, with its cavernous
tymps, is surely out of scale, and the Eroicalike thrust of the opening movement rather
misplaced. On the other hand, the first
movement of No.40 is given at a lazy pace,
far removed from the daemonic urgency of
Furtwângler's, or Beecham's tempi. He gives
all repeats in the E-flat, even those in the
slow movement ( these are ignored in the
G- minor); in each symphony both halves of
the finale are played twice. But quantity is no
substitute for the kind of understanding
Beecham and Walter brought to their Mozart
performances. These ' macho' interpretations are underlined by rather coarse, drysounding digital ( live) recordings. Iwould go
for BOhm's Vienna studio recordings on DG:
better still, the Walter CBS/Sony couplings
mentioned last December, even at the extortionate £ 14.95/disc! B/C
Christopher Breunig

EMI
Dvorak: Symphony 9, BPO/Tennstedt ( CDC
747071 2) (
42m 40s) This New World is the
sixth to appear on CD, following two each
from Vienna and Chicago, and one from
London. Tennstedt is normally associated
with the LPO these days, but as Erato have
used that orchestra for Conlon's version of
the work, EMI have turned to the Berlin Phil.
The recording venue is not stated, but it
makes a change to hear this sort of repertoire from the BP() recorded without either
the vast reverberant spaces or the close
screamy textures which DG so often seem to
impose on Germany's leading orchestra. The
setting here is spacious, but not echoey, and
while tonal balance is on the bright side of
neutral, it never becomes coarse. There's
some feeling of uncertainty about the hall/
studio in that it seems to change its apparent
depth with musical dynamics, but the latter
are wide and the sound is clean and clear. A
touch more warmth and fullness in the bass
would have brought excellence to a sound
that is certainly very good. A
John Crabbe

emotional depths plumbed by, say, Haitink
live.
John Atkinson
Monteverdi: Venetian Vesper music from
Selva Morale e spirituale, Taverner/Parrot
(CDC 747016 2) (
62m 01s) An A*:1* LP from
a year ago, this has been transferred to CD
very effectively by PolyGram for EMI
Reflexe. ' Somewhat bloodless' in places
says the new Penguin Guide, but Ithink that
their team may have been looking for a
rather more Romantic Monteverdi. Iwould
agree with PT in his LP review for HFN/RR
that Andrew Parrott's team have achieved a
triumph. Having said that, though, Ithink
that Emma Kirkby achieves even higher
things on the Hyperion Monteverdi collection from the Parley of Instruments (A66021),
which should soon be available on silver
disc. The EMI sound, however, is delightfully
rich when compared with the Hyperion, with
excellent image depth and anice delineation
of singers and instruments within that
image. A little traffic noise fails to intrude.
A*/A
John Atkinson

made of depth in ' echo' passages, etc. A very
different reading, also, with Rene Jacobs'
counter-tenor voice sometimes occupying a
surprisicyly low tessitura. The violins/organ/
theorbo/cello introduction to the Confitebor
tibi Domine sends shivers down my spine
every time Ihear it. Buy this and the EMI at
the same time. A*/A
John Atkinson

Prokofiev: Peter & the Wolf/Saint-Sabns:
Carnival of the Animals, Perlman/Labeques/
Israel PO/Mehta (CDC 7470672) (
54m 15s)
Very much aCD for the kids, this, especially
with Itzhak Perlman's treacly sentimental
narration. ES praises both performance and
recording in his February review of the LP
[A:1], but Iwould go a little further in the
case of the Prokofiev by granting a star for
sound. Perlman is well forward and practically out of the orchestra's acoustic, but it all
works magnificently once one has found the
right volume setting. Granted there isn't
much in the way of dense textures to create
recording problems in either work; the
sound is nevertheless notably open, spacious and clean — with atremendous bassdrum in Peter & the Wolf. However, the
Saint-Saëns is let down by exaggerated
up-front piano placings; the two instruments
are simply part of the ensemble in this work,
which is not adouble-concerto. But although
also brought very near ( on the right), the
solo double- bass is so glorious that it must
be excused censure! A*/B
John Crabbe

HARMONIA MUNDI
JS Bach: Flute Sonatas, Beaucoudray/
Christie ( HMC 90065) (
53m 36s) An analogue
original dating from 1980, this Sanyopressed set is to be recommended for the
excellence of the performances. The balance
is not totally unnatural — Marc Beaucoudray's modern flute is set back when compared with the size and level of William
Christie's harpsichord — but the sound is
gentle and unforced. A
John Atkinson

MA Charpentier: Pastorale on the Nativity of
Our Lord Jesus Christ, Les Arts Florissants/
Christie ( HMC 901082) ( 56m 04s) This silver
is areissue of the 1981/82 recording, and like
all H- M France CDs has been culled from
Mahler: Symphony 6, LPO/Tennstedt ( CDS 7 analogue masters. It conforms to the house
style in its unforced, natural integration of an
47050 8) ( 2CDs) ( 87m 50s) ' Idon't believe the
entirely tangible vocal/instrumental consort
gramophone has yet given us a finer
within a vibrant, spacious acoustic. The
account' wrote ES of the A*:1* black disc a
vocalists are spread out widely left-to- right,
year ago, yet Iwas initially disappointed by
the silver. Superb bass clarity — Idon't think I with excellent presence; indeed if Ihave any
criticism at all it is that they are occasionally
have heard the two ' hammer blows' with as
alittle too present en masse. But using such
much domestic impact — wonderfullymoments to set the replay level — which
extended LF, excellent image delineation,
results in aslightly quieter setting than one
and good depth and dynamics were offset by
might instinctively choose from the opening
a ' loud' quality to the tonal balance — you
bars of the Overture — produces an entirely
keep getting up to turn down the volume —
acceptable, overall perspective. A most
and high frequencies became atouch 'frazinvolving disc, highly recommended. A*/A
zled' at climaxes, an aspect not apparent on
Ivor Humphreys
the LP. Disc two was better in this respect,
however, and Isuspect that the Japanese
Monteverdi: Un concert spirituel, Concerto
mastering may not have been consistent in
Vocale ( HMC 901032) (
59m 17s) A closer
quality between the two halves of the set.
perspective for this 1980 analogue original
A/C, therefore, but it is worth buying for
than with the EMI Reflexe Monteverdi collecTennstedt's reading, which is more positivetion reviewed this month, but with more use
feeling than most, if not quite reaching the

L'OISEAU-LYRE
Mozart ( ed. Maunder): Requiem K626,
Soloists/AAM/Hogwood (
411 712-2) (
43m
13s) Transparent and beautifully balanced,
just like the black disc ( Oct '84) of Richard
Maunder's ear-opening, thought- provoking
and often perplexing realisation (try as I
may, Icontinue to find the Süssmayr solution in ' Lacrimosa' the more convincing in
terms of proportion and grandeur; the contrasting freshness of ' Domine Jesu' then
seems inevitable and appropriate). Stereo
placing is well judged, though the two
women in the ' Recordare' seemed less
favoured in the balance than their male
colleagues. The metallic edge to the sound
of the chorus is, however, new. Ifound it
tameable, to adegree, but then other things
started to disappear as well, such as the
attractive ' chuff' at the beginnings of
instrumental notes which double the choral
lines of the ' Kyrie' fugue, or the light-toned
strength of the timpani. Isuspect that the
master tells adifferent story, but as long as
my vinyl copy remains free of too many
clicks, Ishall stay with it. B/C
Andrew Keener

OWED
Mozart ( arr Heidenreich): The Magic Flute —
'Harmoniemusik' .Munich Wind Ens. (C 092841A) (
42m 40s) KD liked the quality of the
black disc last October; so do I, and the CD
sounds every bit as attractive. No edge, a
close but not claustrophobic balance and a
suggestion of a nice, lively acoustic. Very
good indeed, in fact. Incidentally, Ishare
KD's lack of enthusiasm about Heidenreich's
arrangements and order, less so his enjoyment of the performances. The playing is
fairly spick and span; rarely, however, is
there the personality and polish that the
winds of, say, the ECO would bring to the
music. A*
Andrew Keener

PHILIPS
Berlioz: Les Nuits d'Eté / Ravel: Shéhérazade, Norman/LSO/Davis (
412 493-2) (
50m
56s) Apart from the crucial absence of surface noise, the sound of this CD exactly
replicates that heard from the LP version
(analogue master, reviewed 6/81). A very
clean recording provides a spacious setting
for the modest orchestral forces, although
the voice is, perhaps, brought alittle too far
out of the background acoustic. Yet the
result is effective, and the recording copes
well with the almost operatic projection
provided by Jessye Norman at the occasional big climaxes, providing plentiful dynamic accommodation and a firmly focused
dead-centre image for the singer. In my
view, amore touching performance of Nuits
d'Eté is Kin iTe Kanawa's with Barenboim on
DG's all- Berlioz CD ( 410 966-2), which also
has Miss Norman singing The Death of
Cleopatra. But this Berlioz/Ravel issue nevertheless offers opulent, studied and well
recorded readings. A[1]
John Crabbe
Debussy: La Mer, Nocturnes, Boston SO/
Davis ( 411 433-2) ( 50m 45s) Just as I
thought.
Free of rustles and the rather low level LP cut
(which Ireviewed in Aug 83), these wonderful
glory.
recordings
There i
seffortless
stand revealed
clarity in
and
their
warmth
true
along with asensation of tangibility that sets
the hair on the nape of the neck tingling. The
cymbals ( suspended and held) in La Mer
carry no hint of spurious 'fizz', yet they set
the ear-drums ringing just as they would
from a good seat in the stalls — and what
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magnificent instruments they sound on this
recording ( sample the third movement as far
as the first climax). The acoustic is fairly
contained ( justifying, I feel, some close
balances, eg, celeste), but there is no hint of
restriction; rather, the reverberant warmth of
this fine orchestra is allowed its full worth —
can the divided cellos in ' De l'aube àmidi sur
la mer' ever have made such a glorious
blended, immaculately tuned sound? This is,
then, a marvellous vindication of the
medium, and Ihave fallen in love with Davis'
La Mer all over again. It is a reading of
tenderness, freshness and atmosphere, full
of textural insight and imagination. A
Andrew Keener

HiFi News Awards last December, so it is
pleasing to be able to report that this CD, his
first for Philips, is rather good. The LP
version receive a B:1*/1 rating from BJ in
January, who felt that the cello was alittle too
close-miked but also likely to be swamped in
the faster numbers, such as Khachaturian's
Sabre Dance. The CD increases clarity, but
not at the expense of the warmth of the
sound, revealing a lack of ' hype', so Iwould
increase the rating to a straight A.
John Atkinson

boxed- in acoustic not well suited to big,
expansive music. So while there is much to
admire on this disc in terms of dynamics and
frequency range, my feeling is that the
sound would be tiring to live with. Also,
Leonard Slatkin's interpretations are for the
most part rather routine, conveying an
atmosphere of ' let's get these popular Russian pieces out of the way', while the orchestra seems to operate at three levels of
competence: strings excellent, woodwind
usually OK, brass sometimes awful. B
John Crabbe

Wagner: Die Walküre, James King/Leonie
Music for Wind: Hoist: Suites 1 & 2/Handel:
Rysanek/Gerd Nienstedt/Birgit Nilsson/
Fireworks Music/Bach: Fantasia in G, CleveTheo Adam/Bayreuth Festival/Böhm (412
478-2) 1210m 24s) ( 4 CDs) Surprisingly, for a land Symphonic Winds/Fennell ( CD-80038)
premium- price medium, there has been a (43m 46s) This release really is impressive.
Mozart: Divertimenti K136-138, Serenata
Not only is the playing brilliant, but the
rush among the record companies to comnotturna, IMusici ( 412 120-2) (
46m 43s) This
recording handles with smooth ease the
plete a Ring cycle on silver. The Janowski
one bites. The edgy violin sound bears little
whole range from the inspired stillness of
digital studio cycle ( Eurodisc) is complete,
relation to the smooth reality of this group,
the ' Song Without Words' from Hoist's
Decca are well on their way to completion of
and lower strings carry a grainy, viol- like
Second Suite to the extremes of volume and
the Solti/Culshaw cycle, there are rumours of
quality. Iwould go so far as to say that the
textural and timbral complexity found in this
a Karajan Ring on DG by summer 1985 and
sound of this silver disc seriously misrepreversion of Handel's Fireworks music. The
here Philips have issued Walküre as the first
sents the sound and sense of the interpretabrazen edge of the brass does not obliterate
opera in what must be taken to be a comtions ( the searchlight mercilessly reveals
plete Ring cycle issue. More surprising has the firm tone that is the sound's foundation
some studio rustles and thuds — one of them
and the percussion has an impact that
been Philips' choice of the classic 1966/7
immediately before the first note of the disc
approaches that of reality. There are
Bohm recordings from the Bayreuth Festival
— and the occasional inadvertently brushed
imperfections here but the good qualities of
instead
of
the
critically
wellreceived
open string). Also, the fader on the editor
this recording remain in the mind. A
Chereau/Boulez Bayreuth Centenary cycle
appears to have been fractionally late in fully
Doug Hammond
from 1979/80. The only commercial reason
opening at the start of K136 iii, and some of
for releasing the Bern recordings now is an
the editing ( chopped reverberation at the
outstanding historical performance — the
Wagner: Meistersinger (
Prelude to Act l),
end of K136 iii exposition; truncated intake
Boulez digital recordings are certainly finer
Gótterdammerung (
Siegfried's Rhine Jourof breath near the start of K137 iis unworthy
in conveying the unique Bayreuth acoustic.
ney), Overtures to Rienzi and Flying Dutchof a company with Philips' reputation. The
Báhm is very fast ( clipping 30 minutes off
man, Minnesota Orch/Marriner ( CD- 80083)
black disc, submitted for musical comment,
Karajan's leisurely, near 4- hour timing). His
(44m 40s) Marriner's Wagner lacks both
offers a better idea of the music- making. C
soloists are variable — James King, particu'edge' and propulsion, particularly in the
(LP A:1 Dec ' 84)
larly on CD, sounds throaty and strained,
writing for the low orchestra parts. The
Andrew Keener
though he rises to the challenge of the great
Rhine journey for instance has a very
Act IScene Ill duet. Rysanek's Sieglinde is
unatmospheric ' dawn'. The simply miked
Mozart: Sonatas for piano and violin. K301,
unsure
in
Act
I,
where
Niestedt's
recording, from the Minnesota Orchestra's
304, 376, 378, Haskil/Grumiaux ( 412 253-2)
Hunding steals the scene. Bem's chosen
home auditorium, is flat with a rather over(52m 15s) The piano, appreciably behind the
speeds help Theo Adam around Wotan's text
proportioned bottom end. Neither the perviolin, emerges rather plummily from the
while
Nilsson's
Brunnhilde
has
rarely
formances
nor the sound scintillate or
right, the violin from slightly left of centre
sounded so involving. The recording is a sparkle. The Meistersinger low strings are
(further to the left in K376). Turn down the
little shrill at times ( Act Ill Scene I) and one or
particularly boomy; the disc opens with an
volume anotch or two to compensate for the
two nasty edits haven't really been tidied up
irritating editing ' tick' before the first grand
high level transfer, and you have a decent
satisfactorily.
The
atmosphere
of
Bayreuth
is
chord of the Prelude. Spongy. B
enough sound, though the violin remains a
David Prákel
well caught, but the singers are clear if rather
little bright at forte. Level of tape hiss is fairly
forward. The levels, on strings in particular,
high, but the ear adjusts. In short, the
seem to have been manipulated during
predominant impression is that the 1958
recording. Icannot see the Bern cycle being
tapes have been fairly represented, though it
UNICORN-KANCHANA
an outstanding CD success, but hearing the
has to be said that certain other sources
Delius: The Song of the High Hills/10 orchesBayreuth brass sing out into that so- distinct
were providing more ' modern' sounding
acoustic in the opening bars of the Act I tral songs, Lott/Walker/Rolfe-Johnson/
recordings at the same date. The performAmbrosian Singers/RPO/Fenby ( DKP ( CD)
storm, I doubt if anyone can resist the
ances, however, are something else, their
9029) (
58m 30s) Sublime sound, realised
simplicity and integrity triumphing over a authentic sound of Wagner's own theatre. B:
with an unerring feel for the textures and
(1*/2)
balance which is slanted the wrong way:
gradations of this music by producer, ChristDavid Prákel
these are, as the label reminds us, sonatas
opher Palmer and engineer, Bob Auger.
for piano and violin, not vice versa. Worth
Transparent, unforced and combining natupaying money for, nevertheless. Fears two
RCA
ral distancing and crisp focus, this is a
years ago, that the back catalogue ( let alone
brilliant, immensely satisfying recording.
Hoist/Tomita: The Planets, Tomita ( synth)
the historical one) would be neglected on
The Song of the High Hills, from the ethereal,
(RCD1 1919) (
52m 05s) Available from Oliver
silver disc, seem to have been to a large
and — intentionally — barely perceptible entry
Crombie's mail order CD service, the
extend unfounded. H
of the voices to its mighty ' top of the
infamous synthesised version of Holst's
Andrew Keener
masterpiece ( it renders it as more of a mountain' climax is wonderfully judged.
Delius' landscape' — thunder, lightning, rain,
'minipiece') which so upset lmogen Holst,
Offenbach: Eight Overtures, Philharmonia/
snow, mist, all subtly painted in sound —
makes its appearance on silver disc. How
Marriner ( 411 476-2) 142m 56s) Recorded in
delights the ear in the ample acoustic of
does it fare? For a start it hangs together
London 1981, these are all- digital recordings
Walthamstow Assembly Hall. And how
much more coherently now that it is no
of exceptional clarity, combining good preenjoyable to hear afirm, clean, ring from the
longer plagued with the benefits of RCAsence and detail with an obviously generous
tymps! With arevelatory performance under
pressed LP surfaces. The analogue producoverall acoustic which lends a persuasive
Eric Fenby, one to treasure.
tion is altogether cleaner than that of Tomiauthority to the lower registers in particular.
The selection of 10 songs — with orchestra
ta's Debussy collection, and Ihave to admit
Clearly multi-miked, but done in the best
for the first time on disc — is no less
that this is actually a rather fine piece of
Philips manner, with the overall mix- down
desirable. The alternative venue of Barking
music- making, even if nothing like Gustav
carefully tailored to produce a coherent
Assembly Hall proves just as sympathetic,
specified. Dismissing atendency for Tomita
overall sound with no obvious ambience
allowing the solo voices to shine centreto be abit heavy-handed with the flanging as
anomalies. Sparkling playing throughout
stage, equably balanced with the orchestra
pure Oriental high spirits, this can only be
from what is, for my money, London's best
and sharing the same ' acoustic space'. None
rated as A* [T*]
orchestra. A may even be a little
of the delicate scoring is lost, or indeed
John Atkinson
ungenerous!
over- emphasised: lightness of touch is
Ivor Humphreys
everything here, with no loss of presence.
TELARC
Captivating, affectionate performances
'Travels with my cello', Julian Lloyd
and a clear, refined sound evidence the
Glinka: Ruslan & Ludmilla Overture/BoroWebber/ECO/Cleobury ( 412 231-2) (
38m
obvious care put into this recording by all
din: Steppes of Central Asia/Tchaikovsky:
29s) Elsewhere in this issue is my review of
concerned. In his review of the black disc
Marche Slav/Rimsky-Korsakov: Russian
the cellist's light-hearted autobiography,
(January), AK suggested that silent surfaces
Easter Overture/Gliére: Russian Sailor's
which shares its title with this collection of
were essential to appreciate this issue to the
Dance, Saint Louis SO/Slatkin ( CD- 80072)
Romantic arrangements — Saint-Saëns'
full: on CD, nothing, thankfully, breaks its
(40m 07s) As captured by Telarc's micSwan, Giazotto's Albinoni Adagio,
magical spell. A*
rophones, the Powell Symphony Hall ( where
Schumann's Traumerei, etc. Julian did
Peter Herring
the St Louis orchestra records) has aslightly
HFN/RR the honour of presenting our 1984
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CLASSICAL
J.S.BACH: Violin Concerto in d, BWV 1052
Violin Concerto in g, BWV 1056 L3 Concerto in cfor
Violin and Oboe, BWV 1060
ltzhak Perlman (yin) / Ray Still (ob) / Israel
PO/Perlman
EMI EL 2701491 digital dmm ( EL 2701494

Iconsider Perlman to belong to the group of
thinking- person's violinists, but for me Bach
is totally different from Bruch and that is
where he and I diverge. As soloist and
Director of the Israel Philharmonic ( not my
idea of an appropriate accompaniment) he
clearly has total control over the interpretative stance and he gives us what are, by now,
rather anachronistic accounts — big, lush
string-tone, heavy legato, a slightly selfindulgent approach to sonority and vibrato,
and scarcely a nod in the direction of the
subjugation of the solo line to the overall
contrapuntal interplay. All this, coupled with
some slowish tempi, makes for some lugubrious moments. It is clearly the big- named
violinist accompanied by an orchestra — and
Perlman does it supremely well, playing with
ease, polish and bravura. The Concerto for
Violin and Oboe ( also known in aversion for
two harpsichords) sees some stylish —
though not baroque — playing from Ray Still,
and he and Perlman duet with evident understanding.
The recording suffers from at the same
time a cramped orchestral sound and an
uncomfortably forward placing for the reverberant soloists. Ifound this to be at its most
disconcerting in the double concerto, when
some of the oboe phrases seemed to leap
disembodied into the very strong forward
spotlight. Not my ideal Bach issue Iam
afraid, but if it is yours, please enjoy it
despite (to spite) me! [B/C:2/3]
Roger Bowen

J.S BACH: Six Sonatas for Flute, BWV 1030-1035
Partita in a for Solo Flute, BWV 1013
Wilbert Hazelzet (fit) / Jap ter Linden (v1c)/ Henz
Bouman (hpd)
Archiv 413 789-1 ( 2 recs) (413 789-4)
Reissue from 1983

This two-disc issue, taken from'MAK's complete chamber works box- set, nicely complements the double issue of the Violin Sonatas
taken from the same source and released
last year. Wilbert Hazelzet uses a woody,
breathy sounding flute, and even if one can
quibble with a tempo here or a shaping
there, the set as a whole is a stunning
success, with some marvellous supporting
playing from Jap ter Linden and Henz Bou man. Excellent recording too. [A• 1/11
Roger Bowen

J.S.BACH: Partitas for Clavier ( BWV 825-830)
Record 1: Nos. 1, 3 & 6; Record 2: Nos. 2, 4 & 5
Jean Louis Steuermann (pno)
Philips 412 546-1 and 412 547-1 digital ( 2 separate
records)

I was absolutely delighted with the first
record, despite minor reservations concerning the recording, because the playing there
struck me as extremely poetic and sympathetic. However, whether it is because
Partitas 2and 3are perhaps more idiomatic
to the harpsichord, or because my own
impression of Partita 5does not correspond
with that of the soloist here, I'm not sure, but
Ifound the second record (412 547-1) comparatively rather disappointing. The sound
quality on both is simply rather shallow and
lifeless. In certain circumstances this might
be blamed on the instrument itself, but
careful listening led me to the conclusion
that it is something to do with the acoustical
circumstances of the recording in combination with a rather clear piano sound; probably the microphones were unwisely placed.
The playing on the first record strikes me
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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as being of the highest order; Ihave seldom
been so impressed by a pianist in Bach on
record, and Iam pleased to recommend it
very strongly indeed. But the playing in the
whole of Partita 5sounded hurried ( with the
first movement far too fast), and the continuity of line which is so essential to the first
movements of Partitas 2and 4was — for me
anyway — barely maintained. The short
cover- note on Bach and the piano, by Basil
Lam, who died late last year, is very much to
the point, but Ifind it irritating to have the
movements of all six partitas duplicated on
both record-covers. Record 1: [
13:19, Record
2: [13:21
Stephen Davv

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No.6 ( Pastoral)
BPO/Karajan
DG 413 936-1 (413 936-4)

What does Karajan's Pastoral bring?
Recorded in 1982 to provide the soundtrack
for a Telemondial video film, Ithink many
will be disappointed. It is odd to recall how
maligned was his 1962 version. Then, Karajan offered his most ' nature redolent' interpretation; now, the symphony is as abstract
as awork by Mozart. Nightingale, quail and
cuckoo in ( ii) are all to do with balance and
rhythmic precision, OW is less carefree — but
the oboe solo is distinguished indeed — in ( iv)
the music is too powerful, too cataclysmic,
merely to depict a summer storm. But how
beautifully Karajan 'floats' the beginning of
the finale, as the string- bass shivers die
away. Yet at first hearing he then seems to
chivvy the music; it is all less characterful
than in 1962. This time Iwonder if Karajan
has not given us too spare a reading, one
that is too ' purely' conceived. It is as if he
wants this to be his definitive restatement,
yet at the same time he cannot allow any
trace of subjective response to be expressed.
Articulation, rhythm are what constantly
excite attention.
Technically the new production is better
than Karajan's 1977 version, which was
lovely in quiet passages but boosted excessively in crescendi; gone are such effects as
the ' woodland glade' distancing of birdsong
at the end of (
ii); now the balance is better,
but tuttis are fogged or woolly, climaxes in
(v) bloated. The sound is artificial, and for
such short side lengths the LP is cut at alow
level. [8:21

chords of Coriolan need to snap and snarl
into a reverberant space which sounds like
the Universe echoing the proclamations of a
genius ( as happens in Kegel's version on
CD); yet here the LPO's surroundings seem
relatively parochial. But perhaps I'm being
too fussy, and others may regard this as a
perfectly good Beethoven package. [
A/B:2]
John Crabbe

BEETHOVEN. Archduke Trio
Robert Zirnansky ( vIn)/Jan Polasek (
WO/Michael
Ponti (pno)
Rodolphe RP 12400 digital ( Harmonia Mundi) ( NC)

There is such verve here that you begin to
wonder if the performance is ' live'. The
playing is positively wild at the end of ( i) and
it's apity the tapes are cut, not allowing the
studio noise to bridge into the scherzo. The
very natural integration and balance, with
good piano sound, put this ahead of the
technically disappointing Perlman/Harrell/
Ashkenazy Archduke, though this is a less
reliable, less classical reading. It is dominated by Ponti ( a pianist one has associated
with quantity rather than quality of recordings in the past), who is more arch than
Archduke in the pdolce at the double barline in ( i) — repeat taken — and whose rather
pompous ' maestoso' jars as the theme is
heard finally, before the coda.
Still, he keeps the playing buoyant in the
development, and one admires the elegance
and singing line in the scherzo. Some lack of
unity of feeling for tempo mars the beginning of OW; this is a superficial account,
without the organic growth suggested in the
famous Thibaud/Casals/Cortot 78s. Ponti's
pedalling and dynamics are too capricious
and unstable here. In ( iv) he also draws
attention to himself, away from Beethoven:
too much ' banging', as in the trio. But that
electric charge, coursing this recording,
weighs against such reservations.
Slight prominence is given to the cellist,
with the violinist the least forthcoming of the
trio. At times it is almost as if one were
sitting well left of the centre aisle. [
A:1/2]
Christopher Breunig

BERLIOZ
Les Nuits d'Eté / DEBUSSY: La
Damoiselle Elue
von Stade./Mentzer/Tanglevvood Fest Ch/Boston
SO/Ozawa
CBS IM 39098 digital ( IMT 39098)

Christopher Breunig

This is the fifth Nuits d'Eté in as many years,
but the first ever to be coupled with Debussy
and the only full-length Berlioz work apart
from Solti's Damnation to feature the mezzoBEETHOVEN: Overtures — Fidelio LI Leonore 3 '
soprano Frederica von Stade. Although its
Prometheus CI Coriolan U Egmont
need for a second soloist and a female
LPO/Tennstedt
chorus may have made Debussy's La
EMI EL 2701101 digital dmm ( EL 2701104)
Damoiselle Elue an expensive coupling for
CBS, it is certainly well suited to the role, for
This disc being Klaus Tennstedt's first BeethRossetti's poetic subject involves those
oven recording, and this review my first
same sadnesses of love and separation
published critique of his work, Imust be
which dominate the Gautier verses in Bercareful. But there's no escaping afeeling of
lioz' song-cycle. The Debussy is beautifully
disappointment over his handling of these
performed, my only slight reservation being
overtures, which tend only spasmodically to
capture the essential Beethovenian mix of• that Susanne Mentzer as the Narrator has a
voice rather too close in timbre to von
defiance, turbulence and brooding contemStade's ( in its lower registers) for her slightly
plation. Splendid in the long spans of Mahler
leftward placing to distinguish her with
or Schubert's Ninth, where disparate elecertainty from the central Blessed Damozel.
ments can eventually be pulled together to
Nuits d'Eté, however, raises no doubts, as
impose unity on diversity, Tennstedt seems
von Stade excells herself with a mellifluous
to tackle these much shorter works in too
expressiveness which goes straight to the
episodic a fashion, pointing up this or that
heart of Berlioz' masterpiece of orchestral
feature as he passes by but then arriving at
song. Of the post-Crespin/Baker performthe end before a convincing pattern has
emerged. The jamboree finales of Leonore 3 ances this most resembles Kid Te Kanawa's
in style, and is the equal of any in sound
and Egmont, for instance, come without
quality — with the soloist in front of the
much prior build-up of tension, and therefore seem somewhat detached. Played as a orchestra but joining it in the attractive
Boston Symphony Hall ambience. Seiji Ozalone piece in aconcert, each overture would
wa's accompaniment is tastefully approprino doubt be very adequate, but Icould never
ate and von Stade's interpretation at times
imagine myself turning to these performheart-rending. I've never heard amore movances again and again for doses of the
ing lamentation than her Sur Les Lagunes,
Beethoven spirit.
while Le Spectre de la Rose is not far behind
To be fair, that spirit also requires rather
Crespin's, my favourite version for twenty
more acoustic space than is offered in this
years. (
11:1/1*)
clean, balanced, but rather enclosed soundJohn Crabbe
ing recording. For example, the opening
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BRAHMS: Symphonies 1-4
Bavarian RSO/Kubelik
Orfeo S070834 F(
4recs) digital dmm IM 070834 F)
These recordings were made, in straight
sequence, in the Munich Herkulessaal in
Spring 1983. No equivocation — this is agreat
Brahms set. Brahms' symphonies can be
expressed in various ways ( one thinks of
Furtwângler's cosmic utterances, of Giulinrs noble, pained concentration, of Karajan's powerful unleashing of sounds), but no
cycle Iknow of emerges so unforcedly, so
organically, and is so unified overall, as
Kubelik's, with his well- loved orchestra.
The first three symphonies are all given
with first movement exposition repeats, but
note how in No.3 Kubelik suggests an
increased strength at the double- bar line.
Consistently one feels this sense of growth;
even in the sotto voces of the finale in No.2
(exciting, not too fast, the varying voicing of
the music always adding to the evolving
structure) the music moves forward. The
opening of No.1 is very characteristic:
almost ' loose' in away, gently expressive in
the introduction, with expectation created as
the main, purposeful, allegro is launched.
The music seems to flow, deceptively, at ' its
own pace'; yet as Kubelik has said, from the
start of a performance he hears the whole,
and it builds to a single big pivotal point of
resolution. One notes the lovely string sound
in No.4 ( i), and how the placing of second
violins to the right he'ps the balance; wind
chording in No.3 ( i is firm, rich. Here,
without underlining, iirahms' melancholic
side is reflected. No.2 ( i) re- calls the freshness of Toscanini's great NBC recording;
other conductors are more forceful at the
outset of No.4 ( iv), yet with Kubelik there is a
savouring of Brahms' low register harmonies. One must be patient to hear the
outcome of the whole.
Few productions match the natural concert- hall balances recreated here; quiet surfaces allow one to open up the sound
realistically, and the CDs will surely be finer
still. The Bavarian orchestra, with its fine
characteristic German oboe sound, is not the
suavest on records: horns have acontrabassoon- like timbre, the flute is almost shrill,
when extended in 4 ( iv). ( There, the scherzo
passage with triangle is wonderfully airy.)
You won't find the oboe spotlit in No.1 ( ii);
the wind choirs are beautifully blended.
Brahms without a trace of egocentricity.
[A:1*1
Christopher Breunig

BRIDGE: Suite for String Orchestra / IRELAND: A
Downland Suite The Holy Boy IElegiac Meditation
ECO/Garforth
Chandos ABRD 1112 digital ( ABTD 1112)
Who would have thought that a piece for
brass- band would transfer so marvellously
well to the medium of string orchestra as
Ireland's A Down/and Suite? Yet it does; and
Geoffrey Bush, the arranger, has altered
actual notes very little. There is a bracing,
compound-time Prelude and a busy Rondo
with a fine lyrical pre- coda episode ( gloriously played). The Elegy — a real beauty —
might have been conceived with string
sonority in mind, so idiomatic is the chordal
spacing and ' lie' of the partwriting. Now
Chandos, self-styled ' brass band specialists',
can perhaps let us know how the original
sounds. The playing is as distinguished as
you would expect; it also has spirit, and as
reproduced by acharacteristically ample and
detailed recording ( St Barnabas), the forces
sound satisfyingly large. The tonal richness
probably saves David Garforth's broad
account of the Bridge Prelude from becoming static; Boult on Lyrita sounds more
natural. Otherwise, this too is a rewarding
performance. What a superb piece the
Bridge is — as opulent of harmony and sound
as other early works such as Rebus and
Dance Rhapsody. Recommended. [
A:1]
Andrew Keener
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BRUCH: Violin Concerto in g / MENDELSSOHN:
Violin Concerto in e
ltzhak Perlman (vIn)/Concertgebouvv/Haitink
EMI EL 2701051 digital dmm ( EL 2701054)
Both the concertos in this popular coupling
again receive dedicated and masterly performances from Perlman, but even from him
— and more so from the Concertgebouw —
there is lacking a spirit of freshness and
profound involvement with the originalities
of these two marvellous works. For me, the
high- spot of this disc comes with the slow
movement of the Mendelssohn, in which
Perlman sustains a fine cantabile line without allowing the pace to drag at all, or the
sentiment to deteriorate into sentimentality.
Throughout both works he imbues the violin
sound with asinging or speaking quality that
is particularly effective in the first- movement
cadenza of the Mendelssohn, and in that
same work his use of dramatic gestures and
portamenti is reminiscent of classic performances of yore. Yet a certain sparkle is
nevertheless missing, as is totally secure
intonation, and in a concerto in which there
are so many marvels of scoring and beautiful, short solo passages for various instruments of the orchestra, even the Concertgebouw sound a little uninterested on occasions.
In the Bruch Iwould have preferred a
touch more passion and weight from Perlman, especially in the Adagio, but the
orchestral spread seems to produce a concertainly a result of the recording. A limited
orchestral spread seems to product a contained feel to the overall sound that is fine for
the Mendelssohn but less effective in the
Bruch, even though the relationship of
soloist and orchestra is adjusted for this
work. [A/13:1/2]
Doug Hammond

It is usual nowadays to get the Serenade
onto one side and leave enough room for
another major work, although the object
here seems to have been to offer us the
'complete works for string orchestra'. But
since there are not enough of them to fill a
record they have to be spread rather thinly.
As far as performance is concerned these are
quite presentable, though there is pretty
severe competition, the Serenade being one
of the most popular works in the repertoire.
The Notturno is having something of a
revival, it seems, and this is the third version
to have appeared in as many months. It suits
the lighter textures of the chamber orchestra, though this version ideally needs more
commitment; it is rather too coo). The Waltzes are arranged by the composer from the
set for string quartet.
Luigi Sagrestano, the sleeve tells us, is a
Yugoslav musically educated in Rome, and
though we are not told how old he is, alist of
his conducting dates suggests that he has
not so far been involved with top-class
orchestras. This is the first non- historic
Rodolphe recording Ihave received, and it is
of good average standard like its contents.
[8:21
Kenneth Dommett
ELGAR: Symphony No.2
Philharmoma/Hai(ink
EMI EL 2701471 digital dmm ( EL 2701474)

More than in his recording of No.1, Haitink's
interpretation is motivated by a strong,
unaffected idea of the role of each bar within
the whole, and in the first two movements by
a raptness and dedication unsurpassed by
any other version. Like all except Elgar
himself ( and Solti), Haitink follows tradition
by relaxing the tempo for the first movement
bridge passage, thus preparing the way for a
second subject of tenderness and complete
CHOPIN: Piano Concerto No.2 in f/SAINT-SAENS:
naturalness. That is the key to his view of the
Piano Concerto No. 2 in g
whole Symphony; throughout, awide range
Cecile Licad (pno)/LPO/Previn
of tempi is balanced by the most subtly
CBS IM 39153 digital IIMT 39153)
nuanced phrasing, so that even when, as in
the first movement development, the music
From all points of view, this shows the
lingers expansively, the placing of ea - h
young Philippino pianist in a more favourcadence is never later than one feels it
able light than her Rachmaninov coupling
should be. The inwardness of the Philharmowith Abbado and the Chicago SO ( others, I nia string playing is breathtaking and the
hasten to add, thought better of that disc
engineering accords it an entirely truthful
than Idid). To play this warmly- recorded and
luminosity.
well-balanced newcomer ( Henry Wood Hall,
The finale may strike some as lightweight.
piano close but not browbeatingly so) is to
Haitink's tempo for the first theme is faster
be aware at once of agreater range of colour
than most; moreover, he keeps the speed in
in her tone. There are some especially lovely
mind throughout, resolutely coming back to
withdrawn pianissimos in the opening
it at its final appearance, where most conmovement of the Saint-Saëns ( the coda and
ductors retain the gentle pace of the precedits approach are particularly beguiling) and
ing music. Yet Haitink's way is to infuse
warmth and liveliness to the piano sound in
resignation into the music at the last possithe Scherzo. The tempo of that movement
ble stage ( after the allusion to the opening),
plants the only seed of doubt — not so much
and the end is dignified, unlingering. The
too fast, perhaps, but not always immaculate
recording is superb: it is sweet- toned,
in articulation. One or two moments in the
weighty and nicely distanced, with due
finale might also have benefited from a attention given to the string basses, lower
retake for the same reason ( the sequence
brass, and marvellous timpani playing.
after Letter C, for instance, where rather too
While hankering after Boult or Barbirolli in
many of the short notes fail to ' speak' for
the closing pages, I would, if forced to
comfort). Yet the excitement is undeniable:
choose, now opt for Haitink above any other.
Licad's attack in this finale is tigerish, and
[A*:11
Andrew Keener
she permits herself some dangerous
accelerandos.
Cecile Licad's Chopin is also expressive
and thoroughly musical. Only in comparison
GOUNOD: St Cecilia Mass
with Zimerman or Ax is it possible to discern
Barbara Hendricks (sop)/Laurence Dale (ten)/Jeanthe latter artists' still greater imagination, a Philippe Lafont (bar)/Ch. de Rad France/Nouvel
flexibility of pulse which never takes the
Orch Philharmonique de Rad France/Prêtre
music off- course yet allows a sense of
EMI EL 2701341 digital dmm ( EL 2701344)
fantasy. That is what Ioccasionally miss in
the newcomer, notably in the steady account
If the sound of Hendricks soaring gloriously
of the finale. But there are fine things in the
above the intoning chorus and soft tremoslow movement, including a memorably
lando strings of the Gloria doesn't do for
beautiful reprise. Competition is stiff, but
Gounod's St Cecilia Mass what British Airthat this new disc is competitive is a mark of
ways did for the Flower Duet from Lakmé,
its success. [
A/B:1/2]
then I shall eat my hat. Reviewing the
Andrew Keener
Concert Classics reissue of Hartemann's
1964 recording, I remember thinking that
George Bernard Shaw's summary of
DVORAK: Serenade in EOp.22
Notturno in B.
Gounod as a ' romantically pious Frenchman'
Waltzes Op.54/1 and 2
was not so wide of the mark. Why, when he
Musici de Praga/Sagrestano
was clearly so little attracted to music written
Rodolphe RP 12401 digital ( Harmonia Mundi) ( NC)
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EAST LONDON
Newly opened, our East Ham branch, is
run on exactly the same principles as our
main branch. So we can now provide our
services to those members of the public
who have so far found the journey to
North London too arduous.
The single speaker demonstration
room is bookable by appointment, and
certainly advisable for Saturday.
ENOD.

NAD 6050C
Proton P720
Rotel RD820
Rotel FID830

Mordaunt Short M20

£ 106.00

Mordaunt Short
MS10
Quad

£89.00
To order

Rogers LS1 w
£ 169.00
Rogers L53/5A w
£239.00
Rogers LS7 w
£316.00
Rogers Studio 1w
£437.00
Tannoy Titan
£99 00
Tannoy Mercury w £ 135.00
Tannoy Venus
£250.00
Tannoy all other models to
order
*Videotone
minimax w
£69.00
'Wharfedale Diamond
bk
£69.00
Wharfedale 506 2
£ 119.00
Wharfedale 508 w
£ 159.00
Free 16 metres of 79 strand
speaker cable with all speakers
listed except where indicated '
W = walnut
bk = black

Compact Discs
Marantz CD638
Marantz CD54

£299.00
£299.00

Marantz C074
Marantz CD84

£349.00
£399.00
Mission DAD 7000
£399.00
Technics SLP7
£299.00
Yamaha CDXI
£329 00
Yamaha CDX2
f429 00

NORTH LONDON
Established at our present location, we
have always endeavoured to provide the
products the public wants, coupled with
knowledgeable sales staff, and excellent
back-up service, which includes atwo
year warranty on all our electronics.
Aware of the changing face of Hifi' in
the second half of the eighty's, we now
have comprehensive range of British
and imported Hifi' to suit all budgets.
These can be auditioned in one of our
two single speaker demonstration
rooms. An appointment is not always
necessary, but it is advisable to ring first.
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for the Catholic church, did Gounod return
from Rome to Paris in order to devote
himself to five years of religious music? As a
gesture of gratitude for his Prix de Rome?
I'm less sure now.
Here is a recording of the Mass which
makes out as good acase for the piece as it is
possible to imagine; indeed, the work frequently sounds surprisingly beautiful and
inventive. Forget the unmistakable whiff of
the theatre in the ' military band' writing of
the Domine salvum, and the dreadful ' oompah' accompaniment at the opening of the
Credo. The affirmation at ' Et in Spiritum
Sanctum' brings some splendidly rousing
music, and the short opening Kyrie emerges
far more than it did under Hartemann as a
touching expression of quiet faith. The harps
at the end of the Credo are pure Hollywood,
but there is asimple, uncloying beauty in the
following orchestral Offertory. The work
would still not be among my Desert Island
eight, but this new performance has
increased my respect for it by several
degrees. A single dicey top-A apart, Laurence Dale, chorus, orchestra and Prêtre bring
an unostentatious dignity to the Sanctus
which is as attractive as it is unexpected.
Some wobbles and underpitching from the
sopranos are of little moment. Glowing,
well-balanced ( soloists alittle close?) recording. [
A:1]
Andrew Keener
HANDEL: Complete Instrumental Chamber Music,
Vol 3
The complete Recorder Sonatas ( in g, a, F, C, d,
D Sonata in Ffor Two Recorders L] Sonatas
in c, Bl & Ffor Oboe CI Sonata in D for flute
L'Ecole d'Orphée
CRD 1077/78 (
2 recs) ( 4077/781
There is some lovely playing throughout this
package, not only as a result of tasteful and
at times outstandingly expressive playing by
Philip Pickett, David Reichenberg and their
melodious colleagues, but also by the really
expert continuo work of Susan Sheppard
(cello) and Lucy CaroIan ( harpsichord) — both
names to watch out for. The analogue
recording is very well done indeed; distance
and width are right, the sound has
immediacy and life, yet is not overwhelming; all of which is as important in music like
this as anywhere, since Handel's style
demands that things are judged and
balanced to make every sound as clear and
as delightful as possible.
It says much for the performers that Ispent
nearly the whole of my listening time thinking about Handel's music, so that Imust
sound fussy if I report that Philip Pickett
seems to me to lack absolute consistency of
attention to expression and David Reichenberg strikes me as sounding better in fast
than he does in slow movements. But it
really all is very good: so good, in fact, that I
went straight out and ordered Volume 2,
which Ihave not received for review. Volume
1, mainly of string trios, is also delightful.
[A*:1*/1]
Stephen Daw
LEONCAVALLO: IPagliacci
Stratas (sop)/ Domingo (ten)/ Andreolli (ten)/ Pons
(bar)/ Rinaldi (bar)/ Ch & Orch of La Scala, Milan /
Prêtre
Philips 411 484-1 digital ( 2 recs) ( 411 484-4)
This is taken from the sound-track of the
Zeffirelli film of IPagliacci. No doubt in the
film the attractive appearance of Teresa
Stratas and her acting ability would compensate for her lack of vocal charm, but when
listening to the sound only one is very
conscious of her insecurity in the ' Balatella',
for example, and her voice becomes very
hard in its upper register. Domingo is in top
form throughout, and the Tonio, Juan Pons,
whom Iheard sing the role in Paris about a
year ago, is also very good. But the Silvio
lacks the necessary warmth to bring the love
duet to life. Georges Prêtre is rather unpredictable as regards tempi, but the chorus and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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orchestra of La Scala are splendid.
The recording, which is digitally mastered,
lacks transparency and is rather over- bright.
The album contains acritical appreciation of
the work in English, French, German and
Italian, but the text of the opera is given only
in the original Italian. Finally, all the other
available recordings of IPagliacci are coupled with Cavalleria Rusticana and occupy
three sides; but here, despite the traditional
cut in the duet with Silvio, the work is spread
over four sides. [
13:1/21
John Freestone
MAGNARD: Symphony No. 4 H Chant funèbre
Orch du Capitole de Toulouse/Plasson
EMI ED 2701501 digital dmm ( ED 2701504).
Reissue from 1984
Thanks were due to Conifer last April for
bringing the Pathé pressing of this fine
recording to our attention, and now EMI UK
deserve similar gratitude for Greensleeving
it. The Symphony is a magnificent one, an
eloquent reminder of a remarkable talent
extinguished in middle- age as the French
born composer attempted to defend his
Senlis home from German soldiers of the
First World War. A friend of Chausson and a
pupil of Massenet and d'Indy, Magnard
nevertheless wrote in a style which, though
owing something to Franck in some chromatic turns of phrase, is startlingly original.
Such influences as there are in the Fourth
Symphony seem to me to come more from
Roussel than Franck; compare the bustling
second movement with the former's Fourth
Symphony, though the intriguing musette
which briefly pops up twice is attributable to
no-one. The performance is committed, the
dmm immaculate, the sound fresh and
nicely distanced. On no account miss this.
[A:1]
Andrew Keener
MENDELSSOHN: The six Organ Sonatas
Hans Vollenvveider (org)
Rodolphe RP 12397-98 (
2 recs, Harmolia Mundi)
(NC)
These outstanding works were written
(except for the last) as collections of voluntaries, and have nothing in common with
sonata-form as such; but they dc combine
classical and romantic forms in a satisfying
whole. They are played on an excellent
organ by Kuhn in Richterswil ( near Zurich).
The performance is generally smooth and
well-rounded, apart from some irregular
pedal accents in the andante con moto of No.
5. Altogether, though, an enjoyable account.
The sound is clear and warm, with perhaps
a slightly close balance, indicated by a wide
image and somewhat isolated reverberation.
A very slight hiss is only audible in the
quietest passages, and the frequency extension is very good. (
A/B:1/2]
Trevor Attewell

MERCADANTE: II Giuramento
Zylis-Gara (sop)/ Pecchioli (m- sop)/ Molese (ten)/
Miller (bar) / Ch & Orch of Rad France / Arena
Rodolphe RP 12416-18 (
3 recs) ( Harmonia Mundi)
(RPK 22416-181
Mercandante was born in 1795, a near
contemporary of Rossini, Bellini and
Donizetti. He was quite popular in his day,
his finest work being 11 Guiramento which
was first performed at La Scala Milan in
1837. It is very tuneful and has fine
moments, but on the whole is rather like
diluted Bellini or Donizetti! This, we are
informed, is a ' first ever' recording, and it is
therefore particularly unfortunate that no
libretto is included. A leaflet gives a rough
synopsis of the plot, but the section covering
the actual story of the opera is confined to
seven lines! There is also no indication of the
origin of this recording, although it was
certainly taken from a live performance as
the applause indicates. The singing of the
two ladies is very good and the two bari-

tones are satisfactory, but the tenor Michele
Molese sings with rough open tone and
pinched high notes. The sound is reasonable, rather like the quality one might expect
from agood radio broadcast. [
13:2I
John Freestone
MORLEY: Ballets, Madrigals, Pavanes, Sacred
Works
Deller Consort/Morley Consort/Deller/Munrow
Harmonia Mundi France HMA 241 (
HMA 40241)
Reissue from 1978
One of the issues in HM's plain-covered
Musique d'Abord series, this survey of Morley has some lovely performances of a
number of the Consort Lessons by the
Morley Consort and David Munrow, quite
freshly recorded with an appropriately intimate setting. Less to my liking are the
performances of the secular madrigals and
ballets by a rather shrill sounding Deller
Consort. The singers do bring an obvious
intensity and power to sacred works such as
0 arnica mea, but the recording does emphasise and separate the individual voices
through a thin, dryish acoustic. [
B/C:1/2]
Roger Bowen
MOZART: Symphonies Nos. 39 & 40
VPO/Bernstein
DG 413 776-1 digital ( 413 776-4)
The comparison between Tate's and Bernstein's versions of the G- minor offers an
interesting commentary on the attitudes of
the two conductors to contemporary ideas
about Mozart style. And it also says something about the stamina of the symphony
itself, for Bernstein's performance of both it
and the E- flat is in the powerful 19th century
symphonic tradition: rich string-tone with a
pronounced bass line, incisive wind, and a
driving, insistent forward motion that allows
little time for reflection.
This is how Mozart has been played for
many years, and it has to be said that it can
be exciting; but what begins to seem like
remorselessness eventually becomes
exhausting. It must be admitted, however,
that Bernstein does get a ' bite' into the finale
of the G- minor that eludes a lot of the
'tenderer' school of Mozart interpreters, and
which emphasises the symphony's aggressive character. There is, too, an element of
Beethoven about Bernstein's E- flat which
draws some parallels between it and the
'Eroica' that are not entirely misplaced. The
sound is unusually resonant. It is described
as alive recording, but there is no sign of an
audience as far as Ican tell, and people
would probably have mopped up some of
the echo. Good if this is how you like your
Mozart. [ 8:1/21
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Piano Concerto K503 : 1Piano Concerto
K53. Coronation'
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)/Phililarmonia/Ashkenazy
Decca 411 810-1 digital ( 411 810-4)
Ashkenazy's series of self- directed performances has so far maintained a very high
standard of consistency, and this addition to
it confirms, if confirmation were needed, that
both as pianist and conductor he continues
to command respect as an interpreter of
Mozart. The two concertos here are a neatly
contrasted pair, the C- major sonorous and
weighty, the so-called Coronation bright,
festively effervescent. This work, Mozart's
penultimate piano concerto, has tended to
be written off as rather ' flashy', but the
present performance will correct that superficial view. The cadenzas for both concertos
are by Ashkenazy himself and are very
satisfactory.
Comparisons here may be odious, but
reference to Perahia suggests that Ashkenazy favours a more solid orchestral sound,
hence his association with large orchestras.
This matches up with his own keyboard
style, which is also in the mainstream tradi-
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tion of Mozart performance, and though the
fingering is light and the playing sparkles,
the music sounds more solid on the whole
than it does in Perahia's hands. There is
room for both kinds of interpretation of
course, and both provide great pleasure and
reward. Decca's sound has the soloist
slightly prominent, but otherwise has a
reasonably natural concert- hall ambience.
(A:11
Kenneth Dommett
PAGANINI: 'II carnevale di Venezia' Variations ID
Moto perpetuo LI Sonata per la gran viola 0
Rossini's Mose' Variations (Vol.1) D Ballet° campestre
Sonata Varsavia D Sonata Maria Luisa
Polacca ( Vol 2)
Salvatore Accardo (yin, via)/Europe CO/Tamponi
HMV EL 270062-1 & 270063-1 digital dmm ( EL
270062/3-4)

Winner of the Paganini Prize at 17, Salvatore
Accardo adds five premiere recordings to his
important seven-disc DG series, and four
first- recordings with orchestral accompaniments. The lure of hearing him play no fewer
than 3000 notes in 409" (
Moto perpetuo), as
well as the newly acquired 5-stringed Bissoletti controviola in the Sonata first performed in London in 1834, gives Val the
edge. But in practice Ivalued Vol.2 more with
the late work Balletto campestre, its 47
variations on a ' comic theme' being afurther
compendium of violin techniques.
In the DG series the Sonata per la gran
viola was played by compatriot Dino
Asciolla, and Ihave to say that there, not
only was the accompaniment more imaginatively conducted, by Dutoit, but that the solo
part was presented with far greater response
to the music. Severer in manner, Accardo is
so self-absorbed that he makes the piece
seem boring. Indeed, throughout these discs
one is all too aware of the rum-ti-tum
orchestral writing, and the ultimate inconsequentiality of the project — except to specialising collectors. Of course, Accardo's
sang-froid and technical mastery command
some respect, but Perlman or Belkin are
more communicative and charming Paganini interpreters — and Accardo himself
seemed warmer in manner in DG's analogue
sound.
The sound here is typical of EMI's Abbey
Road Studio productions, with that 'tunnel'
effect, and no reflections from side or rear
walls to define the space. My finished copies
of the Electrola pressings were covered in
fine scratches, hopefully from isolated transit damage — but worth checking under
strong light, on purchase. You will see the
transfers are cut well away from the labels,
unusual for EMI records. [
A/B:3]
Christopher Breunig
POULENC: Concerto for two pianos & orchestra L]
Concert Champêtre for harpsichord & orchestra
Gabriel Tacchino, Bernard Ringeissen (pnos)/JeanPatrice Brosse (hpd)/Monte Carlo PO/Prêtre
EMI EG 2701481 digital dmm ( EG 2701484)

Georges Prêtre also recorded these works
for EMI back in 1962, with the composer and
Jacques Fevrier as soloists in the doubleconcerto. That coupling remains available on
Greensleeve, and Ihave to say that Iprefer it,
both artistically and sonically. Tacchino and
Ringeissen play the later work with no end of
dash, and the rippling piano texture of the
first movement coda sounds mesmeric from
such light-toned instruments. But elsewhere
Ifound the soloists' sound ( as reproduced)
shallow and over- percussive, while the
orchestral quality, though lacking nothing in
impact, is on the brash side — and is that
someone Ihear whispering shortly before
the slow- movement reprise? The artists
characterise the Mozartian elegance of the
Larghetto with the appropriate cool beauty,
but for charm and wit the earlier version
remains supreme. I'm afraid Iquickly lost
patience with the hammer-and-tongs treatment accorded the companion work, and
turned to the Preston/Previn account ( also
112

EMI) for reassurance of its subtle beauty. EB:2
two pianos/B:3/4 Champêtrel

chorus of twelve including the soloists, two
pianos and aharmonium, it does not appear
on the surface to be very prepossessing, but
in fact it is a wholly delightful work full of
original touches. There are two other verPROKOFIEV: 10 Pieces from Cinderella'
Sonata
sions available, but on balance the new issue
No.2
Sonatine Pastorale
is probably the best. All the soloists sing
Ramzi Yassa (pno)
well, with Ricciarelli in excellent voice and
Pavane ADW 7145 digital dmm ( Harmonia Mundi)
Zimmermann most impressive. Carreras is
(NC)
possibly a shade too operatic in his
approach, particularly in the ' Domine Deus',
The ten Cinderella pieces somehow belong
but Ramey gives a good straightforward
to the keyboard. And well they might, for
account of the bass solos. Craig Sheppard
unlike the Romeo & Jullettranscriptions they
plays the piano accompaniments most
were conceived that way before ever Probeautifully and his solo for performance
kofiev put his mind to an orchestral score.
during the Offertory is one of the highlights
There's a certain ' rightness' about them, a of the wi ) le set. Scimone conducts with
certain classical restraint for which the
complete understanding and avoids any
elaborate orchestral garb was later almost
suggestion of sentimentality, while the
an encumbrance. Ilike very much the transAmbrosian Singers are in superb form
parent floridity of the lyrical writing as
throughout.
projected here in the most lucid pianistic
Scimone, whose interesting comments are
terms. Ialso like the added immediacy, the
included in the sleeve notes, has doubled the
brittle, metallic cast of the pithier numbers.
chorus to 24, explaining that the original
The piano, in fact, might almost be consiperformance took place in arather resonant
dered Prokofiev's natural habitat, bringing
church and the increased chorus is used 'for
into sharpest relief all the stylistic hallmarks
fuller tone and acoustical reasons'. The
of his music: the switchback alternations
result fully justifies the alteration, and the
between sweet- scented lyricism and barrecorded sound — while possibly alittle over
baric rhythmic momentum — distinctive qualresonant — is warm and brilliant with fine
ities which were already fully established as
definition and good stereo separation. Rossiearly in his career as the romantic Second
ni's musical inspiration had certainly not
Sonata, qualities which this young Egyptian
deserted him when he wrote this remarkable
pianist clearly appreciates, applying himself
and, for its day, highly original work. [
A:1]
with all the requisite skill and confidence,
John Freestone
balancing an easy fluidity with taut rhythmic
vigour. Most impressive. But not, alas, the
ROSSINI: II Barbiere di Siviglia (extracts)
recording. An ungratefully dry, somewhat
Allen/Araiza/Baltsa/Lloyd/ASM/Marriner
claustrophobic image, endowed with little in
Philips 412 266-1 digital ( 412 266-4)
the way of tonal beauty — a piano sound
Reissue from 1983
starved of its natural, nobler, resonances.
Andrew Keener

[B/C:1]

Edward Seckerson
RACHMANINOV: Symphony No. 1 U The Rock
BPO/Maazel
DG 413 784-1 digital (413 784-4)

Suddenly Rachmaninov's First Symphony is
an altogether subtler, sadder utterance, its
composer less the eager, angry young barnstormer, more the sad- eyed dreamer. Maazel
looks beyond the surface Sturm und Drang:
the imagery is shadowy, half- lit, the scherzo,
for instance, never more mysterious in its
twisting and turning chromaticism, the
exquisite slow movement uncommonly fragile, attended with easy flexibility, plaintive
woodwinds against traceries of string sound
— never better on disc.
There are drawbacks. Maazel may have
undermined somewhat the youthful rhetoric,
the impetuosity of the piece, despatching the
celebrated opening pages of the finale, for
example, as if he were slightly embarrassed
by them. The feverish penultimate climax
hardly takes the breath away, either, and I've
heard more Drang in the black, oppressive,
coda. But then again, one listens to the
second-subject of the finale — to the surge
and sweep, to the sense of aspiration Maazel
engenders in the phrasing — and one yields.
This is a thoughtful, lovingly wrought
account, revealing dimensions of Rachmaninov's First Symphony that Ihad forgotten
existed. Ishall return to it often. By good
fortune, it also sounds better than the other
discs in the series: warmer, far more alive,
with an altogether richer sense of hall space.
The Rock is excellent too: beautifully shaped
with Berlin woodwinds once again stealing
attention. [
A:1]
Edward Seckerson

ROSSINI: Petite Messe Solenelle
Ricciarelli (sop)/Zimmermann (alt)/Carreras (ten)/
Ramey (bass)/Sheppard (pno)/Berkowitz (pride
Nunn (harm)/Ambrosian Ch/Scimone
Philips 412 124-1 digital ( 2 recs) 412 124-4)

Rossini called his Petite Messe Solenelle '
the
last mortal sin of my old age' and it was
written in 1863 when the composer was 71.
Scored originally for four solo voices, a

'Highly recommendable' said Doug Hammond in reviewing the complete opera
recording ( July 1983). But not so recommendable is adisc of extracts which gives no
text or translations or even an indication of
where in the plot the extracts come from. Do
Philips seriously suppose it more valuable to
give large pictures of the singers, even one
who takes part only in the ensembles?
Agnes Baltsa is ( as my colleague notes) a
little heavy as Rosina and Francisco Araiza is
prone to the intrusive h, but otherwise the
performance affords much pleasure in the
traditional way. Thomas Allen shows his
usual verve and stylishness in the ' Largo al
factotum'. The recording is slightly congested and, to my taste, over- resonant. DH
was less worried by the defects than I, and
his rating both technical and musical was a
grade above my own, which is 8:2.
Arthur Jacobs
DOMENICO SCARLATTI: Stabat Mater / ALESSANDRO SCARLATTI: 0 magnum mysterium D
Domine, refugium factus es nobis
Schütz Ch of London/Norrington
Argo 411 981-1 (
411 981-4)1
Reissue from 1974

The fine ten-voiced setting of the devotional
poem Stabat Mater may come surprisingly
from acomposer generally known only from
his harpsichord sonatas. Ten years after its
first release, this performance under Roger
Norrington remains the only available version. Iam not always convinced by the
conductor's choice of speeds for the different movements: why is the allegro of pro
peccatis taken at a slower pulse than the
succeeding andante? Why slow down the
end of ' mater unigenite' so that it merges
into the next ( slower) tempo instead of
contrasting with it? Balance and vigour of
voices are good, likewise the articulation of
words. Some congestion of sound occurs at
climaxes by which the characteristic sound
of a small choir is lost. Two motets by the
elder Scarlatti are impressive in an older
(unaccompanied) style and are well judged
in this performance in the same sonic conditions. Texts and translation are unhappily
missing. [B:2]
Arthur Jacobs
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SCHUBERT: Piano Quintet in A 'The Trout'
Andras Schiff (pno)/Clemens Hagen (vIn)/Veronika
Hagen (via)/Lukas Hagen (vcI)/Alois Poach (d-bs)
Decca 411 975-1 digital ( 411 975-4)

telling contrast between legato and staccato
articulation, and lively response to
Schubert's imaginative writing.
The recording is slightly less impressive,
with marked spatial separation between the
performers, rough surfaces, and an occasional edge to the flute-tone. Since the
repeats in the Variations are not observed
one could also wonder why other transcriptions were not included — the total playingtime is little over 40 minutes. [
B/C:11
Peter Branscombe

(pno) Tom Krause (bad/Irwin Gage (pno)/Carlos
Bone!! (gtr)
Argo 411 739-1 (
5 recs) ( NC)

Few, Isuspect, would rate Sibelius highly as
a song writer, since even fewer are likely to
be acquainted with many of the songs.
Those which have gained currency — Black
Roses, The Tryst and Sigh, rushes, sigh — are
unlikely to prepare the listener coming to
this gargantuan collection for the emotional
breadth and variety of styles they represent,
to say nothing of the sheer number 192) of ee.4
them. Apart, Ithink, from two, this album
contains all Sibelius's contribution to the
0 111,
SCHUBERT: Lieder
genre of the romans. One or two are in
Judith Nelson (sop)/Jorg Demus (hamrnerflugel)/
German or French, but the bulk are in
Alfred Priz (clt)/Franz Sollner (hm)
Swedish, the language Sibelius grew up
Harmonia Mundi France HMB 1024 (
4010241
with, and the majority are for male voice.
Reissue from 1979
Inevitably with such alarge corpus of work
it is impossible to deal with the songs
This welcome ' Schubertiad' offers on Side
individually: in any case the notes by Robert
One Der Hirt auf dem Fe/sen and Auf dem
Layton, an international Sibelius scholar, are
Strom, and on Side Two Ellen's three songs
comprehensive and sensible. The earlier
from The Lady of the Lake, also Suleika's
group, Op.13, date from 1891-2 ( 0p.1 is
Was bedeutet and Ach, um deine feuchten
included but these five songs are of a later
Schwingen from the Goethe/Willemer coldate), and the last, Narciss and Sma flick laboration West-Ostlicher Diwan. When
orna, from 1918 and 1920 respectively.
these performances first appeared they were
Layton justifiably makes great claims for
part of a two- disc set along with some solo
Hostkvall, Jubal and Teodora (
all on Side 2),
piano music and further songs. Judith Nelbut there are delightful songs in lighter vein,
son has ayoung and slender voice, but she is
Kaiuter, Hundra vagar, Dolf forening and
not always free from strain here, and Jitirg
Och firms det en tanke among them, which
Demus ( playing a hammerflügel from rather
help belie the grim visage with which Sibeafter the Schubert era) is not on this occasion
lius seemed always to face the world.
at his most sensitive as accompanist. The
The recordings were all made in Kingsway
wind- players are both very good. Auf dem
Hall between 1978 and 1981. Soderstrom is
Strom is really a man's song, but none of
accompanied by Ashkenazy, and Tom
these songs is especially unfamiliar. Most of
Krause ( in superb voice) shares the other
them are included in the two- disc HMV set
two accompanists ( the guitar is used only in
SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata in 13I,,D 960
from Baker and Moore, although personally I the two songs of Op.60). Soderstrom is
Werner Bártschi (pno)
should prefer them to be sung in a style
occasionally rather too far back for her
Rodolphe RP 12399 digital ( Harmonia Mundil ( NC)
somewhere between Baker's ardent commitsplendid performances to make their fullest
ment and Nelson's rather detached manner.
impact, but Krause has been pretty well
At atime when there are fewer versions than
The
recording
is
quite
good,
though
with
served throughout. The set, clearly definiusual in the catalogue of Schubert's last
noisy surfaces. No song- texts are included.
tive, is a most valuable addition to the
sonata, this thoughtful, sensitive perform(13:21
Sibelius repertoire and reveals an aspect of
ance by a little-known pianist fully deserves
Peter Branscombe
the composer's genius that will not have
serious consideration alongside those by
been suspected by any but the most knowgreat international artists of the past and
ledgeable of his admirers [
A/B:1/1*]
present. The label, Rodolphe, will also be
SCHUBERT: An mein Herz
Der Fluss
Der
Kenneth Dommett
unfamiliar to many British collectors. The
Knabe
Die Rose
Der Schmetterling
Die
recording itself is well managed, with faithful
Forelle
Der Wandere an den Mond : Der
piano tone, though my finished pressing
SMETANA: String Quartets Nos. 1 & 2
Einsame
Fülle der Liebe 1Die lunge Nonne 1_1
proved disappointingly rough of surface.
Talich Of
Auf dem Wasser su singen 1Gretchen am SpinBârtschi handles the long first movement
Calliope CAL 1690 (
Harmonia Mundi) ( CAL 4690)
nrade , 1Fischerweise Der Jüngling an der Quelle
finely: he keeps the music flowing naturally,
111 An Sylvia JSeligkeit
with individual articulation and glowing,
While recordings of Smetana's first autoLucia Popp (sop)/Irwin Gage (pno)
inward tone; and his observance of the
biographical string quartet are numerous
EMI EL 2700671 digital dmm ( EL 2700674)
exposition repeat helps establish the
enough, the second, completed during the
monumentality of the concept. Thereafter,
last months of his life, is less often heard or
Though it will probably be taken as heresy to
his slow movement — between Schnabel and
recorded. It is an interesting if tortured piece,
say it, this recital is somewhat disappointing.
Larrocha in tempo, to take comparisons with
and all the recordings of it made so far,
Lucia Popp is a delightful artist on the
recently ( re-lissued versions — has poise and
largely by Czech and British ensembles, are
operatic stage, and she has made many very
poetry, his scherzo sparkles at an unusually
of a very high standard. This new one is no
satisfying records. But for lieder — at least,
rapid tempo, and the finale too is here fleet
exception. The Talich Quartet, led by Jan
for most of these Schubert lieder — she
of finger, with power and clarity. This is an
Talich, nephew of the conductor, record
seems at this stage of her career to have
attractively fresh performance. 113:11
almost entirely for this French label and have
limited natural affinity. It is not that her voice
Peter Branscombe
been responsible for an excellent Dvorak
is in poor form, far from it; and certainly
recording and a well- received set of the
Irwin Gage provides her with perceptive,
Beethoven quartets, as well as other examloyal accompaniments. It is the scale, the
SCHUBERT: 'Arpeggione' Sonata . 1Introduction
ples of the standard quartet repertoire. Their
individual essence, of so many songs that
and Variations on a Theme from ' Die schiine
playing has aclean, direct attack, a naturally
seems to elude her.
Müllerin' 11 Serenade ( D 957/4)
strong feeling for the nationalist elements in
With Auf dem Wasser zu singen it is easy
James Galway ( flt)/Phillip Moll (pno)
the music, and a sensitive response to the
to identify the problem as stemming from
RCA RL 70421 digital IRK 70421)
emotional content of both quartets, which is
too slow a speed; but here and elsewhere
considerable. The recording is clear and well
there is also alack of spontaneity. In An mein
Anyone wishing to put together a Schubert
balanced if a trifle forward. [
A/B:11
Herz the intensity is rather artificial, and
recital programme for flute and piano is
Kenneth Dommett
Gretchen becomes an operatic heroine
obliged to resort to transcriptions — only the
instead of the passionate girl at her spinning
Introduction and Variations on Trockne Bluwheel. Die funge Nonne suits her much
men was actually intended for flute. But, one
STANLEY: Voluntaries in C, D, d, F, g, a Prelude
better; she vividly suggests the novice's
can argue, transcriptions of Schubert's
in e
turmoil and struggle for repose. Some of the
songs for piano rapidly became accepted, so
Crispian Steele- Perkins (tpts)/Stephen Cleobury
lighter songs are sweetly sung, though the
why not one for flute and piano? And
(org)
scale is often on the large side. The voice
certainly the Arpeggione Sonata cannot be
45 rpm) ( NC)
itself is well- controlled, flexible yet firm. I Meridian E 4577084 (
played on the extinct instrument after which
wish it were used with greater directness
it is named, so why not play it too on the
To add variety to this disc, entitled A Trumand simplicity.
flute? Well, doubts are largely dissipated,
pet for Kings and devoted entirely to the
The recording is pleasingly balanced if
thanks to the artistry that James Galway and
music of the 18th century composer John
rather neutral in impact; there is persistent
Phillip Moll bring to the task. All the same,
Stanley, Crispian Steele- Perkins has used a
surface noise, for all that Ihave been sent a
the Trockne Blumen track is the one Ishall
number of different irrstruments that cover a
13:2/3]
most often return to, not least because I shop- ready German pressing. [
wide range of tonal and dynamic capabiliPeter Branscombe
prefer Schubert's songs to be sung, and this
ties. His mastery of these is evident, even
Sonata to be played on a stringed instruthough in places there are obvious difficulSIBELIUS: Songs
ment. The Variations are wonderfully
ties encountered in making the natural BaroElizabeth Soderstrom (sop)Nladimir Ashkenazy
smooth and polished, with long breaths,

There is an almost embarrassing abundance
of recommendable versions of the Trout
Quintet in the catalogue, yet this latest
arrival demands to be taken very seriously —
in two senses. For all its beauty, this reading
has weight and sobriety more in evidence
than light-hearted charm. This feature is
immediately apparent: the first 24 bars create an impression of mysteriousness and
restraint which accord oddly both with the
Allegro vivace marking and with the
markedly more rapid pulse introduced with
the running string quavers at bar 25. This is a
performance on the grand scale, with all
repeats observed. If at times it suggests a
work of later date than 1819 ( and one is
conscious of greater than normal contrasts
of tempo, eg, between scherzo and trio),
then this leads one to a healthy re- appraisal
of afamiliar masterpiece. Phrasing, dynamic
gradation and ensemble have been carefully
considered: nothing is taken for granted. The
slow movement Andante is not allowed
much lyrical expansion, yet the crisp articulation and delicacy of touch are very
pleasing. The recording is well balanced,
with the instruments nicely focused; the
piano tone is impressive, apart from aslight
plumminess in the middle of the keyboard
noticeable in the exposition of the finale. A
very interesting issue. [
A:11
Peter Branscombe
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que trumpets speak easily. His accompanist,
Stephen Cleobury, has also provided variety
by the stops he has selected, some indeed
being the organ counterparts ( in name) of
the instruments used by Steele- Perkins.
However, their actual timbres are very different.
Depending on which stops and keyboards
are used, the distance between the two
performers widens and narrows, but this
causes no unease or smudging of detail. In
fact, clarity is extremely good, especially
taking into account the substantial reverberation time of the Chapel of King's College
Cambridge. Played at 45 rpm, there is greater surface noise than normal to be heard
throughout the disc when it is given a
realistic volume setting, but again this is not
too disturbing. An interesting issue, then,
especially for admirers of John Stanley.
[A:1*/11
Barbara Jahn

STRAUSS ( Richard): Lieder
Fischer-Dieskau/Sawalbsch ( pno)
DG 413 455-1 digital ( 3 recs) ( 413 455-4)
Believe it or not, this comprehensive chronological survey of Strauss song was committed to disc only last year. Fischer-Dieskau
was 59 years of age and still coaxing forth
the soft- grained legato lines like a 30-yearold. Listen here to early songs like Die Nacht
and Heimkehr, to the feathery Stândchen,
and wonder not only at the control, the
delicacy of touch his singing can and does
still exhibit, but the astonishing illusion of
youth in that fresh, smooth, inimitable vocal
timbre.
Of course all is not what it was. It would be
foolish to pretend otherwise. Where the
gentle head- voice cannot easily be brought
into play, where long phrases and weighty
climaxes sorely tax the resources, where
support and technical control falter, there is
more of atendency now to hector, to resort
to melodramatic gesture or 'the Bayreuth
bark', as it is often termed. But why look for
the chinks, the frayed corners, the vulnerabilities, when one can more often than not
rejoice in his ever- deepening response to the
texts, the originality of his phrasing, and the
range of word colour now at his command.
His is not like any other account of
Morgen! )have ever heard, and the last two
lines — suspended to numbing effect — are
still with me as Iwrite. Then there is Mein
Herz ist stumm, mein Herz ¡st kalt (
of the
Op.19 group) — exquisite, with an unforgettable draining away of voice on the line 'the
echo of adying sound calls from farther and
farther away'. Or the savagely pithy Wanderers Gemütsruhe from the strange, dissonant,
singularly operatic, later groups. Icould go
on. Here is the essence of great lieder
singing from one of its greatest exponents.
Wolfgang Sawallisch brings an acute conductor's ear to bear on the piano accompaniments, and the recording is all it should be.
[A:11
Edward Seckerson

TELEMANN: Ouverture in C (' Hamburg Water
Music') D Concertos in
F & a
Musica Antigua Káln/Reinhard Goebel
DG 413 788-1 digital ( 413 788-4)
The playing is good throughout, and the
recording, though alittle far back in comparison with that of many modern issues ( at
least in overall impact) is good. But most
important of all is the new impression given
here of the ensemble Musica Antigua Kôln.
For the first time they are fielding afull-sized
orchestra with 14 strings and full woodwind
— recorders, flutes, oboes and bassoons are
all called for in the Ouverture, which takes
the whole of Side 1.
The ensemble has already developed its
own individual voice in this new size; the
woodwinds sound rounder in tone than their
counterparts in other European ' early'
orchestras. The closest in character is probHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ably John Eliot Gardiner's English Baroque
Soloists, but even in that group the oboe and
bassoon sounds are totally different. The
strings of MAK sound less thin and wiry, not
surprisingly, being in greater numbers and
heard from further away than previously.
They produce an agreeable, warmly varied
range.
Altogether pleasing, then. The documentation, by Eckart Klessman, is among the most
interesting that Ihave seen for a Telemann
record. It is to be hoped that the augmented
ensemble will now forge ahead and make
more recordings of 18th- century music.
[A:1*/1]
Stephen Daw

BAYREUTH FESTIVAL HORNS
Music by Wagner ( arr Stiegler), Pezel, de Santa
Maria, Praetorius, Weber, Rossini
Eight Bayreuth Festival Hornists
Acanta 40-23 533 digital ( Harmonia Mundi) INC)

Well, if the Berlin Philharmonic can support a
dozen or so instrumental groups why
shouldn't the Bayreuth Festival orchestra
horn section get in on the act? There is, after
all, a ready-made repertoire, plenty of single
and double horn quartets. The highlights of
this recital, however, are the two Wagner
Fantasies based on Lohengrin and Siegfried
(by Karl Stiegler — sadly the sleeve gives no
musicological information, but please, Wagner purists stop here.) The playing is remark'ably polished: there's an unnerving absence
of split notes or fluffed entries, while there is
VIVALDI: Violin Concertos in c
sospetto', RV
some injection of real feeling into what, it
199), g ( 317), a ( 356) & A ( 347)
cannot be denied, are rather gaudy genre
ltzhak Perlman (WM/Israel PO
pieces which never quite reach the heights of
EMI EL 2700121 digital dmm ( El 2700124)
the Lizst opera transcriptions for piano.
The players seem less at home in the
Ifound the recording a little too close and
'baroquery' of the Side 2 recital, producing
claustrophobic, and although this would not
matter in certain other kinds of concerto, I some patches of suspect intonation in the
Thomas da Santa Maria Fantasie and a
think that it does in the pointed and delicate
rather pedestrian set of Praetorious dances
style called for by Vivaldi. Otherwise the
(not helped here by the arrangements). A
sound is acceptable, although I'm not sure
splendidly resonant and fleet reading of
that it doesn't result in us hearing the music
Rossini's La Rendez-vous de Chasse convery much as though we were playing the
cludes a marvellously atmospheric recordsolo line outselves!
Perlman has long been something of a ing of, on the whole, exceptional horn playing. Review pressings were patchy. [
A:1*/2]
musical hero of mine, and it is wonderful to
David Prákel
be able to eavesdrop upon his playing from
the vantage indicated above. There's plenty
of fire, but there are also moments of
BEAUTIFUL MUSIC- 17
supreme beauty of line and barely-credible
tidiness of execution to enliven our enjoyWorks by Albeniz, Falla, Granados, Turina
ment. I'm sure that he enjoys playing the
LSO/Gould
music, too. The Israeli orchestra play with
ASV ABM 766R digital ( ZC ABM 766R)
clear enthusiasm, but are alittle less tidy. It's
interesting how only the very cream of the
world's orchestras — the BPO, the ConcertThis disc of popular Spanish dances is one of
the best I have heard in ASV's ' Beautiful
gebouw, the Boston Symphony at their best
Music' series. It combines one extract from
— seem to be able to understand that Bach's
Falla's La Vida Breve, one from his first ballet
and Vivalidi's ripieno lines are far from
The Three Cornered Hat, and two from El
'easy'. The record will be a ' must' for PerlAmor Brujo, with the rousing Orgia from
man's many playing and listening admirers;
Turina's Danzas Fantasticas, the Intermezzo
the concertos are none too well-known, and
from Granados' Goyescas, and two moveare all, not surprisingly, most attractive.
ments from Albeniz's Iberia. The LSO under
[6:1/2J
Morton Gould play excellently and capture
Stephen Daw
the fiery spirit inherent in the rhythms and
orchestration of these pieces. Only the last
piece, Triana, disappoints in its untidiness
and poor ensemble.
The recording is brightly lit and has great
presence, with the orchestra set at asatisfactory distance and the instruments well
placed and differentiated within the stereo
sound- stage. Left-to- right and front-to- back
definition is also strong. There is some
upper- string sheen, most obviously apparent in the louder sections, and Iwas not
happy that the decay of some final chords
Works by Albinoni, Bach, Charpentier, Clarke,
was prematurely curtailed; but these factors
Handel, Marcello, Mouret, Pachelbel, Vivaldi
should not disappoint too greatly and, for a
Various soloists and orchs
budget- priced disc, this must be highly
CBS 60045 (
40-60045)
recommended. [
A/B: 1*/2I
Reissues from 1969, 77, 80, 82
Barbara Jahn

CLASSICAL
COLLECTIONS

All your favourite Baroque greatest hits
jostling for attention on one disc can only do
harm to the individual items. The programme lacks effective contrast and variety,
and some of the performances chosen are
not really suited to this format. There is
excellent oboe playing from Neil Black in the
Adagio from Marcello's Oboe Concerto and
the Sinfonia from Bach's Cantata No.156,
and a whole series of fine readings from
ECO/Leppard — Pachelbel Canon, Arrival of
the Queen of Sheba, Air from Bach's 3rd
Suite etc. On Side 2 there are some less
well-known items like a set of movements
from Vivaldi Concerti for plucked instruments in lively performances from a variety
of soloists and orchestras, but opening with
the Albinoni-Giazotto Adagio sets the wrong
air of expectation. The recording quality is
variable but generally good, if a little overfilled. All- in- all, a disc that proves you can
have too much of a good thing. [
13:1*/1/2/31
Doug Hammond

CHO-LIANG LIN ' BRAVURA'
Music by Falla, Kreisler, Mozart, Rachmaninov,
Sarasate, Schumann, Wieniawski
Cho- Liang Lin (vin)/Sandra Rivers (pno)
CBS IM 39133 digital ( IMT 39133)
The grace and sensitivity of Cho Liang Lin's
playing are more telling than sheer ' bravura',
though Sarasate's Introduction & Tarantella
makes a captivating encore — the high harmonics are apure delight. There is ravishing
playing, of consummate ease and elegance,
in Wieniawski's Capriccio -Valse, and
exquisite sound in the Rondo arrangement
from the Haffner Serenade. The precision of
the latter makes the opening tempo seem
faster than it is; for, if anything, Zukerman or
Staar are quicker still in their complete
Mozart recordings ( EMI, Decca). Zukerman's
characterisation has a perkier individuality —
the young American- Chinese displays a
115
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more Menuhin like sensitivity, reflected
again in the seriousness of his Liebesleid.
Tambourin Chinois is quite brilliant and
Kreisler's Liebesfreud confirms his command of an echt-Viennese lilt.
My one regret is that Schumann's
Romance Op.94/2 was included: as done by
Holliger and Brendel this is shown to mirror
a Brahms song, with oboe/piano parts intertwining, complementary. Cho Liang Lin
takes aless simple, wider ranging expressive
path; the piano part is just a backdrop. The
result is even schmaltzy, and juxtaposed
with the Kreisler Minuet, given with similar
voicing, suggests a certain lack of understanding — as yet. Of course, the recording
balance does give the violinist more presence than his accompanist. The ambience is
that of astudio, and there are some changes
in perspective from item to item. Rachmaninov's Vocalise (
arranged in 1916) works very
well, even when one's ear is more attuned to
the darker sonorities of cello or full orchestra. This recital sent me in search of Lin's
Mendelssohn/Saint-Saëns' concerto coupling! IA:1*/3]
Christopher Breunig

FRENCH SONGS
DEBUSSY: Trois Chansons de Bilitis D Trois Chansons de France u Fêtes Galantes (II)/ENESCO:
Sept Chansons de Clement Marot/ROUSSEL:
Light, Op. 19/1 D Deux Mélodies, Op.20
Deux
pómes chinois, Op.35 D Jazz dans la nuit, Op.38
Sarah Walker (m-sop)/Roger Vignoles (pno)
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP 9035 digital (
DKPC 9035)
KONDRASHIN LIVE'
BRAHMS: Symphony No.2
Concertgebouw/Kondrashin
Philips 412 066-1 (
412 066-4)
MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No.4 ' Italian'/
CASELLA: Paganiniana
Concertgebouw/Kondrashin
Philips 412 068-1 1412 068-4)
RAVEL: Daphnis et Chloé
Concertgebouw/Kondrashin
Philips 412 071-1 (
412 071-4)
STRAVINSKY: Petrushka/GERSHWIN: An American in Paris
Concertogebouvv/Kondrashin
Philips 412 067-1 (
412 067-4)
NIELSEN: Symphony No.5/SIBELIUS: Symphony
No.5
Concertgebouw/Kondrashin
Philips 412 069-1 ( 412 069-4)
Instalment Two of the late Kyril Kondrashin's
'recorded live at the Concertgebouw' legacy.
No revelations, no classics, Ifancy, but much
that is compelling all the same, and proof
conclusive — if such were needed — of his
remarkable versatility. Just look at the mix of
repertoire.
First on the turntable was the Brahms
Second: typical Kondrashin, this, being rosy
and homogeneous but vital too. How strong
the temptation for some to linger here
amidst the autumnal hues, to caress too
knowlingly those fulsome cello lines, to play
down the sinew, the rusticity, in the music.
Not so Kondrashin. There is generosity in the
phrasing, string and woodwind lyrics sing
out freely, the natural mellow beauties of the
Concertgebouw are fully exploited. Yet
whilst these warm but cloudy 1975 tapes do
little for textural clarity or for inner rhythmic
vitality, Kondrashin's deep-rooted awareness of the music's mobility, ; ts impulsive
strength of purpose, its exuberance, somehow still comes through. Ienjoyed it greatly.
[CAI
I wish I could say the same for his
Mendelssohn Italian recorded in November
1979. But oh dear, this is a curiously lacklustre account: heavy, joyless, unsunny,
picking up only in the fail-safe finale.
Evidently just one of those evenings. The
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Sarah Walker, whose art depends in no small
measure on direct contact with her audience,
becomes a more fascinating recording artist
with each new issue. This is captivating from
start to finish. No-one has made the terracotta faun in the second set of Fêtes Galantes
more sinister a creature than this duo does
(Vignoles' dry, regular pianism here is but
one of countless insights to be drawn from
the accompaniments on this disc). The
hypnotic atmosphere of La Grotte, the central song of Trois Chansons de France (
not
included in current recordings of the two
flanking, Charles d'Orleans, settings), is also
hauntingly captured. Ifound the manner just
a little too sturdy in Roussel's alluring Jazz
dans la nuit. But that is a personal, pedantic
reservation amid so much excellence. The
recording is excellent too: clean and perfectly balanced. [
A:1.1
Andrew Keener

MUCH LOVED MUSIC
Works by Arnold, Bach, Canteloube, Handel, Mascagni, Rossini, Shostakovich, Vaughan Williams,
Verdi
Hallé Orch & Ch/Hughes
CFP 41 44741 ( 41 44744)

former in its intended vocal setting as a
chorale prelude from Cantata No.147, and in
a performance that offers a wide dynamic
range in contrast to that so often afforded its
instrumental arrangements. The Queen of
Sheba is effective in her refined, rather than
exuberant, entrance, produced by the more
graceful tempo adopted here. Arnold's
English Dance No.5 is agood opener, given a
sprightly and unselfconscious performance
set in a pleasant acoustic; as with all the
instrumental numbers, stereo separation
and spacing is precise.
The sung pieces, however, carry that
added burden of balance in combining vocal
soloists with full choir and orchestra. Things
become alittle congested when all forces are
heard simultaneously, especially in the fugal
Cum Sancto Spiritu from Rossini's Petite
Messe Solennelle, where clarity of line is of
the utmost importance. However, the choruses from Nabucco, Il Trovatore and Gavelleria Rusticana have agreat sense of theatricality that carries them through. The most
uneasy moment is when Pamela Coburn
gradually moves forward in Handel's Let the
Bright Seraphim. Iam not sure that this is a
desirable effect when aperformance is shorn
of its visual element. [
A/B:11
Barbara Jahn

This is quite an interesting compilation, for it
presents extracts that are not so often
included on discs of this genre, and also
sheds a different light on some old ' chestnuts' such as Bach's Jesu, joy and Handel's
Queen of Sheba. It is refreshing to hear the

MUSIC FOR WOODWIND QUINTET
Works by Arnold, Cambini, Ligeti, Shostakovich,
Sweelinck, Zemlinsky
Belgian Woodwind Quintet
Pavane ADW 7152 dmm ( NC)

coupling is something of anovelty. Casella —
a baroque- infatuated 20th century Italian —
does not often surface in our concert halls
(or on record for that matter) so a welcome
airing for this, his racy, eminently palatable,
occasionally rather Waltonesque way of
serving up Paganini. More fun than the
originals any day. [B/C:3/1I
No-one, I think, would dispute Kondrashin's extraordinary affinity with the
French repertoire, and Ifor one had long
wanted to hear from him a complete Daphnis and Chloe, albeit in more glamorous,
accommodating sound than this. Ravel's
first big tutti ( chorus too close) immediately
betrays the shortcomings of these 1972
vintage tapes. The Concertgebouw is as
roomy and atmospheric as ever, and Ravel
might have dreamed of such an environment
for his exotic ballet. Tonally, alas, we must
here seek to transcend shrill top, raw, astringent brass, overloaded climaxes — and that's
atall order for any performance of this of all
scores, even one as generally compelling as
Kondrashin's. Now and again the maestro
wins through, offering much that is sensitive, magical and voluptuous. The orchestra
is glorious, the horns especially so in Ravel's
poetically high solo writing. Sadly, though,
once you've been spoiled by Decca/Dutoit it
is hard to approach any gramophone record
on grounds of historical curiosity alone. And
in truth, Kondrashin's reading is simply not
that special. (
C:2/1)
The oddest and, in some ways the most
intriguing coupling of this batch brings
together Stravinsky's Petrushka and Gershwin's An American in Paris. Frankly, Iwas
surprised by the Gershwin. It's good, very
good. Cool, lush, elegant, not at all awkward
or stilted. It has wit, the tang of Jazz- era
Broadway, and, yes, it swings. The recording
(1978), alittle on the subsued side level-wise,
sounds bright and lively when you pitch up
the volume, and full marks must go to the
Concertgebouw Orchestra's trumpet soloist
for coaxing just the right degree of sleaze
from that evocative blues solo. Kondrashin's
Petrushka (
1947 revision) lives dangerously.
Dashing and theatrical, the Concertgebouw
players must brave some of the most flexible
and daring extremes of tempo Iever heard in
the piece. Quite often, they flounder. The
poor old first trumpet, for instance, has a
very anxious evening. But at least it's alive,

every bar of it. Colour and atmosphere are
potent, characterisation bold and explicit.
Ideally, of course, this intricately textured
score demands the very best in modern
recording techniques — something more
analytical than this in the middle of the
orchestra, something brighter, where the
solo piano and upper voices can shimmer
and sparkle more. There's also a nasty
quick-fade turnover just prior to the Dance of
the Coachmen. But these are not insuperable
irritations for the incurable collector, and I
guarantee you'll not have heard a performance quite like this. [
C:2/11
I've saved the best for last: agenerous and
entirely logical coupling of two great Scandinavian masterpieces. Kondrashin's
Nielsen 5dates from 1980, and very fine it is
too: taut, intense, aspiring, and played with
conviction and abandon ( witness those clarinet pyrotechnics in ( ii)) by an orchestra
which, much like any other, must so rarely
get the chance of tackling this remarkable
score. The sound is good and fleshy, remarkably well balanced given the live conditions.
We hear a great deal of what is going on in
the great cacophonous conflict of ( i), where
that anarchic side- drum so very nearly gets
the better of demented, oscillating, woodwind and strings. The moment of defeat
(stirring horns and trombones), the moment
at which the force of oppression finally goes
under, is, as ever, inspiring, the marvellous
long fade on the off-stage side- drum chillingly well handled.
On the reverse, Kondrashin forges through
Sibelius 5 in a reading as tough as it is
unpredictable — a reading which might have
been wrenched from the very heart of
nature, so craggy is it, so racked with fierce
elemental tensions. Kondrashin tears impulsively into the big first movement climax,
pushing jubilantly forwards and upwards.
The sense of release is intoxicating. Likewise, the finale's exultant second- subject,
taking wing in its urgency. Idon't always
share Kondrashin's highly individual
response to this work. My every musical
instinct resists, for instance, his impetuous
unmarked accelerando into the concluding
chords. But there is more than one way to a
masterpiece and Ishould have been thrilled
to hear this performance in the concert hall.
(3/C: 1)
Edward Seckerson
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CLECTRMICS

CYRUS ONE £ 129

MISSION CYRUS Tu T £ 199

CYRUS TWO £229

MISSION 70 £99

TUNER: COMING SOON
The Mission Cyrus range of electronics and speakers are
available exclusively to selected stockists.
We are pleased to be the only dealer in the Cambridge area.
Come and compare the range with the best of the competition
DECKS:
Rega 2, Rega 3, Mantra, LP12
AMPS:
Nait, A60, A&R Alpha, Creek, Nytech
SPEAKERS:
AR18, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short, Rogers, A&R.
Can we tempt you with Interest Free Credit or free information
package, including Colour Magazine Buying Guide, Upgrade
Chart, and Maintenance Advice. Just phone or write and we
will dispatch within 24 hours.

CAM AUDIO
t;&

110 Mill Road, Cambridge.
(0223) 60442
Open 10-7 Monday to Saturday

To show the development of the woodwind
quintet through three centuries, this first
volume from the BWQ presents its six examples in chronological order. The first piece,
Variations on ' Mein junges Leben hat emn
End' by Sweelinck, acts as a prelude to the
others, being originally akeyboard work, but
through its masterful arrangement by Ernest
Lubin it offers a foretaste of the individual
skills of the performers. By contrast, the
Cambini quintet which follows demonstrates
the true blossoming of the genre in the 18th
century, made possible by the development
of woodwind systems at that time. The four
pieces on Side 2 move from the ultraRomanticism of Zemlinsky at the turn of the
century, via the precise wit and satire of
Shostakovich's Polka from L'âge d'or, to the
vastly differing techniques of two composers
of our time — Malcolm Arnold and Gergy
Ligeti. The former's three Shanties are fine
examples of melodic contemporary music
written for popular enjoyment, whilst the six
Bagatelles by Ligeti display a greater
dependence on rhythm, sonority and timbre.
In all pieces the BWQ show the utmost
control, beauty of tone and precision of
articulation. These qualities only become a
little unrelenting in the Arnold and Shostakovich, which cry out for sparkle rather than
immaculate co-ordination. The Quintet is
most sympathetically recorded throughout,
set at a comfortable distance in a natural
acoustic, with no unnecessary separation or
highlighting of individual members. With the
gentle dynamic gradation associated with
such an ensemble faithfully reproduced, this
disc earns an enthusiastic recommendation.
[A:1*/1]
Barbara Jahn

DG 413 824-1 (
6 recs) some @) (413 824-4)
Reissues rom '1953-68
Four sides of this six record set are mono
and the rest stereo. Ihave given an overall
'Historic' rating, but some of the stereo
bands would qualify for a (B/CI assessment.
The album is of French origin and the
booklet included has a long interview with
the singer which • will interest those who
understand French. Rita Streich was a celebrated prima donna of the fifties and sixties
and in this very full length portrait she sings
immaculately a selection of famous coloratura show- pieces and a good selection of
lieder. Her voice was of lovely quality but of
rather restricted tone-colour, and for this
reason her leider are less impressive than
her operatic work. Her style recalls artists of
a previous generation in its purity and
agility, rather like her famous teachers Erna
Berger and Maria Ivogun. If you enjoy firstrate coloratura then you will certainly love
this album. [
H:1/21
John Freestone
RUSSIAN ORCHESTRAL
BORODIN: In the Steppes of Central Asia/MUSSORGSKY: Night on the Bare Mountain/
TCHAIKOVSKY: Capriccio Italien 1Marche Slave
11:1 Waltz from 'Sleeping Beauty' /GLINKA: Ruslan
and Ludmilla Overture
Moscow Radio SO/Fedoseyev
Le Chant du Monde LDX 78740 digital ( Harmonia
Mundi) ( K304)

RITA STREICH: Portrait
Over 80 arias, lieder and duets
Rita Streich (sop)/Various supporting artists, pianists, orchs & conds

The Borodin and Mussorgsky have appeared
before in asimilar programme on HMV. This
particular compilation begins badly with a
drab, leaden Pus/an and Ludmilla whose
ragged, indecisive opening proves all too
indicative. Tchaikovsky's Italian Caprice peps
things up a bit with gusty rhythms and
forcefully projected sounds from the back of
the orchestra. Trumpets brilliant. But I've

VICTROLA REISSUES
This latest batch of RCA reissues ranges in
date from 1959 to 1979, but the bulk of them
originated in the 1960s. Some, inevitably, are
showing signs of age, though not necessarily the oldest among them. Ihave dealt
with them alphabetically, and the date of
original issue is shown in brackets after the
catalogue number.
Rubinstein's account of Beethoven's
Emperor Concerto (
VL89029) ( 1964) with the
Boston under Leinsdorf is predictably commanding, if at times a bit unyielding on the
conductor's part. Still sounds good [ BA].
Szeryng, always a lovely violinist with
almost unequalled lyrical power, is equally
magisterial in the Brahms Violin Concerto
(VL89032) ( 1959) with Monteux and the LSO.
Here, the accompaniment matches the
soloist perfectly, but there is not quite
enough brilliance to the sound. ( B/C:11
Van Cliburn's performance of Chopin's
Piano Concerto No.1 ( VL89285) ( 1970) with
Ormandy and the Philadelphia is a model of
restrained bravura. Rather short measure
with only 41 minutes of music, but better
value than at full price. The sound is still
slightly fuzzy and the orchestra not sufficiently well defined, but acceptable [ B/C:1].
Perlman and Previn, again with the LSO in
excellent form, produced avigorous account
of Lab's Symphonie Espagnole coupled
with the Ravel Tzigane (
VL 89281) ( 1968).
Another short measure ( c.18 minutes on
Side 2) but brilliant performances. [ B:11
Pennario's version of the two Liszt Piano
Concertos ( VL89036) ( 1963) is the least satisfactory member of the group. Leibowitz'
direction of the LSO lacks fire and the soloist
sounds rather routine. The recording too is
dim and congested [
C/D:2/3]. On the other
hand, Munch's performance of Mendelssohn
Symphonies No.4 and 5 ( VL89035) ( 1958)
with the Boston has plenty of sparkle,
though most of it is confined to the playing,
the recording sounding a shade dim [C:1].
Whether Ozawa had the same affinity with

Mussorgsky's Pictures from an Exhibition
(VL89034) ( 1967) is an open question. The
Boston SO, being avirtuoso orchestra, make
abrilliant display of the Ravel version, and of
the coupled Britten's Young Person's Guide,
but somehow the conductor does not appear
as deeply involved. [B/C:1/2]
He seems even less involved in Orff's
Carmina Burana (
VL89282) ( 1970) with the
same orchestra, the new England Conservatory Choir and three soloists, one of whom is
Sherrill Milnes. The atmosphere remains
cool and calculated, despite some excellent
performances from all concerned. In this
price bracket Iprefer Fruhbeck de Burgos
[6:2]. With agroup of standard favourites by
Ravel and Debussy (
VL89031) ( 1959) which
includes Bolero, La Valse, Rapsodie Espagnole and Prelude a l'apres-midi d'un Faune,
Munch is on home ground. Predictably,
these are classic performances by the Boston on top form. The music is superb; no
matter that the sound isn't (B:11
Another star performance still sounding as
good as when it was first released is Bream's
account of the perennially fresh Rodrigo
Concierto de Aranjuez, to which remain
attached the splendid Courtly Dances from
Gloriana by Britten, and Vivaldi's vivacious
Lute Concerto in D ( VL89030) ( 1963). The first
with the Melos CO and the emergent Colin
Davis, the other two by the Julian Bream
Consort. Still worth every penny. [A:11
There have since been more exhilarating
versions of the Saint-Seens' Symphony No.3
than that by Munch and the Boston SO with
Berj Zamkochian as the organist ( VL89284)
(1959), but this one went down well at the
time and still sounds effective, though the
recording cannot really cope with the density
of the scoring and it now sounds rather
ponderous and stodgy [C:1121. Reiner seldom
sounded ponderous or stodgy, though when
it came to Strauss Waltzes ( VL89033) ( 1961),
he was no Boskovsky. This selection of nine
items by Strauss the Younger. and one by
Josef, leans to the symphonic rather than the
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heard more stirring, rabble- rousing accounts
of Marche Slave, more pulsatingly demonic
Nights on the Bare Mountain, and the
recordings — characteristically bright and
reverberant — are, like the playing, variable.
Good fat brass and bass drum sound in the
Mussorgsky. String basses generally a little
light. [
B/C:2/3]
Edward Seckerson

VIRTUOSO GERMAN ORGAN MUSIC
Music by Kaminski, Karg-Elert, Reger, Stockmeier
Graham Barber (org)
Priory PR140 (
NC)
Apart from the Karg-Elert, these works are
not to my knowledge currently available
elsewhere. They cover some of the different
German musical styles during this century,
and apart from Karg-Elert's Harmonies du
Soir they are all technically very difficult to
play. The fact that this is not superficially
apparent is a tribute to Graham Barber's
remarkable dexterity and finesse, and his
outstanding ability to convey to a wide
public an appreciation of many works previously regarded as somewhat inaccessible.
Listening to these examples repeatedly with
an open mind will bring its reward, and
Priory are to be congratulated for providing
the opportunity. The organ chosen is the
Klais ( 1971) at Bonn-Endenich ( W. Germany),
askilful compromise between late Romantic
and neo-classic design, well suited to the
programme.
Coincident microphone techniques are
used, and this shows in the stability and
depth of the image, which also works well
with a Hafler system to give something of
the original ambience. The frequency extension is excellent, and the balance sounds
natural. Recommended. [
A/A*:11
Trevor Attewell
ballroom interpretation. The Treasure Waltz
is a novelty in an otherwise familiar programme. Dim recording. (C:1/2]
Ormandy and the Philadelphia produced a
number of Tchaikovsky recordings during
the 1960s. The Sleeping Beauty Suite
(VL80169) ( no date) perhaps preferable to
the selection of popular and rather raucous
pieces — 1812, Capriccio Italien and Marche
Slav (
VL89283) ( 1970, 72) — if only on the
grounds of value. 1812 which lasts just under
17 minutes occupies a whole side. Two
further suites of ballet music from the same
sources have been released, but have not
been included in this review batch, [111:1) and
[6:1121 respectively. Value in terms of playing
time, and in quality of performance are to be
found in another associated issue, the
Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto and Piano Concerto No.1 ( VL89043) ( 1963, 60), with Szerying again offering a richly lyrical reading of
the one and Gilels a typically authoritative
one of the other. Munch is the Boston's
conductor on this occasion. [ B/C:1]
Finally two collections, both admirably
played by masters and generally well
recorded. The first, Romantic Guitar
(VL89286) ( 1970), offers Paganini's great
Sonata in A, a Prelude and three Mazurkas
by Tarrega, and pieces by Schubert and
Mendelssohn in arrangements by Julian
Bream, the soloist [
A/B:1]. The second is a
mixed- bag of flute music entitled James
Galway (
VL70025) ( 1975, 77, 79, 80). This is
dominated by aconcerto in E- minor and the
G- major Trio Sonata, in arrangement, by
Bach, and another arrangement by Galway
of a concerto by Carl Stamitz. In addition
there is a sonata by CPE Bach, another
arrangement, this time of Vivaldi via The
Seasons, and Gluck's ubiquitous Dance of
the Blessed Spirits. The CPE Bach and
Stamitz are the latest and best sounding,
though the Bach needs taming as it is rather
too bright; the earliest is the Gluck. ( 13:1121
Kenneth Dommett
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THE BLOW MONKEYS: LIMPING FOR A GENERATION
RCA PL- 70395
On the face of it this could be yet another of
those albums you could review by the cover
alone. But the old adage that you can't judge
an album by the cover led me inside. This
debut album would probably fit into the
mould set by such bands as Lloyd Cole and
The Commotions, Aztec Camera, Care, The
Lotus Eaters and the like, with camp jazz,
sliding string arrangements, a honky- white
horn section bouncing off an army of semiacoustic guitars and not a synth within
ear- shot. However, when bands break out of
one particular fad, whether it be synths,
electro, jazz, etc, they run straight into more
musical straight-jackets. The Blow Monkeys
seem to have got themselves caught in this
particular net. Their singer, named Dr
Robert, has an almost annoying voice. His
lisping ' R' sounds, with Marc Bolan inflections, put the lyrics, as silly as they are,
straight on the line. But the line isn't really
worth tagging along with. So many bands
like The Blow Monkeys waste too much
energy meandering on their first album
about 'the quality of life'. Sadly, this is the
case with Limping For A Generation. Much is
expected, so much is promised, but little is
given. I'm glad RCA and other labels are
willing to take chances on bands like this, but
Ididn't go ape over The Blow Monkeys. (A:31
Tony Rees
BOBBY AND THE MIDNITES: WHERE THE BEAT
MEETS THE STREET
CBS 26046
Don't let the band's namesake — Bob Weir —
put you off enjoying this superlative example of state-of-the-art pro- rock. Just because
he's part of the Grateful Dead is no reason to
assume that he's incapable of anything
beyond the laid-back or lugubrious. Joined
by other aces like Kenny Gradney ( ex- Little
Feat), Billy Cobham and the amazing Jeff
Baxter, Weir steers a course through the
worlds of funk, rock and ( accessible) jazz
with the kind of panache only associated
with experienced musicians. Instead of coming across like all of those tedious amalgamations consisting of jaded session men,
this band sounds like a band. Lord, please
don't let this become another played-todeath hi-fi favourite. In case you're wondering just where the beat does its meeting, it's
Quality Street. [
A:11
Ken Kessler
HOAGY CARMICHAEL: HOAG Y SINGS CARMICHAEL
EMI EG 26 0295 1 ( EG 26 0295 4)
This is a reissue in the Retrospect series of
Hoagy's own 1957 ' revised' version of songs
which had mostly been heard in his unique
voice before. The instructive difference is
that in this recording he had the benefit of
jazzmen's backing and Johnny Mandel
arrangements, and his own singing reflects
the fact. It is an example, in fact, of what I
wrote recently when reviewing a Billie Holiday record: that she opened doors for so
many other singers who followed. The liberties that Hoagy takes with his own tunes are
just the kind of ' living dangerously' that Lady
personified. There are some less familiar
Hoagy songs : ' Ballad in Blue', otherwise
best known as aGoodman band recording of
1935; 'Winter Moon' ( which has a super Art
Pepper solo on alto), ' Baltimore Oriole'
(1942) and ' Memphis In June' ( 1945). Best
track is ' Lazy River' in a ' small big- band'
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arrangement, mini Basie from the best
Johnny Mandel period — and there are two
choruses of it before Hoagy comes in. Mono,
of course, in 1957, but not the hard-to- take
sound that our [
HI rating usually implies.
Denis Argent
JOHN COLTRANE: BYE BYE BLACKBIRD
Pablo Live 2308-227
DON LANPHERE QUINTET: INTO SOMEWHERE
Hep 2022
The trouble about being areviewer is how to
stay honest without being destructive, and
what standards to set. For years I've always
started off by comparing new music to the
Coltrane quartet which appears on this
album — Coltrane, McCoy Tyner, Jimmy
Garrison, and Elvin Jones. Leaving aside
questions of style, this quartet had the
qualities jazz should have in such quantities
as to be breathtaking. There is a world of
difference between the session musician's
attitude and that of a serious musician like
Coltrane. It's the attitude rather than the
ability which determines the difference in
their music.
On this album, rather enthusiastically subtitled ' His greatest concert performance',
Coltrane shows what that attitude can
achieve. It's an attitude which refuses to
allow previous successes to determine the
level of performance. Here, Trane pushes
himself forward, always stretching to
achieve a greater clarity of expression. In
particular, the musical relationship between
Trane and Jones is instructive to observe.
Together they create enough energy, excitement and inventiveness for abig band. Their
duets make you want to get up and do
something. In short, they are inspiring.
It's amazing how many tenor players who
followed Trane's lead got it all wrong. They
seemed to think that Trane achieved what he
did through playing deluges of notes.
Perhaps he succeeded in spite of the deluge.
On 'Traneing In', the physical energy bursts
out of the grooves. You can tell by the
transients and the cymbal splashes, just how
HARD Jones is playing. Like bebop at its
original best, this was a hard music. Going
back to 20 year old Trane recordings can be
an illuminating move for us all. [C:1*]
The first thing that hits you when you put
the Lanphere album on is the astonishingly
high level of instrumental technique. The
veteran tenorist, Lanphere and the young
trumpeter Jon Pugh burble their way
through an original piece based on the old
Cherokee sequence which flies past at an
astonishing pace.
The pieces are played in the modern
mainstream tradition, where execution takes
prIcedence over soul. It's apleasant enough
album, but listening to it right after the Trane
tracks highlights the gulf between jazz which
is about communication, and jazz which is
a'aout notes, chops and acrobatics. Music
which is merely about music turns adeaf ear
to the world. [A:2/31
Ken Hyder
COTE D'IVORIE: MUSIQUES DE L'AFRIQUE TRADI770NELLE
Playa Sound PS 33525
When music is new to you, the chances are
that you are likely to be passed off with a
dilution of the real thing. At the moment
pundits are pushing jazz, and often it's the
second rate practitioners who are being
touted, either through the ignorance of the
pundits themselves, or simply because it
suits them. For it's not jazz which is being
pushed, it's the image of jazz.
The same thing happens with African
music. The record industry has a number of
African bands on their books they particularly want to sell. And that is what you are
likely to hear.
The album on my turntable at the moment
is a different story. It's being distributed by

Import Music Service, a cheery team of
people who do their best to attract our ears
to the unusual, and often interestingly stimulating sounds to sneak on to disc. I've heard
and collected a fair number of African
records, and this particular album is one of
the most direct, and at the same time
accessible, collections of African drumming.
The style is Malinke, and typically West
African, with stated, or implied basic
rhythms to which cross- rhythms are added.
West African drumming is rich in variety,
and on this album you can hear the roots of
samba and jazz rhythms. The sound is clear
and there is asense of the tonal subleties of
drumming which are often masked in
recordings like this. I can easily imagine
western musicians pinching tracks to use as
backing for their own numbers the way the
Burundi drummers were ripped off. This is
something worth seeking out. [
A:11
Ken Hyder
SHEENA EASTON: A PRIVATE HEAVEN
EMI EJ 240229 1 (0229 4)
Last time Ireviewed Sheena Easton Igave
the recording a star but doubted whether
this singer, though so vivid a personality on
stage or video, was as good as her accompaniment. Has she the kind of voice that is ( a)
instantly identifiable and ( b) capable of being
developed into the kind of long-lasting stardom that, to take top-level examples, has
come to Dame Vera and Cleo? So Sheena
was, at the time of writing this, high in the
charts again. Good for her — and good for all
the expert backing plus EMI's top studio
talent ( Greg Mathieson, as producer, gets
credit again). But yet again the doubts
persist. This is really a thin voice, and
however much the lady may feel her lyrics,
this record mainly offers a strange alternation between a choked breathy sound and a
shrill agitato which makes mincemeat of the
words. Her big hit is ' Strut', a hymn of
man- hatred, tempo di disco, but for me the
best track must be those heartfelt lines about
loneliness, Joan Armatrading's ' Love and
Affection'. Otherwise, those tracks that are
not downright sexy have miserable words,
the inner sleeve usefully printing them to fill
the gaps left by Miss Easton's erratic diction.
Lorenz Hart was once described as the
minstrel of masochism; I only hope that
those who write for today's singers don't
suffer from the kind of mixed-up private life
that Hart did, and that they are just providing
what the teenage fans want. Or don't the
words matter at all now that video is
apparently all-important in the pop world?
[A•:21
Denis Argent
NAT GONELLA AND HIS GEORGIANS: MISTER
RHYTHM MAN
EMI EG 26 0188 1 ( EG 26 0188 4)
As aNat Gonella fan from way back, buyer of
'Georgia' and his other earlier Decca solo
recordings made while he was still with Lew
Stone, Iought to have enjoyed this reissue
more. It's nice to know that Nat is still so well
remembered — there is a Digby Fairweather
'tribute' show on the road. But somehow this
record in the Retrospect series of the various
Georgians doesn't come off. Nat was agood
trumpet player — even Armstrong respected
him — yet this record leaves one wondering
whether he would have sounded so good in
the LP era, when soloists were enabled ( and
expected) to maintain originality and verve
through chorus after chorus of a track running 10 minutes or more. This record contains 22 tunes from 1934/5, including ' medleys' from 78s, and snippets do not satisfy.
Many of them show Nat merely as a singer
of what were then called ' point numbers'.
But there is just enough jazz to suggest that
side of him, and it's good, too, to be
reminded of what a good pianist young
Harold Hood was, even compared with
Monia Liter on the earlier recordings. [
HI
Denis Argent
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NIK KERSHAW:
MCA MCF 3245

THE RIDDLE

Good album here. That's obvious from the
very onset where Kershaw and his fellow
keyboardists, plus asprightly brass team, sit
atop a bustling rhythm to provide ' Don
Quixote' and to ask if we aren't all, indeed, as
crazy as the song's central character. If
Kershaw's crazy, he's crazy like the proverbial fox. For he's sussed how to provide an
imaginative line in synth- sounds — the big
band effect on ' Know How' is particularly
ear- bending — and songs like the skirling title
track and ' Wild Horses' prove that he who is
Nik-named hasn't lost his melodic touch.
And even wordwise, Kershaw demonstrates
that if he's not exactly Cole Porter, he at least
knows his way around a lyric, flavouring
'You Might' with such lines as '
You might be
an oil tycoon/You might be a Cobb cartoon/
You might be a Gershwin tune/You might
be/but you're not!' What else? Well, Mark
King of Level 42 helps out on the bustling
'Easy'; ' City Of Angels' suggests that our
MCA mainman can swing abit if called t..) do
so, while ' Save The Whale' shows that he
worries about things other than a healthy
bank balance. And that, as far as Ican recall,
is that. As Istated earlier — good album.
[A:1/21
Fred DeIlar
KOOL AND THE GANG:
DeLite DSR 6

EMERGENCY

Let's keep this short and simple. After all,
that's the way Kool prefers things. Short?
Well, you couldn't have titles much briefer
than the ones on this album — ' Emergency',
'Fresh', ' Misled', ' Cherish', ' Surrender', ' Bad
Woman' ... that leaves but one to go. And
that's ' You Are The One', which is afforded a
longer title presumably because it's Kool's
tribute to The Lord, a seeming prerequisite
of many black music albums these days.
Simple? Certainly. Songs don't come much
simpler than these. Doubtless you're familiar
with ' Fresh', the Gang's recent riff- ridden hit.
If so, you'll know what to expect — pithy
melodies, almost non-existent lyrics and
tickets to the dance. Sounds bad doesn't it?
But it isn't. For Kool Bell and his bang Gang,
like Chic, have a way with simple things.
Complexities, they advise, should be left at
the disco door. Quite right too. [
A:1]
Fred Deliar
LAURA LEE: THE
HDH HDHLP 003

RIP OFF

Laura Lee Rundless has been making the
sort of records Ilike for nigh on 20 years. A
member of the Meditation Singers, she
moved on to provide Chess with a solo
singer in best Etta James tradition before
stoking even fires on Holland- Dozier- Holland's Hot Wax and Invictus labels during the
early ' 70s, showing the door to most of her
soul queen rivals but, at the same time,
opening one for Millie Jackson, who latched
on to what Laura Lee was preaching on her
classic Woman's Love Rights album ( 1971)
and then proceeded to make it even more
X- rateable. The Rip Off, a compilation of
Laura Lee's Hot Wax and lnvictus sides and
one that includes six cuts from Women's
Love Rights is, therefore, an album that
every black music aficionado ought to have
on hand in case his or her credibility should
ever be questioned. For to place a stylus on
virtually any track, be it ' Wedlock Is A
Padlock', ' Rip Off' or the pipe organ boogaloo that's ' INeed It Just As Bad As You' and
some of the grittiest, raunchiest vocals in
souldom virtually reach up and tear your
ears off. Only sleevenotes that constantly
refer to great tracks that are not on the album
mar an otherwise exemplary offering. [ 13:1•1
Fred DeIlar
BARRY MANILOW:
Arista 206 496

2.00 AM PARADISE CAFE

Think about this. In 1981 Mel Tormé, who
III- H NLWS & RECORD REVII:W

AIARCII I9S5

sings and plays piano, recorded an album
that came labelled ' first set' and ' second set'
rather than ' record one' and ' record two'.
Now here's Bazza, who sings and plays
piano, with a new album that's labelled ' first
set' and ' second set'. On Tormé's album the
old campaigner features the sax of Gerry
Mulligan and does duets with Janis Ian and
Cy Coleman. On Manilow's album the young
pretender features the sax of Gerry Mulligan
and does duets with Sarah Vaughan and
(surprise! surprise!) Mel Tormé. The difference is that Tormé is never upstaged by
anybody while Manilow, believe it not,
allows all his guests to nose out in front of
him. And while Tormé saw fit to rely on
material by such songwriters as Harold
Arlen, Michel Legrand, Jerome Kern and
George Gershwin, Bette Midler's ex- accompanist uses only his own creations. The
result is a lack- lustre album that is, at once,
both Manilow's bravest album and his most
boring. Jazz on a bummer's day. [
A:2/31
Fred DeIlar
MARILLION:
EMI JEST- 1

REAL TO REEL

This mid- priced mini- album is MariIlion's
first live set. Side 1is taken from their debut
American tour, while Side 2 finds them in
more familiar territory in Leicester. By most
bands' standards, releasing a live album so
soon ( their first studio set appeared less than
two years ago), there must be only one
reason for its sudden existence: bootleggers.
Fifteen or so albums of illegally copied live
concerts, sessions and studio out- takes have
prompted the band into releasing this album
perhaps too early. Nevertheless, this album
shows the band in its usual fine form. Lead
singer Fish ( real name Derick Dick) is one of
rock's finest Pied Piper's, taunting his audience into following him till the very end,
particularly on ' Forgotten Sons'. MariIlion is
the real nugget in fools' gold of today's
music. Born out of the early work of Genesis,
but with the lyrical spite of latter-day writers
like Elvis Costello, they never venture into
the brain- in- the- blender stadium rock syndrome. Like a football team, MariIlion play
better at home, so Side 2 in Leicester is the
better of the two. The real sticking point in
most people's throats about MariIlion would
be the length of the songs, which average
about eight minutes. However, don't let the
length be an excuse not to listen. Like agood
mystery, everything reveals itself in good
time and MariIlion never fail to surprise. [A:2]
Tony Rees
MALCOLM McLAREN: FANS
Charisma-Virgin MMDL 2
Nutty Malc as the Phantom of the Opera — or
rather, as a kind of Covent Garden Frankenstein creating amonster from bits of Puccini,
Bizet, disco and rock. Correct that last line —
for monster read Munster — for McLaren's
creation is more of a fun thing that lurches
alarmingly while remaining quite lovable.
Usually Ihate rockists who trundle through
the world of classical music, wiping their
boots on all before them and coming up with
results that are either twee, pompous or just
downright embarrassing. But McLaren, who
is nothing if not original, even when dripping
into someone else's ditty box, works miracles here. The title number, based on an aria
from Turandot, features him in Hitchcock
mode, making an almost subliminal appearance as a dresser, while disco lady Angie B
enacts the part of a front row screamer
aching to get her mitts on the tastiest tenor
in town. On ' Madam Butterfly' and ' Death of
Butterfly' he hams it up as Pinkerton against
a background that's part sayonara, part
cyanide, though his finest moment comes on
The Boys Chorus', from Turandot, where,
with the aid of the Boston Choir, he relives
his childhood, laughing maniacally and
spouting lines like '
All work, no joy, makes
Mack a dull boy' against a backdrop that's

more Pretty Things than Puccini. Totally over
the top — and Ilove it. [
A:19
Fred DeIlar
PHIL MINTON AND ROGER TURNER:
Leo LR 116

AMMO

WOLFGANG FUCHS, FRED VAN HOVE AND PETER
HOLLINGER: BERLINER BEGEGNUNG
FMP SAJ 47
The new music which relies more on sound
than rhythm or tonality for its effect has
always been at a serious disadvantage on
disc. Somehow you expect extraordinary
sounds to be produced in studios because of
the capability of modern studios, and you do
not always realise that what you are head%
from the likes of Minton and Turner, say,•are
sounds which they can produce live.
Then there is the in-the-flesh/on-vinyl
argument. It's my own feeling, and also the
feeling of a lot of musicians performing in
this area of avant garde improvised music,
that the music is always best heard live. The
music depends much more than other
musics on the environment, the audience
and the atmosphere in the place where it is
being created. If you are a part of that
audience, you can share in that atmosphere,
which can get lost on the transfer to disc.
Having said all that, how do you sum up a
disc like Ammo? If Iheard this performance
live in conducive circumstances, I'd be
impressed with the inventiveness and the
intensity of the players. Minton is one of the
more agile of modern singers and Turner is
one of the more sensitive of free percussionists. But it has to be said that you don't feel
the half of it on disc. [13:1121
The trio album, although it's roughly in the
same musical area, fares better because
there is the thread of implied rhythm going
through it all. There is a propulsion on this
record which demands your attention. The
energy is high and the playing is committed.
Iparticularly liked Fuchs' playing. He has
taken some of Evan Parker's innovations and
used them in his own way, creating something personal to himself. This is lively
music. [A/B:1/2]
Ken Hyder
THELONIOUS MONK QUARTET:

ACTION

T
HELONIOUS IN

Riverside 1190
Since his death, not that long ago, Thelonious Monk has become even more of an
important figure than he clearly was when
he was alive. What he stood for at his most
creative period is more important today.
Quite simply, Monk had a vision of music,
and how it could be, and he stuck to his
guns, knowing that it could take a couple of
decades before the jazz public could hear it
too.
What we have today is largely the reverse,
with players junking their vision and going
for what they think the public wants.
The music on this live album sounds pretty
acceptable and accessible today, mainly
because we're now used to it. But at the time
it was dangerous and threatening. With
Johnny Griffin, tenor and Roy Haynes,
drums, this is a spritely quartet with sparks
flying and plenty of excitement. It's still
special today. ( B:1•1
Ken Hyder
DAVID MURRAY QUARTET:
Black Saint BSR 0075

MORNING SONG

Iam always suspicious of artists who chop
and change from style to style. Murray is like
that. He appeared on the scene as a boy
wonder answer to where black American jazz
could be going post-Ayler. The U-turn that
Murray has taken was a surprise and a
disappointment, because he may — or may
not — have developed something fresh.
Instead, this album comes on like ' 50s Blue
Note, right down to the opener which has a
123
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SALISBURY
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45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.

Leeds

Tel. 0532 789115.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

RING NICK ON 0788-79736

WEST SUSSEX
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12. Regent Street, Rugby, Works.
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Single speaker demonstration room
Full servicing facilities on the premises
Free pre-sales alignment of cassette decks
Selected products from A&R, Akin, Audiolab, Audio
Technica, Bose, Clearwater, Denon, Dual, Gale, Goldring
Grado, Glans, Heltus, Heybrook, KEF, Logic, Maranta,
Mission, Monitor Audio, Mordant Short, Nagaoka, Ortolan,
Pink Triangk, QED, Quad, Revolver, Ratel, Sennheiser,
Thorny, Wharfedale, Yamaha, Zeta.
95 Hobs Moat Road
* Tues-Sat 10.00- 6.00
Solihull
* Demonstrations by appointment
Wee Midlands
021 742 0254
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—ALSO—
• Aiwa • Technics • Yamaha

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

• Sansui • Walker • Ariston • Dual
• Sondex • Castle IF KEF • Tannoy
• Celestion • Spendor • MordauntShort • ADC • Audio Technica
• Sennheiser •

WEST YORKSHIRE WF10 5BS

53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthin • 0903 206820

ALTERAATIVE AUDIO LTD.

GENIC WILEY

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

(BOWERS

eWILKINS)

WORTHING
LIttlehampton Road

Tel Word-11'1g 64141

CASTLEFORD
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufactures — Full Demonstration
Facilities
—closed Wednesday

Inc ge - Fi
8ST. ANNE'S ROAD, HEADINGLY, LEEDS LS6 3NX
TELEPHONE: 10532) 788374
Where else in Leeds can you listen to
AR, ADC, Akai, Ariston, Alphason, Audio Technics, Beard, Castle,
Celestion, Crimson, DBX, Dual, Dynavector, Elite, Glans, Goldring,
Jacklin, KW, Logic, Lowther, Marantz, Maxell, Mission, Mordaunt•
Short, NAD, Nakamichi, Ortolon, Osawa, Quantum, GED, Revolt,
Royce, Sansui, Sennheiser, SME, Spendor, Sondes, Syrinx, Tannoy,
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Two s'ngle speaker dernonstraten rooms

* Free plugs and cables

* Free delivery and installations within local • Full repair taalilies
area
* AcceseBarclaycard welcome
And our usual standard of personal service.
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soul-jazz feel, and stands out in contrast to
the remaining tracks. Do you remember
when all Blue Note albums had to have the
finger- popping opening track? He follows on
with that tenor player's classic, ' Body And
Soul'. Murray has become an accomplished
stylist in that he can wear a variety of
mantles, but what does it add up to? Well,
it's an OK album. And if that's good enough
for you, then buy it. (A:2/3]

Linda's third time machine awayday — her the week at Gilley's or The Palamino. No
first, an album for Atlantic, remains unissued
blues- bore here then, just a man who can
—she seemingly has learned very little along
move every whichway yet still remain on
the way. Problem is, though she hits all the
exactly the right track. Mark Son Seals down
right notes, sings in key and is easy enough as an HFN/RR approved hero. [A:11
on the ear, the one-time Stone Poney really
Fred Dellar
doesn't have afeel for this type of music, and
her sense of phrasing — despite producer
Peter Asher's assertion that ' by taking some
of the tunes on the road first, she learned a THE TEMPTATIONS: TRULY FOR YOU
lot about different approaches to phrasing
Motown ZL 72342
Ken Hyder
and tempo by doing them every night' — is
ELAINE PAGE & OTHERS: CHESS
often quite woeful.
The., Tempts have suffered far more team
RCA PL 70500 (2) ( PD 70500)
Still, the tunes are gorgeous — they include
changes than The Four Tops or The Dells
Rodgers and Hart's ' It Never Entered My
over the years. Nevertheless, whoever
Remember the old joke about the musical
Mind' and Billy Strayhorn's title number, two
moves in from off the sub's bench always
that was so long on the road during its
of the songs Iwould first nominate for any
manages to possess the capabilities of an
try-outs that, when it reached Broadway, the
Tin Pan Alley Hall of Fame — and Nelson
Eddie Kendricks, a David Ruffin, a Dennis
audience were singing the songs as they
Riddle's arrangements are as immaculately
Edwards or whoever they've been destined
went into the theatre? It's no joke now; it's
constructed as those he once supplied to the to replace. In short, The Temptations' sound
accepted publicity policy. The ultimate
likes of Sinatra and Nat Cole. Overall, then,
remains unimpaired. The harmonies are still
example seems to be Chess, for which the
there are more reasons to buy than to deny,
tight, the leads still soar and sand- blast and,
build-up had already begun last November,
though those really into golden age song- to misquote a phrase, all Motown life is
with TV and radio interviews, and airing of
writing might be better served, vocally at there. Only thing is that their current crop of
tracks from these records. The double album
least, by recent reissues involving Dinah
in-tow tunesmiths don't match up to the likes
comes from the combined efforts of our Tim
Shore, Kitty Kallen, Peggy Lee and others
of Smokey Robinson, Norman Whitfield,
Rice with those two handsome Swedes from
who served apprenticeships during the big
Eddie Holland and Barrett Strong, the men
Abba, Benny Andersson and Bjorn Ulvaeus.
band era. (A:2]
who supplied most of the songs that would
But, according to the publicity from RCA, a
Fred Dellar
appear on any Greatest Hits collection. There
stage production will, eventually, be
is, therefore, nothing here that comes within
mounted towards the end of this year.
a papa's stone roll of ' Get Ready', ' Ball Of
Meanwhile there will be concert performConfusion' or ' IWish It Would Rain'. Even so,
SEBASTIAO ROCHA BRASIL 99
ances, and releases of singles as well as this
the album's already produced one sprightly
Playa
Sound
PS
605
album. A world chess championship
invitation to dance in 'Treat Her Like A Lady'
between an American and aRussian doesn't
and my ear is far from offended by the swing
PAULINHO
DA
COSTA.
SUNRISE
sound the most lively setting for a musical,
riff-adorned ' Memories', the slice of modern
Pablo Today 2312-143
but at least its satire can be more contemporgospel that's ' I'll Keep My Light In My
(Both
available
through
Import
Music
Service)
ary and pungent than Tim Rice mana9ed to
Window' or even the blatantly commercial
imply medievally in Blonde!. Chess is in fact
ballad that answers to the name of ' How Can
There's no doubt in my mind over which of
very, very clever, and its music is full of
You Say That It's Over'. The sound's excelthese
two
albums
to
recommend.
Paulinho
comic pastiches. The action is in Merano,
lent too, open and clean, the final result
da Costa is abetter known name. He went to
which is in the Alto Adige but near enou9h to
being, how you say? ... tempting. [A*:1/2]
the
US
and
sweetened
a
variety
of
albums
Austria to justify a mock/Tyrolean intro
Fred Dellar
with
his
Brazilian
percussion.
But
on
this
about ' living your life in ashow by Rodgers
album
he's
still
doing
the
sweetening
—
and Hammerstein'. There is much, much
although it's his own album. At the centre of XTC. THE BIG EXPRESS
more in various musical forms — even the
it all is slick, American post- disco music, Virgin V2325
sort of Handelian largo that ( like Pachelbel's
extremely well played by a sprinkling of
Canon and Albinoni 's Adagio) gets into TV
studio faces. [A:2/31
I'd figured that Madness had everything
commercials. The double album comes with
Brasil 99 should not be confused with wrapped up when it came to the Kinks
atrilingual synopsis, alibretto in English and
Brazil 66. This album has got a lot more
replacement stakes. But XTC, fresh from
a page about chess championship history.
going for it than colourful exotica. If you can
their return to early English roots with such
The singers, who include Murray Head and
imagine Brazilian rhythms and tunes being
albums as Mummer and English Settlement,
Barbara Dickson as well as Elaine Page, are
played by Brazilian jazz musicians, you
challenging, perhaps, Ray Davies' membacked by the LSO and the Ambrosian
might get close to the sound of this record.
bership of The Village Green Preservation
Singers — which is more than the eventual
There have been similar fusions in the past,
Society, have now latched on to another
stage show is likely to afford. But even with
but what makes this album interestingly
Davies quirk, a love of railways ( remember
no London production in sight, Chess makes
different is the rawness of the production
'The Last Of The Steam Powered Trains',
an interesting and amusing album; too varicompared with other Brazilian/jazz albums.
'Waterloo Sunset'?) and, consequently,
able, however, for any meaningful rating.
Maybe it's because it was recorded in a embarked on atrip along that most English
Denis Argent
French studio. Anyhow, the sound is clear,
of railway routes, the GWR mainline back to
strong and direct, with very little treatment.
hometown Swindon. Musically, the Kinks'
TITO PUENTE AND HIS LATIN ENSEMBLE: EL REY
The players are not outstanding as individual
influence springs to the fore most readily on
Concord Jazz Picante CJP 250
improvisers, but together they produce a The Everyday Story Of Small Town', a
music which is tight and loose at the same
Partridge plea to keep some things the way
This particular live recording shows just how
time. This kind of latin jazz is popular here,
they've always been. A Sunday morning
tight this band is. The sound and playing are
played by British musicians, but this record
strut that almost has you smelling the joint
clear and sharp, and only the applause and
is valuable for showing how the Brazilians
in the oven, it's full of cleverly constructed
shouts of encouragement give away the
themselves get it on. [A:2]
lines (' Smalltown, coughing in the toilet,
circumstances. What Ilike about this music
Ken Hyder
who on earth would spoil it' and ' Smalltown,
is its supreme confidence. Take the bass solo
snoring under blankets, woken by the clank,
on the first number, the popular Oye Como
it's just the milkman's dawn round') and vies
Va. The bassist plays few notes and spins out
SON SEALS: BAD AXE
with the best in Kink- pop. Note the descriphis phrases so slowly you'd think he was just
Sonet SNTF 927
tion ' pop'. XTC have always maintained that
relaxing at home, and not playing in front of
they are just apop group and refute the ' new
awild audience. But then Latin bass players
Chicago blues: tough, taut and tasty. If
wave rock band' tag with which they've
are supposed to be laid back. Meanwhile the
Robert Cray admirers don't object to me
always been saddled. As proof, this time
percussionists sit right on top of the beat,
saying so, with Muddy gone, Son Seals
around they offer 'All You Pretty Girls', akind
letting everyone know where the one is.
might well be top of the heap. The heap I'm
of sea- shanty for suburban surfers; ' I
The arrangements pit the brass and reeds
talking about is the one where city blues
Remember The Sun', a pretty, jazz-tinged
against the rhythm,and phrase in such away
bands play black clubs one night and masColin Moulding composition; ' Shake Your
as to exert the maximum impact, creating an
sive rock auditoriums the next. For Seals'
Donkey Up', apiece of hoedown reggae; and
mpression of a lot more players being
approach is modern streetwise and jukebox'This World', which, like ' Pretty Girls', has
thrown into the mêlée. What is interesting
oriented. He plays guitar like an erring
recently appeared in single form. However,
about this set is the inclusion of two John
trucker fleeing across the stateline — angry,
train- spotters will probably set their binocuColtrane tunes — Giant Steps and Equinox.
fast and fearsome, and his vocals evoke a lars on 'Train Running Low On Soul Coal', in
Bags of enjoyment in these grooves. [
A*: 1/2]
similar sense of awe. You like funk? Seals
which a locomotive seems to act as an
Ken Hyder
has it in plenty. Rock? Yes, he's there too. A analogy himself (' I'm told that there's no coal
sense of fun? Well, how many records bring
for the older engines') who maybe feels that
.INDA RONSTADT: LUSH LIFE
you titles like ' Goin' Home — Where Women
he's already getting too old for life as apop
Asylum 960 387-1
Got Meat On Their Bones'? There's a little
star. But The Big Express suggests that the
country in there also. Non- believers are
opposite is true and that experience has
hereby pointed in the direction of the downOne more dip into the ballad box, another
enhanced the XTC train driver's ability.
return to the days of seamed stockings and
homey ' ICan Count On My Blues', a ditty
Definitely agreen signal affair, I'd say! (13:19
victory rolls. And though this is the luscious
which would easily pass muster any night of
Fred Dellar
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LOCAL SPECIALIST GUIDE
ESSEX

L

NUMBER ONE

For specialist selections in compact discs,
records and cassettes; quality hi-fi and
accessories; all forms ot musical
requirements.
Advice and demonstrations with
emphasis on choice and quality at

Brentwood music centre
2Ingrave Road, Brentwood, Essex
Tel: (0277) 221210

LONDON

RENT

JAPANESE AND SUPER PRESSINGS

Direct cut compact disc - half speed and all super pressings
Full range in stock - thousands more to order Send large SAE for list or
phone us for details
SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD LAB DIRECT CUT
£5 00
LAB 1
Lincoln Mayorga — ' Vol 3
£5 00
LAB 4
Brahms Chopin — Piano Music
£6 00
LAB 9
Larry McNeely — ' Bluegrass
£7 00
LAB 10 Michael Newman — Classical Guitar
£6 00
LAB 11
Harry James — ' Still Harry
£6 50
LAB 15 Amanda McBroorn — West of Oz
f650
LAB 16 Michael Newman — Italian Pleasures
£7 50
LAB 17
Tower of Power — Direct
£7 50
LAB 113
Strauss — Dvorak
All normally £ 2.50
P&P Ct00 plus 25p each thereafter
Telephone Credit Cards welcome
BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
64A BECKENHAM ROAD,
BECKENHAM. KENT
01-658 3464

ANALOG AUDIO
(111-F1 Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 01 445 3267
Finchley's NAD, Denon, Dual, Yamaha,
Pioneer Centre.
Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

111+1 MARKETS

COMPACT DISCS

GLASGOW

RlfM
r

Concordant, Logic, Monro, Syrinx
Helius, Sugden, Doxa, JPW
Plus Many More

AUDIO

14 WEST
PRINCES ST
GLASGOW
Tel 041
332 1779

HUMBERSIDE

Philip March

auc osystems
Demonstrations by Appointment
Closed • Mondays
103a. Beverley Road. Hull.

TEL 0482 227887

MANCHESTER

Vast range of British and import CD s in stock. Telarc. Denon. Erato
Chandos etc etc
Prompt and helpful service We can order any title that is available
Mail order and telephone credit cards welcome 2to 3day service from
stock

LANCASHIRE

El 2 111 Slh
Stockist', of
Linn, Naim, Meridian, A&R Cambridge,
Heybrook, Revox, Yamaha, Tannoy,
and awhole range of accessories.
Open Tuesday through to Saturday.
Demonstrations apleasure.
061 945 1867

AURAÍ

The Hi Fi Specialists who care
We have stressed in the past, and still do, the
importance of acorrectly balanced and set up
turntable, arm and cartridge. The amplifier
and speakers are also important in playing
their part in asystem. Technical specifications,
are only aguide to the products competence
on a lab bench and do not tell us what they
sound like.
We at Aurak not only pay attention to
cartridge loading at the pre-amp input but to
amplifier and speaker load matching, cables,
amplifier support and other small, but
important details that can give an inexpensive
system rhythm and coherence to the music,
allowing one to enjoy playing records without
listening to the equipment.
2nd Floor Suite,
46 Wood Street, St Annes on Sea,
Lancashire SY8 10G
0253 729111
Open Tues—Sat llam-5pm.
Evening demos by appointment

STOCKIST OF rf WORLD S

Sual
E00114,4(

(0

34 Moorfield Walk
Shopping Precinct
Urmston
Manchester
Tel: 061-747 9722
9.30-5.30 Mon, Fri, Sat
930-7.30 Tues, Thurs

)

N. IRELAND

THE AUDIO CENTRE
Service with aSmile!

AKAI
AIWA
AR
B&W ICELESTION
DENON 1. DUAL ! J
,
.FISHER
FUJI
MARANTZ
MEMOREX .71 NAGAOKA ; ] ROTEL ; REVOX:1 ROSS
ORTOFON ".__; SONY ;I] SHARP
SENNHEISER
SHARP:: TDK
TRIO
WHARFEDALE
AND MANY MORE'

84 BRIDGE STREET, PORTADOWN,
NORTHERN IRELAND
0762-338059 (
Closed all day Thursday)

KENT

LEICESTERSHIRE

SOMERSET

AVALON HI-FI

Hill in Leicester and the Midlands
A&R. Aiwa. Akroyd. Bang & Olufsen.
Celestion. Creek. Dual. Heybrook. Linn.
Meridian, Monitor , Mordaunt Short,
Naim Audio, Nakamichi. Nytech. Rega, Rotel,
Wharfedale.
19-21 Quarry Hill Road, Tonbridge, Kent.
Telephone To ( 0732) 366767
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STUDIO

ace
HiFi
(0533) 393607

MON. TO SAT. 9.30am-5.30pm
Closed Wednesday. Late night Thursday
(By Prior appointment)

n

The Old Nursery, Butleigh, Glastonbury,
Somerset. Telephone: Glastonbury 50370

111-11 \ IV,8 &

ORD RI \ 11 V,
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CAPSULES.1

ALBION BAND: UNDER THE ROSE
Spindrift SPIN110
Surprisingly palatable British Folk music
from a band with a strong cult following;
basically, it doesn't reek of dirty hair and
crusty kaftans. The Albion Band's latest is
noticeable for the appearance of sweetvoiced Cathy LeSurf, late of Fiddler's Dram
and partly responsible for the dire ' Day Trip
To Bangor'. Her own contributions are the
standouts on this LP. [
A:1#2]

gives us Sweetheart of the Rodeo 11 years
on, and it's delightful. Back-up reads like a
Who's Who of country musicians, and the
devoted can revel to James Burton, Glen D
Hardin. Ron Tutt, Bernie Leadon, Byron
Berline, Herb Pederson, and other dung- onboots uminaries. Refreshing stuff. [
A:1]

JEFFERSON STARSHIP: NUCLEAR FURNITURE
Grunt 7-184921

Recorded in late 1983 at Wembley, this LP
sadly confirms the belief that defunct bands
split up for a good reason. While the audience noises suggest that a good time was
had by al, the evidence in he grooves says
'You had to be there'. Maybe they should
have seen the Yardbirds' reunion at the
Marquee to learn how it's done. [
B:2/31

Now triat Paul Kantner has left the band to
work with erstwhile fellow pilot Marty Balin,
the Jefferson- mode- of- air-travel's distance
from Is earliest incarnation is that much
more complete — Nuclear Furniture is pure
stadium rock. Super slick ( the sound, not
Grace) and overproduced, it's still enjoyable,
but spiritually it just doesn't seem right.
Mind you, we're willing to overlook anything
for a chance to hear the superb vocals of
Mickey Thomas; just don't expect too much
in the way of sheer invention. [
A/A":1/2]

CAPTAIN BEEFHEART & HIS MAGIC BAND: THE
LEGENDARY A&M SESSIONS
A&M AMv226

GARY NUMAN: THE PLAN
Beggars Banquet BEGA55

THE ANIMALS: RIP IT TO SHREDS/GREATEST
HITS LIVE
IRS IRSA7043

A five- track mini- LP that will positively thrill
those who think that Safe As Milk is the
Captain's best. Further proof that the record
companies are being nice to collectors and
archivists, the Legendary A&M Sessions is a
good excuse for dusting off your bhong. [
H:1]
JAMES GALWAY AND HENRY MANCINI: IN THE
PINK
RCA RL85315
The pink refers to a certain feline now
associated with flogging blank tape, his
theme being but one of the 16 tracks on this
collaboration. The National Philharmonic
Orchestra does a reasonab e impersonation
of the Boston Pops and Galway fans will love
his treatment of various familiar film and TV
themes. KK's mother-in-law thinks James G
is the bee's knees, so, in the interests of
domestic bliss, it's [
A/B:1]
JGEILS BAND: YOU'RE GETTL'V' EVEN WHILE I'M
GETTIN' ODD
EMI/America EJ 24 0240 1
Wonderful — the Geils Band sans Wolf is just
as satisfying as Peter Wolf without his old
cronies. Well, almost. Seth Justman just
hasn't got Peter's pipes, so the vocals are
less thar fiery. The overal kick, though, is
Geils rocKing at its hardest, sounding almost
British ir their use of tech-to-wizardry. The
single probably won't do anything here, but
that's our loss, not theirs. [
A:1/1•1
JOHN HAIV1MOND: LIVE
Spindrift SPIN 105
White bluesmen, like their inspirational black
counterparts, are a dying breed, so it's with
pleasure we note that one of the originals
from the early ' 60s blues boom is still
recording. Hammond is to the US what
Alexis Korner was to the UK, and their
shared love for rural blues with gritty delivery comes across beautifully in this most
involving of live LPs. It's Hammond on his
own, wth no embellishments, and the
experience is as pure as you're likely to hear.
Stand- out track is ' IWish You Would'; we're
glad he did. [
A:1]
CHRIS HILLMAN: DESERT ROSE
Spindrift SPIN 113
Not the most prolific ex- Byrd, Hillman is the
most country-ish. His latest ( fourth?) solo LP
III II \I

\ Ii O
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This interesting collection of unreleased
1978 sessions sounds too much like Tubeway Army's official releases to be mistaken
for anything else — great if you like Numan,
not so great if you don't. We can only
bemoan the fact that he wasn't old enough
to have recorded the soundtrack for Clockwork Orange. [
B:21

RAMONES: TOO TOUGH TO DIE
Beggars Banquet BEGA59
If anytning's constant in rock music, it has to
be tha Ramones. Everybodys's favourite
dumb band, the Ramones are getting smarter and smarter without losing that street
appeal. It starts, it stops, it roars along and
you're either au fait with monosyllables or
you can go and cry to your Smiths dirges.
200 years from now, our great- great- greatgreat- grandchildren are going to listen to
this LP and think, ' Wow, they must've had a
lot of fun in those days!' As it's the Ramones,
there can only be one rating system: [
11•:R*]

ROOMFUL OF BLUES: DRESSED UP TO GET
MESSED UP
Varrick Records VR018 (
Import)
Normally, we steer shy of imports to avoid
frustrating our readers. This LP, however, is
too good to be ignored, and we've learned
that Demon may be releasing it very soon.
Roomful of Blues are apurist R&B outfit who
capture the whole Smiley Lewis/Louis Jordan/T-Bone Walker shtick in one LP. Aided
by such dynamic performers as Kim Wilson
(Fabirous Thunderbirds) and 14 Carat Soul,
the effect is 78rpm magic without the crackles. This record glows — stick- in-the- mudtypes need not apply. [
A* 1'1

STEPHEN STILLS: RIGHT BY YOU
Atlantic 780 1771
Thank goodness: Stephen Stills has finally
realised that he can make good music without Crosby and Nash. Aided by friends like
Jimmy Page, Stills has put together a honey
of an album, and it looks like the Buffalo
Springfield's main firebrand hasn't burned
out at all. Hell, he even covers a Neil Young
track on this LP, so he must be maturing
nicely. Thanks, Steve. [
A:1/1]

TORCH SONG: WISH THING
IRS A70046
Any synthesiser- based band with the wit to
do an android version of ' Ode To Billy Joe' is
A- OK in our book, call them a cerebral
version of the Human League, or palatable
Laurie Anderson. [
A:1/21
VARIOUS: THAT'S THE WAY IFEEL NOW
A&M AMLM 66600
Purists are going to despise this double
package, subtitled ' A Tribute To Thelonius
Monk', but we say ' Tough'. TM was never
the most accessible of jazz magicians, and if
this set introduces him to a whole new
audience, we're all for it. The purists will balk
because the majority of the artists involved
are from the rock world rather than the jazz
world, but you'll be surprised to find out just
how capable Was ( Not Was), Dr. John,
NABO, Chris Spedding, Todd Rundgren, and
other rockers are with such outré material.
Credibility comes via Carla Bley, Elvin Jones,
Gil Evans and others. Delightful. [
A:1/21
VARIOUS ARTISTS:
INSPIRATIONS
BBC REH548

GARY BYRD'S SWEET

Whoever laid out the track order for this
superb 14- song gospel compilation must
have anticipated a need to wean the general
public away from lay music and into the
spiritual — it gets more and more powerful as
the stylus travels along. The Mighty Clouds
of Joy, Al Green, the wonderful James
Cleveland, Sister Rosetta Triarpe, The Dixie
Hummingbirds — they're all here for the
delight of fans of Gary Byrd's Radio 1Show.
But that's just preaching to the converted, so
here's an (
A/H:1] to inspire some of you
sinners out there.
VARIOUS: SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION
EMI Top Cat 1
What miserable sod could possibly say ' no'
to an LP when the profits are going to benefit
the deaf, especially when it consists of
unreleased versions of songs by such greats
as Pete Townshend. Eddy Grant and Elvis
Costello? Only the miserable sods who
either 1) don't want to own anything with
Dire Straits on it or 2) would rather have the
cassette with its two extra tracks. Buy this
and help those deprived of our favourite
pastime. [
4:1/21
WALL OF VOODOO: GRANMA'S HOUSE
IRS Records IRSA7048
Devo with venom, perhaps, or Shockabilly
meets Kraftwerk — either way, Wall of
Voodoo is strange and infectious. The LP
opens with atwisted, evil version of Johnny
Cash's ' Ring of Fire' ( a far cry from Dolly
Parton's cover of ' IWalk the Line') and then
spirals downward into a nightmare journey
best taken without drugs. ' Mexican Radio' is
the stand-out — KK reckons that he heard it 30
times over the radio - nBoston last year — and
it's but the tip of a dry- iceberg. [
A:1]
FRANK ZAPPA: THEM OR US
Barking Pumpkin/EMI EN 24 0234 3
One day, people other than the cultists will
realise that Uncle Frank can play circles
around most traditional guitar heroes, and
that his double offerings are at least 70 per
cent accessible. They'll also know that his
fetish for weird voices and his affection for
the Rueben and the Jets material is only
chronic, not terminal. Wonderful madness,
but Frank had better watch out for his own
Dweezil; the kid's hot [
A:1/21

686-2599 CLASSIFIED 686-2599
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 27p per word ( private), minimum £ 7.00 Box Nos. £ 2.50 extra.
Trade rates 35p per word, minimum £ 9.00. Copy and remittance for advertisements in May issue must reach these offices by
14th March addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines ( Croydon) PLC.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be
accepted unless;
(1) The job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(2) It is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to
apply.

FOR SALE - Private
FOURIER ANALYSIS PROGRAM for BBC B
micro. Displays waveform and performs
spectral analysis. User can define own
waveshapes; supplied with sample sine/
square/pulse. £ 6 cassette, £ 10 40- track disc
inc. P&P. Cheque to P Edwards Box: 0707
LINN SONDEK with Nirvana and Valhalla
modifications, Ittok arm and Koetsu Black
cartridge £750, and Nakamichi 700 ZXL cassette deck. Mint condition. Little used. £ 600.
Demonstration by arrangement. Cocks. Telephone by day: office Plymouth 661202 or
during evening: home Tavistock 2706. ( C)
QUAD 22 Amplifier owners — Probably your
last chance for Osram KT66 Valves at £ 10
each, postage included. Tel: Plumtree
(Notts) 5759. IC)
LINN ISOBARIK DMS loudspeakers finished
in teak, including Linn stands. Only fifteen
months old, and in immaculate condition,
£895. Tel: 01-554-7398. ( C1
SYSTEMDEK III, (
recent factory service,
latest specification), Grace G707, Osawa D5 60L; P.S. Ilb phono pre- amp, V.K. Passive
Control Centre; Quad 405; AR 12 speakers
(largish, 150w handling). Superb condition.
£750 or may split. Tel: Ian Boyd, 041 334
1446. ( CI
MERIDIAN Compact Disc Player, new, £375.
Beard P50 Amplifier, immaculate, £300.
Yamaha T2 Tuner, beautiful, £ 200. Hafler
DH100 preamp, £ 125. Thorens 124,
Dynavector Arm, Supex 901, spotless, £ 225.
Everything must go, regretfully. Guildford
893672. ( CI
LEAK VALVE AMPLIFIERS, preamps —
various types. Pair Lowther LL18 valve
amplifiers. SME 12". Garrard 301. Quad
valve. Decca International, SC4E. Lowther
speakers. Delivery London. Reasonable
prices. 03647 2153 ( Devon). ( C)
GERRARD 401 wi'
th S.M.E 200 plinth S.M.E
3012 12" arm. Stanton 8815, cartridge, £ 150.
Trowbridge ( 02214) 66605. ( C)
OFFERS PLEASE for the following mint
equipment. All in original cartons. 'The
Head' m/c transformer. Hafler 220/110 amplifier. Sony CDP101 CD Player Dynavector 17D
and 100R cartridges. Audio Technica AT32
cartridge. AIWA 690011 3head metal cassette
deck with remote control. Sony C7 Beta
Video Recorder 01-458-6271. ( C1
128

QUAD 22 setup — Offers, GARRARD 401/SME
3012/V15-3/SME — 2000 plinth — £ 125,
PIONEER SA9500/11 ( 100wpc) — £ 175, LEC SON AP1 — £ 110, RADFORD SCA30 ( Transistor) — £ 100, CAMBRIDGE P50/T55 — £ 130,
Tuneramps; — ARMSTRONG 626 — £ 130,
HARMAN 630 — £ 120, REALISTIC STA15 —
£35, ONE QUAD Electrostatic ( Bronze) —
£100, Vintage WHARFEDALE WLS15 Corner baffles — £75, TEAC 2300S reel 1/
4tr stereo —
£175, BRENELL ST200 1/
2tr stereo, 15ips —
£125, Leeds 705965. ( C)
A&R A60 with SA6OX into ARC 050 loudspeakers with stands. Superb active system.
Boxed. Excellent condition. £400. Tel: 01 449
9751. ( C1
TVP.1 valve preamp, new valves £250.
SYRINX PU2, overhauled £75. FIDELITY
RESEARCH MC202 VDHul modified, new,
£100 pair KEF B110 £25. Pair JORDAN MODULES with crossovers £75. 01-863 8988. ( C)

FOR SALE - Trade
QUALITY MODERN and old HI- Fl equipment
bought and mold, Midland Radio Supplies,
Maypole Lane, Birmingham 814 4PE, 021430-7817. ( M)
COMPACT DISCS £7.95. Special Introductory
Offer. Free Lists. Overseas Specialists. First
Class no problems service. Gramophone
catalogue £ 1. Refundable. Europadisc, 91
North Street, Sudbury, Suffolk. ( E)
AUDIOSTATIC IMPORTER'S BARGAINS Exdem speakers, slightly marked, excellent
discount. ES240 + Subwoofer + ONE PAIR
ONLY each current model ( yes, even the
fabulous monolith II!). Presence Audio —
044485 333. ( C)
RECORDS FOR SALE. Available during
February New List Second Hand and Deletions, Wants Lists welcome. Your LPs part exchanged for new CDs, S.A.E. please.
N & C Records, 9, Spondon Rd., Wednesfield, Wolverhampton. ( C)
SPENDOR, ROGERS, LEAK, QUAD, RAD FORD, and other high quality loudspeakers
and equipment serviced and reconditioned.
Barnard Electronics. Tel: 01-531 8705. ( B)
SONY ELCASET CASSETTES. LC60 type 1
£1.00. LC90 type 1 £ 1.50. LC60 type 2 £ 1.50.
LC60 type 2 £ 1.99. Callers welcome 11am7.30pm 6 days. SHADOOS 162 Wilmslow
Road, Rusholme, Manchester M14 5LQ. Tel:
061-224 4215. ( D1
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SOUNDBOX, 35 FINCHES PARK ROAD,
L1NDFIELD, W.SUSSEX RHI6 2DA

MONSTERCABLE Interlink Reference and
Powerline II available for US retail price plus
delivery: $ 5 surface or $ 10 air. Also Grado
Signature and Shinon Red Phonopickups;
Counterpoint, Conrad- Johnson; more. Write
for details. Two Jeffrey Audio, 527 W. Butler,
Phoenix, AZ 85021 USA. ( B)
QUAD, Lux, Harman-Kardon, B&W, Lowther,
Michell, Walker, Hadcock, S.M.E., Teac,
Tandberg, Uher, Decca, Ortofon, Goldring,
Phillips C.D., Anglia ( Critical), Audio, Hessett,
Suffolk. Beyton 70212. ( 81
VINTAGE VALVE HI- Fl. All classic British
makes of amps and radios, also valves,
spares and data. Antique monthly newsheet,
sample upon request. Mail order only. Vintage Wireless Co, Cossham Street, Mangotsfield, Bristol BS17 3EN. Tel: 0272-565472. ( G)

FalcoitlillY SPEAKERS
,/, Send for our FREE price list
'

PL15 all we ask is a large S.A.E.
(22p stamp) ( Overseas U.S. $ 2 bill)

SYSTEM DESIGNS (
Total Kits):
Focal, KEF Constructor Series, etc.
DRIVE UNITS: Focal, KEF, Audax,
Celestion, Coles, Peerless, Seas, Siare,
Scanspeak, etc.
Also Group/Disco Units
CROSSOVER NETWORKS — Active &
Passive Components, Accessories etc.
Expert advice via our enquiry service.
Full details from
FALCON ELECTRONICS
Tabor House, Mulbarton,
Norfolk NR14 8JT
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)

RI ( () RI) RI \ II Os

‘I AR(11

19I,s

686-2599

CLASSIFIED 686-2599

FOR SALE - Trade

croft acoustics
Valved amplification designed and
built the proper way.
Phone 0902 751307 (daytimes and
evenings) or send 50p for full details of
our current range of products to:

Croft % roust ¡ es.
Irm house.
174 Ne‘‘ hainpl on Road %% est.
in% bridge. 1191% erhainid on.
111 6 () RI'.

SERVICES
QUAD 405 AMPLIFIERS modified and
uprated for greatly improved performance.
Please telephone for details 0246 - 810522.

(B)

•
AUDIO RESTORATIONS by Electronics
Engineer, highly qualified and with nearly 40
years laboratory and workshop experience
in various fields. Specialist in OLDER equipment of British origin such as Quad, Radford,
Leak, Rogers, Armstrong, etc. Where possible Classic Equipment is restored closely to
original design conception and is accompanied by aFull Restoration Report. Recorders,
decks, recent apparatus, or of Foreign Origin
usually not acceptable although calibrations
may be undertaken in a few cases. 7 days
enquiry service. Location: Woodford, Essex.
Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)
DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Pressings Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio, 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3 Tel: 01-346 0033. ( X)

QUAD 405 AMPLIFIERS modified and
uprated for greatly improved performance.
Please telephone for details 0246 - 810522.

(B)

AMP- 01

WANTED

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models.
ADC. AKG; CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD, GOLDRING;
LENCO; ORTOFON; SHURE; SME; THORENS.
All available, Genuine, Equipment, Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models.
Servicing. Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops.
Specialist styli for early Recordings - Pis & LP
Technical & General 35 Marlow Road, London SE20 7XX
01 778 3737
Tuesday to Friday 10.00-6.00: Saturday 10.0-4.00

WANTED

WANTED
Goodmans

MI« 80 pairs (
both old and new types)
S.M.E. Pick up arms 3009 and 3012 ( not improved versions)
Garrard Turntable, Model 301
Quad 22 pre- amplifier and Quad II power amplifiers
EMT players 928. 930ST and 927
Studer 1962
Eurodyn C71233-A8-Al ( pair)
Tannoy 15'. 12" and 10" Monitor Gold. Red and Sib er pairs
Tannoy Autograph. ( in' and Rectangular lurk GRI , in
enclosures ( pairs)
Please write to/or ring with price
Miss TIwonago
HIS ( capon. 96 George Street. London W1H SRI
Tel: 01-487-5038

WANTED - VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
Always required - quality wntage valve related HiFi equipment, such as:
Amplifiers Quad Stereo & Mono systems, Lowther, Radford. Leak TL12,
Stereo 50 & Stereo 60. etc.
Turntables Garrard 301, GoIcking 88. lliorens 10124.
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS SME 3009 & 3012, E.M.I. etc
Loudspeakers: Tannoy, Goodmans, etc.
Full "Wanted List" with prices offered available upon request.
Buyer can call within 250 miles radius of Bristol.
The Vintage Wireless Company, Tudor Hasse, Crisham Street,
Maggots&id Bristol, BSI] 3EN. Telephone (0272) 565472 Anytime.

PCM MACHINE urgently required. New or
used Sony F1 or 501ES or equivalent. Tel.
021-449 0252. ( CI
COMPACT DISCS bought for cash. All categories. Send lists to: Watson, 38 Park Street,
Wallasey, Merseyside L44 1AT. ( D)

EUPHONICS MINICONIC cartridge and
power supply. Tel: 0626-61626 ( home) or
0803-25770 ( office). ( B)

'78' GRAMOPHONE RECORDS of opera singers, lieder singers pianists and violinists.
Details to: Lubbock, 303 Whitehorse Lane,
South Norwood, London SE25 6UG. Tel:
'01-653 1695.
OLD TANNOY SPEAKERS. Garrard 301.
Quad tube equipments. Tel: 818/576-2642
David Yo, POB 832, Monterey Park, Ca.91754
USA ( TDp paid - Friends pick up in London).
(L)

PUBLICATIONS

1

CRABBE ON BEETHOVEN. Would you like to
see ' a picture of the furniture of Beethoven's
mind' ( Radio 3: Music Weekly), study abook
with ' an exhilarating quality of sheer intellectual toughness' ( Colin Wilson), or consider a
great composer from a viewpoint
'refreshingly free of judgements based on
long-standing inaccuracies' (Times Literary
Supplement)? Then you should read Beethoven's Empire of the Mind, a biographywith- a- difference by John Crabbe, one-time
editor of HFN/RR. Available from bookshops
at £ 5.95, or post-free from the publisher:
Lovell/Baines Print Ltd., Hollington Farm,
WooIton Hill, Newbury, Berks RG15 9XN. ( X)

SOCIETIES
BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides a meeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 2nd Floor
Flat, 115 Harley Street, London W1. ( X)

armoogun

AMP-01-M, the minimalist derivative (see HEN. July and November 84) o now available in kit format
SAE brings the 4 page broadsheet with put, prices, diagrams and constructional lest The unit now
accepts asingle line source in addition to analogue disc All parts available separately or the unit may
be assembled in 4 distinct stages horn our PCB kits
AMP-01 the complete kit with engraved panels
£349.50

Other AMP-01 parts & kits
0.5% Hoke precision MF resistors. 24R `,, R c2 I
if 4528 lk, 2k2I 4k42 9k76 10k alk5 27k4. 47k5 are
Ito: a few magic values at 39p ea
Analogue power source ( APS) card. 162 x 234nun
£9.95
VDR 10 pule, connect across mains close to Ti
£0.75
RF1 mains filter, kills mains contamination
£9.95
Mains snubber capacitors 68nF 250v AC
£.60
CXL32 SLD and LP cards doublesided
£14.50 ea.
BDSA card doublesided
££5.75
Die,: card Uoublesided
15.99
LM3I7/337T 2-• 35v adjustable. IAtop regs
£2.49 ea.
Superchip 01"370P. upgrades TL071/5534 for gains over x 4
£10.95
OP27. unity gain-stable variant, replaces above for gains under x 4
£10.95
1037-ACNB. upgrades OP37GP in low level stages
£9.95
0537. 1037 and OP27 data sheets. full-length A4
£2.95
Musiflex ultra low microphony. paired cable, browr
88p/m
Phonoflex. blue, single core. 65pF/m = low C
70P/rn
Creme-de- la-creme Analogue disc kit D3A27. includes OP27. 1037 and 1% MKP cape
£149.95
SLPA audiophile line processor for CD
£103.00
All blank PCBs and kits are supplied with stuffing guides and component check lists Prices Inc! 15%
VAT, but add £ 1postage Detailed price lists on AMP- 01 kits cards and metalwork also the UN active
crossover, and high quality passive components are available on receipt of an SAE. to UK readers or
sent FOC with your order If overseas please send 4IRCs ( Europe), 7IRCs ( all other territories) or £2if
1RCs aren't available Personal export enquiries are welcome

precision pick-up arms
Please call or write:
SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY
Telephone: 0903 814321 Telex: 877808 G

B84 Sound, Kirkby Lane, Tattershall, Lincoln LN4 4PD
Telephone Coningsby ( 0526) 42869
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STHERE ANYTHING IN the world of
music more mournful than afan
lamenting the passing of his or her
favourite performer? Whether it's the finality
of death, the seeming finality of retirement,
or the parting of the ways of various band
members, the dedicated fan suffers the loss
with anguish in proportion to the worship
bestowed upon the artist.
One of my biggest musical heartaches
came with the passing of the Yardbirds, a
band Iviewed from an American stance. We
cared much more for them than did their
fellow countrymen; being aYardbirds
fanatic ( assuming it was genuine) meant that
one had ' good taste' in music. They were a
purist's band, an earthy and inventive union
which meant that they were forgiven
(Stateside) for having the audacity to place
their singles in the pop charts.
My British acquaintances above the age of
30 find this amusing, and it was with no
small amount of shame Ilearned of the
'Birds' relative insignificance in the ' 60s rock
hierarchy by UK standards. JA explained
that only asmall part of it had to do with
familiarity breeding contempt, and that
paying 7/6 to see the Animals or the Kinks at
the local youth centre was no different from
my paying $ 1.50 to see the Byrds or the
Youngbloods at the Palace.
But there was adifference, and it didn't
apply just to the US view of the Yardbirds.
There was ahorrible tendency in this country
to dismiss bands once they became popular,
or had hit records, much in the way the hi-fi
journalists like to hammer manufacturers
who do things for sound commercial
reasons. It made no difference to me or other
American Yardbirds fans that ' Over, Under,
Sideways, Down' filled the AM airwaves; it
didn't make them any less ' hip'.
But, again, JA said it wasn't as simple as
that. He made it quite clear to me that people
appreciated the Yardbirds for their
imagination, inventiveness, and musical
integrity, but — he said knowingly— they
weren't that hot playing live. Comparing
them with their contemporaries, like the
Animals or the Stones, it was as if things
never quite gelled. While the records were
exemplary, the stage act lacked some of the
fire other bands delivered. Everyone knew
that the Yardbirds were onto something —
long before they realised that the Yardbirds
could prove to be the most fertile breeding
ground for guitarists this side of Mayall — but
it never really happened in the way the
Stones did.
Seventeen years down the road, it's easy
for me to be sanctimonious; maybe there
was areason for the UK not crediting the
Yardbirds for all their groundbreaking work
with the piety and homage in the style of
American fans. But who can argue about the
band's pioneering efforts in psychedelia and
electronic music? Were they not the
prototypical heavy metal band? Weren't they
there at the beginnings of fuzz-tone and
feedback and adozen other taken- forgranted sonic effects?
Another aging acquaintance assures me
that Britisi audiences did listen beyond the
chart hit!: ieyond the pre-Mickie Most pop
which later signalled the band's demise. The
parallel he gave was Manfred Mann, aband
with pop success and serious, non- pop LPs.
It was an attempt at doing the impossible,
bridging the gap between the popular and
the hip, accomplished rarely and only by
giants like the Stones or Jimi Hendrix.
Reverse speculation is awaste of time, of
course, whereas giving credit where it's due
— no matter how late — is always worthwhile.
13(1

Though the Americans have continued to
honour the memory of the Yardbirds with
official compilations and avariety of
variable- quality bootlegs, released almost
annually since those dark days of 1968, it's
only recently that the British have got around
to making Yardbirds music available again to
both old and new audiences. This trend has
made life abit sweeter for the mourning
fans, especially those who saw singer Keith
Relf's tragic death as the final blow.
Rather than attribute any divine
intervention to these events, let's call it
coincidence that three of the surviving
Yardbirds decided to play areunion gig at
the Marquee in 1983, gave their backing to a
long-awaited official biography, decided to
stay together but under the banner of Box of
Frogs, and that Edsel chose to reissue their
classic LP, known as Roger the Engineer, in
both mono and stereo formats with their
quite different mixes. It might also be a
coincidence that just as much activity
concerning Yardbirds reissues has followed
the consolidation of Box of Frogs as
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Ken Kessler
eulogises the Yardbirds

preceded it, in what looked suspiciously like
pre- launch hype.
It's got to be acoincidence, because the
Frogs have not played up the nostalgia
aspect as much as other bands would have,
avoiding the dreaded Curse of the Reunion
which renders most reunions both
unpleasant and unnecessary. No, it would
appear that the core of the band keeps Box of
Frogs and Yardbirds nostalgia quite apart,
and the only connection between the two is
the uncanny sound of the Frogs' first LP. It
sounds exactly as Iwould have expected the
Yardbirds to sound 17 years after the fact.
Though it has nothing to do with the issue
in hand — the Yardbirds and our after-the-fact
view of them — the mere presence of Box of
Frogs is enough to take the edge off the pain
of losing the parent band. The loss of Keith
Relf dashed any hopes of aproper reunion,
but the new band serves as asurrogate as
nicely as the Neil Young and Steve Stills solo
LPs satisfied my post- Buffalo Springfield
cravings.
But satisfying old fans' yearnings is easily
accomplished; setting the record straight is
something else. After the lightweight
'official' biography appeared, full of
marvellous stories but lacking such niceties

as athorough discography, it seemed that all
that could be done had been done. Sufficient
reissues from Germany, the USA, Japan and
the UK have pretty much guaranteed the
availability of the major recordings, and the
astute shopper can — if he or she doesn't
mind the duplication of far too many tracks —
assemble areasonable Yardbirds library.
Unfortunately, it takes Jimmy Hughes- like
attention to determine just what one is
buying, examining playing times to see just
which take, mix or recording appears on a
given disc. This is, of course, important only
to the completist, the same soul who knows
that only the purchase of certain key
bootlegs will render his collection truly
complete. But awonderful thing has reached
the shops, courtesy of those dedicated
archivists at Charly Records, and it makes
available in one fell purchase the bulk of the
early, key Yardbirds material.
The Yardbirds: Shapes of Things (
Charly
Box 104) joins that too- short list of desirable,
nearly- above- reproach packages like Rhino's
Turtles history or the recent Elvis Presley
sets from RCA. It contains seven LPs
recorded before the Most- inspired rot set in,
best identified as the Gomelsky days, and it's
the period when all the hits and most of the
experimentation occurred. Aside from some
live curios and many of the numerous outtakes, it's all here: the Sonny Boy Williamson
sessions, the Clapton pieces, the early
psychedelia — even the rare version of 'Train
Kept A' Rollin', previously found only on the
hard-to- locate Blow Up soundtrack.
This material needs to be presented
properly to make it worthwhile to the novice,
and the package, thankfully, contains
copious notes, both on the LP sleeves ( some
new, some repros of US albums) and in the
free booklet. The booklet consists primarily
of reprints of news clippings, with
supplementary text, and it satisfies as much
as the full-length biography referred to
earlier. The vinyl and the paper combine to
make Shapes Of Things anear- flawless
academic course on the Yardbirds prior to
their decline, and it more than makes up for
the shameful lack of respect they've been
shown in the past.
For the completists, all that's really
missing to finish the saga are the sadly
maligned Little Games and Live LPs, the
latter recorded afew months before the final
split, afew weird B-sides, and some other
live performances found only on bootlegs or
when Tommy Vance dusts off the tapes for
his Friday night listeners. Hard cases like
myself actually enjoy things like Last RaveUp In LA, My Beck Pages, and other illegal
issues of questionable merit, but they are
merely footnotes to Charly's magnificent
achievement.
As Isaid in my ' Best of ' 84' column in the
January issue, the whole repackaging and
reissuing industry has taken aturn for the
better. I'm hoping that the days will soon be
gone when companies like PRT can get away
with shabby offerings like their box- set
'commemorating' the Kinks' 20th
anniversary. I'm just glad that Charly had the
good taste to include the Yardbirds among
the artists they've honoured with quality
retrospectives; none of the giant labels
would have allowed such astellar feat to
stain its record of mediocrity.
I'm still mourning the band's passing, but,
unlike Metropolis, this story's soundtrack
just gets better and better. ,,
tt(Hardcore Bird watchers are advised to send Et to Richard
MacKay, 22 West Street, Osney Town, Oxford 0S2 OBO, for
asample copy of his fanzine, Yardbirds World. Now into its
18th issue, the magazine continues to unearth juicy bits of
trivia no Yardbirds fan can live without.)
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